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PREFACE

This is a new book to replace Low-Noise Electronic Design (© 1973). All the
relevant topics from the original book are included and updated to today's
technology. Since the emphasis has been expanded to address the total
system design from sensor to simulation to design, the title has been changed
to reflect the new scope.
A significant improvement is the change of technological emphasis. The
fll'St book emphasized discrete component technology with extensions to ICs.
The new book focuses on IC design concepts with added support for discrete
design where necessary. Additionally, considerable theoretical expansion has
been included for many of the practical concepts discussed. This makes the
new book serve very wen as a textbook.
Six completely new chapters have been added to support the current
direction of technology. These new chapters cover the use of SPICE and
PSpice for low-noise analysis and design, noise in feedback amplifiers which
are extensively used in IC designs, noise mechanisms in analog/digital and
digital/analog converters, noise models for many popular sensors, power
supplies and voltage references, and useful low-noise amplifier designs.
This book is intended for use by practicing engineers and by students of
electronics. It can be used for self-study or in an organized classroom
situation as a quarter or semester course or short course. A knowledge of
electric circuit analysis, the principles of electronic circuits, and mathematics
through basic calculus is assumed.
The approach used in this text is practice or design oriented. The material
is not a study of noise theory, but rather of noise sources, models, and
methods to deal with the every-present noise in electronic systems.
xiii

xiv

PREFACE

This new book serves the following users:
L The academic community, where the new book can be used (and has
been at Georgia Tech) as a textbook for a one-quarter or one-semester
electrical engineering course in low-noise electronic design. Derivations are
added for clarity and completeness. Many original problems developed in
over 15 years of teaching this course are included at the end of each chapter.
Key points are summarized in every chapter.
2. Electronic design engineers who design with integrated circuits or
discrete components. The new book describes the fundamental noise mechanisms and introduces useful noise models. It shows the details of how
feedback can be employed to meet system and circuit specifications. Derivations and modeling approaches are given which are useful for determining
the noise in active and passive components as wen as in power supplies. This
approach is directed toward supporting the total system design concept.
Typical, low-noise design examples are provided, analyzed, and discussed.
Laboratory techniques for noise measurement and instrumentation complete
the coverage.
3. Project engineers who design and build low-noise integrated circuits.
The new book contains complete descriptions of the noise models of all
important active devices: MOSFETs, JFETs, GaAs FETs, and BJTs. Modeling is done in terms of the SPICE, Gummel-Poon, Curtice~ and hybrid-7T
models. Chapters on low-noise design methodology and single-stage and
multistage amplifier design approaches win aid and direct the project design
engineers. Furthermore, the chapter on noise measurement will permit them
to test and characterize their new devices and new circuit designs.
4. Digital designers who convert very low level analog signals into suitable
digital logic levels. The chapters on noise mechanisms, amplifier noise
modeling, and sensor noise models enable them to define fundamental noise
limits and to specify design requirements. The chapters on low-noise design
methodology plus the included sample circuits will enable them to produce
functional preamplifier and amplifier interface stages which bridge the analog
and digital technologies. Finally, the material on the noise mechanisms in
AID and DI A converters will enable them to evaluate and solve the critical
analog -digital interface and partitioning problems.
There is no other book in the present market that directly competes with
Low-Noise Electronic System Design. Usually, noise in ICs is addressed in
textbooks as a section or maybe as a complete chapter. Industrial Ie manuals
treat noise mostly from a specification and test point of view. The PSpice
manual produced by MicroSim Corporation for use with their simulation
programs only covers noise modeling. One can fmd trade journal articles and
application notes on low noise design methodology. Digital noise is now
being addressed more in the literature. Noise measurement is covered in
some textbooks and application notes. But all these subjects are covered in
Low-Noise Electronic System Design. In addition, this book pulls together the
whole subjects of noise combined with design. It provides descriptions of
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noise sources and noise models, addresses the practical problems of circuit
design for low-noise employing negative feedback, filtering, component noise,
measurement techniques and instrumentation, and finally gives many examples of practical amplifier designs.
In summary, Low-Noise Electrooic ~ f)::s:j'gl is a textbook for the
study of low-noise design, an Ie design textbook, and a design manual
covering the complete subject of noise from theory. to modeling, to design, to
application.
This book is an outgrowth of our many years of research, development,
design, and teaching experience. Special recognition is given to HoneyweU,
Inc., and the Georgia Institute of Technology for their cooperation and
support.
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INTRODUCTION

Sensors, detectors, and transducers are basic to the instrumentation and
control fields. They are the "Lingers," "eyes," and "ears" that reach out and
measure. They must translate the characteristics of the physical world into
electrical signals. We process and measure these signals and interpret them
to be the reactions taking place in a chemical plant, the environment of an
orbiting satellite, or the odor of an onion. An engineering problem often
associated with sensing systems is the level of electrical noise generated in
the sensor and in the electronic system.
In recent years, new high-resolution sensors and high-perfonnance systems have been developed. AU sensors have a basic or limiting noise level.
The system designer must interface the sensor with electronic circuitry that
contributes a minimum of additional noise. To raise the signal level an
amplifier must be designed to complement the sensor. Achieving optimum
system perrormance is the primary consideration of this book.
The following chapters answer severcll important questions. When given a
sensor with specific impedance, signal and noise characteristics, how do you
design or select an amplifier for minimum noise contribution, and concurrently maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the system? [f we have a
sensor-amplifier system complete with known signal and noise, we must
determine the major noise source: Is it sensor, amplifier, or pickup noise?
Are we maximizing the signal? Is improvement possible? The methods for
design analysis, and solution are provided.
Low Noise Electronic System Design, as the title says, is a study ci
low-noise design and not a treatise on noise as a physical phenomenon. [t is
divided into four parts to improve organization and facilitate study_
1
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Fundamental Concepts, Part 1, of the book describes the four fundamental
sources of noise including excess noise. Useful noise voltage and noise
current models for Ie's and other amplifiers then follow. This part h ..
concluded with methods for utilizing the noise model with feedback around
the amplifier to determine the effects of the feedback components upon the
total equivalent input and output noises. These first three chapters provide a
complete overview of noise, enabling the designer to understand the subject
and to proceed with specifying system noise and design objectives.
Noise Modeling, Part lI, covers noise modeling in considerable detail.
Noise models of all types cf sensors and active devices such as FETs and
BITs are derived. Methods of using SPICE and PSpice for circuit analysis are
illustrated, and new techniques for incorporating the preceding noise models
into practical circuits are shown. A methodology is developed for the selection ci an active device and operating point to provide an optimum noise
match for maximum signal-to-noise ratio for any sensor type, sensor
impedance, and operating frequency range.
Designing for Low Noise, Part TIl, addresses the practical ways to design a
low-noise circuit. Expressions for equivalent input and output noise voltages
and currents are derived, as well as gains of discrete and cascaded stages.
Design examples further illustrate the ctitical elements of the amplifiers. A
detailed derivation of the noise model of the popular differential amplifier
circuit and others are included. The fundamental noise limits in analog/digital and digital/analog converters are established. Usually limited by digital
noise pickup, the final limit of converter resolution is determined by fundamental noise mechanisms. This limit is derived for several popular converter
circuits and methods of reducing fundamental noises are shown.
Low-Noise Design Applications, Part IV, focuses on applications of lownoise approaches. It discusses noise mechanisms in passive components,
power supplies, and voltage references for low-noise circuits, noise measurement methods using modem instrumentation, and cites several practical
design examples.
The appendixes contain much useful noise data on many commercial
operational amplifiers. preamplifiers, and discrete devices. Answers are given
to many of the problems posed at the end of each chapter.

PART I
*

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

··Popcon1 noise," discussed in Chap. 5, is shown in the traces. The top trace is
considered to represent a moderate level of this noise. The bottom trace is a low
level. Some devices exhibit popcorn noise with five times the amplitude shown in the
top trace. Horizontal sensitivity is 2 ms/cm.

3

CHAPTER 1

FlJNDArvlENTAL NOISE rvIECHAI\lISMS

The problems caused by electrical noise are apparent in the output device of
an electrical system, but the sources of noise are unique to the low-signal-level
portions of the system. The "snow" that may be observed on a television
receiver display is the result of internally generated noise in the frrst stages of
signal amplification.
This chapter defines the fundamental types of noise present in electronic
systems and discusses methods of representing these sources for the purpose
of ruoise circuit analysis. In addition, concepts such as noise bandwidth and
spectral density are introduced.

1-1

NOISE DEFINITION

~oise, in the broadest sense, can be defined as any unwanted disturbance thal
obscures or inteiferes with a desired signal. Disturbances often come from
~U1rces external to the system being studied and may result from electrostatic
or electromagnetic coupling between the circuit and the ac power lines, radio
transmitters, or fluorescent lights. Cross-talk between adjacent circuits, hum
from dc power supplies, or microphonics caused by the mechanical vibration
of components are all examples of unwanted disturbances. With the exception of noise from electrical stonns and galactic radiation, most of these types
crf disturbances are caused by radiation from electrical equipment; they can
:"e eliminated by adequate shielding, filtering, or by changing the layout of
:ircuit components. In extreme cases, changing the physical location of the
:est system may be warranted.

5
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FUNDAMENTAL NOISE MECHANISMS

We use the word "noise" to represent basic random-noise generators or
spontaneous fluctuations that result from the physics of the devices and
mateliaIs that make up the electrical system. Thus the thelmal noise apparent in all electrical conductors at temperatures above absolute zero is an
example of noise as discussed in this book. This fundamental or true noise
cannot be predicted exactly, nor can it be totally eliminated, but it can be
manipulated and its effects minimized.
Noise is important. The limit of resolution of a sensor is often determined
by noise. The dynamic range of a system is determined by noise. The highest
signal level that can be processed is limited by the characteristics of the
circuit, but the smallest detectable level is set by noise.
In addition to the familiar effects of noise in communication systems, noise
is a problem in digital, control, and computing systems. For example, the
presence of spikes of random noise makes it difficult to design a circuit that
triggers (switches) at a specific signal amplitude. When noise of varying
amplitude is mixed with the signal, noise peaks can cause a level detector to
trigger falsely. To reduce the probability of false triggering, noise reduction is
necessary.
Suppose that we have a system that is too noisy, but are uncertain whether
the noisiness is caused by electrical equipment disturbances or by fundamental noise. We add shielding. A general rule for frequencies above 1000 Hz or
impedance levels over 1000 n is to use conductive shielding (aluminum or
copper). For low frequencies and lower impedances, we can use magnetic
shielding (super-malloy, mu-metal) and twisted-wire pairs. We can also put
the preamplifier on a separate battery supply. If these effOlis help, we can try
more shielding. The work may be moved to another location, or measurements can be made dudng the quieter evening hours. If these techniques do
not reduce the disturbance, then look to fundamental noise mechanisms.
Fundamental or true noise is the type considered almost exclusively in this
book.

1-2 NOISE PROPERTIES
Noise is a totally random signal. It consists of frequency components that are
random in both amplitude and phase. Although the long-term rms value can
be measured, the exact amplitude at any instant of time cannot be predicted.
[f the instantaneous amplitude of noise could be predicted, noise would not
be a problem.
It is possible to predict the randomness of noise. Much noise has a
Gaussian or normal distribution of instantaneous amplitudes with time [1].
The common Gaussian curve is depicted in Fig. 1-1 along with a photograph
of the associated electrical noise as obtained from an oscilloscope.
The Gaussian distribution predicts the probability of the measured noise
signal having a specific value at a specific point in time. A noise signal with a

7
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Probability of
instantaneous value
of voltage exceeding

e

e,

o

o

Time

Figure 1-1 Noise wavefonn and Gaussian distribution of amplitudes.

zero mean Gaussian distribution has the highest probability of having a value
of zero at any instant of time. The Gaussian curve is the limiting case
produced by overlaying an imaginary coordinate grid structure on the noise
waveform. If one could sample a large collection of data points and tally the
number of occurrences when the noise voltage level is equal to or greater
than a particular level, the Gaussian curve would result. Mathematically, the
distribution can be desclibed as

(x-,u)

1

Ie x) = un;;; exp -

[

2u 2

2]

(1-1 )

where f.J- is the mean or average value and u is the standard deviation or root
mean square (nns) value of the variable x. The function j(x) is referred to as
the probability density function, or pdf.
The area under the Gaussian curve represents the probability that a
particular event will occur. Since probabjlity can only take on values from 0
to 1, the total area must equal unity. The waveform is centered about a mean
or average voltage level jL, corresponding to a probability of .5 that the
instantaneous value of the noise waveform is either above or below p. If we
consider a value such as e I, the probability of exceeding that level at any
instant in time is shown by the cross-hatched area in Fig. ]-1. To a good
engineering approximation, common electrical noise lies within ± 30" of the
mean J.L. In other words, the peak-to-peak value of the noise wave is less than
six times the rrns value for 99.7% of the time.
The rms definition is based on the equivalent heating effect True rms
voltmeters measure the applied time-dependent voltage vet) according to

~ms=

(1-2)
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where Tp is the period of the voltage. Applying Eq. 1-2 to a sine wave of peak
value Vm volts gives the famHiar result VrIDS = 0.707Vm,
The most common type of ac volmeter rectifies the wave to be measured,
measures the average or dc value, and indicates the rms value on a scale
calibrated by mUltiplying the average value by 1.11 to simulate the nns. This
type of meter correctly indicates the rms values of a sine wave, but noise is
not sinusoidal, and the reading of a noise waveform will be 11.5% low.
Correction can be made by multiplying the reading by 1.l3. Chapter 15
discusses specific noise measurement instrumentation and these correction
factors in much greater detaiL

1..3 THERMAL NOISE
Three main types of fundamental noise mechanisms are thermal noise, shot
noise, and low-frequency (ll!) noise. Thermal noise is the most often
encountered and is considered first. The other two types of noise are defined
in later sections of this chapter. A special case of thermal noise limited by
shunt capacitance called kT Ie noise is also defined. Additional discussions
of the effects of these types of noise in devices and circuits will be found
throughout this book.
Thermal noise is caused by the random thermally excited vibration of the
charge carriers in a conductor. This carrier motion is similar to the Brownian
motion of particles. From studies of Brownian motion, thermal noise was
predicted. It was first observed by J. B. Johnson of Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1927, and a theoretical analysis was provided by H. Nyquist in 1928.
Because of their work thermal noise is called Johnson noise or Nyquist noise.
In every conductor or resistor at a temperature above absolute zero, the
electrons are in random motion, and this vibration is dependent on temperature. Since each electron carries a charge of 1.602 X 10- 1.9 C, there are many
little current surges as electrons randomly move about in the materiaL
Although the average current in the conductor resulting from these movements is zero, instantaneously there is a current fluctuation that gives rise to
a voltage across the terminals of the conductor.
The available noise power in a conductor, Nr, is found to be proportional
to the absolute temperature and to the bandwidth of the measuring system.
I n equation fonn this is
~ =

kTllf

(1-3)

where k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X 10- 23 W-s/K), T is the temperature of the conductor in kelvins (K), and Af is the noise bandwidth of the
measuring system in hertz (Hz).
At room temperature (17°C or 290 K), for a l.O-Hz bandwidth, evaluation
of Eq. 1-3 gives Nt = 4 X 10- 21 W. This is -204 dB when referenced to

THERMAL NOISE
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1 W. In RF communications, 1 mW is often taken as the reference standard
and dB, is used to indicate this standard.
4 X 10- 21
Noise power in dB, ~ 10 log 10 ( 10 - 3

= -174 dB,

)

(1-4)

This level of -174 dB, is often refened to as the "noise floor" or minimum
noise level that is practically achievable in a system operating at room
temperature. It is not possible to achieve any lower noise unless the temperature is lowered.
The noise power predicted by Eq. ] -3 is that caused by thermal agitation
of the carriers. Other noise mechanisms can exist in a conductor, but they are
excluded from consideration here. Thus the thenna! noise represents a
minimum level of noise in a restrictive element.
In Eq. 1-3 the noise power is proportional to the noise bandwidth. There
is equal noise power in each hertz of bandwidth; the power in the band from
1 to 2 Hz is equal to that from 1000 to 1001 Hz. This results in thermal noise
being called "white' noise. "White" implies that the noise is made up of
many frequency components just as white light is made up of many colors. A
Fourier analysis gives a flat plot of noise versus frequency. The comparison to
white light is not exact, for white light consists of equal energy per wavelength, not per hertz. Thermal noise ultimately limits the resolution of any
measurement system. Even if an amplifier could be built perfectly noise-free,
the resistance of the signal source would still contribute noise.
It is considerably easier to measure noise voltage than noise power.
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 1-2. The available Iwise power is the power
that can be supplied by a resistive source when it is feeding a noiseless resistive
load equal to the source resistance. Therefore, Rs = RL and Eo = El/2
represents the true rms noise voltage. The power supplied to RL is Nt and is
given by Eqs. 1-5 and 1-3:
(1-5)

Solving Eq. 1-5 for Ep the

nTIS

thermal noise voltage E, of a resistance

~----JV~------~--~Eo

RL

Figure 1-2 Circuit for determination cf
noise voltage.
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=

RS is*
!

E,

~

J4kTR tJ.[

I

(1-6)

where R is the resistance or real part of the conductor's impedance, T is the
temperature in kelvins, (room temperature = l70e = 290 K), and k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X 10- 23 W-s/K). Solving for 4kT,
4kT = 1.61 X 10- 20

(at 290 K)

(1-7)

Example 1-1 Using Eq. 1-6, the thermal noise of a l-kfl resistor produces a
noise voltage of 4 nV rms in a noise bandwidth of 1 Hz. This is a good
number to memorize for a reference level. Using 4 nY as a standard, we can
easily scale up or down by the square root of the resistance and/or the
bandwidth.
This discussion might lead one to consider using a large-valued resistor
and a wide bandwidth (whlch can produce several volts).in series with a diode
in an attempt to power a load such as a transistor radio. It should be obvious
that this will not work, but can you explain the flaw in the reasoning?
Several important observations can be made from Eq. 1-6. Noise voltage is
proportional to the square root of the bandwidth, no matter where the
frequency band is centered. Reactive components do not generate thermal
noise. The resistance used in the equation is not simply the dc resistance of
the device or component, but is more exactly defined as the rea] part of the
complex impedance. In the case of inductance, it may include eddy cun"ent
losses. For a capacitor, it can be caused by dielectric losses. It is obvious that
cooling a conductor decreases its thermal noise.
Equation 1-6 is very important in noise analysjs. It provides the noise limit
that must always be watched. Today, low-noise amplifying devices are so
quiet that system performance is often limited by thermal noise. We shall see
that the measure of an amplifier's performance, its signal-to-noise ratio
(S IN) and its noise figure (NF) are only measures of the noise the amplifier
adds to the thermal noise of the source resistance.
The effect of broadband thermal noise must be minimized. Equation 1-6
implies that there are several practical ways to do this. The sensor resistance
must be kept as low as possible, and additional series resistance elements
must be avoided. Also, it is desirable to keep the system bandwidth as narrow
as possible, while maintaining enough bandwidth to pass the desired signaL
*A more complete expression for thennal noise is E? = 4kTRp(f} df, where p{f) is referred to
as the Planck factor: P(f) = (hf/kTXe hf / kt - 1)-.l. 11 = 6.62 X 10- 34 J-s is Planck's constant.
The £enn p(f) is usually ignored since hf/kT « I at room temperature for frequencies into the
microwave band. Therefore, pCf) = 1 for mosl purposes [2].
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When designing a system, frequency limiting should be incorporated in one
ci the later stages. For laboratory applications, frequency limiting is usually
obtained with spectrum analyzers or tuned filters. It is normally undesirable
to do the frequency limiting at the sensor or the input coupling network. This
tends to decrease both the signal and the sensor noise but it does not
attenuate the amplifier noise that is generated following the coupling network.
Even though we have shown that there is a time-varying cuo-ent and
available power in every conductor, this is not a new power source! Recalling
the previous teaser question, you cannot put a diode in series with a noisy
resistor and use it to power a transistor radio. If the conductor were
connected to a load (another conductor), the noise power of each would
merely be transferred to the other. If a resistor at room temperature were
connected in parallel with a resistor at absolute zero, 0 K, there would
indeed be a power transfer from the higher temperature resistor to the lower.
The wanner resistor would try to cool down and the other would try to wann
up until they came into thermal equilibrium. At that point there would be no
further power transfer.
Thelmal noise has been extensively studied. Expressions are available for
predicting the number of maxima per second present in thermal noise, and
also the number of zero crossings expected per second present in theO'Oal
noise, and also the number of zero crossings expected per second in the noise
wavefonn. These quantities are dependent on the width of the passband.
Fonnulas are given in Prob. 1-17.

1-4

NOISE BANDWIDTH

Noise bandwidth is not the same as the commonly used -3-dB bandwidth.
There is one definition of bandwidth for signals and another for noise. The
bandwidth of an amplifier or a tuned circuit is classically defined as the
frequency span between half-power points, the points on the frequency axis
where the signal transmission has been reduced by 3 dB from the central or
midrange reference value. A - 3-dB reduction represents' a Joss of 50% in
the power level and cOlTesponds to a voltage level equal to 0.707 of the
voltage at the center frequency reference.
The noise bandwidth, Af. is the frequency span of a rectangularly shaped
power gain curve equal in area to the area of the actual power gain versus
frequency curve. Noise bandwidth is the area under the power curve, the
integral of power gain versus frequency, divided by the peak amplitude of the
cwve. This can be stated in equation fonn as
1
-1
G(f) df
Go
0:

Ilf

=

0

(1-8)
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where G(/) is the power gain as a function of frequency and Go is the peak
power gain. Generally, we only know the frequency behavior of the voltage
gain of the system and since power gain is proportional to the network
voltage gain squared, the equivalent noise bandwidth can also be written as

(1-9)
2

where A" is the peak magnitude of the voltage gain and IA v (/)1 is the
square of the magnitude of the voltage gain over frequency-the square
of the magnitude of a Bode plot. Equation 1-9 is a more useful expression
for Af.
The plot shown in Fig. J-3a is typical of a broadband amplifier with
maximum gain at de. The shape of the curve may appear strange because it
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has a linear frequency scale instead of the more common logarithmic scale. If
the gain peak does not occur at dc such as with the bandpass amplifier shown
in Fig. 1-3b, the maximum voltage gain must be found and used to nonnalize
the noise bandwidth calculation. The area of the dashed rectangle is equal to
the area of the integration in Eq. 1-9. Thus the noise bandwidth, Af, is not
equal to the half-power or -3-dB bandwidth, f2- The noise bandwidth will
always be greater than f2As an example of Af determination, consider a fist-order low-pass filter
whose signal transmission varies with frequency according to

(1-10)

where f2 is the conventional -3-dB cutoff frequency and the low-frequency
and midband voltage gain has been normalized to unity. The magnitude of
the voltage gain is
1

IA v ( f) I =

----'';=1=+=(1=lf=2)=2

(1-11)

Then from Eq. 1-9 the noise bandwidth is
(1-12)

Now change variables so that
f =

/2 tan e

and

The new limits of integration become 0 to

Ilf -

,,/2/2 sec2 {}

1

1 + tan 2

0

Ilf = 12

"'lT/2

jo

'iT

/2 such that

de

e

7rf2
dB = = 1. 571 f2
2

(1-13)

:Sote that the noise bandwidth is 57% larger than the conventional -3-dB
bandwidth for the first-order low-pass filter.
As a second example consider two identical, first-order, low-pass filters
~scaded with appropriate huffering to prevent loading as shown in Fig. 1-4.
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Out

In
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1·4 Cascaded low-pass fi lter.

The voltage transfer function for
1

2

(1-14)

- 3-dB high-frequency corner of each RC time constant.
is now

tV:U\rI"cllrllth

fCC ~1----:c
o 1+

Again making the same

6.f =

(

f

0

1+

de
tan 2

(1-15)

df
cn.m~~e

~'''~''E)~
-rr/2

2

of limit substitution,

(

e

it must be remembered here that 12
the conventional
cut'ott frequency of each stage and not the system's -3-dB cutoff frequency
tllnl,....n we will
as fa' The amplifier system cutoff frequency can be
found from
However~

1

1

(1-17)

Solving gives

fa
rhf~rejrone.

the

=

0.643 6f2

(1-18)

bandwidth of the amplifier system is
'TTf2
4

'TTl
= 1.222/
4 x 0.6436
a

___
tl _

(1-19)

1,>1""""'''' than the conventional -3-dB
hlgh-treQluelncv roll-off becomes
by
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IAv(f)1
in dB

o

dB
Slope ==

-40 d BJdecade

f2

Figure 1-5

Frequency response of the

log frequency
ca~caded

low-pass filter.

using a large number of cascaded stages, Af approaches the -3-dB bandwidth. For example, Prob. 1-8 shows that a cascade of three identical lowpass stages produces a Af 1.155 times the system's - 3-dB bandwidth.
Often an exact evaluation of the integration necessary to find the noise
bandwidth in a convenient closed fonn is not possible and an approximation
technique becomes necessary. To illustrate one such approximation, consider
again the cascaded low-pass filter example of Fig. 1-4. The magnitude of its
frequency response is as shown in Fig. 1-5.
The equation for the asymptotic frequency response of the magnitude of
A,Jf) in decibels is
for

0

for

j?

<15, 12
~

j

~

(1-20)

00

The approximate noise bandwidth for the asymptotic response is

(1-21)
It was found previously in Eq. 1-19 that Af = L222fa = 0.785/2 for a double

time constant circuit, where /2 is the time constant of each pole. In this
example, the approximate analysis technique introduced an error into the Af
evaluation of 1.333/0.785 = 1.70 or 70% error, which dramatically shows
that this approximation method cannot be used!
Often the frequency response equations become very complicated and it is
very difficult to determine the noise bandwidth using direct mathematical
integration for large or compJex electronic systems. In these cases, other
approximation techniques may be successfully employed using numerical
:ntegration routines available in MathCAD, DERIVE, or similar computer
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found
programs . Alternatively) the noise bandwidth can
like SPICE and the analysis techniques explained in
1Au(f
graphical approach may also be a viable method.
gralPh paper and the number of squares underneath
curve cOlmtea.
bandwidth is found by dividing this total by I
Care must be eXf~rci;sed
me~aSIJreme:nts pertaining to noise. We must not
bandwidth of the system. Also,
allow the meaSllTII1lg e(~urpment to chlill~~e
we must bear in mind that to ;;:\rri\IP
...."' ... , ••u
";:"y .. ,,. the network response
must continue to fall off as we reach rugner
The term spectral density is
to
content in a 1 Hz
unit of bandwidth. It can be related to
as
2
later. Spectral density has units of volts per hertz and is syrnbc)1J1~d
to show that in general it varies with frequency. For a thermal
the spectral density S(/) is
..:>AI.Ay ............;,..:>

J. ....

S(f)

-

( 1-22)

= 4kTR

sources that the plot of S(f) versus
It
characteristic
frequency is a simple horizontal
quantity.
a
When measuring noise we work with the rms
".,..0 value of a
Thus we obtain the spectral density by nn!ll"111na
this
noise voltage by the noise bandwidth. If we
mathematical operation, it can be interpreted as
the rms
1 Hz of bandwidth. Note that the square root of the SP(~ctlra
(symbolized as
...; Ilf) is a quantity that can be measured; the units are
this density function is symbolized by E /
II
the cycle symbol (.....,) to
the case
a
treQuc~nc:y is in cycles per second not
frequency. This
cycles, so volts
'-'u,'~v a bandwidth of 1 Hz
tllnlctlC::ms are referred to as "volts per
almost always
units
"amps per root
root hertz"
Spectral density is a narrowband
quency. I n order to obtain the total
function must be integrated over the frequency
source wnlcn
system
in Fig. 1-6 where a resistor is used as a
by an ideal bandpass amplifier. The total output noise me~as:ure:d
a true rms voltmeter given by
<:'1"1>1,

=

f~
o

L,(f) 12 df = 4kTR f"'IAv(f) 12 df
o

<o[ 1

fl
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Figure 1-6 Circuit for showing narrowband and wideband noises.

E;o

Here
represents the wideband mean square output noise voltage. The
narrowband output noise voltage spectrum or spectral density is given by

(1-24)

1-5 THERMAL NOISE EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
In order to perfonTI a noise analysis of an electronic system, every element
that generates thermal noise is represented by an equivalent circuit composed of a noise voltage generator in series with a noiseless resistance.
Suppose, then, that we have a noisy resistance R connected between terminals a and b. For analysis, we substitute the equivalent shown in Fig. 1-7a, a
noiseless resistance of the same ohmic value, and a series noise generator
with rms value E t equal to (4kTR Af )1/2. This generator is supplying the
circuit with multifrequency noise; it is specified by the nTIS value of its total
output. The '* symbols representing the voltage and current generators are
used for noise sources exclusively.
According to Norton's theorem, the series arrangement shown in Fig. 1-7a
can be replaced by an equivalent constant-current generator in parallel with
a resistance. The noise current generator L will have a rms value equal to
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a

R (noiseless)
R (noiseless)

b

b

(a)

(b)

It '" ;/4kT AflR

Figure 1-7 Equivalent circuits for thennal noise: (a) Thevenin equivalent circuit and
(b)

Norton equivalent circuit

Et/R, or in this instance

11 =

J

4kT 11/

R

= J4kTG I:1f

(1-25)

where G = l/R is the conductance in siemens.
If a voltmeter with infinite input impedance and zero self-noise were
connected between a and b, the thermal noise voltage could be measured.
However, because most voltmeters also contribute noise, a direct reading will
usuaBy be too large.
The system of symbols that we employ in noise analysis uses the letters E
and I to represent noise quantities. The letter V is reserved for signa]
voltage. Because noise generators do not have an instantaneous phase
characteristic as is attributed to sine waves in the phasor method of representation, no specific polarity indication is included in the noise source symbols
in Fig. L-7. Polarity of noise sources (correlation) is discussed in Chap. 2.

1-6

ADDITION OF NOISE VOLTAGES

When two sinusoidal signal voitage sources of equal amplitude and the same
frequency and phase are connected in series, the resultant voltage has twice
the common amplitude, and combined they can deliver four times the power
of one source. [f, on the other hand, they differ in phase by 180°, the net
voltage and power from the pair is zero. For other phase conditions they may
be combined using the familiar rules of phasor algebra.
[f two sinusoidal signal voltage sources of different non-harmonic frequencies with nus amplitudes V1 and V2 are connected in series, the resultant
voltage has an rms amplitude equal to (V/ Vl)1/2. The mean square value

+

ADDITION OF NOISE VOLTAGES

Figure 1-8

i9

Addition of uncorrelated noise voltages.

of the resultant wave v,2 is the sum of the mean square values of the
components ev,.2 = V t2 V}).
Equivalent noise generators represent a very large number of component
frequencies with a random distribution of amplitudes and phases. When
independent noise generators are series connected, the separate sources
neither help nor hinder one another. The output power is the sum of the
separate output powers, and, consequently, it is valid to combine such
sources so that the resultant mean square voltage is the sum of the mean
square voltages of the individual generators. This statement can be extended
to noise current sources in paralleL
The generators El and E2 shown in Fig. 1-8 represent uncorrelated noise
sources. We form the sum of these voltages by adding their mean square
values. Thus the mean square of the sum, E2, is given by

+

Taking the square root of the quantity such as E2 represents the nus. [t is
not valid to linearly sum the nTIS voltages of series noise sources, they must
be rms summed.
To a good engineering approximation, one can often neglect the smaller of
the two noise signals when their nus values are in a 10:1 ratio. In this case,
the smaller signal adds less than 1% to the overall voltage. A 3:1 ratio has
only a 10% effect on the total. If two resistors are connected in parallel, the
total thelmal noise voltage is that of the equivalent resistance. Similarly, with
wo resistors in series, the total noise voltage is determined by the arithmetic
sum of the resistances.
As an example, consider wo simple circuits composed of resistive elements as shown in Fig. 1-9a and b. In both circuits we want to detennine the
output noise voltage, E no ' due to the thermal noise of the source resistor or
resistors. For simplicity, we neglect the thermal noise of the load resistor. ff
we apply conventional linear circuit techniques, the 4-nV /Hzl/2 thermal
noise produced by Rs in Fig. 1-9a will be attenuated by a factor of 2 and
produce an output noise voltage of
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...-----,----0 ETl.()
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500
R[, (noiseless)

RL (noiseless)
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RSI
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RSI

+ R S2 :::: lk

Et =..JEil + E~

(b)

(d
Figure 1-9 Circuits with noise voltages: (a) simple circuit, (b) equivalent circuit, and
(c) correct resultant circuit.

If we apply the same linear analysis approach to the equivalent circuit of Fig.
1-9b which has two source resistors in series totaling 1 kO, we get an entirely
di fferent result

= 0.5(2.82 nV /Hz1/2)

+ 0.5(2.82 nV/Hzl/2) = 2.82 nV /Hzl/2
(1-28)

The difficulty with the second approach is that noise voltages do not
combine in a linear manner and hence the principle of superposition does
not apply here. The correct analysis approach for the circuit of Fig. 1-9b is

Eno = 2 nV/Hz 1/ 2

(1-29)
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This example illustrates a common problem when combining noise sources.
To avoid this problem, first combine any series or parallel elements into a
single equivalent element. Then calculate the noise contribution due to the
equivalent element. For example, the two resistors and their noise sources in
Fig. 1-9b combine to the correct equivalent network as shown in Fig. 1-9c.
Just remember, if you try adding noise sources such as
(1-30)
you will get an extra cross-product tenn which defines the correlation
coefficient which is presented in the next section.

1-7 CORRELATION
When noise voltages are produced independently mul there is no reLationship
between the instantaneous vaLues qf the voltages, they are uncorrelated. UncoTrelated voltages are treated according to the discussion of the preceding
section.
Two wavefonns that are of identical shape are said to be 100% correlated
even if their amplitudes differ. An example of correlated signals would be
two sine waves of the same frequency and phase. The instantaneous or rms
values of fully correlated waveforms can be added arithmetically.
A problem arises when we have noise voltages that are partially correlated. This can happen when each contains some noise that arises from a
common phenomenon, as well as some independently generated noise. [n
order to sum partially correlated waves, the general expression is

(1-31)
the term C is called the correlation coefficient and can have any value
between -1 and + 1, including o. When C = 0, the voltages are uncorrelated, and the equation is the same as given in Fig. 1-8. When C = 1, the
signals are totally correlated. Then nns values El and E2 can be added
linearly. A -] value for C implies subtraction of correlated signals, for the
waveforms are then 180" out of phase.
Very often one can assume the correlation to be zero with little error. The
maximum error will occur when the two voltages are equal and fully correlated. Swnming gives 2 times their separate nns values, whereas the uncorrelated summing is IA times their separate nns values. Thus the maximum
error caused by the assumption of statistical independence is 30%. If the
signals are partially correlated or one is much larger than the other, the error
is smaller. When one signal is 10 times the other, the error is 8.6% maximum
which is pretty good accuracy for noise measurements.
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Figure 1-10 Circuits for analysis examples.

1-8 NOISE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
An introduction to the circuit analysis of noisy networks was given in the
preceding two sections. Here we expand on these discussions in order to
clarify the theory and extend it to further applications.
Refer to Fig. 1-10a. A sinusoidal voltage source is feeding two noiseless
resistances. Kirchhoff's voltage law allows us to write
(1-32)
Now suppose that we wanted to equate the mean square values of the three
tenns in Eq. 1-32. Let us square each tenn.
(1-33)
This operation is not valid! Why? Because there is 100% correlation between
IRl and IR 2 , for they contain the same CUITent I. Therefore, a correlation
term must be present, and the correct expression is

(1-34)
Since C must equal unity here because only one current exists, the equation
becomes

(1-35)
The rule for series circuit analysjs is simply that when resistances or impedances
are series-connected, they should be summed first, and then, when dealing with
mean square quantities, the sum should be squared.
If V had been a noise source E, the same rule applies, for there is only
one current in the circuit.
Now consider the circuit shown in Fig. 1-10b. Two uncorrelated noise
voltage sources (or sinusoidal sources of different frequencies) are in series
with two noiseless resistances. The current in this circuit must be expressed

NOISE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
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in mean square terms:

No correlation term is present.
A convenient method for noise circuit analysis, when more than one
source is present, employs superposition. The superposition principle states:
In a linear network the resporLse for two or more sources acting sinwltaneously
.is tlu sum of the responses for each source acting alone with the other voltage
sources short-circuited and the other current sources open-circuited. Let us use
superposition on the circuit of Fig. I-lOb. The loop currents caused by E1
and £2' each acting independently, are

E1
11 = - - Rl + R2

( 1-37)

And, for W1C0I1'elated quantities,

(1-38)
Therefore,

12

El

= -----=-2
(Rl
R2 )

+

Ei

+
(Rl

+ R2)

2

(1-39)

This agrees with Eq. 1-36.
In Fig. 1-10c sources E1 and E2 are correlated. Polarity symbols have
been added to show that the generators are aiding. Then

[2

=

El + Ei, + 2CE 1 E 2

------2--

(R J +R 2 )

( 1-40)

where 0 < C ~ + 1 for aiding generators. If the polarity symbol on either
generator were at its opposite terminal, C would take on values between 0
and -1. Note that when full correlation exists, it is valid to equate nTIS
quantities (E = lRl IR 2 ).
Suppose that we have a circuit such as shown in Fig. 1-11 in which there
are several uncorrelated noise currents. We wish to determine the total
current 11 through R 1 For this example superposition is used; the contribution of E1 to L is termed Ill> and the contribution of E2 to L is 1,,0 It

+
0
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Figure 1-11 Two-loop circuit.

follows that
and

Next observe that

(1-42)
Therefore, we can wri te
I~

Er(R2 + R3)2

= ------------------~2
(RIR2 + R)R3 + R 2 R 3 )

and

(1-43)
Hence
2 _
/ 1-

E'f(R 2 + R3)2 + EiR~
(RIR2 + RIR3 + R 2 R 3 )

2

(1-44)

When finding the total cun'ent resulting from several ul1con-elated noise sources,
the contributions fronz each source must be added in such a way so that the
magnitude of the total current is increased by each contribution. Therefore,
neither the E1 nor the E2 tenns in Eq. 1-44 could accept negative signs. An
argument based on the heating effect of the currents, or one based on
combining currents of different frequencies, can be used to justify this
statement.
When performing a noise analysis of multisource networks, it is convenient
to ascribe polarity symbols to uncorrelatcd sources in order that the proper
addition (and no subtraction) of effects takes place.

LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE
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1-9 EXCESS NOISE
We previously discussed the fundamental thennal noise in a resistor. Now it
is time to point out that there can also be an additional excess noise source in
a resistor or semiconductor, but only when a direct current is flowing [3].
Excess noise is so named because it is present in addition to the fundamental
thennal noise of the resistance. Excess noise usually occurs whenever current
flows in a discontinuous medium such as an imperfect semiconductor lattice.
For example, in the base region of a BJT there are discontinuities or
impurities that act as traps to the current flow and cause fluctuations in the
base current.
As described in Chap. 12, many resistors also exhibit excess noise when a
dc current is flowing. This noise contribution is greatest in composition
carbon resistors and is usually not important in metal film resistors. A carbon
resistor is made up of carbon granules squeezed together. and current tends
to flow unevenly through the resistor. There are something like microarcs
between the carbon granules. Excess noise in a resistor can be measured in
tenus of a noise index expressed in decibels. The lwise index is the number cf
microvolts of Jwise in the resistor per volt cf de drop across the resistor in each
decade of frequency. Thus, even though the noise is caused by current flow, it
can be expressed in tenns of the direct voltage drop rather than resistance or
current. The noise index of some brands of resistors may be as high as 10 dB
which corresponds to 3 fLV Ide V jdecade. This can be a significant contribution.
This excess noise exhibits a lJf noise power spectrum. A IIf spectrum
means that the noise power varies inversely with frequency. Thus the noise
voltage increases as the square root of the decreasing frequency. By decreasing the frequency by a factor of 10. the noise voltage increases by a factor of
approximately 3.
Since excess noise has a IIf power spectrum, most of the noise appears at
low frequencies. This is why excess noise is often called low-frequency noise.

1-10 LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE
Low-frequency or 1I"f noise has several unique properties. If it were not such
a problem it would be very interesting. The spectral density of this noise
increases without limit as frequency decreases. Firle and Winston [4] have
measured 11! noise as low as 6 X 10- 5 Hz. This frequency is but a few
cycles per day. When first observed in vacuum tubes, this noise was called
"flicker effect," probably because of the flickering observed in the plate
current. Many different names are used some of them uncomplimentary. In
the literature, names like excess noise, pink noise, semiconductor noise,
low-frequency noise, current noise, and contact noise will be seen. These all
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refer to the same thing. The term "red noise" is applied to a noise power
spectrum that varies as I / f 2..
The noise power typically follows a l/P'x characteristic with a usually
unity, but has been observed to take on values from 0.8 to 1.3 in various
devices. The major cause of 1/ f noise in semiconductor devices is traceable
to properties of the surface of the materiaL The generation and recombination of carriers in surface energy states and the density of smface states are
important factors. Improved surface treatment in manufacturing has decreased 1/f noise, but even the interface between silicon surfaces and grown
oxide passivation are centers of noise generation.
As pointed out by Halford [5] and Keshner [6], 1/f noise is quite common.
Not only is it observed in vacuum tubes, transistors, diodes, and resistors, but
it is also present in thermistors, carbon microphones, thin films, and light
sources. The fluctuations of a membrane potential in a biological system have
been reported to have flicker noise. No electronic amplifier has been found
to be free of flicker noise at the lowest frequencies. Halford points out that
a = 1 is the most conunon value, but there are other mechanisms with
different values of a. For example, fluctuations of the frequency of rotation
of the earth have an a of 2 and the power spectral density of galactic
radiation noise has a = 2.7.
Since 1/f noise power is inversely proportional to frequency, it is possible
to determine the noise content in a frequency band by integration over the
range of frequencies in which our interest lies. The result is
N =K
f

I

jfh dff = K
f,

1

In fir
f.,

( 1-45)

where Nf is the noise power in watts, Kl is a dimensional constant also in
watts, and fh and Ii are the upper and lower frequency limits of the band
being considered. Now consider the noise power present in any decade of
frequency such that !h = 10!1" Equation 1-45 then simplifies to

(1-46)
This shows that lIf noise results in equal noise power in each decade of
frequency. In other words, the noise power in the band from JO to 100 Hi is
equal to that of the band from 0.01 to 0.1 Hi. Since the noise in each of these
intervals is uncorrelated, the mean square values must be added. Total noise
power increases as the square root of the number of frequency decades.
Since noise power is proportional to the mean square value of the
cOlTesponding noise voltage, then the spectral density of the noise voltage for
1/f noise is
(1-47)
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Suppose we know that there is 1 }LV of Vf noise in a decade of frequency.
This would cause us to write

Consequently, for this example the spectral density of the lIf noise reduces
to
(1-49)
Because Vf noise power continues to increase as the frequency is
decreased, we might ask the question, "Why is the noise not infinite at dc?"
Although the noise voltage in a l-Hz band may theoretically be infinite at dc
or zero frequency, there are practical considerations that keep the total noise
manageable for most applications. The noise power per decade of bandwidth
is constant, but a decade such as that from 0.1 to 1 Hz is narrower than the
decade from 1 to 10 Hz. But, when considering the II! noise in a de
amplifier, there is a lower limit to the frequency response set by the length of
time the amplifier has been turned on. This low-frequency cutoff attenuates
frequency components with periods longer than the "on" time of the equipment.
Example 1-2 A numerical example may be of assistance. Consider a dc
amplifier with upper cutoff frequency of 1000 Hz. It has been on for 1 day.
Since 1 cycle/day corresponds to about 10- 5 Hz, its bandwidth can be stated
as 8 decades. If it is on for 100 days, we add 2 more decades or
V10/8 = Ii
= L18 times its I-day noise. The noise per hertz approaches
infinity, but the total noise does not.
A fact to remember concerning a lIf noise-limited dc amplifier is that
measurement accuracy cannot be improved by increasing the length of the
measuring time. In contrast, when measuring white noise, the accuracy
increases as the square root of the measuring time.

1-11

SHOT NOISE

[n transistors, diodes, and vacuum tubes, there is a noise current mechanism
called shot noise. Current flowing in these devices is not smooth and
continuous, but rather it is the sum of pulses of current caused by the flow of
carriers, each carrying one electronic charge. Consider the case of a simple
forward-biased silicon diode with electrons and holes crossing the potential
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bamer. Each electron and hole carnes a charge q, and when they arrive at
the anode and cathode, respectively, an impulse of current results. This
pulsing flow is a granule effect, and the variations are referred to as shot
noise. The nTIS value of the shot noise current is given by

If" -

V2 qf

Dc

11/

I

where q is the electronic charge (1.602 X 10- 19 Coulombs),/" is the direct
current in amperes, and Af is the noise bandwidth in hertz. We note that the
shot noise current is proportional to the square root of the noise bandwidth.
This means that it is white noise containing constant noise power per hertz of
bandwidth.
One example cf shot noise is a heavy rain on a tin roof. The drops arrive
with about equal energy, the inches per hour rate corresponds to the current
In and the area of the roof relates to the noise bandwidth Af.
Shot noise is associated with current flow across a potential barrier. Such a
barrier exists in every pn junction in semiconductor devices and in the
charge-free space in a vacuum tube. No barrier is present in a simple
conductor; therefore, no shot noise is present. The most important barrier is
the emjtter-base junction in a bipolar transistor and the gate-source junction in a junction field effect transistor (JFET). The V -I behavior of the
base-emitter junction is described by the familiar diode equation
(1-51)
where IE is the emitter current in amperes, Is is the reverse saturation
current in amperes, and VBE is the voltage between the base and emitter.
Suppose that we consider separately the two currents that make up IE in Eq.
1-51:

(1-52)
where I, = - Is and 12 = Is exp(VBEIkT).
Current II is caused by thermally generated min01ity carriers, and current
12 represents the diffusion of majority carriers across the junction. Each of
these currents has full shot noise, and even though the direct currents they
represent flow oppositely, their mean square noise values are added.
Under reverse biasing, 12 0 and the shot noise current of I, dominates.
On the other hand, when the diode is strongly forward-biased, the shot noise
current of 12 dominates. For zero bias, there is no external direct current,
and I, and 12 are equal and opposite. The mean square value of shot noise is
twice the reverse-bias noise current:

=

(1-53)
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kT
re = -

qlE
(noiseless)

Figure 1-12 Shot noise equivalent circuit for forward-bia..,ed pn junction.

The equivalent circuit representation for a shot noise source is a current
generator as previously noted in Eq. 1-50. For the case of the forward-biased
pn junction, a noiseless resistance parallels this current generator. By differentiating Eq. 1-51 with respect to VEE' we obtain a conductance. The
reciprocal of that conductance is referred to as the Shockley emitter resistance re and is given by

(I-54)
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Figure 1-13 Plot of noise current of shot noise and thermal noise.
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At room temperature 'e = 0.025/IE , The element Te is not a thennally noisy
component, for it is the dynamic effect of the junction, and not a bulk or
material characteristic.
An equivalent circuit representing shot noise at a forward-biased pn
junction is shown in Fig. 1-12. Mathematically, the mean square value of shot
noise is equal to the thermal noise for an unbiased junction, and equal to
one-half of the resistive the'rmal noise voltage at a forward-biased junction.
The noise voltage Esh of a forward-biased junction is the product of the shot
noise current I" and the diode resistance re:

(1-55)

which shows that the shot noise voltage Esh will decrease by the square root
of the diode current. Further discussion is available in the literature [7, 8].
The shot noise current 1" of a diode and the thermal noise current I, of a
resistor are compared in the plot of Fig. 1-13.
1-12 CAPACrrANCE SHUNTING OF THERMAL NOISE: kTIe NOISE

The thermal noise expression E, = (4kTR M)1/ 2 predicts that an open
circuit (infinite resistance) generates an infinite noise voltage. This is not
observed in a practical situation since there is always some shunt capacitance
that limits the voltage. Consider the actual noisy resistance-shunt capacitance combination as shown in Fig. 1-14.
The thermal noise voltage E t increases as the square root of the resistance. Low-frequency noise from E t directly affects the output noise voltage
Em;" Higher-frequency components from EI are more effectively shunted by
the capacitor C. Increasing R increases the noise voltage, but decreases the
cutoff frequency and consequently the noise bandwidth. A plot of the
resulting noise voltage versus frequency is shown in Fig. 1-15 for one value of
capacitance and resistance values of R, 4R, and 9R. The noise voltage
increases as the square root of the resistance and the bandwidth decreases
proportional to the resistance but the integrated mean square noise under
each curve is equal. The total output noise voltage which would be measured

True rms
voltmeter

Figure 1-14 Thelma} noise of a resistor shunted
by a capacitance.
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Next, substituting for

( 1-57)

thermal noise voJllatre
2

EnD =

j17/2 4kTRf2 de =
o

= kT/C

in mean squared volts

(1

noise voltage is independent of the source
and capacitance. The
majority of
low frequency region because
the shunt
attenuates
trequem:les. This noise limit often
It
III
refeHed to simply as kT/e
where sample and hold circuits are utilized
as with analog-to-digital
converters and switched capacitor Clf(;mts.
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Example 1-3 As a numerical example if C = J pF of stray shunting capacitance, E;;o = 4 X 10- 9 V 2 , or Eno:::::: 64 /-LV. This is a significant noise
voltage level. To minimize noise, reduce the system bandwidth to that which
is absolutely necessary for properly processing the desired signals.

SUMMARY

a. Noise is any unwanted disturbance that obscures or interferes with a
signal.
b. Thermal noise is present in every electrical conductor, with rms value:

When evaluated this yields 4 nV for 1000 .0. and Af = I Hz.
2
c. The noise bandwidth Af is the area under the IAlif )1 curve divided by
A;o, the reference or maximum value of gain squared.
d. For circuit analysis a noisy resistance can be replaced by a noise voltage
generator in series with a noiseless resistance, or a noise CUtTent generator
in parallel with a noiseless resistance.
e. Noise quantities can be added according to

where C is the correlation coefficient, - I I C 1 +1. Usually C = O.
f. Excess noise is generated in most components when direct current is
present.
g. IIf noise is especially troublesome at low audio frequencies.
h. Shot noise is present when direct current flows across a potential barrier:

I.

The total thermal noise energy in a resistance is finite and is limited by the
effective capacitance across its terminals and the absolute temperature. In
the limiting case E~o = kTIe.

PROBLEMS

1-1. Detennine the nns thelmal noise voltage of resistances of 1 k.o.,
50 kO, and 1 MO for each of the foHowing noise bandwidths: 50 kHz,
1 MHz, and 20 MHz. Consider T = 290 K.
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1-2. Calculate the nus thermal noise voltage of a 100-mH inductance in a
i-Hz noise bandwidth. Consider that the inductor has an impedance of
8 kfl and that the frequency band is centered around 10kHz.
1-3. Determine the noise bandwidth of a circuit with IAI.,l2 frequency
response described as follows:
O~f~lkHz

1 kHz ~ f ~ 20 kHz

20 kHz <f:::; 1000 kHz

1Avl2 = 1000 - 0.0125(/ - 20,000)

100 kHz </
1-4. The frequency response of the magnitude of the voltage gain for a
certain amplifier is
for 0 ~ f
elsewhere

~

200 Hz

Determine the noise bandwidth for this amplifier.
1-5. Calculate E t for a noisy resistance of 500 kn. Transform this into the
noise current generator form and determine I,. Let T = 290 K and
Af = 10 5 HZ.
1-6. The resistor in the previous problem is connected in parallel with
another noisy resistor of 250 kn. Determine the mean square and nTIS
values of the noise voltage present at the terminals of the pair.
1·7. Find the resistance cf a pn junction that exhibits 200 nV rms ci shot
noise. Assume Af = 1 MHz and L. = lOrnA Compare your answer
with the value of re predicted by Eq. 1-54. What conclusions can you
reach?
1-8. Find the noise bandwidth for a cascade of three identical low-pass filter
stages which are buffered by ideal amplifiers. Each single stage has a
- 3-dB cutoff frequency of f2"
1-9. Determine the noise bandwidth Af for the nIter whose frequency
characteristics are shown in Fig. Pl-9.
(a) First find Af for the asymptotic response.
(b) Then find Af for the exact response. Compare the two values
of At.
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IA) in dB

40
37

1000

Frequency in Hz

Figure Pl-9

1-10. A certain noise source is known to have 1/I spectral density. The noise
voltage in one decade of bandwidth is measured to be 1 p.V rms. How
many decades would be involved to produce a total noise voltage of
3 /.LV?

1-11. Determine the noise bandwidth AI for the circuit shown in Fig. PI-II.
The 20 kO represents the input resistance of the amplifier which has a
voltage gain of lOO.

~~gain=l00

10k

>--.....oVOU1

Figure PI-U

1-12. Determine the noise bandwidth

AI for the circuit shown in Fig. Pl-12.

PROBLEMS

Voltage

c
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Gain = 100

RC= 1 s

Figure Pl-12

1-13. The transfer function for a second-order bandpass active filter is given

by
GBs

T(s)= s-')+ Bs

+ Wo1

where G is the gain at the radian center frequency, W o ' and B is the
-3-dB radian bandwidth. Prove that the noise bandwidth is given by
Af = Bj4 = (BW}TT/2: where BW is the -3-dB bandwidth in hertz.
1-14. The transfer function of an active bandpass amplifier is known to be

T(s)

where R, = 15.9 kf!, R2 = 31.8 kf!, C 1 = 0.1 J-LF, and C 2 = 0.01 JLF.
Find the equivalent noise bandwidth, Af, in units of hertz for this
amplifier.

I-IS. It is desired to replace the diode in Fig. Pl-15a with the resistor Rx as
in Fig. PI-I5h.
(a) Determine the value of R.x which will produce the same amount
of noise voltage as the diode produces. Assume Af = 1 Hz.
(b) Now suppose Yin is a I-mV peak amplitude sinusoidal signal at a
frequency of 1000 Hz and it is applied to both circuits. Detennine
the output signal voltages, Vol and Vo2 ' for both circuits which a
true nTIS voltmeter would measure.
(c) Which circuit gives the better signal-to-noise ratio at the output?
Explain your answer. Consider only the effects of substituting the
resistor Rx for the diode.
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1-16. The sample-hold circuit shown in Fig. Pl-16 is clocked by a square
wave. Determine the output noise voltage, E no > which would be
recorded by a true TInS voltmeter having infinite bandwidth if (a) T =
1 JLS, (b) T = 1 ms, and (c) T = 1 s. For all practical purposes, the
I-Gil resistor can be considered to be an open circuit.
1-17. a

The statistically expected number of maxima per second in white
noise with upper and lower frequency limits 12 and fl is [9]:

3(fi - If) ]1/2
[ S(ff- f?)
Find the maxima for 11 = 0 and 12 = 10 6 MHz.
(b) The expected total number of zero crossings per second is given
by

If 11 = 0 and 12 = 10 MHz, evaluate the number of zero crossings. Show that for narrowband noise the assumption that 11 12
yields

=
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CHAPTER 2

ArvlPLIFIER NOISE MODEL

Since every electrical component is a potential source of noise, a network
such as an amplifier that contains many components could be difficult to
analyze from a noise standpoint. Therefore, a noise model is helpful to
simplify noise analysis. The Ell-I" amplifier model discussed in this chapter
contains only two noise parameters. The parameters are not difficult to
measure.
The concept of noise figure is introduced, and it is shown that optimization of the noise figure is possible. From a study of the noise contributions of
the stages of a cascaded network, it can be concluded that the major noise
source is the first signal processing stage. If a high level of power amplification is available from that stage, noise contributions from other portions of
the electronics will be negligible.

2-1

THE NOISE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT MODEL

There are universal noise models for any two-port network [1]. The network
is considered as a noise-free black box, and the internal sources of noise can
be represented by two pair of noise generators (four generators) located at
the input or the output or both, usually the input. It turns out that an
amplifier can be represented as a voltage generator, a current generator, and
a complex correlation coefficient to provide the four generators. Usually this
can be simplified to two generators because the correlation coefficient is one.
This noise model. shown in Fig. 2-1, is used to represent any type of
38
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Amplifier
noise

Figure 2-1
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Noise-free
"

amplifier with
voltage gai n A

Amplifier noise and signal source.

amplifier. It can also apply to passive circuits, single transistors. tunnel
diodes, integrated circuit (Ie) amplifiers, and so on. The figure also includes
the signal source Vin and a noisy source resistance R,.
Amplifier noise is represented completely by a zero impedance voltage
generator En in series with the input port, an infinite impedance current
generator In in parallel with the input, and by a complex correlation coefficient C (not shown). Each of these terms typically are frequency dependent.
The thermal noise of the signal source is represented by the noise generator E,.
In a practical design, we are usually concerned with the signal-to-noise
ratio at the output of the system. That is where we are using the signal for
processing, display, level detecting, or driving a load. Because we are considering signal and noise in an electronic system that has stages of amplification,
frequency response shaping, and so forth. it is usually quite 'difficult to
evaluate the results of even minor circuit modifications on the signal-to-noise
ratio. By referring aU noise to the input port and considering the amplifier to
be noise free, it is easier to appreciate the effects of such changes on both the
signal and the noise.
Both En and In parameters are required to represent adequately an amplifier.

2-2 EQUrvALENT INPUT NOISE
. .~though we have reduced the number of noise sources to three in the
system shown in Fig. 2-1 by using the En-In model for the electronic
circuitry, additional simplifications are welcomed. Equivalent input noise, E lli ,
will be used to represent all three noise sources. This parameter refers all noise
sources to the signal source location. Since both the signal and the noise
equivalent are then present at that point in the system, the SIN can be easily
evaluated. We proceed to detennine the signal voltage gain and the equiva~ent input noise voltage, E nj •
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The levels of signal voltage and noise voltage that reach Zin in the circuit
are multiplied by the noiseless voltage gain A,. We will determine those
levels. For the signal path, the transfer function from input signal source to
output port is called system gain Kr By definition,

(2-1)
Note that K t is different from the voltage gain A •. It is dependent on both the
amplifier's input impedance and the signal generator's source resistance and
it varies with frequency_ The nTIS output voltage signal can be expressed by

(2-2)

Substituting Eq. 2-1 into Eq. 2-2 gives an expression for the system gain K,
in terms of network parameters:

(2-3)

For the signal voltage, linear voltage and current division principles can be
applied. However, for evaluating noise, we must sum each contribution in
mean square values. The total noise at the output port is

(2-4)
The noise at the input to the amplifier is
2

+ I;IZin II R s l2

(2-5)

Note that the II symbol refers to the parallel combination of Zin and Rt
Therefore,

•

2

+ I;IAvl2!Zin II Ri2
The total output noise given

ill

(2-6)

Eq. 2-6 divided by the square of the
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magnitude of the system gain given in Eq. 2-3 yields an expression for
equivalent input noise,
i

E:

(2-7)
This equation is very important for the analysis of many noise problems; it
can be applied to systems using any type of active device. Note the simplicity
of its terms. The mean square equivalent input noise is the sum of the mean
square values of the three noise voltage generators. This single noise source
located at Via can be substituted for all sources of system noise. In other
words, the single noise source
1 inserted in series with the signal source Via
will produce the same total output noise, E;;o' as calculated by Eq. 2-6.
Note that E;;i is independent cf the amplifier's gain and its input impedance.
It is this independence of gain and impedance that makes E;i the most
useful index upon which to compare the noise characteristics of various
amplifiers and devices. Since amplifier input resistance and capacitance are
not factors in the equivalent input noise expression, we can omit them
whenever we need to determine £;;i' However, they must be considered for
determining K, and Eno'
As previously mentioned, the amplifier's noise voltage and current generators may not be completely independent. To be absolutely correct, we must
introduce the correlation coefficient C as discussed in Sec. 1-7. A modified
fonn of Eg. 2-7 results:

E:

(2-8)
The correlation term can be approached, if desired, from the standpoint that
it is another noise generator in the system of Fig. 2-1. It could be represented
as a voltage generator with nTIS value (2CEnlnR)1/2 in series with En or a
current generator (2CEnln/Rs)I/2 in parallel with I,.

2-3 MEASUREMENT OF En AND In
..\Dother reason for the wide acceptance of the E;1-1, model is the ease of
measurement of its parameters. The thermal noise of the source resistance,
E" can be easily calculated from Eg. 1-6:

(1-6)
It can be observed that if R, is purposely made to equal zero, two terms in
Eq. 2-7 drop out, and the resulting equivalent input noise is simply the noise
generator E'1" A measurement of total output noise, the Rs = 0 condition
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therefore equals AvEn. Division of total output noise by A, gives a value
for En>
We now have determined two of the three components of the equivalent
input noise expression. The third component, InRs, is most easily detennined
by making the source resistance very large. The source thennal noise contribution is proportional to the square root of source resistance, whereas the
InRs tenn is proportional to the first power of resistance and dominates at a
sufficiently large value of source resistance. To detennine L then, we
measure the total output noise with a large source resistance and divide by
the system gain as measured with this source resistance in series with the
input. This gives El1i , which is mostly the InRs tenn. Dividing by R, yields
the L component. ff there is 8til] a contribution from the thermal noise of
the source, it can be subtracted from E ni "
The values of En and In vary with frequency, operating point, and the
type of amplifier input device. Values have been measured and are compiled
in the appendixes.
Equivalent input noise, E ni , applies to a specific frequency band. If it is
necessary to operate over a wide bandwidth, the noise at discrete frequencies
can be calculated or measured and a mean square summing made. In effect,
this process is integrating the equivalent input noise versus frequency expression over the bandwidth of interest. Direct numerical integration using
PSpice or other simulation and computer programs is another way to determine the total equivalent input noise voltage over a wide bandwidth. This will
be discussed further in Chap. 4.

2-4

INPUT NOISE EXAMPLES

Plots of equivalent input noise voltage versus source resistance are given in
Fig. 2-2. Also shown in these plots are values of the components En and IhRs
for two amplifiers and the behavior of source resistance thermal noise E,.
[n each graph, the equivalent input noise Eni is bounded by three separate
lines. Each line corresponds to a term in Eq. 2-7. At low values of source
resistance, En alone is important. As the source resistance increases, the
thermal noise of the source becomes significant. At sufficiently high values of
R" the total equivalent input noise is equal to the InRs tenn.
In Fig. 2-2a the En-~l noise dominates the thenna! noise throughout the
total range of values of R,. In Fig. 2-2b the noise current, I" is an order of
magnitude smaller. The total noise is limited therefore by thermal noise
through a part of the range. Lowering the values of En and In widens the
thennal noise limited region. System noise limited by sensor thermal noise is
an ideal case.
Curves of the type shown in Fig. 2-2 apply to all kinds of active devices.
The levels, however, differ. With a bipolar or CMOS operational amplifier,
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we expect En to be typically as shown at frequencies substantially above the
lIf noise corner. For FET devices or amplifiers with PET first stages, the
noise current I, can be typically only 1/100 of the values given in the figure.

2-5

NOISE FIGURE (NF) AND SIGNAl-TO-NOISE RAllO (SNR)

The /Wise factor F is a figure-of-mentfor a device or a circuit with respect to
noise. According to IEEE standards, the noise factor of a nvo-port device is
the ratio of the available output lwise power per unit bandwidth to the portion
of that noise caused by the actual source connected to the input tenninals of the
device, measured at the standard temperature of 290 K [2]. This definition of
the noise factor in equation fonn is
~

Total available output noise power
(2-9)
- Portion of output noise power caused by E t of source resistance

An equivalent definition of the noise factor is
Input signal-to-noise ratio

F = --------------------Output signal-to-noise ratio

=

(2-10)

The noise factor, since it is a power ratio, can be expressed in decibels. When
expressed in decibels, this ratio is referred to as the l1nise figure. The
logarithmic expression for the noise figure NF is
NF = lOlog F

(2-11)

The noise figure is a measure of the signal-to-noise degradation attributed
to the amplifier. For a perfect amplifier, one that adds no noise to the
thermal noise of the source, the ideal noise factor IS F = 1 and the noise

figure NF = 0 dB.
The noise figure NF can be defined in terms of En and I.,. Thus

(2-12)
This equation shows that the noise figure can also be expressed as the ratio
of the total mean square equivalent input noise to the mean square thennal
noise of the source.
An illustration of the noise factor can be obtained from Fig. 2-2b. The
noise factor is proportional to the square of the ratio of total equivalent input
noise (dotted curve) to thermal noise (solid curve). At low resistances the
ratio of total noise [0 thennal noise is velY large and the noise figure is large,
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representing poor perfonnance. As the source resistance increases, thennaI
noise increases, but total input does not. The noise factor therefore decreases. The plot of total input noise Eni is closest to thermal noise when
En = InRs' This is the point of minimum noise factor. As we go to higher
source resistances, total noise follows the InRs curve, and the noise factor
again becomes large.
The definition of NF used here is based on a reference temperature of
290 K. When this definition is applied to sensors that are cooled, apparent
negative values of NF can result.
The term spot noise factor F o ' when used to describe system noise, is
simply a narrowband F. Often Fo is defined for Af = 1 Hz, and a test
frequency such as 1000 Hz can be used. The spot noise factor is clearly a
function of frequency and is sometimes simply written as F(f).
The principal value of the concept of noise factor F is to compare
amplifiers or amplifying devices; it is not necessarily the appropriate indicator
for optimizing noise perfonnance. Because of the definition, F can be
reduced by an increase in the thermal noise of the source resistance. Since a
change of this type has little bearing on amplifier design, F is not as useful
for system optimization as quantities such as Eni or S0/No'

2-6 OPTIMUM SOURCE RESISTANCE
The point at which the total equivalent input noise approaches closest to the
thermal noise curve in Fig. 2-2b is significant. At this point, the amplifier
adds minimum noise to the thermal noise of the source. The noise figure
reaches a minimum value. This optimum source resistance is called R opt or
Ro and may be obtained from
(2- L3)

The value of the noise factor at this point can be called Fopt ' A rearrangement of Eq. 2-13 yields

(2-14)
Noise figure variations are illustrated in Fig. 2-3.
The minimum value of the noise figure occurs at R, = R,. As the product
cf En and In increases, not only does Fopt increase, but NF is more highly
sensitive to source resistance variations. The lowest curve gives a good noise
iigure over a wide range of source resistance, whereas the upper curve
stpresents poor operation when the source is not equal to RD. From an
engineering standpoint, if the noise figure is less than 3 dB, there may be
ITttlc advantage to be gained from continued noise reduction effort because
balf the noise is from the source.
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Noise figure versus source resistance.

Optimum source resistance, Ro. is not the resistance for maximum power
transfer. There is no direct relation between Ro and the amplifier input
impedance Zi. R 0 is determined by the amplifier noise mechanisms and has a
bearing on the maximum signal-to-noise ratio. Optimum power transfer is
based on maximizing the signal only. The input impedance of an amplifier is
strongly affected by circuit conditions such as feedback, but the noise of the
amplifier is unaffected by feedback, except insofar as the feedback resistors
generate noise.

2~7

NOISE RESISTANCE AND NOISE TEMPERATURE

Noise resistance R, is the value of a resistance that would generate thennal
noise of value equal to the amplifier noise. An expression for R, is desired.
Equating thermal noise to amplifier noise gives
(2-15)

Therefore,
(2-16)
This equivalent noise resistance is not related to the amplifier input resistance, nor does it bear any relation to source resistance.

Noise temperature T.s is the value of the temperature of the source resistance
that generates thermal noise equal to the amplifier noise. Proceeding as before,
we equate terms:

(2-17)
Therefore,

(2-18)
Equation 2-18 yields Ts in kelvins. Rn and
circuit applications where En » I-nRs'

I:

are most useful for device and

2-8 NOISE IN CASCADED NETWORKS
We now consider the problem ci locating the important noise sources within
a system. If we derive a useable expression for the noise factor ci cascaded
networks in terms of the characteristics of each network, we will then be able
to predict for design purposes ways of minimizing system noise.
The system to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 24. It consists of a signal
source with internal thennal noise and two cascaded networks. Equation 2-10
gives the noise factor as the quotient of input SIN to output SIN. The
available power gain of the system is represented by Ga , and the available
thermal noise power is Ni = E? / 4R s. Therefore, an alternate expression for
F is

(2-19)
where No is the available noise power at the load terminals. Equation 2-19 is
not a useful design equation in its present fonn because we do not know No
and Ga at thjs point.
The available noise power at the input to network 2, N 12 ) is

(2-20)
Equation 2-20 is simply a rearrangement of Eq. 2-19. The second stage,

1

2

Figure 2-4

Cascaded networks.
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considered separately, behaves according to

(2-21)

The noise originating in the second stage is
2-21 it is

No2 -

GzkT I1f, or from Eq.

(2-22)

The G 2 kT 11[ term represents the thermal noise power in the hypothetical
source resistance for network 2.
The total output noise NoT is given by the sum of terms from Eqs. 2-20
and 2-22:
NoT

=

G 2 (F1G 1 kT 6.f)

=

(F1G1G Z

+ (F2 -

+ F2G 2 -

1)G 2 kT I1f

G 2 )kT At

(2-23)

The noise factor of the cascaded pair is
(2-24)

By substitution of Eq. 2-23 into Eq. 2-24, we obtain
(2-25)
If the analysis is extended to three stages, we obtain the classical relation
developed by Friis [3]:
(2-26)

One concludes then that the noise factor of a cascaded network is primarily
influenced by first-stage noise, provided that the gain of that stage is large.
When network lis a combination of passive circuit elements, for example,
a coupling or equalizing network, its available power gain is less than unity.
and the overall system noise is severely influenced by noise contributions
represented by F 2 SUMMARY

a. A universal noise model for amplifiers uses generators En and In at the
input port.
b. All noise sources in a sensor-amplifier system can be represented by
equivalent input noise Eni (or In;)' a voltage (or current) generator located
in series (in parallel) with the signal source.

PROBLEMS
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c. Equivalent input noise for a simple sensor-amplifier system is

d. From data on En! versus R" both En and In can be detennined. When
R, is zero, En is the only noise source. When R, is very large, then In is
dominant.
f. The noise factor is useful in comparing amplifiers and devices:

It is often expressed in decibels as the noise figure.
L The optimum source resistance (Ro = Err/In) is defined for En = InRs.
This results in the optimum noise factor.
g. For source resistance thermal noise equal to amplifier noise, the noise
resistance and noise temperature are defined.
h. For cascaded networks,

System noise is predominantly first-stage noise when the gain of that stage
is high.

PROBLEMS

2-1. Derive Eq. 2-14 from Eq. 2-12.
2-2. Calculate the noise figure and the noise factor for the following values
of (E; In2R;)jEj2: (a) 0, (b) 1, and (c) 2

+

2-3. Find the noise figure in decibels for a system with noise temperature
equaJ to ambient (290 K).
24. Derive Eq. 2-21.

2-5. A system is composed ci two noisy resistances in series. Resistance Rl
is the signal source and R2 is the load or output. Determine the noise
figure for this network. Can you conclude that the broadband noise
figure and the narrowband or spectral density noise figure are identical
for this system?
2-6. Find the equivalent input and output noises Eni and Eno for the circuit
shown in Fig. P2-6.
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L
1 mH

E" == 10 nVlHzll2

In::;: 1 nNHzll2

FigureP2-6

(a)

(b)

Assume that the operating frequency is 10kHz and we are
interested in a l-Hz bandwidth. Evaluate each contribution to E:;j
separately. Then determine Eni (with appropriate units) for the
entire system.
Repeat part (a) for an operating frequency cf 5033 Hz.

2-7. The noise figure cf an op amp is 5 dB with a source resistance of

10 kn.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Determine E;i as a spectral density for this amplifier.
Determine the noise temperature in degrees celsius for this
amplifier.
Determine the noise resistance for this amplifier.

2-8. Consider the amplifier system shown in Fig. P2-S. The operating
frequency of interest is 1.0 kHz and the bandwidth is 1.0 Hz. The
amplifier's input impedance at l.0 kHz is 2.8 kn at an angle of - 45°
and the magnitUde of its voltage gain is 20. The amplifier contributes
noise through En = 4 nV/Hzl/2 and In = 8 pA/Hzl/2. En and In. are
not correlated. Find E;;i for this ampHfier system by separately identifying and evaluating the terms which contribute to E;;i' For example,

E2.
= A + B + C + ..
111
Identify and evaluate A, B, C, and so on separately. Then sum to
find

E;;i-

0.1

IJ.F

2k

FigureP2-8
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2-9. Find the mean square equivalent input noise, E;;j' for the system shown
in Fig. P2-9. The coupling network is a high-pass filter composed of
R 1-C 1• Consider that the operating frequency of interest is 1.0 kHz and
the bandwidth is 1.0 Hz. Assume the amplifier's input impedance is
infinite and its voltage gain is + 1.0. However, the amplifier does
contribute noise through En = 4 nV /Hzl/2 and In = 8 pA/Hzl/2
which are not correlated.

0.1 fJ.F

1.59 k

Figure 1'2-9

1-10. Find the KI for the circuit in Fig. P2-10 at an operating frequency of
10 kHz.

Rin~cc

1k
+

L

Vs '\., 1 mH

Figure P2-10

2-11. Detennine the individual contributions to E;;j and E;o from the source
resistor and the amplifier's En and In noises in Fig. P2-10. Let En =
2 nV jHzl/2 and In = 1 pAjHzl/2. Consider a noise bandwidth of 10
Hz centered at an operating frequency of 10kHz.
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2-12. Consider the amplifier system shown in Fig. P2-l2. The bandwidth cf
interest is 1 Hz centered at an operating frequency of 100 kHz. At this
frequency, the amplifier's input impedance is 5 kn at an angle of
-60". The amplifier consists of the portion of Fig. P2-12 outlined and
labeled in the box. This amplifier contributes noise through En =
10 nY /Hz1/2 and In = 12 pA/Hzl/2. En and L are not correlated.
(a) Find the numerica1 value for K/.
(b) Determine the output noise voltage,
for this circuit. Separately identify and evaluate all the individual terms which contribute to E~o' Then find the total E;o'
(c) Calculate the equivalent input noise voltage E;;i for this same
circuit. Again separately identify and evaluate all the individual
terms which contribute to E;;j'

E;;o

Amplifier

I

2k I

10 mH

I
I

2k

1

I
I

+

100 Vi I
I

_

_

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I
I

J

_

Figure P2·12
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CHAPTER 3

NOISE H\I FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS

The previous chapter demonstrated how noise sources can be reflected to the
amplifier's input and output tenninals under open-loop conditions, that is, in
'be absence of feedback. This chapter extends these reflection processes to
amplifiers utilizing feedback. The additional noises introduced by the feedSack elements are derived and included in the detenninations of Eni and
The analysis techniques illustrate how to detennine Ell I and
for
'irtualiy any network topology with or without feedback.

a

3-1

NOISE AND SOME BASIC FEEDBACK PRINCIPLES

Feedback is a handy way to change gains, impedance levels, and frequency
response, reduce distortion, and alter many other properties of an electronic
circuit. Circuit and system textbooks are filled with derivations which typically
demonstrate that critical performance indexes are improved by the factor
1 + Af3 every time negative feedback is properly used. It is often tempting to
that correctly using negative feedback can reduce the noise level in a
circuit or system by the same 1 Af3 factor. Would that it were g)! As will be
shown, feedback does not increase or decrease the equivalent input noise,
:rut the added feedback resistive elements themselves will add noise.
To see how noise is affected by feedback, consider the block diagram
shown in Fig. 3-1 [1]. The desired input voltage is Yin and all the E's
represent contaminating noise voltages being injected at various critical
?Qints in the system. Blocks A, and A, represent amplifiers with voltage
gains and f3 represents the feedback network. The output voltage VO IS a

+
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Figure 3-1 Two-stage amplifier with feedback for determining the effects of noise.

function of aU five inputs according to

After rearranging, the output voltage becomes

Now for comparison purposes, consider an open-loop system as shown in Fig.
3-2. There are still two amplifier gain blocks of A, and A',. and the output
voltage is simply

(3-3)
Now we impose the condition that for a meaningful comparison, the voltage
gain from Vin must be the same for both the open- and closed-loop cases. We
accomplish this by setting the A'2 gain to be

(3-4)
With A'. set to this value, Eq. 3-3 for the open-loop case becomes

v:,

AIA2

= 1 + A A f3 (Vin + E1 +
1

2

AlE3

E2 )

+ 1 +A A
1

2

f3

+ E4

(3-5)

Comparing Eqs. 3-2 and 3-5, we see that feedback does not give any

Figure 3-2 Open-loop amplifier used for comparison.
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improvement for any noise source introduced at the input to either amplifier
regardless of whether this noise source exists before or after the summer.
Noise injected at the amplifier's output is attenuated in the feedback amplifier. Unintentionany, noise might be added directly at the output for example
by adding an additional loading element with its own noise. This additional
noise will have different effects on Eni depending upon whether feedback is
present or not.
For cases where noise is introduced at the amplifier's input or within the
feedback loop, feedback gives no improvement at all. I n fact, as we will
demonstrate in the next section, providing feedback will actually increase the
output noise level due to added thermal noise from the feedback resistors.
Consequently, the old standby principle of using feedback to improve some
amplifier pelforrnance index by the 1 Af3 factor does not work for noise.

+

3-2 AMPLIFIER NOISE MODEL FOR DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS

The overwhelming majority of operational amplifiers are configured with
differential inputs. The user can configure the feedback network and input
signal so as to produce a nonmverting amplifier, an inverting amplifier, or a
true differential amplifier. Therefore, any generalized op amp model having
equivalent noise sources must be able to handle all of these different
configurations. The basic amplifier noise model previously introduced in Fig.
2-1 is now expanded in Fig. 3-3 to function with fully differential inputs.
~oise sources En! and I"
are noise contributions from the amplifier reflected to the inverting input terminal referenced to ground potential. Likewise, noise sources En2 and I" are the noise contributions reflected to the
noninverting input terminal. I t will be shown later how these four En-I,
sources are reduced to simpler models with the En-I, sources. The two
input voltages and the one output voltage are referenced to the common
ground [2].
Consider now the typical differential amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 3-4. If
the op amp is ideal, the output voltage is a function of the two signal input

V inl

En}

En2
Figure 3-3 Amplifier noise and signal source.
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Vinl

Rl

Vn
Vo

V'in2

Rp

Vp

(b)

Figure 3-4 Differential amplifier using one op amp: (a) complete circuit and
(b) reduced circuit.

voltages. Voltages Vp and ~ are the voltages at the respective positive and
negative inputs to the amplifier referenced to ground.
The output voltage is a function of the two signal voltages according to

An ideal differential amplifier occurs when we make the coefficients of V inl
and Vin2 have identical magnitudes and opposite signs. This condition is
satisfied by choosing the resistors such that RIR4 = R2R3 or, alternatively,

(3-7)
When Eq. 3-7 is satisfied, the output voltage becomes
(3-8)
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Enl

Vinl

Vo
V'rn2

E,,2
Figure 3-5

Differential amplifier with all noise sources in place.

Thus the ideal difference mode voltage gain is R2.iRl' To examine the noise
behavior of the differential amplifier, first fonn a Thevenin equivalent circuit
at the noninverting input as shown in Fig. 3-4b where

(3-9)

and

Next insert noise voltage and current sources for the op amp and Thevenin
equivalent noise sources for the resistors as shown in Fig. 3-5 [3, 4].
We could write the necessary equations to determine the effects of both
input signal sources plus the seven noise sources on the output voltage.
However, this would be quite complicated because of the rms effects of an
sources and the need to square all terms. Instead we replace all noise sources
with uncorrelated and independent signal sources as shown in Fig. 3-6. Here

V2
Figure 3-6 Differential amplifier with signal sources in place.
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the seven signal sources have arbitrary polarities as indicated. To better
relate to a practical limitation, consider that the operational amplifier has a
finite open-loop voltage gain of A but is ideal otherwise.
The four defining equations for this circuit are
(3-10)

(3-1] )
(3-12)
(3-13)
Combining and simplifying these four equations gives

Now we can easily produce the case for the ideal operational amplifier by
taking the limit as A ~ co and rearranging Eq. 3-14 to give

(3-15)

The coefficient of each term represents the transfer gain (respective
Kt's-either voltage gains or transresistance gains) to the output where Vo is
produced.
Previously, for clarity, we substituted voltage and current signal sources for
corresponding noise sources. The gain to the output will be the same for both
signal sources and noise sources from the same circuit position. Therefore,
we pair up the corresponding signal and noise sources in Figs. 3-5b and 3-6.
Then we modify Eq. 3-15 to express the square of the equivalent output noise
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voltage, E;o) contributed by each noise source. This result is

(3-16)
This equation shows how each noise source contributes to the total
squared output noise. Specifically, both equivalent input noise voltages and
the noise from R, are reflected to the output by the square of the noninverting voltage gain, (1 + R2/Rl)2. The positive input noise current "flows
through" R, establishing a noise voltage which, in turn, is reflected to the
output by the same gain factor, ( 1 R2/Rl)2. The noise from Rl is reflected
to the output by the square of the inverting gain factor, (R 2IR 1)2. The
negative input noise current "flows through" the feedback resistor R2 establishing a noise voltage directly at the output. Finally, the noise contribution
due to R2 appears directly at the output.
When we attempt to determine E ni ) we must first decide which terminal
will be the reference. This is critical since the K/s are different (by one) for
the inverting and noninverting inputs unless the ideal differential amplifier
condition of Eq. 3-7 is satisfied. Under this special condition the differential
voltage gain from either terminal is +R 2 /R 1•
First reflect E;;o to the ~ input by dividingEq. 3-16 by (RliR\)2 to
obtain

+

(3-17)
where

Note that the two amplifier noise voltages plus E/~ are all increased a t the
input by the (1 + R II R 2 ) 2 factor. Usually R 1 «R 2 for a typical high-gain
amplifier application, so the first three noise voltage sources essentially
contribute directly to E;;il as does Eii. The noise current of the feedback
resistor R2 is multiplied~i. In effect, the noise current generator of

/
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resistor R2 is in parallel with the input. The Jill noise current "flows
through" Rl creating a direct contJibution to E~il' The In2 noise current
"flows through Rp to produce a noise voltage and then is reflected to the
inverting input by the same (1 Rl/R2)2 factor as the first three noise
voltages.
When retlected to the noninuerting input, we divide Eq. 3-10 by
(1 R2/Rl)2 and obtain

+

+

(3-18)

Here the two amplifier noise voltages as well as the noise voltage from Rp
contribute directly to
i2 . The noise voltage in the feedback resistor is
divided (or reduced) by the square of feedback factor. The noise in Rl is
slightly diminished, but essentially unchanged when Rl ~ R 2 • The inverting
noise current "flows through" the parallel combination of Rl and R2 and
then contributes directly to E;12' The noninverting noise current "flows
through" R p and contributes directly.
Next consider the special and desired case where the ideal differential
amplifier is produced by choosing resistors according to Eq. 3-7. Under this
2
2
= KI l = Kt . Furthercondition, Ktl = -R2/Rt, Kt2 = R 2 /R 1, and
more,

E:

KA

2
E nil

-

-

E2ni2 -- E2ni -- E2no /K2t

(3-19)

After some mathematical manipulations. Eqs. 3- L7 and 3-18 simpHfy to

(3-20)

which is identical to the inverting amplifier in Eq. 3-17.
Example 3-1 In the differential amplifier of Fig. 3-4a, find the total output
noise voltage, the total noise referenced to the inuerting input, and the
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minimum amplified rms signal which occurs when this signal is equal to the
rms value of the total input reference noise. This latter condition defines a
signal-to-noise ratio of 1. Assume typical 741 op amp noise parameters ci
En = 20 nV /Hz 1/2 and I = 0.5 pA/Hz 1/2. Neglect the Uf' noise contributicms of the amplifier an~ resistors. Assume that the 741 op amp is ideal
except for noise. The resistor values are Rl = R3 = 1 kO and R2 = R4 =
50 kO

Solution Note that Eq. 3-7 is satisfied for producing an ideal differential
mplifier. First we find Rp = R3 11 R" = 980 0, and the difference mode gain
o be 50. Using Eqs. 3-16 and 3-17. we tabulate the noise contributions as
ollows.
Noise
Source

R]
R2
Rp
Enl
En2
In!
In2

Noise
Gain
Value
Multiplier
4 nV /f-Izl/2
50
28.3 nV jHzl/2
1
3.96 nV /Hzl/2
51
14.14 nV /Hz 1/2
51
14.14 nV jHz1/ 2
51
1
0.5 pA/Hz /2
50k
0.5 pAjHz 1/2
49.98k

Total Noise Contributions

Output Noise
Conttibution
200 nV /Hzt/2
283 nV /Hzl/2
202 nV /Hzl/2
721 nY /HZ l/2
721 nV /Hz1/ 2
25 nV /Hz1/2
25 nV /HZI/2

Input Noise
Contribution
4nV/Hz1/2
0.566 nV jHzl/2
4.04 nV /Hz 1/2
14.4 nV /Hzl/2
14.4 nV /Hzl/2
0.5 nV jHzl/2
0.5 nV /Hz 1/2

1059.5 nY /Hzl/2 21.16 nV IHzl/2

Clearly, in this example the En noise is dominant in both Eno and Eni
calculations. If we assume a I-MHz gain bandwidth product for the 741 op
amp, the -3-dB comer frequency will be approximately] MHz/50 = 20
kHz. The noise bandwidth, assuming a single pole response, is 20 kHz( 'IT /2)
= 3l.42 kHz. Therefore, Eno = 1.06 ,LLV 1Hz 1/2 X (31.42 kHz)1f2 = J88 J.LV
and En; = 21.16 nV /Hzl/2 X (3l.42 kHz)l/2 = 3.75 {LV. Hence, for a signalto-noise ratio of 1, the input signal would be equal to 3.75 IJ.V.
As a general rule, a balanced differential stage with matched transistors
and equal bias currents is nonnally used as the first stage in most op amps.
Under this condition, Enl = E1l2 • If a data sheet value for En is given and you
l:sh to produce an exact noise model, then divide the given En value by Ii
md insert each part in your circuit model for the individual En! and En2
:J.Oise voltage sources. On the other hand, in the inverting configuration, it is
: en simpler to use the specified data sheet value for En as a single noise
-;-oltage source and incorporate it into the circuit as shown in Fig. 3-7 [5].
.=ore the output noise voltage contributed by the op amp, neglecting the

inverting amplifier with noise sources in place.

the

is simply

= (1

+ R 2/IR)2
£2 + RL]2
1
2n
11

(3-21)

present
the output from the amplifier's noise sources
alone as
by the gain setting resistors. This output noise
not
upon whether the amplifier is used in the inverting or noninverting
Eni voltages will be different
the
to note that in the simplified circuit of
the
obtained when equal noise contributions occur at the
..L sources. From Eg. 3-21, Ro is found as

(3-22)
IS

applications,
do not

voltage
R'}. is
we see that Eno

INVERTING NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

Figure 3·8
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Circuit for measuring current noise sources.

now includes contributions from En' lrilR2' and E t2 • If R2 is large, one
should first check to make sure that the operating point of the op amp does
not change significantly. The thermal noise from R z can be calculated,
leaving only the L term as the unknown. Finally, both switches are opened
and Eno remeasured. Again recheck the operating point. The new terms
added to this Eno measurement are the thermal noise from Rp (which can be
calculated) and I rz2 R p • Thus L. can be determined and its value should be
included in the inverting op amp noise model whenever Rp is not zero.
When Rp = 0, the I"., noise source is essentially shorted out and only 1"
contributes noise to E ni1 • When measuring I" the "source" resistor R,
should be made very large such that I;JR~ becomes the dominant term as
derived in Sec. 15-2-1. When measured in this way, the L specified On a data
sheet is the noise current associated with the inverting input terminal. There
is no need to include an In2 term or a noise source unless Rp is not very
small or equal to zero. Under this condition, one should add a second noise
current source for L. equal in value to the data sheet amplifier's In value.
3-3

INVERTING NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

The inverting amplifier configuration with resistive negative feedback is the
most widely used stage configuration. It is easily obtained by grounding V~
Fig. 3-5, replacing Rl with the signal source resistance R,. The input
offset voltage due to bias current will be canceled by making Rp a single
resistor equal to the parallel combination of R, and R 2 , These changes are
shown in Fig. 3-9.
All noise sources are now reflected to the Vin1 input and we look for ways
to simplify this circuit, Grouping and rearranging the noise voltage and
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En.2
Figure 3-9 Simplified closed-loop inverting amplifier.

current terms from Eq. 3-17 gives

(3-23)
where I" = Et2/R2" An op amp specification sheet will normally provide En
and In values which are related to the preceding amplifier according to
(3-24)
(3-25)
Thus we see that the single En noise voltage typically specified on a
manufacturer's data sheet is really the rms sum of the two equal input noise
voltages from each separate input terminal. Equation 3-23 simplifies further
to
£2.
m

=

£2'1
III

=

£2/s

+ ]2R2
+
n
S

(1 + RRs )2(£2 + £2 + /2 R2) + 12
n

2

tp

n2

p

,2

R2
s

(3-26)
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Virtual

/ground
V

= __R_2 V.

oRin
9
:>----0

Figure 3-10 Simplified open-loop inverting amplifier with noise sources in place.

~ow we define a new equivalent amplifier noise voltage

E;;a

as

E;;Q~ (1+ =J(E;;+E,~+I;2R~)+I,~R;

(3-27)

SO the equivalent input noise simplifies to
2
£ ni

-

E2/s

+ £2na + j2R2
J/

S

(3-28)

The closed-loop inverting amplifier can now be equivalently represented by
:he simplified open-loop circuit shown in Fig_ 3-10. Note that all the noise
ue to the R2 feedback and the Rp offset adjust resistors as well as the
Mllplifier En noise are contained in the equivalent Ena noise source.
Often the Rp resistor on the noninverting input tenninal is omitted,
~specially in op amps having a MOSFET first stage, since this resistor's main
function is to eliminate the offset voltage due to input bias current. In
Iddition, low noise amplifiers often require closed-loop gains of 30 or more
hich makes R 2 » R,. For this typical condition where R2 » Rs » R p ,
:hen Eq. 3-28 for the equivalent input noise of an inverting feedback
unplifiersUnplifies to
(3-29)

This demonstrates that the thermal noise current of the feedback resistor R2
effectively in parallel with the input. To reduce it's noise contribution, R2
must be large.

3-4

NONINVERTING NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

The noninverting op amp feedback configuration is obtained from Fig_ 3-5 by
~ horting the Vinl source to ground and applying the input signal directly as
;J.e V~2 source. The resistor Rp becomes the source resistance, R" for the
1-- source now simply designated as Vin in Fig. 3-1l.
Now we show how to reduce the noninverting feedback circuit to a
~plerJ open-loop equivalent network. Using Eq. 3-16 as a starting point, the
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~tl

Figure 3-11

~nl

Simplified closed- loop noninverting amplifier.

output squared noise for Fig. 3-11 is

(3-30)

Using the normal En relationship of Eq. 3-24, E:;o simplifies to

(3-31)

Next we reflect the output noise to the noninverting input by dividing
the squared noninverting gain factor of (1 R 2 /R t )2 giving

+

£ ni2

-

-

R1
E2IS + E2n +
[ Rl + R2

£;;0 by

J\2 E,22 + [R]2
2
E 21

Using the normal situation where 1, =

Rl + R2

L

Inl

= L,

1

we can define a new
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Not virtual
/ground

Figure 3-12 Simplified open-loop noninverting amplifier with noise sources in place.

"'qui valent noninverting amplifier noise source according to

E;'b - E,; +

(R, -; RJ( EA) + (R 2RJ( E,~) + I:l R, II R2)2
:

l

(3-33)
The previous two equations produce the simplified open-loop equivalent
amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 3-12 where the total equivalent input noise is
~iven by
(3-34)
Note that all the noise due to both feedback resistors and the amplifier's
oltage noise are contained in the equivalent Enb noise source. If the
-losed-Ioop voltage gain is greater than 30, the Enb noise of the R2 feedback
:csistor becomes negligible. Then Enb contains the amplifier E,.., the thennal
oise ci R t , and the current noise from In "flowing through" R,. Thus
-lmember that the R, resistor is essentiaUy in series with the source resistor
.:.s both a source of thennal noise at the input and as a path through which In

::an flow.
l-5

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

lany circuits and systems have positive feedback, either deliberately intro- ced as in oscillators or gain-boosting amplifiers or accidental as with
...:nstable osci1lations in high-gain amplifiers or as latched-up phenomena
here some critical internal node is saturated to a power supply rail [6].
?ositive feedback does not alter the basic principles of noise regardless of
- ~' this feedback is incorporated into the circuit. The concepts and tech-.Jiques for analyzing and designing with noise in positive feedback systems
- -~ the same as those presented earlier in this chapter for negative feedback
~ems. For example, when SPICE is used to analyze a network, its algos establish the circuit equations without a priori knowing or caring
'3.ether positive feedback is present. Solutions to the network equations are
d by numerical iterating techniques. If a solution exists) SPICE will find
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it, barring some special case control statements or tricky networks. The
solution obtained will do the same noise analysis and determine noise results
regardless of the type of feedback actually present.
Sometimes one is required to design a low-noise sinusoidal oscillator.
Usually there is a design specification that the phase noise level must be
down a certain number of decibels from the fundamental frequency at a
frequency spacing of so many hertz. The usual question is, "How does one
use the noise and feedback principles to design such an oscillator?" The
secret lies in the realization that a low-noise oscillator is produced by first
designing a low-noise amplifier and a low-noise feedback network. The noise
produced in the amplifier and feedback elements will cause random fluctuations in the output frequency which win appear as jitter or as a "skirt" on a
spectrum analyzer display. In Sec. 3-1 we showed that feedback affects the
signal and noise at the input to the amplifier in the same way_ Therefore, the
way to reduce the noise jitter at the oscillator's output is to ensure a low
equivalent noise level at the input surruning junction where the feedback is
connected and use a low-noise power supply.
Another very important consideration in feedback systems is stability. Is
the ampHfier stable? There are many well-established analytical techniques
to test for stability such as using Nyquist plots, Routh-Helwitz criteria, and
gain and phase margin determinations using Bode plots. Each approach
requires either a knowledge or determination of the poles and zeros in the
amplifier and feedback network. Often the determination of stability may be
extremely tedious and time consuming. However, there are two easy ways to
determine stability when using SPICE [7]. First, when the circuit is simulated,
the transient response of an unstable network will show an unbounded
output. Of course, to see this effect may require several simulations over long
time intervals. Second, positive feedback is present in any system whenever
the closed-loop gain is larger than the forward gain. Positive feedback does
not always mean the system is unstable. However, it should raise a warning
flag to do further investigations.

Example 3-2 Consider an amplifier which has an open-loop voltage gain (f
80 dB and poles at 1, 6, and 22 MHz. Determine if this amplifier will be
stable when negative feedback is used to set the closed-loop voltage gain to
40 dB.
Solution Using the modeling techniques in [8], we can produce a simple
macromodel for the amplifier. We conduct a simulation as shown in Fig. 3-13
to verify the correct open-loop response. Note, in general, that one could
already have the frequency response simulation completed for an amplifier,
and may just wish to determine whether it is stable by perfonning and
correctly interpreting the following simulation results.
Next we connect the feedback network around the amplifier and close the
loop. Simulation results elf this network are also shown in the figure. Note
that at about 12 MHz the magnitude of the closed-loop response exceeds the

SUMMARY
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80rD--_~

Closed-loop gain

with feedback
40~----~--~~

CJ \{E (9)
• \.03 (90)

o

200 dB
Closed-loop
phase response
OdBb=~--~~----

-200 dB

o VP (9)
• VP (90)

~OOdB~----~------~----~----~

100 kI-Iz

1.0

M--Iz

10

M--Iz

100

M--Iz

1.0 GHz

Frequency
Noise Feedback Example

Figure 3--13

Effect of positive feedback as shown by PSpice.

?pen-Ioop gain. This means that positive feedback is present since the only
'XQ.y the closed-loop gain can be larger than the forward amplifier gain is for
:3e denominator of the closed-loop gain expression, namely 11 + A,BI, to be
:'ss than 1. Examination of the phase responses shows that the closed-loop
:,J.ase shift becomes positive or leads for frequencies of about 12 l\IIHz and
:reater. A leading phase means that the 40-dB closed-loop amplifier config"2!'ation is unstable. Pelionning a b:ansient analysis at the output of the
=""dback amplifier will confirm this instability. If so instructed, PSpice will
::-.erlorm a nonnal noise analysis on this feedback amplifier, calculating the
~oise contribution from each resistor at the specified frequencies even
-:jough this amplifier is unstable due to positive feedback.
SUMMARY

Feedback cannot be used to reduce the equivalent input nOise of an
op amp cireui t.
': - The four op amp noise sources in a differential amplifier as well as all the
resistor noise sources ean be treated as signal sources to detennine their
effects on the total output noise.
:!..
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c. In general, the reflected equi
op amp with feedback will
the two configurations are
d. Noise in circuits and
exactly the same way as for

input noises to the two inputs of an
only because the voltage gains of
positive feedback is determined
with
feedback.

PROBLEMS

3-1. Calculate Ella for Example

1

(a)

Cb)
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PROBLEMS

(b)

Find the individual spectral density noise contributions to E;;o
due to the three resistors plus En and 1,. Evaluate each contribution to
in a l-Hz bandwidth. Then detennine the total
Find E;;i relative to the signal source ~.

E;o

(c)

£;0-

3-3. Consider the op amp with feedback shown in Fig. P3-3. The op amp
can be considered ideal in every respect except for noise.
(a) Determine the noise contributions at the output (Va) in a I-Hz
band centered at 1 kHz due to the thermal noise of the four
resistors R 1, R 2 , R" and R.
(b) Now consider that the op amp has noise parameters of En =
9 nY /Hzl/2 and I, = 0.15 pA/Hz 1/ 2, both of which are constant
with frequency. Connect the En source between ground and the
noninverting input to the op amp. Connect two I, sources between ground and each op amp input. Detennine the contributions to
from these three noise sources. Express your answers
Z
in volts per hertz.
(c) Estimate the total output noise voltage that would be indicated by
a true rms voltmeter. The noise bandwidth of the voltmeter is
three times as large as the noise bandwidth of the amplifier.

E;()

Ideal except
for noise

Figure P3-3

3-4. Repeat part (b) of the previous problem if one I, noise source is
connected between the two inputs to the op amp.
~5.

Find the characteristic source resistance for the circuit in Fig. P3-3.
Consider the op amp with feedback shown in Fig. P3-6. The op amp
can be considered ideal in every respect except for noise.
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12 k

12 k

R5
120

12 k

+
Figure P3-6

(9)

(b)

3~7.

Determine the noise contributions at the output due to the
thennal noise cr the five resistors.
Find the noise contributions at the output due to op amp noise
parameters of En = 10 nY /Hzl/2 and In = 1 pA/Hzlj2. Neglect
any llf noise effects.

The op amp in Fig, P3-7 is biased using a single + 15-V power supply.
Assume that the op amp has flat noise spectral densities of En =
32 nY /HZ1/2 and In = 0.3 pA/Hzl/2. To set the de output voltage at
+ 15 V /2 = 7.5 V, a Zener diode is used which has a reference voltage
of 7.5 V and a dynamic resistance of r z = 10 fl. This Zener diode
generates avalanche noise according to

y2/Hz

2.4 k

FigureP3-7

Vz = 7.5 V
rz== 10

PROBLEMS

(a)

(b)
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Detennine the total midband equivalent input noise, E ni , due to
three dominant noise sources. Find the contributions for each
source separately before doing a summation to detennine E;;/"
Using your answer to part (a), find the total rms value of Eno
which would be measured by a true rms voltmeter.

.3-8. Detennine the input and output noise contributions from aJJ resistors
and from the En and In noise sources for the operational amplifier
configuration shown in Fig. P3-S. Consider a single En noise source in
series with the noninverting input and having a value of IOn V1Hz 1/2
and two In noise sources = 0.3 pA/Hz 1/ 2 connected between ground
and the amplifier's inputs. Assume the op amp is ideal except for noise.

RS2

100 k

k

FigureP3-8

3-9. Bridge amplifiers serve as sensing circuits for many low-noise applications. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. P3-9 which is very useful

Rl == R2 == R:a

R3

FigureP3-9

=.

R4 == 1 k
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P3-10

R

(u) Inverting amplifier

(b) Noninverting amplifier

Figure
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because its output voltage is a linear function of the R2 resistor.
Assume both op amps are ideal except for En = 5 n V /Hz1/ 2 and ~ =
20 pA/Hz 1 / 2 , Find the total output noise due to all noise sources.
3-10. Another bridge amplifier is shown in Fig. P3-10. Here the resistors

have values of Rs = R7 = 20 kG and R6 = Rg = 250 G. Assume both
op amps are ideal except for En = 5 nV jHzl/2 and In = 20 pA/Hz 1/ 2 ,
Find the total output noise due to all noise sources.

3-U Both amplifiers in Fig. P3-11 produce unity voltage gain. Assume that
the op amps are ideal. In both circuits it is desired to replace the
amplifiers' two noise voltage sources with a single equivalent EnT
source in series with the signal source as shown. Neglect all other noise
sources except for the En sources. Derive and compare EnT for both
circuits. What important conclusions can you draw from this comparison?
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P'ART II

OISE MODELING

rote noise is shown as it appears on oscilloscope display with horizontal sweep of
!JlS/cm. Top wavefonn, bandwidth is de to 200 kHz; center wavefonn, bandwidth is
: to 20 kHz; bottom wavefonn, bandwidth is de to 2 kHz. Note that the bandwidth
:duction affects both the peak amplitude and the nns value.
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CHAPTER 4

CAD FOR NOISE ANALYSIS

Thus far we have modeled noise in amplifiers with simple noise sources
oositioned at the input terminals of the amplifier. OUf analysis has been
restricted to "hand calculations" in order to understand the causes and
.!ifects of many noise sources generated throughout the circuit. As you have
.oted, these calculations are complicated and very time-consuming. In addi~
tion, network and sensor impedances are complex, and the transistor noise
Sources are all functions of frequency. To predict the total noise in a usable
)andwidth it is necessary to calculate the noise at many frequencies and
integrate the mean-square noise signal over the bandwidth of interest. A
digital computer can be used to simplify the calculations. In this section we
"ocus on modeling techniques for amplifier blocks using the SPICE computer
program and its extensions. Furthermore, we include discussions on the
!l1odeling of discrete devices such as resistors, diodes, and transistors.
One word of caution: Sometimes, after a little practice and some successes
:JSing the computer to perlonn the complicated noise calculations, one may
:>ecome complacent and tempted to rely on the computer to do more and
~ore analysis without carefully cross-checking its output data. This invariably
eads to disastrous results because the computer, while extremely fast and
3ccurate, only perrorms exactly what it is programmed to do. Simple errors in
:nodeling, in the input control file, or in choosing the options control will
;>roduce nonsensical results. Here is where the old reliable "hand calcula:ions" must be resurrected and used for cross-checking. Not to do so is only
..nviting disaster!
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HISTORY OF SPICE [1]

SPICE is an extremely powe1iul, general-purpose circuit analysis program
which simulates analog circuits. SPICE is an acronym for Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis. Today this program is by far the most
popular analog circuit simulation program being used by both practicing
engineers and students. SPICE was developed by the Integrated Circuit
Group of the Electronics Research Laboratory and the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences at the University of California., Berkeley, in the late 1960s and was released to the public in 1972 [2].
The person credited with originaHy developing SPICE is Dr. Lawrence
Nagel, whose Ph.D. thesis describes the algorithms and numerical methods
used in SPICE.
Over the years, SPICE has gone through many upgrades, which are still
continuing today. The most significant eaJ"Jy improvement came with SPlCE2,
where the kernal algorithms were upgraded to support advanced integrated
system methods, many of which relate to IC performance. SPICE2 has
replaced SPICEl as the SPICE choice. SPICE2 has been ported to numerous
types of mainframe computers. personal computers, and various operating
systems. The development of SPICE2 was supported with public funds, so
this software is in the public domain and may be used freely by the citizens of
the United States. SPICE2 has become an industry standard and is simply
referred to as SPICE. ft is very large (over 17,000 lines of FORTRAN source
code), powerful, and extremely versatile as the industry-standard program for
circuit analysis and IC design.
Recently, SPICE2 was upgraded to SPlCE3. In this newer version, the
program was converted from FORTRAN to C language for easier portability.
Also several devices were added to the program library, such as a varactor, a
semiconductor resistor, and lossy RC transmission line models. However, the
kernel algorithms were not changed, and the added components are not that
significant because SPICE2 can simulate all the devices built into SPICE3
using external device modeling techniques.
Today there are more than 35 SPICE derivative programs, many known by
associated acronyms such as HSPICE and RAD-SPICE (from Meta-Software), IG-SPICE (from A. B. Associates), I-SPICE (from NCSS timesharing),
PSpice (from MicroSim), IS-Spice (from intu soft) , SLICE (from Harris),
ADVICE (from AT &T Ben Laboratories), Precise (from Electronic Engineering Software), and ASPEC (from Control Data Corporation) [3-5].
In 1984 MicroSim introduced two versions of SPICE, called PSpice, which
run on an IBM personal computer. The evaluation version. also called the
educational or student version, is distributed free by MicroSim. This has
made PSpice available to vast numbers of students and has caused rethinking
the way classes and laboratories are being taught. The student version ci
PSpice that is PC-based is limited to circuits with approximately 10 transis-
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ors or less. However, the conunercial (or professional or production) version
an simulate a circuit with up to 200 bipolar transistors or 150 MOSFETs.
SPICE and other simulation programs will be around and will be widely
sed for many years to come. Students will find SPICE an important tool for
tearning circuit analysis and design, and for testing electronic circuits in ways
Dot easily done in most college laboratories.

4-2

SPICE CAPABILITIES

SPICE contains built-in models for passive elements (resistors, capacitors,
. ductors, and transmission lines), semiconductor devices (diodes, bipolar
:ransistors, JFETs, and MOSFETs), independent voltage and current sources,
- 00 dependent voltage and current sources including linear and nonlinear
::ypes (VCVS, YCCS, CCVS, and CCCS). By including control lines in an
put file, SPICE can be made to perfonn many kinds of analyses of a circuit:
L Nonlinear dc analysis, which determines the de operating point of the
circuit CDC).
2. Linear small-signal ac analysis, which calculates the frequency response
of the circuit (AC).
3. Transient analysis, which detennines the response as a function of time
over a specified time interval CTRAN).
4. Small-signal dc transfer function analysis of a circuit from a specified
input to a specified output (input resistance, output resistance, and
transfer function) (.TF).
5. dc small-signal sensitivity analysis of one or more specified output
variables with respect to every parameter in the circuit (.SENS).
6. Distortion analysis with ac analysis eDISTO).
7 Noise analysis with ac analysis, which determines the equivalent output
and input noise at specified output and input nodes (.NOISE).
8. Fourier analysis of an output variable when done with a transient
analysis (.FOUR).
9. Temperature analysis (.TEMP).

L.3

SPICE DESCRIPTION

" analysis is performed in SPICE by using the .NOISE statement in the
~•.rt: control file. To perfonn noise analysis, the .AC option must also be
:-:- ::uded in the control file. SPICE will calculate a thermal noise spectral
-"iry for every resistor in the circuit. Furthennore, SPICE calculates shot
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and flicker noise spectral densities for every diode and transistor m the
circuit.
The specmc commands, examples, and explanations of the program statements which must be included in the SPICE input control file for noise
analysis are as follows:

.NOISE

OUTV

INSRC

NUMS

.NOISE

V(S)

VIN

10

Example

Explanation
~NOISE

OUTV
INSRC
.NUMS

initiates the noise analysis routine
output voltage which defines the summing point or node
independent voltage or current source which is the input noise
reference
the summing interval

I n the example, SPICE will calculate the noise produced by every resistor,
diode, and transistor in the circuit at the output node 5. Then SPICE will
reflect this output noise to the independent voltage source identified elsewhere in the file as YIN. The analysis will be calculated for every tenth
frequency point as set by the NUMS index.
Examples

FSTART

FSTOP

• AC
_ AC

DEC
DEC

ND

~

OCT

NO

FSTART

FSTOP

OCT

10

1

1.048575MEG

LIN
LIN

NP
100

FSTART

FSTOP

1

100HZ

AC
.AC

· AC
• AC

10K

10

Explanation
• Ac

DEC

OCT

LIN
ND

initiates the AC analysis routine
sets the sweep for decade frequency variations
sets the sweep for octave frequency variations
sets the sweep for linear frequency variations
number of points per decade of frequency

AMPLIFIER NOISE SOURCES

o
NP
FSTART
f ~TOP
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number of points per octave of frequency
total number of points for linear frequency sweep
the starting frequency
the final frequency

I n the first example, the frequency will be swept in decades from 1 Hz to
o kHz, and 10 AC calculations will be perfonned in each decade. However,
noise calculations will be done for every tenth frequency, that is, 1 Hz, 10 Hz,
00 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10kHz in conjunction with the NUMS control statement.
In the second example, the frequency will be swept in octaves of the starting
:requency, 1 Hz in this case to a final frequency of about l.05 MHz,
;!quivalent to 20 octaves. Here 10 points per octave are calculated for AC and
~nly 1 point per octave for NOISE. In the third example, the frequency is
~wept linearly from 1 to tOO Hz in I-Hz steps. Here noise calculations will be
performed at frequencies of 1, 11,21, 31,41,51,61,71,81, and 91 Hz.
Sometimes we may desire a tabulated listing of the input and output
oises in the circuit under investigation. This is accomplished by including
he following optional command in the input SPICE control file:
.PRINT

NOISE

I NO I S E

ONOISE

N OISE is the noise reflected to the input, the independent voltage, or
:urrent source defined as the INSRC in the .NOISE statement, and ONOISE
, ;. the output noise as defined by OUTY.

AMPLIFIER NOISE SOURCES
~:

en for modeJing purposes it is advantageous to lump all the noise
r:oduced by an amplifier or other functional block into two noise sources, En
!.:!d In' as shown in Fig. 4-1. There are several ways to implement this type of
amplifier model in SPICE. The easiest way is to use two resistors as noise
~ ~TceS and reflect their noises to the appropriate nodes using dependent
r:-:tage and current sources. Another way is to use diodes as sources of shot

Figure 4-1

Voltage and current noise sources in an amplifier.
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R (noiseless)
Figure 4-2

SPICE representation ofthennal noise

in a resistor.

and flicker noise and again reflect these nojses to the appropriate nodes in
the circuit. First we consider the resistor modeling approach.
SPICE calculates the spectral density of the thennal noise current in a
resistor according to

J/ = 4kTjR
where k is Boltzmann7s constant (1.38 X 10- 23 W-s/K) and T is the temperature in kelvins. The default temperature is 27°C or 300 K This resistor noise
is modeled in SPICE as a current source in parallel with a noiseless resistor
as shown in Fig. 4-2.
Example 4-1 Create En and In noise voltage and current sources of 3
nV /Hz1/ 2 and 10 pA/Hz1/ 2 , respectively.
Solution First we create two thermal noise current standards of 1 pA/Hzl/2
by using two resistors of value

R =
n

4(1.38

10- 23 )(300)
= 16.56 kfl
10-

X

( 4-2)

Two separate sources are necessary since it is normally assumed that the En
and I, amplifier noise sources are uncorrelated. If En and In are 100%
correlated, only one standard source would be needed. Next we sense the
noise currents produced in these resistors by using independent (dummy)
voltage sources set to 0 V. Finally, we reflect each standard noise current to
the appropriate nodes by using current-controlled dependent sources as
shown in Fig. 4-3.
Polarity does not matter for any of the sources because noise is a squared
quantity. The multipliers needed for the Hand F dependent sources are
(3 nV /Hz 1 / 2 )/0 pA/H z l I 2 ) = 3k and (10 pA/Hz1J 2 )/(1 pA/HzI/2) = 10,
respectively.
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200

100
Rni

Vesen

16.56 k

.-------03

.-------01

"-----02
(a)
RN E 100 0 16.56K
VESEN 100 0 OC 0
HEN 1 3 VESEN 3K
RNI 200 0 16.56K
VtSEN 200 0 DC 0
FIN 2 3 VISEN 10

(b)

'-gun 4-3
~o

Modeling En and 1, noises: (a) circuit configuration and (b) SPICE code
reflect noise sources to the amplifier nodes of Fig. 4-1.

If we desire to include the amplifier's input impedance into OUf noise
tlodel, an extra noise source will be unintentionally introduced through the
"""esistive component of the input impedance. For example, suppose we
ranted to model the amplifier's differential input impedance as the parallel
:ombination cf Rin = 100 kfl and etc = 100 pF. Also let the amplifier have
.!. voltage gain of 750. Figure 4-4 shows the more complete amplifier model.
Extra noise will be added through R in unless we replace this resistor with
SPICE element that has the same circuit effect as the resistor but does not
7:Oduce thermal noise. We can use a voltage-controlled current source
'CCS) to model Rill as a noiseless resistor. This substitution is shown in

4

1
A v (Vr V 2)
750(V:rV 2)
2O----~---~----~

e 4-4 Amplifier model with noise sources, input impedance, and voltage gain.
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C1n
100 pF

(a)

GRID 2 3 2 3 IOU

C1N 3 2 lOOPF
EOl 4 a 3 2 750
(b)

Figure 4-5 Adding a noiseless input resistance to the amplifier model: (a) equivalent
circuit and (b) SPICE code.

Fig. 4-5 together with its SPICE code. The IOU term in GRID is the
conductance of R in ) that is, the reciprocal of the 100 kO input resistance.

4-5

MODELING 1 / f NOISE

When it becomes necessary to include the frequency effects due to IIf noise
in En and I,~ the resistors must be replaced with diodes 16-8]' SPICE
calculates a noise current in a diode according to

( 4-3)
where KP is the fHcker noise coefficient in amps, AF is the flicker noise
exponent, q is the electronic charge (1.602 X 10- 19 C), f is the frequency in
hertz, and Ide is the dc bias current through the diode.
Example 4-2 Model En noise of 20 n V1Hz 1/2 with a noise corner frequency fnce = 200 Hz and 1" noise of 0.5 pA/Hzl/ 2 with a noise comer
frequency fnci = 500 Hz. Use independent current sources to set a dc diode
current which will produce a standard noise reference level of 1 pA/Hzl/2 in
each diode.
Solution

The dc diode current is calculated according to

10- 24
Ide

=

2 X 1.602 X 10- 19

=

3.122 J-LA

( 4-4)

MODELING 1 If NOISE
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D

4-6 Circuit to produce noise with
a 11£ frequency component.

1

100

lEN
1 IlA

liN
3.121 ),AA

+

*

+
0

3

200

3

+

Hen

*

+

Fin

0

2

Cal

01003.121UA
100
1010 DC 0
100 0 DENOISE

,MODEL DENOISE D (KF::: 6.40BE-17. AF == 1)
HEN 1 3 VESEN 20K
liN 0 200 3.121UA
CIN 200 201 IGF
VISEN 201 0 OC 0
D1NOISE 200001
.MODEL DINOISE D
FIN 2 3 VISEN

1

:; 1)

(b)
_,HU,",'

I, noise sources having II! components for inclusion into
of Fig. 4-1: (a) equi valent circuit and (b) SPICE code.
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1-pA/Hz 1/ 2 reference noise
source with AF = i> KF is
or

Next the flicker noise term is set
current at the inc frequency.
calculated by equating the two right-hand
=

2qfnce = 6.408 X 10- 17 A

( 4-5)

In a like manner,
1. is determined to be 1.602
16 A
Figure 4-6
how
bias current is established in the diode. The
I-GF capacitor blocks the de
current and permits the ac short-circuit
voltage source. Figure
noise current to be sensed by the
shows the complete macromodel and the
for the En and In
sources with IIf variations positioned
nodes in
previously cited in Fig. 4-1.

... u.JLjj'-""' .....

4-6 MODELING
Resistors are known to produce more
attributable solely to
(see Chap. 12 of this book and
Motchenbacher and
[9]). This additional noise called excess
IS a
the dc
wattage rating, and the composi
.L;A".A..,"'" noise has a Iff frequency
specified
index (NI) in decibels or in microvolt/Vdc/decade of frequency.
the
density of excess noise in voltsz
per hertz is given

E2
~

=

(

loNt/IO X 101nl0

12
] (_)

( 4-6)

f

across the resistor. f is the frequency
hertz, and NI
the
the noise index
a numerical example, a resistor with a NI
-10 dB biased with 5 V dc
an excess spectral density noise voltage
of 33 n V (Hz 1/2 at a frequency
1000
using the circuit
thermal noises can
dependent current
produces the excess noise current.
senses the de current through R. This current is
subcircuit to control
dependent current source which,
dependi
polarity. The gain of this
biases one the diodes, Dl or
dependent current source
R so that the diode current has a
across the resistor R. In the
magnitude equal to J/dC} the dc
diode model., KF is set equal to
~c

KF=

10NI/to X 10 12)
[

In 10

A

( 4-7)
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F noise

*

R
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Figure 4-8

Resistor cutTent noise model for SPICE.

and AF is set equal to 2. Then the diode spectral density expression of Eq.
4-3 yields an expression whose first term is that of Eq. 4-6. For typical N1
values of - 40 dB < N1 < + 10 dB, the shot noise term of the diode spectral
density is negligible. The magnitude of the diode flicker noise term is the
noise voltage in R caused by resistor current noise. Since the noise element
Fnoise is a current source, the gain of this dependent source must be 1 jR
when the noise is reflected to the main circuit.
Example 4-3 Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 4-9a where the resistor
Rexcess has a noise index of 10 dB. Develop a noise model for the excess noise
in this resistor.
Solution For simplicity, we assume that the excess noises of all the other
resistors are negligibly small. Next we calculate KF from Eq. 4-7 to be
~.343 X 10-12~ Finally, we use the excess noise model from Fig. 4-8 to
?roduce the complete circuit of Fig. 4-9b with its associated SPICE code.
Edited SPICE simulation results shown in Fig. 4-10 match the results
obtained by hand calculations using Eq. 4-6.

The excess noise model of Fig. 4-8 must be modified when it is used with
active devices where both dc biasing and ac frequency response simulations
are required. As an example consider the single transistor circuit shown in
Fig. 4-11.
The bias resistor, R D , is to be modeled with a noise index of
10 dB
:Nougb the Fnoisc current-controlled current source (CCCS). The current
:htough RB is reflected to the model circuit of Fig. 4-11b via the CCCS, FIde.
which has a multiplier of ~. Any ac component of FIde is shorted to ground
Cn' This current flows through one of the Dexcess diodes which produces a

+
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4

10 V

_

0

(a)

1
+

v

2k

2k

_ a
100

FI DC

+
o

' - I \ V ' - V V NOISE EXAMPLE
VIN 1 0 DC IOV
Rl 1 2 lK
R2 20 2K
R3 23 lK
R4 3 0 2K
341K
402K
41 0 2K
441 Dca
41 0 VSENSE 5E-4

D (KF = 4.343E-12, AF :: 2)
10 1100
V(41l VIN 10
NOISE INOISE ONOISE

;;'1\,-,,1:;...;1..;1

(c)
£HHL....AJ

4-9 Example of modeling excess
(a)
excess noise source, and (c)
control

circuit, (b) circuit with
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EXCESS NOISE EXAMPLE
SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION TEMPERATURE

= 27.000

DEG C

NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE
(2) 5.000
(3) 2.5000 (4) 1.2500
(41) 1.2500 (100) .8395 (101) 0.0000

(1) 10.0000

NOISE ANALYSIS

TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C

FREQUENCY = 1.000E+00 HZ
DIODE SQUARED NOISE VOLTAGES (SQ V/HZ)

01

D2

FN

O.OOOE+OO
4.005E-19
6.786E-12

O.OOOE+OO
O.OOOE+OO
O.OOOE+OO

TOTAL

6.786E-12

O.OOOE+OO

RS
ID

RESISTOR SQUARED NOISE VOLTAGES {SQ VlHZ}
REXCESS
TOTAL

3.315E-17

TOTAL OUTPUT NOISE VOLTAGE = 6.786E-12 SO VIHZ
::: 2.60SE-06 VlRT HZ

Figure 4-10 Edited SPICE output showing 2.60 }.LV /Hzl/2 excess noise voltage at a
frequency of 1 Hz.

lIf noise current The inductor LB blocks any ac component of the noise
current generated by either Dexces:s diode from flowing back through CB or
FIde' Therefore, any noise current produced by the diode flows through Csen
and Vscnse • This noise current tlu'ough ~ense is then reflected back to the
main circuit via Fnr:rise and a constant multiplier. The value of this multiplier
is critical to producing an accurate value of excess noise at R E • Calculation of
this reflection coefficient, Xc. is dependent upon the Thevenin resistance at
node 4. Specifically, this Thevenin resistance is the parallel combination of
the ac input resistance looking into the transistor and the source resistance
R:.' Assuming a nominal VBE = 0.7 V and {3 = 100, the emitter current in the
transistor is 0.761 rnA The r.". of Q 1 is calculated as
r'r. =

(3re = 100(0.026 V /0.761 rnA) = 3.17 ko'

(4-8)

The reflection coefficient for Fnoise is then found as the reciprocal of the
parallel combination of T7l" and R,. Numerically, this is

Xc = (rr,- IIRs)-1

=

(3.17k 115k)-1 = (2.03k)-' = 492.6

X

10- 6 (4-9)

The sample SPICE file for the complete circuit is shown in Fig. 4-1lc. The
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gain from node 4 to node 5 was found
Next the total output noise at 1 Hz was
, corresponding to a noise voltage at node 4 of
. Furthermore, we see from PSpice
Relating these simulation results to
to calculate the excess noise
. Figure 4-13 is an edited version of the

'-'.;)I.!,,-,.... t.

coefficient and the input capacitance
impedance seen looking back toward the signal
- j159) fl and the contribution from
is
Another simulation was done after changing
an
of (Sk - j5k) fl, which is no longer
to the 5-kfl source resistance. The reflection coeffi+ 12 V

RC
6k

5k

1000 J.l.F

-(a)

3

300
Csen
1 GF

(b)

circuit, (b)

of modeling excess noise with an
with added excess noise source, and (c)

EXCESS NOISE EXAMPLE FOR ACTIVE DEVICE
VS 10 AC IV
RS 1 25K
CIN 24 1000UF
Q1540NPNl
.MODEL NPNI NPN
vee 6 0 12VOLTS
RB6411.5MEG

RC 5 6 6K
-EXCESS NOISE MODEL
VISENSE 4 1 6 VSENSE 492.611
FIDC 3100 VISENSE l.SMEG
CB 310 0 IGF
LB 310 300 IGH
CSEN 300301 IGF
VSENSE 301 0 0
DEXCESSI 300 0 D1
DEXCESS2 0 300 D1

*MODEL FOR FLICKER NOISE IN DIODE NI =+10 DB
.MODEL D1 D (KF=4,343E-12, AF=2)
.AC DEC 10 1 lOOK
.NOISE ViS) VISENSE 10
.PRINTING NOISE INOISE ON01SE
.PROBE
.END

(c)

Figure 4-11
200

(Continued)

V(5)N(4)

= 173.5

100

0'------'----'------'----"------'
5.0 mV

D v(ONOISE)

4.088E-3

0.0 mV L._ _.....L_ _ _L..::"=::::::::::::::bo....._ _Lo._ _.....J

1.0 Hz

10 Hz

100 Hz
1.0 kHz
Frequency

10 kHz

EXCESS NOISE EXAMPLE FOR ACTIVE DEVICE

Figure 4-U Voltage gain and output noise simulation for excess noise modeL
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EXCESS NOISE EXAMPlE FCR ACT1VE DEVICE
... " " SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C
NODE
VOLTAGE
NODE
VOLTAGE
NODE
VOLTAGE
NODE
VOLTAGE
0)
0.0000
(2)
0.0000
(4)
0.7667
(5)
7.5067
(6)
12.0000
(41)
0.7667
(300)
-0.8963
(301)
0.0000
(310)
-0.8963
TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C

.. '" '" • NOISE ANALYSIS

FREQUENCY = I.DOOE +00 HZ

.. " * .. DIODE SQUARED NOISE VOLTAGES (SQ VlHZ)

OEXCESSI

DEXCESS2

RS

O.OOOE

+ 00

O.OOOE + 00

10

8.857E - 27

1.098E - 13

FN

O.OOOE + 00

1.671E - 05

TOTAL

8.857E - 27

1.671E - 05

'" .. " '" TRANSISTOR SQUARED NOISE VOLTAGES (SQ VlHZl

Q1
RC
RE
IB
Ie
FN

O.OOOE + 00
O.OOOE + 00
O.OOOE + 00
3.016E - 13
8.639E - 15
O.OOOE + 00

TOTAL

3.102E - 13

RB

..... 1< ..

RESISTOR SQUARED

NOISE VOLTAGES (SQ VlHZ)

RS
TOTAL 4.162E - 13

RS

RC

1.389E - 15

9.945E - 17

* ..... " TOTAL OUTPUT NOISE VOLTAGE = 1.671E - 05 SQ VIHZ
= 4.088E - 03 VIRT HZ
TRANSFER FUNCTION VALUE:
V(S)NISENSE:;;: 2.363E - 01
EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE AT VI SENSE :::: 1.730£ - 02 VlRT HZ

Figure 4-13
1 Hz.

Edited PSpice output showing excess noise voltage at a frequency of
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rient remained constant at 497.2 X 10- 6 • The output noise was identical to
tlhat when em = 1000 J-LF. Therefore, the reflection coefficient depends only
upon the real portion of the Thevenin resistance looking back from the
modeled resistor.
To conclude, excess noise can be accurately modeled in SPICE. Both the
dc and ac analyses are required. The reflection coefficient is the multiplier on
{lhe Fnoise-dependent CCCS and is critical to producing accurate results. This
reflection coefficient is dependent on the Thevenin resistance seen by the
modeled resistor.
4-7

RANDOM NOISE GENERATOR

Occasionally, we may need to test a circuit or system to see how it would

. espond to a random input voltage like that produced by Gaussian noise. As
\\Ie have just seen, the .NOISE function in SPICE performs an ac analysis in
ore frequency domain, but does not have a built-in way to simulate noise in
:re time domain. The transient analysis option (TRAN) can be used with a
pecially configured time domain noise generator (TDNG).
The first step for constructing a TONG is to find some means of generat~ng a set of random numbers having a Gaussian distribution. If the mean, {.L,
1nd the standard deviation, a, are not predeterIillned in the selection
;>rOG6SS, then calculate them according to

1 N
Mean

=

J1-

=

1

Variance{Xp

... )

XN )

=

-

L Xj

N

L

N

(4-10)

N j~l

?

(Xj

-,at

( 4-11)

j=1

Standard deviation

=

a

=

VVariance( Xl'" ., X N )

(4-12)

=f a =F 1 and J..L # 0, perform the following transformation so that a new
3ean and standard deviation are found, respectively identified as tl = 0 and
-' = 1:
Xi - J-L

- - - =(J

Yl'Y2' Y3"'" ~

( 4-13)

Decide upon the time interval of interest and split it up into a number of
ual segments equal to the number of random numbers in the set. The
':'ogram included in App. D can be used to do this [10]. This program
::Itomatically produces a set of numbers having an approximate Gaussian
::smDution. Furthermore, the program automatically generates the SPICE
:put file for the random noise generator. As an example, consider a set of 50
bers with a Gaussian distribution spread over a known range. Here we
:ight be interested in the time response from 0 to 5 ps. We would divide up

CAD FOR NOISE ANAL VSIS

seJ;;m.enrs in 100-ns intervals. Finally, we construct a
combination
piecewise linear, voltage sources,
values at 20 specific instants of time and zero for all
mf:ce'wt~~e linear voltage source model is used as this
source. Note
that a single PWL source limited to a maximum
twenty amplitude-time
data points in SPICE.

Example

Construct a
over
simulated output

generator model and show its
interval from 0 to 5 ps.

l4a shows the general approach where PWL source VI
ranldolm v~Dmlge values for the first 20 time steps, from 0 to
and
other times. The second source, V2 , has value
the
time steps and is zero elsewhere. This prc,ce~;s
sec:ona set
for the third PWL source up to the 5 f.LS limit.
more
are
desired, additional PWL sources as weU as additional ranaOln numbers
to be added in the TDNG model.
of mten:~st
Over the time
outOllt V'OlHige between node 1 and
ground in
4-l4
ap'prC)XlfficlteJlY a zero mean value and a standard
deviation voltage
1 V. The VCYS Engen reflects and
scales this 1- V
ae~>tre;a new
For example, since a noise
of 20
as the output level between node 3 and ground, the
as shown. Figure 4-]5 shows the output from the
set to
interval was the specified 0 to 5 }.Ls and the nns
moael where
was 20 nY.
' ••1\...).1..1\•• \,.4

1

3

(a)

Figure 4-14
(b)

ImC~-aep€maem

random noise gel1eratc,r: (a) circuit representation
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Time-Dependent Noise Generator

*
ENGEN 3 0 1 0 (A)
RL1 1 0 1
RL2 3 0 IT
XI1 0 ruNG

;(A) is the rrns noise level = 20 n v for this example

.
11 he mean and standard deviation before transformation are

·n1ean = 1.69325368409091 E-0001 rrns = 1.000I6888842765E+OOOO

.Subckt TONG POS NEG
I 100 NEG pwl(Os 0
~ 1.000E--0007s 0.89034047 2.000E-00075 -1.16319155 3.000E-00075 2.03930666
T 4.000E--00075 0.40463799 5.000E-00075 -0.47319771 6.000E-00075 0.32083804
T 7.000E-00075 0.32537534 8.000E-00075 0.13314042 9.000E-0007s -0.30955093
- 1.000E-00065 1.65501569 1.100E-00065 -1.50768434 1.200E-00065 --0.03783616
- 1.300E-00065 0.51317443 1.400E-00065 -1.68355872 1.500E--00065 -0.65928206
- 1.600E--00065 0.43142757 1.700E--00065 0.18312538 1.800E-00065 1.87252633
- 1.900E-00065 0)
•

/2200 100 pWl<05 0 1.800E-00065 0
- 1.900£-00065 -1.36038170 2.000E-00065 --0.05226307 2.100£-00065 -0.10261622
- 2.200E-00065 -0.99439241 2.300£-00065 0.56870622 2.400-00065 0.49330001
- 2.500E-00065 -1.19179314 2.600E-00065 1.38155654 2.700E--00065 0.66423013
- 2.800E-00065 -1.073879592.900£-00065 --0.10540508 3.000E-00065 -1.28235444
- 3.100£-000651.013407463.200£-00065 -0.60131112 3.300£-000651.07827081
- 3.400E-00065 0.32531230 3.500E-0006s 0.136512063.600£-00065 -1.10343446
- 3.700E-0006s 0)

3 POS 200PWL(05 0 3.600E-000Gs 0

-

3.700E-00065 1.36542284 3.800E--00065 -0.20886253 3.900E-0006s -0.51574401
4.000E-00065 -0.268727154.100£-00065 1.64804841 4.200E-00065 -0.25428479
4.300E-00065 0.50392776 4.400E--00065 --0.46641442 4.500E-00065 0.73564880
4.600E-0006s -0.835406144. 700E-0006s -2.22394443 4.800E-0006s 1.95317640
4.900E-00065 -0.45252145 5.000E-0006s -1.05763975 5.100E--0006s 0)

= ds
= ~ 08E

-"'AN 20NS SUS
~'W

Figure 4-14

(Continued)
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50n V

o nV

50nV~----~------~-----L

O.OILS

c

V(3}

LO pi

2.0 IJS

______L -__-L~

3.0 flS
Time

4.0 f.lS

S.Ops

Time Dependent Noise Generator

Figure 4-15

4-8

Output of time-dependent noise generator.

FINDING NOISE BANDWIDTH USING PSpice

Some extended SPICE simulation programs such as PSpice have built-in
arithmetic postprocessing capabilities. When properly used, these functions
enable quick and accurate deternlination of critical circuit and system performance indexes such as noise bandwidth, noise figure [11], and total input and
output noises.
Recall from Eq. 1-9, the noise bandwidth was defined as

( 4-14)
We can use the PROBE postprocessing capabiJities in PSpice to find Af by
integrating the square of the magnitude of voltage gain with respect to
frequency from dc (or some very low frequency) to some large frequency and
then dividing this result by the square of the peak voltage gain. This is done
using the PROBE statement.

The S function in PROBE performs numerical integration over the limits as
set by the x-axis, the frequency sweep in this case. Care should be exercised
in how the voltage magnitude is specifted. Using VM(node number) appears
to always give the conect result while just using V(node number) may give
incorrect results especially in 4.03 and later versions of PSpice.

FINDING NOISE BANDWIDTH USING PSPICE
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200 k

5

C2
796 pF

I

6

Rs
1 k

4 k

Figure 4-16 Active bandpass filter.

Example 4-5 Find the noise bandwidth using PSpice of the active bandpass
5.1ter shown in Fig. 4-16. Assume both op amps are ideal.
Regular circuit analysis shows that the first stage produces a
high-pass frequency response with a gain of 26 dB and a single - 3-dB
frequency of 1 kHz. The second stage is a low-pass filter with 14-dB gain and
a high-frequency cutoff of 10kHz. These conclusions about the filter's
operation are easily verified using the following SPICE or PSpice control file.
S?lltieJ')

YOISE BANDWIDTH FOR X100

1 0 DC 0 AC 1V
: 1 1 2 10K
:1 2 3 15.9NF
~2 3 4 200K

YIN

~3

4 5 20K

:2 5 0 796Pf
~4

6 7 4K

35 6 0 1K
"l-

*OP AMP SUBCIRCUIT
• SUB'CKT OPAMP 1 2 3
~IN 1 2 10MEG
:OL 3 0 1 2 100MEG

AMPLIFIER

100

CAD FOR NOISE ANALYSIS

100

Cl

50

VM(7)

• 90.9

20 k

(1/(90. 9*90.9»*S(VM(7l*VM(7)}
• 17.3E3

D

10 k

o k 1tJ-----I
1.0 Hz

10Hz

100 Hz

1.0 kHz

10kHz 100 kHz

Frequency
Noise bandwidth for )(100 amplifier

Figure 4-17 PSpice simulation results of bandpass filter: (a) frequency response
showing peak voltage gain and (b) integration to find noise bandwidth .

. ENDS

OPAMP

*
X1

0 3

4 OPAMP

X2 5 6 7 OPAMP
.AC

DEC 101HZ 1 MEGHZ

.NOISE

V(7)

VIN

10

.PROBE
.END

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 4-17a where the maximum voltage gain
is 90.9 (39.2 dB) at 3.16 kHz as displayed on the linear voltage axis. (Note
that a simple macromodel for both op amps was used which modeled an
input resistance of 10 Mil and an open-loop voltage gain of 10 8 .)
Next, the approximate noise bandwidth is found by utilizing the integration and scaling commands in PROBE, namely,
(1! (90.9*90.9»*S(VM(7)*VM(7»

Figure 4-17b shows the resulting output plot. The curve approaches an
asymptotic level which is the noise bandwidth for the bandpass filter, approximately 17.3 kHz. Rigorous mathematica1 calculations deriving the bandpass
filter's transfer function and then its integration produce an exact determina-

tion of noise bandwidth to be

tJ.! =
4-9

("fo/2Q) = (,,/2)(3.165 kHz/O.2875)

=

17.3 kHz

(4-15)

INTEGRATING NOISE OVER A FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH

As discussed in Sec. 4-1, the .NOISE command causes SPICE ro calculate
the spectral density noise contribution for every resistor and semiconductor
deVlice in a circuit. However, we often need to know how much wideband
noise would be measured by a true rm.s voltmeter if it were placed at specific
nodes in the circuit, usually at the input or output. Again the integration
posttprocessor in PROBE furnishes an easy way to find the wideband nTIS
noi~e.

To find the wideband nns noise, include the .NOISE conunand in the
input control file and identify the OUTY (output voltage defining the
s..muning node) and INSRC (independent voltage or current source which is
the input noise reference) nodes. Then simulate the circuit to obtain the ac
rrequency response in the nonnal way. The spectral densities for the input
and output noises can be displayed in PROBE by simply displaying the traces
V(ONOISE) and V(INOISE) for the output and input noises, respectively.
The rms output and input wideband noises are then found by taking the
square root cf the integral of the square ci V(ONOISE) and V(INOISE).
Example 4-6 Extend the previous example to detennine the equivalent
_ put and output noise voltages for the active bandpass amplifier shown in
- ig. 4-16. Neglect the noise contIibutions from the operational amplifiers and
- nsider only the noise from the resistors in the circuit.
Solution After simulating the bandpass filter circuit, the output and input
tquivalent noise spectral density voltages are displayed in Fig. 4-18. The
Jutput noise follows the bandpass response of the filter and peaks at fo at
_. proximate 1.2 p.V /Hzl/2. The input noise is flat at approximately 12
_V/ HZl/2 over most of the useable frequency range. This level is due to the
k!1 resistance, R,. The up-turning rises in V(INOISE) at both low and
-"gh frequencies is due to the basic definition of EY/i' namely,

( 4-16)
ce the voltage gain of the bandpass amplifier approaches zero at dc and
- ~ ite frequency, Eni increases without bound at these limits.
The desired wideband noise voltages are calculated and displayed as in
- ; . 4-19. The output noise voltage approaches an asymptotic value of
- roximately 160 J.LV which is the voltage level a true rms voltmeter with a
dwidth of at least 1 MHz would display. Assuming that R 1 is the
:ninant noise source, the following quick calculation verifies this output
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1.5 ~V

1.0 !-tV

0.0 IlV

1....-_---I._ _--l._ _............L_ _-J.._ _-L........::::::=-......!

o V(oNOISE)
100 nV

nV

OnV~----+-----+-----;-----~-----+----~

1.0 Hz

10 Hz

o V(INOISE)

100 Hz

100kHz 1.0 M-Iz

1.0

Frequency

Noise bandwidth

for >clOO amplifier

and input noise simulation results

the bandpa.'ls

OuvL-----L-----~----~----~----------~

[J

SORT (S(VONOISE}*V(INOI

200 IlV

100 IlV

o~vL-~======~==~~----L---~----~

1.0 Hz 10Hz 100
1.0
10
[] OORT (S(V(ONOISE)*V(ONOISE)))

Noise bandwidth for )(100 amplifier

4-19

simulation of the wideband noise of the .., ............ 1-""",,'"

1 03
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wideband noise level:
Wideband E;o

~ i-E;;A; df ~ A~o f A;oE;,A; df ~ (A;'0)(4kTR[) Af

E;o

=

(90.9)2(1.6 X 10-- 20 X 10 4 )(17.3 kHz)

Wideband E~o

=

2.29 X 10- 8 V 2

Wideband Eno

=

151 /J-V

Wideband

(4-17)

Since the wideband input noise voltage is derived from V(ONOISE),
increases without limit at high frequencies due to the gain reduction.

Eni

4-10 MODEL REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

The signal and noise levels at the output of a sensor-detector-amplifier
system depend on the transfer function of the complete amplifier unit. Often
a postamplifier and equalizer are necessary parts of the total unit. As we
have just seen, it is very easy to use SPICE to simulate a system and
determine the input and output noise levels as well as the noise bandwidth.
Furthennore, the output file COUT) produced after every SprCE simulation
reveals the noise contributions of every resistor and semiconductor device in
the system. Thus careful examination of the .OUT file will reveal the
dominant sources of noise at the frequencies of interest.
Sometimes we may need to reduce the complexity of a sensor-detectoramplifier system by substituting some simple frequency-shaping models or
macromodels for the postamplifier, equalizer, or other stages. This may be
necessary in order to reduce the simulation time to a reasonable limit or to
pennit the system to fit within the memory or device size capabilities of the
SPICE program. Common filter stages used are low-pass, bandpass, high-pass,
lag-lead. and lead-lag networks.
There are many ways to make these circuit simplifications. One easy way is
to seek out one of the many textbooks providing examples of passive filter
configurations with appropriate equations so that the design specifications
can be used to calculate and denonnalize element values. If this easy
approach is followed, one must be very careful in choosing the location and
value of all resistors in the circuit as SPICE will calculate and include their
noise contributions. Here is where it is important to examine the .OUT file
after simu1ating the circuit to make sure these resistor noises are not
significant.
Another method for system simulation is to utilize behavioral-level continuous-time macromodels as explained in Connelly and Choi [12J. Here one
begins with the required mathematical transfer function for the simplified
network and synthesizes an equivalent macromodel which produces this
frequency characteristic. Feedback around a basic integrator building block is
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the technique used to produce the required macromodeL The only limit to
the order of the filter produced by this technique is the memory capability
and resolution of the particular version of SPICE being used. If high-order
filters are required (n > 4), it is usually best to factor and split the transfer
function into two or more separate stages and then cascade them. As with
the passive filter approach, one needs to examine the .OUT file after
simulating to make sure that the noise added by the resistors in the integrator blocks is insignificant with respect to the other circuit noises.
SUMMARY

a. Simulation alone without independent "hand calculations" for verification
invariably leads to disaster.
b. The .NOISE command in SPICE must be used in conjunction with the
.AC command.
c. SPICE uses the Norton equivalent representation of the thermal noise in
a resistor. If one resjstor is used as a noise reference source and then
reflected to two or more places in the circuit, aU resultant noise sources
will be 100% correlated.
d. Diodes must be used to model l/f noise characteristics in SPICE.
e. Excess noise in resistors can be modeled in SPICE. However, the equivalent circuit is complicated and should only be used for the dominant
resistive noise source.
f. A random noise generator is useful for modeling noise behavior in the
time domain, but not in the frequency domain.
g. The PROBE postprocessor in PSpice is very useful for fmding the noise
bandwidth and equivalent wideband output noise in a circuit.
h. After using model reduction techniques to simplify a large system. carefully examine the .OUT file to make sure that the models added for
simplicity do not contribute significant noise to the total system at all
frequencies of interest.
PROBLEMS
4-1. The En and I, noise characteristics of a certain op amp are to be
modeled in SPICE. The spectral densities of En and In versus frequency

are given by

and

I;

=

(0.15 pA/Hzl/2)2[1

+ (SaO/f)]

where f is the frequency in hertz. A partial SPICE input file follows.

PROBLEMS
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SOURCES
0 100 3.12SUA

CNE 100 101
V ESE N 1 01

1GF

0 DC 0

DEN 100 0 DMODE
.MODEL

DMODE

D (KF

=__

~

AF = _ _ )

=____ ,

AF = _ _ )

HVIF 2 3 VESEN ___

*
IREF2 0 200 0.2809UA
CNI 200 201

lGF

V IS E N 201

DC 0

0

DIN 200 0 DMODI
.MODEL

DMODI

D (KF

F II F 3 4 V I S E N___

(a)

Add the missing infonnation where the blanks appear to the input
SPICE file.
(b) Simulate the noise characteristics of this op amp and verify that it
and I; noise characteristics with respect
produces the correct
to ampJitude and frequency.

E;

~·2.

The En and In noise characteristics of an op amp are modeled jn SPICE
by
*NOISE
IREFI

SOURCES

0 100 12.48UA

CNE 100 101

1GF

VESEN 101 0 DC 0
DEN 100 0 DMODE
.MODEL

DMODE D (KF=6.408E-17 AF=1)

HVIF 2 3 VESEN 5K

*
IREF2 0 200 O.2809UA

CNI

200 201

V I SEN 201

1GF

0 DC 0

DIN 200 0 DMODI
.MODEL

DMODI

D (KF=3.204E-16 AF=1)

FI1F 3 4 VISEN 4

*
Determine the numerical values of En and In as well as their associated
noise comer frequencies which are being modeled.

4-3. Refer to the excess noise resistor example (Example 4-3). What value ci
noise index must Rexcess have in order to contlibute equal thermal and
excess noises over the frequency range from 1 to 10 Hz?

4-4. Change the value of the base biasing resistor, R" in Fig. 4-11a so that
the collector current in the transistor doubles. Determine the effect this
will have on the excess noise contributed by R,. Verify your conclusion
by simulation.
4-5. Drive the transistor amplifier circuit of Fig. 4-11 with the 20-nV random
noise generator shown in Fig. 4-14. Perform a transient analysis of the
output voltage and compare the source and output noise waveforms.

4-6. Repeat Prob. 4-5 using the active bandpass filter as the test circuit.
Simulate so that the output voltages from both Xl and X2 op amps can
be displayed in the time domain. Study these outputs and compare them
to the random noise generator source.
4-7. The circuit shown in Fig. P4-7 provides RIAA equalization for a
preampljfier. Simulate this circuit and detennine the noise bandwidth.
Model the op amp to have an open-loop voltage gain ci 2 X 10 6 and an
input resistance of 10 Mfl. Let the op amp be ideal otherwise.

1

316 k

C1

I

28 k

4
33 IJ.F

FigureP4-7

4-8. Use PSpice to determine the wideband output noise for the circuit in
Fig. P4-7. Use the same op amp characteristics as given in the previous
problem.
(a) First neglect all noise contributions from the op amp in finding the
wideband EnD'

REFERENCES

(b)
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Now give the op amp noise characteristics ci En = 20 nY /Hzl!2,
fnee = 200 Hz, In = 0.5 pA/Hz Jj 2, and fnci = 1 kHz. Place a
single voltage noise source in series with the source resistor Rs.
Position the current source between the inverting and noninverting
inputs to the op amp.
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The power content of 1/! noise in each decade of frequency is equal, as shown in
these trace~. Top wavefonn, Af = 20 Hz, horizontal 100 ms/em; center wavefonn,
Af = 200 Hz, horizontal 10 ms/em; bottom waveform, Af = 2 kHz, horizontal
1 ms/cm.
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CHAPTER 5

NOISE IN BIPOLAR TRAI\JSISTORS

The objective of this chapter is to determine E ni ) En' and 1, for a bipolar
junction transistor CBJT). In so doing, we will define and identify the noise
sources contributing to En and In in the device noise model. Specifically, we
will show that the BJT noise parameters are functions of the operating
Q-point, and this operating point can be selected for reduced noise contribut:icms.
The bipolar junction transistor (BIT) contains sources of thelmal noise,
1If noise, and shot noise, which are discussed in this chapter. The widely
used hybrid-'1T small-signal equivalent circuit [1] is modified to include noise
sources to represent transistor noise behavior.
From the noise circuit model, we determine the equivalent input noise
parameter Eni for the BIT. The resulting expression is used to predict noise
versus frequency behavior and forms the basis for the derivation of expressions for En and 1,.
The conditions necessary for m:in.imi.zi:hg the noise figure are considered.
Because noise relations are expressed in terms of operating point currents,
transistor parameters, temperature, and frequency, the circuit designer can
apply the results to create low-noise electronic circuits.
Comparisons of various transistor types are made and results are presented that suggest the correct type for a given application.

5-1

THE HYBRID-'n' MODEL

The hybrid-1T transistor model represents the small-signal behavior of the
Jipolar junction transistor. The parameters of the hybrid-7T are generally not
109
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C)1

Bo---"\

E

Figure 5-1

Hybrid-'1r bipolar transistor small-signal model.

frequency dependent, so the model can be used over a wide band of
frequencies. Although the hybrid-rr is best suited for the common-emitter
(CE) configuration, the model is still accurate and can be rearranged for
either the common-base (CB) or common-collector (CC) configurations. The
basic model contains seven components shown in Fig. 5-] and is the same
whether the BJT is the npn or pnp type. Between the external base terminal
B and the internal terminal B' is the base-spreading resistance r X' The
elements r and C'Tr represent the significant portion of the input impedance
of the transistor.
The amplification property of the device is represented by the dependent
current generator gmV7r' where V')T is the signal potential between B' and the
emitter tenninal E. The elements rp' and Cp. are caused by the base-width
modulation effect and by depletion-layer capacitance. These internal feedback mechanisms within the transistor often can be omitted in developing a
represents the dynamic
simplified low-frequency model. The element
output resistance of the transistor.
The more important parameters of the hybrid-IT model can be expressed
in terms of easily measured quantities. The short-circuit current gain, called
hfe or f3 o ' is not a parameter of the hybrid-1T. However, if we assume a short
circuit between C and E in Fig. 5-1 and consider low-frequency operation
where capacitances may be neglected, the low-frequency current gain f3 0 can
be expressed as
7T

'0

(5-1)
Equation 5-1 assumes that r" is very large.
The parameter gm can be'-derived from the diode equation relating Ie and
VBE [1]:

(5-2)
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At room temperature q/kT ~ 40/V. Note that Eq. 5-2 relates a small-signal
ac parameter to the dc collector current.
Another parameter useful for noise analysis is the so-called Shockley
emitter resistance re which is the reciprocal of gm. At room temperature,
1
0.025
r =-=-e
gm Ie

(5-3)

The base-emitter resistance can also be expressed in terms of L. Substituting Eq. 5-3 into Eq. 5-1 yields

(5-4)
The gain-bandwidth product IT is the frequency at which the short-circuit
current gain equals unity. This parameter is related to the hybrid-7T parameter~ by
(5-5)
The beta-cutoff frequency, ihfe or ff3' is the frequency at which beta has
declined to 0.707 of its low-frequency reference value, f3 o ' It can be shown
that
(5-6)
A typical set of hybrid-'7T parameters is

r';r

=

97 kD

rx = 278
gm

=

n

r o =1.6MD
f}J.

= 15 MD

0.0036 S

f30 = 350

C7T = 25 pF

These values are typical for a small-signal, high-frequency discrete pnp
transistor similar to the 2N4250 transistor at an operating point of L = 0.1
rnA and VCE = - 5 V .
The basic hybrid-'1T model is slightly modified for monolithic integrated
.:ircuit transistors. Because of the greater distance from the collector junction
LO the external contact, a small resistance may be added in series with the
:ollector. Adding a buried layer between the substrate and the epitaxial
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collector region can dramatically reduce this series collector resistance. An
npn IC transistor is fabricated on a substrate of p-type semiconductor. The
collector-to-substrate junction is reverse-biased. The capacitance associated
with that junction can be added in the equivalent circuit between the
collector and a separate substrate terminal. The substrate terminal is almost
always connected to the lowest dc potential which makes the substrate ac
ground.

5-2 NOISE MODEL
The noise mechanisms of bipolar transistors have been widely investigated
and the results are weU defined [2]. Let us start by looking at the cross
section of a diffused npn transistor as shown in Fig. 5-2 to visualize the
location of the transistor noise mechanisms. In Chap. 1 we defined the three
noise mechanisms: thennal, shot, and Ilf. From the transistor model. the
real resistances generate thermal noise and the diode junction currents give
rise to shot noise. Current flow generates Iff noise.
The base-spreading resistance
is the ohmic resistance of the lightly
doped base region between the external base contact and the active base
region. This is a true resistance, and therefore exhibits thermal noise. The
base current ~ and the collector current Ie generate shot noise at their
respective junctions. The flow of base current (, through the base-emitter
depletion region gives rise to lit noise [3]. Therefore, four noise generators
and the thennal noise of the source resistance are shown in the hybrid-7l"
noise model of Fig. 5-3. Dynamic resistances'7T and '0 do not generate noise
since they are nonohmic, ac resistances.

'x

Isolation
diffusion

8-E

Emitter

Base

Collector

Ie
,1+

Buried Layer

p-Substrate

Figure 5-2 Cross-section diffused npn transistor.
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B'
r----~--'""""I"'......ac

E

Figure 5-3 Hybrid-7T bipolar transistor noise model.

Feedback elements CJ.J- and rp. have been removed for clarity, which limits
pplication of this equivalent circuit to frequencies less than fTI{3~/2. At
frequencies above f{3! the noise mechanisms are partially correlated and the
total noise is slightly larger than predicted by this model. Generally, a
transistor will be operated at lower frequencies to have better gain.
The Ex noise voltage generator is caused by the thermal noise of the
base-spreading resistance. The noise current generator ~ is the shot noise
cf the total base current, and Inc is the shot noise of the collector CUlTent.
The noise spectral density of these generators may be predicted theoretically
rom the discussions given in Chap. 1:

£2x = 4kTrx

(5-7)

(5-8)
(5-9)
The thennal noise voltage of the source resistance Rs is E; = 4kTR s'
The II! noise contribution is represented by a single noise current
generator If connected as shown in Fig. 5-3. It has been observed experimentally that the II! noise current flows through the entire base resistance in
-tlloy-junction gennanium transistors, but a reduced value of Tx is necessary
to model correctly silicon planar transistors.
Following the discussion given in Sec. 1-10, the spectral density of IJf
noise current can be given by

(5-10)
The exponent y ranges between 1 and 2, but often can be taken as unity. The
experimental constant K takes on values from 1.2 X 10- 15 to 2.2 X 10- 12 .
This constant can be replaced by 2qiL! where q is the electronic charge,
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1.6 X 10- 19 C, and fL is a constant having values from 3.7 kHz to 7 MHz.
The value for fL is a representation of the noise corner frequency . Its value
does not match the comer frequency, but there is gross correlation. The
exponent a is usually unity. Thus the fonn for lit noise used in this chapter
IS

( 5-11)
The Vi' noise voltage generator is the product of the noise current given l)Y
Eq. 5-11 and the net resistance shunting If. Because the
contribution to
l/t noise is less than theory predicts for planar transistors, it is necessary to
defme a new r~, smaller than the value of 'x, to match the experimental data.
Unless this change is made, calculations predict excessive l/t noise. The
effective r~ is approximately one-half of 'x' An expression for the Vf noi~e
voltage generator is

'x

(5-12)
where r~ :::: r );/2
The Vf noise results from the trapping and detrapping of carriers in
surface and bulk energy states. This is a process-dependent noise mechanism.
It can be caused by defects such as impurities and dislocations. Transistors
that have a high beta at very low collector currents seem to have little lit
noise perhaps because these trapping centers are also recombination centetis.
The Vf noise is strongly affected by sUlface properties. Planar transistors
are passivated so their surfaces are fairly well protected. There are epox.yencapsulated devices with a low level of Vf noise, but for the most critical
applications it is desirable to use a hermetically sealed package.

5-3

EaUIVALENT INPUT NOISE

To determine an overall signal-to-noise ratio, all transistor noise mechanisms
are referred to the input port. To derive the equivalent input noise E ni , our
method is to calculate the total noise at the transistor output, the gain from
source to output, and then diuide the output ,wise by the gain.
If the output is shorted in Fig. 5-3, then the output noise current is
( 5-13)

or
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an input signal

~,

the output Sh011-circuit signal current is
gm~Z1T

I=gV=----()

er gam

m ...

(5-15)

rx +R+Z
s
~

IS

(5-16)
We can now calculate the equivalent input noise
16 according to

Eni

as the ratio of Eqs. 5-14

(5-17)
of impedances and noise generators, En; is

. ...,jW(:ti·~h..l~,L.&.J..b

the values for the noise generators (Af
gives the equivalent input noise:

=

J Hz) into Eq. 5-18

( 5-19)
- e effective value of the base resistance r~ is used in the J / f tel111. Note
at the last tenn contains Z7T which is frequency dependent. At low
':"equencies this tenn can be simplified to
(5-20)
__ : high frequencies. up to about fT/f3~/2, this term can be simplified to

(5-21 )
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The final expression for equivalent input noise in tenns of transistor parameters, temperature, operating-point currents, frequency, and source resistance
IS

(5-22)

This fonn for E;j is an approximation. In the model of Fig. 5-3 the
feedback capacitance eM has been omitted. This assumption may result in
the actual noise at high frequencies being greater than the noise predicted by
the equation. Nevertheless, Eq. 5-22 is a good engineeting approximation to
actual behavior. The errors are primatiLy at high frequencies, beyond transistor cutoff.
The first three terms in Eq. 5-22 are not frequency dependent and
therefore fonn the limiting noise of any transistor. The first tenn 4kTr:z is the
thennal noise voltage of the base resistance. The term 2qIB Cr)2 is the shot
noise voltage associated with the base current and can usually be neglected
since the source resistance is usually larger than the base resistance and Es
will dominate. The term 2qlc (r 77)2 /(3~ is the collector current shot noise; it
can be rearranged to the more useful fonn 2q1cre2. Another fonn for this
voltage is 2kTre or half thennal noise. It should be emphasized that rc is a
dynamic resistance; therefore, it does not produce thermal noise in the BIT.
The transistor parameters for 12 types of transistors are given in Table
5-1. These values result from independent testing and do not necessarily
agree with those available from manufacturers' specification sheets. Of
specific interest is the variation of f T with I,.

5-4

NOISE VOLTAGE AND NOISE CURRENT MODEL

We now modify Eq. 5-22 to write the total expression for E;;i of the transistor
with a zero source resistance. By definition, this yields the noise voltage E~
of the transistor noise model
2

En
Since rTO

+ 2qIBr; +

2qIc r:

13;

+

2qfLIJr~2
( f ]2
f
+ 2q1c r; f T
(5-23)

=

4kTrx

=

f30re and since r; is usually «f3or;,

(5-24)

TABLES-! Transistor Parameters and Noise Constants

IT
Transistor 10
Type
rnA

10
rnA

p.A

2N930

355 292

2N2484

400

2N3117
2N3391A
2N3964

7J4
704

200
322
535
345
347
235
200

2N4058
2N4124
2N4125
2N4250
2N4403
2N5086

2N5138

353
662

510
389 373
201 2.50
418 299
170 144
389 373
278 200
357 279
215 154

118

347
136
183
77

10

In MHz at I, =

I
rnA

/-LA

p.A

rnA

125

277

77
180

417

130

196
290

III

107
132 101
163 14\
122 67.4
160 79.2
106 106
360 172
255 101
160 79.2
182 68.6
224 133
131
64.2

192
114

87
290

80
105
55

150
120
60

45
150
48

45
29

129

100

10

p.A

p.A

32.5
322
37.5
13.2
16.4
43.2
39.7
22.0
16.4
J 1.9
27.3
14.2

5.4

e,..

Tr

r'r

p.A

(pF)

«(1)

(..0,)

0.495

8.0
6.0

750
380

4.5

100)

7.0
4.0
5.0
4.0
4.5
4.0

800
150
2SO

350
200
130
200
65
100

4.88 0.475
5.64 0.566
1.61 0.162
2.64- 0.194
7.02 0.759
4.9
0.495
3.63 0.302
2.64- 0.194
1.34 0.!33
3.81 0.348
2.14 0.169

8.5

4.0
5.0

110
50
150
40
180
100

40
48

65
8
30
20

h
(MHz)

1.7
).6

y

IcneJJax)

1.3

7.0

1.5
1.5

I

0.2

1.2

10

0.005

1.2
1.4

1
10
5
5

0.18
0.011
0.004
0.005
0.010
0.016
1.25

1.1

1.2
12
1.1
I.l

1.3

I
10
I
1
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of the mode] is obtained from Eq. 5-22 by
valued, specifically 2qiB > 4kTRs as defined in
by R; and taking the limit as Rs ~ co,

(5-25)
tenn in

5-25 is usually negligible.

2 qiL
- JJ
- +2qlc ( -i
f
fT

=

)2

(5-26)

the mean square equivalent input noise
operating at a con ector current of 1.0 mA~ with a
Rs = 10 k!l in a Af = 10 Hz band of frequencies
Noise data for the 2N4250 transistor are shown in

source
centered

are two calculation methods possible. We will do both to
and compare results. The fIrst and easiest approach
In from Fig. 5-9 as En = 2 nV /HZ1/2 and In =
I
Then we calculate E;;i using the equation

[1

In

X

-16

the dominant noise contributions are
the source
and the
term. The
is
here.
"'or""......'..... calculation method is to use the 2N4250 transistor data
1 plus
and 5-26 to determine the
and
values
instructive because it reveals which noise
transistor are the dominant sources of nOIse.
Using
. 5-24, we obtain E;;/ ilf =

I;R;

LIMITING BAND FOR MIDBAND NOISE
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first tenn in this equation, due to the base resistance of 150 D.., dominates.
Equation 5-26 gives a numerical value for {;I I:lf = 1.18 X 10- 24 A 21Hz. The
shot noise of the base current is the largest contributor to
with the II!
tenn adding a significant amount of noise as well. Using these values of
and
in the defining
expression with a IO-Hz bandwidth produces

I;

I;

E;;j

Eni =

E;;

52.8 nY

The importance of this example is to show that close agreement between
these two methods is possible even though it is somewhat difficult to read
accurate data from the typical En and In curves.

5~5

LIMITING CASE FOR MIDBAND NOISE

Removing all frequency-dependent tenns and the II! contribution from the
expressions for En and In gives the limiting noise condition for the midband
region. This is tenned the "shot noise region" because the shot noise current
sources dominate in a well-designed circuit. Equations 5-24 and 5-26 become
(5-27)
and
(5-28)
Two mechanisms limit En' the thenna! noise of the base resistance and the
shot noise of the collector current times the emitter resistance. For low
values of source resistance, where En dominates, it is desirable that the
transistor have a low base resistance, and that the collector current be high.
The In noise current generator is detennined by a single noise mechanism,
the shot noise of the base current. For high values of source resistance,
where In. dominates, it is desirable to operate with a low-leakage, high-beta
transistor at a low level of conector current.
Plots of EI1 and In versus conector current and transistor parameters are
shown in Fig. 5-4. The En curve has a rn.jnimum value at high conector
currents determined by the thennal noise of the base resistance. The noise
~oltage rises steadily with decreasing collector current. The magnitude of the
noise current generator In decreases with decreasing con ector current and
increasing f3 o' This illustrates the rn.jnor effect of beta and the strong
dependence on collector current.
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10- 7

E~ = 4kTrs; + 2qlcle

~
.....

I

N

3;

.:

1Q-B

1':c:lC:

-

..J 4kTr;,:

Q)
~

co

'0
>

10-9

r,..J 2qIc

r;r:= 200 Q
rx

51
·0
z

= 50 Q

r;r:= 10 Q

10-10
1 IlA

101lA

100

!lA

1 rnA

10 rnA

dc collector current
10

f3 = 100

...

~= 400

~

N

f3 = 1000

I

~
a.

1

c:
~

......
~

co

(5

>

.1

~
'0

2

In = 2qIB

Z

.01

1~

101lA

100 ).lA

1 mA

10 rnA

dc collector current

Figure 5-4

5-6

Limiting noise voltage and noise current.

MINIMIZING THE NOISE FACTOR

The optimum noise factor was defined in Chap. 2. The discussion resulted in
the following expression:
(2-14)
FOpt can be obtained only when Rs = Ro = En/In' The lowest noise figure
is obtained when the En1n product is low. Fopt is a useful number because it
defmes the best perfonnance obtainable when the source resistance can be
selected to match Ro' The values for En and In from Eqs. 5-27 and 5-28 can.
be substituted into Eq. 2-14, and the result is an expression for the optimum
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noise factor of a BIT:

Fopt = ]

2rx

+

1

--+(3 or.,
f30

(5-29)

From this expression for the optimum noise factor in tenns of the base
resistance, emitter resistance, and transistor beta, we observe that increasing
beta reduces the minimum noise factor; similarly, reducing the base resistance and/or collector current reduces the noise factor. The lowest noise is
obtained at low collector currents because the level is limited by the shot
noise of the collector current and not by the thermal noise associated with
the base current. Typical numerical calculations from Eq. 5-29 indicate that
the best noise performance is usually obtained when the input transistor is
operated at a collector current of less than 100 /-LA
fo design for the lowest noise figure, we require that the first transistor
operate in the shot noise limited region. Minimum noise is highly dependent
n a large transistor beta. When the collector current is small, the limit on
FODI is

Fopt

-

1

1
rr.;V[30

+.

(5-30)

TIle optimum value of the noise factor is only obtained when the source

-esistance is optimum

En

R=o
I

(5-31)

n

Substituting the values from Eqs. 5-27 and 5-28 gives
2

Ro

(0.025) f30
=

I~

( 5-32)

A plot of this equation versus I, for various values of f3 0 and rx is given in
-::?". 5-5. It is clear from the figure that decreasing the collector current
-creases the required optimum source resistance. Transistor beta and base
-~ ~istance have only a slight effect on Ro' [n the limiting case when the base
=sistance is negligible, the optimum source resistance is linearly related to
-.; collector current. Decreasing the collector current linearly increases the
_timum source resistance according to
R

O. 025 ffa

=---0-

Ie

(5-33)
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The preceding discussions indicate that the lowest noise figure is obtained
at low collector currents and source resistances of a few thousand ohms to a
few hundred thousand ohms. The lower impedance limit is set by the base
resistance. A low-noise transistor should have a small base-spreading resistance and a high f3 o·

5~7

THE 1 / f NOISE REGION

Special consideration must be given to operation in the lJf noise region.
The same general design criteria apply, but different conditions exist for
optimization. From the theoretical equations for En and L the Uf components can be extracted. They are

( 5-34)

(5-35)

These two expressions differ only in the Uf base resistance r~. The
optimum source resistance is En/In' ]n this case, Ro equals the base resistance and :S not dependent on the operation point.
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The minimum noise factor Fopt obtained at source resistance Ro is
(5-36)

The minimum noise factor is directly related to the base current and base
resistance. To minimize the noise factor in the Vf region, we select a good
low-noise transistor with a small base resistance, operating at the lowest
possible collector current. As we have seen, this criterion also gives low-noise
performance in the midband region; however, it does not assure good
high-frequency performance.

5-8

NOISE VARIATION WITH OPERATING CONDITIONS

It has been shown in Chap. 2 that equivalent input noise is dependent on
:hree components
(2-7)

We now wish to investigate the effect of static collector current on this noise
equivalence. In Fig. 5-4 plots are shown for E, and J, versus L The relative
effect of In is dependent on R,. Thermal noise Es is constant with It" When
these three terms are squared and added to form a plot of £;;j versus 1" it is
dear that the total noise will be high at both extremes of 1" and that for
intermediate values of 1, the curve will perhaps experience a minimum.
The effect noted in the preceding paragraph is apparent in the plot of NF
versus 1, shown in Fig. 5-6. It is seen that minima exist for all values of R,.
There is only one value of collector current and source resistance for the
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Figure 5-6 Effect of collector current and source resistance on noise figure.
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Noise figure variation with source resistance versus collector current.

lowest noise figure, Since published noise data are often given for one source
resistance only, it is well to consider this curve when designing an amplifier
for a different source resistance.
Test data on a 2N4250 transistor fonn the basis for the plot of noise figure
versus source resistance shown in Fig. 5-7. Observe that the optimum source
resistance decreases with increasing collector current. At a fixed value ci
collector current, the noise is higher for any other source resistance. A
minimum value of noise figure results when the En noise is equal to the InR!;
noise. Below the optimum source resistance the amplifier noise En is constant even though the source noise is decreasing. Above the optimum value
the [fiRs noise is increasing faster than the thermal noise. Both of these
conditions cause the ratio of total noise to thermal noise to increase, and
result in the minimum in the noise figure curve.
An alternate method of presenting noise figure data is shown in Fig. 5-8.
These plots are referred to as contours of constant noise figure. Each of the
graphs in the figure shows data taken at a different frequency. These data
pertain to a 2N4250 silicon transistor at 10 and 100 Hz, 1, lO, and 100 kHz,
and 1 l\IlHz.
These contours of constant noise figure are convenient for analyzing noise
perfonnance. The best transistor selection will be the device with the best
noise performance over the widest range of operating point. Select the
transistor type with the largest noise contour below 1 dB.
The major limitation in noise contour use arises in broadband applications. For examination of frequency effects, plots such as those shown in Fig.
5-9 are more useful. We see En and In behavior for the frequency range
from 10Hz to 1 MHz. In both curves there is a flat frequency-independent
region with noise increasing at both low and high frequencies. At low
frequencies the slope is proportional to 1//1/2 ; at high frequencies the slope
is proportional to the frequency.
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There is a small amount of lit noise at the highest collector currents in
:he En ClU'Ve. The high-frequency break is located at f T: therefore, the best
perfOlmance can be obtained at high collector currents where iT is greatest.
The In ClU'Ves show midband noise increasing with increased collector
rurrent. The II! noise component is more prominent. For low-frequency
operation it is clear that a low collector current is desirable. The high~equency comer is approximately fTlf3 o ' The high-frequency portion of the
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En and In performance of a 2N4250 transistor.

plot is based on calculations using the simplified hybrid-'7T version of Fig. 5-3.
If the feedback capacitor CJ.L were included in the model, the noise may be
larger than indicated.

5-9 BURST OR POPCORN NOISE

Popcorn noise, also referred to as burst noise, was first observed in point
contact diodes. [t has since been found in tunnel diodes, junction diodes, film
resistors, junction transistors, and integrated circuits. The name "popcorn"
originated when the source was connected to a loudspeaker, the result
sounded like corn popping.
Popcorn noise wavefonns are shown in Fig. 5-11. Obviously, this is not
white noise. The power spectral density of this noise is a If/a function with
1 < a < 2. It is often found to vary as Vf 2, The noise-frequency plot has a
roller-coaster effect with one or more plateaus. The noise is masked by other
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mechanisms such as shot noise, unless frequency-selective networks are used
to filter out higher-frequency noise.
For a pn-junction diode, the amplitude of popcorn pulses was found to be
no higher than a few tenths of a microampere. The pulse widths are a few
microseconds or longer [4, 5].
A typical noise burst of 10 ·,8 A with a duration of 1 IDS represents some
8
10 charge carriers. ft is doubtful that such a large number of carriers would
be directly involved in the process; it seems more likely that a modulation
mechanism is present, and therefore small numbers of carriers are controlling the larger carrier flow. A physical model for burst noise in semiconductor
junctions has been proposed that is based on the presence of two types of
defe.cts. Suppose that a metallic precipitate were to exist within a metallurgical pn junction, and in the space charge region adjacent to that defect a
generation-recombination center (G-R) or a trap were located. It can be
argued that if the occupancy ci the generation-recombination center changes,
the current flowing through the defect is modulated. Thus the G-R center
ontrols the current across the potentia] barrier and therefore the generation
of burst noise.
If we consider that the noise power spectral density of popcorn noise is
inversely proportional to f\ the equivalent noise current generator has the
form

( 5-37)
where K' is a dimensional constant having units of amperes2 . Studies have
refined Eq. 5-37 to

( 5-:~8)
-here K is a constant having units of amperes per hertz and the constant a
:'epresents the number ci bursts per second. Equation 5-38 predicts a
.e\reling-off of popcorn noise at vety low frequencies.
The total base resistance T x of a BJT can be considered to be composed of
:Wo sections: the relatively small resistance from the base contact to the edge
f the emitter junction and a larger resistance lying beneath the emitter.
These have been called inactive ('i) and active (ro.) base resistances, respectively. The total resistance rx = Ti ro' [t has been reported that 1/f noise
attributable to surface recombination effects should be affected by Tj) whereas
l/! noise caused by recombination in the active base region should be
affected by the entire base resistance [6]. It is also found that popcorn noise
!s associated with the value of inactive base resistance.
A ll! noise equivalent circuit for a common-emitter-connected transistor
:hat has six noise sources, including popcorn noise, two l/f noise sources,

+
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Figure 5-10 Expanded hybrid-'1T bipolar model with excess noise mechanisms.

two shot noise sources, and thermal noise, is shown in Fig. 5-10. The noise
power spectral density of the noise generators are
Shot:

[;b

=

2qIB

Shot:

I;c

=

2q1c

Thennal:
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4kTrx
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I

K 1 /YJ
B

f
K 2 jY2
B

f

where K J and K2 are dimensional constants having units of amperes.
Broadband noise is obtained by integrating each of these terms over
frequency. For the shot and thennal noise terms, which are white noise,
simply multiply by noise bandwidth Af to obtain I;b'
and
Intergration of 1/! noise is described in section 12-l.
This noise equivalent circuit can be used for noise analysis. The constants
present in the expression for lIf and burst noise sources must be determined
experimentally for each transistor.
Microplasma noise has been reported to be present in Ie operational
amplifiers [7]. The amplitude of microplasma noise can be several orders of
magnitude larger than popcorn noise, whereas the pulse width can be

l;c

E;.
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Figure 5-11 .. Popcorn noise" is shown in the oscilloscope traces. The top trace is
considered to represent a moderate level of this noise. The bottom trace is a low
leveL Some devices exhibit popcorn noise with five times the amplitude shown in the
top trace. Horizontal sensitivity is 2 ms/em.

extremely small. Microplasma noise is a local surface high-field breakdown
phenomenon at the collector-base junction. It often can be traced to an
input stage, but if originating in a later amplifying stage, it will still seriously
degrade perfonnance.

5-10 POPCORN NOISE MEASUREMENT
Popcorn noise becomes important in high-gain op amps which work in the
1/i noise frequency spectrum covering the audio frequency range (20 Hz to
~o kHz). Typical tests used to detennine either narrowband or wideband
!loise provide only indications of the average noise power at the measurement frequency and do not reveal the "burst" noise. Analog or digital type
metering circuits usually cannot respond fast enough to measure these
tffects. Typically. popcorn noise demonstrates a random abrupt output noise
change that lasts from 0.5 ms to as long as several seconds [8-10] as shown in
Fig. 5-11. Also the random rate at which the bursts occur ranges from
:=pptoximately several hundred per second to less than one per minute. These
rates are not repetitive or predictable. Therefore, conventional testing tech-
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niques will not work and a new procedure must be developed which counts
individual bursts in periods from approximately] 0 s to 1 min.
When considering how to characterize popcorn noise, one must consider
these major questions:
What characteristics of popcorn n.oise shouLd be measured?
What are reason.able "pass-fail" criteria?
What type of test configuration shouLd be used?

Absolute measurement of the burst duration is not considered as important as the burst amplitude and frequency. However, the rate of occurrence
as monitored by the number of counts per unit time is significant. For
example, one hundred occurrences per second would be objectionable in any
low-level, low-frequency application, whereas one occurrence in one minute
might be pelfectly acceptable. Therefore, we need a counter, timer, and
threshold detector arrangement.
The bandwidth of the test system is very important. If we have excessive
bandwidth to "capture" these sudden perturbations, the white noise of the
various resistors and amplifier can obscure ,the burst noise occurrences and
does not simulate realistically the low-frequency applications where popcorn
noise is particularly objectionable. On the other hand, a test circuit with an
excessively narrow bandwidth prevents detection of short duration bursts
(approximately 0.5 ms) even if the amplitude is relatively large. Therefore, a
compromise is realized where the test system's rise time permits a burst r:i
minimum duration to reach essentially full amplitude. For a single pole
system,
0.35
BW=-

( 5-39)

(rise

Assume that we require being able to count short bursts having a rise time r:i
0.5 InS means that we need a - 3-dB bandwidth of 700 Hz, producing a noise
bandwidth for the system of 1 100Hz.
Burst noise causes effects which are similar to a spurious noise current.
Therefore, we should select a measurement configuration where the equivalent input noise is dominated by the lpopRs product. Thus we will make R,
as large as possible without causing the thermal noise of the source resistance
to be too large. POPCOll1 noise is most present in BJTs, and so the input offset
current multiplied by a large source resistance may produce too large an
offset voltage_ With R, = 100 kO and an input offset current of 0.1 rnA, the
input offset voltage is 10 mV which is probably acceptable. With Rs = 1 Mfl,
an offset of 0.1 V is probably too large.
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Figure 5-12 Block diagram cf system for measuring popcorn noise.

Consider the popcorn noise test measurement system shown in Fig. 5-12.
The two source resistors help to reduce the input offset voltage due to bias
current. Together they increase the thermal noise by a factor of Ii. The
thermal noise in a single lOO-kD. resistor with Af = 1100 Hz is 1.33 J-LV. The
total E t due to both source resistors is 1.88 /-LV.
Now suppose that the DUT amplifier has a wideband noise figure of 4 dB
so that Eni can be found from

E;i
NF = lOlog-2 = 4 dB

Et

Eni

= 2.98 J-L V

(5-40)

If we assume a ± 3CT Gaussian distribution, the peaks of this background
thennal noise will be approximately 3(2.98 J.LV) = 9 J.LV. This represents a
lower limit of the burst amplitude which can be detected. A reasonable
threshold for burst detection is 50% to 100% larger than this 9 J1.V. Suppose
we set the ± VR threshold to detect popcorn noise amplitudes of + 15 J1.V.
With 80 dB of voltage gain split between the OUT and postamplifier, we
obtain VR = 150 mY.
Achieving the 80-dB voltage gain from the OUT and high-gain amplifier
can be accomplished using the circuit shown in Fig. 5-13. Gain is distributed.
We need sufficient gain in the DUT stage to eliminate any noise contributions from the second stage while simultaneously allowing adequate loop gain
in each stage so that accurate gain setting is possible with the external
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Figure 5-13 Amplifiers used in system for measuring popcorn noise.

resistors. Low-pass filtering can be done by paralleling a 230-pF capacitor
with R3 to set the -3-dB comer frequency to 700 Hz.

5-11

RELIABILITY AND NOISE

The noise mechanisms within a transistor have been attributed to thenna1
and shot noise effects, and, in addition, we have noted the presence of lIf
noise. It has been shown that a correlation exists between high values ci
lIf noise and poor reliability. This correlation follows from the fact that ]Jf
noise is very sensitive to changes in a transistor's surface conditions and
defects and these changes, if significant, result in device failure.
Two types of reliability testing programs can be performed using noise
data. Routine noise tests on each transistor constitute one approach. Another means of study involves tests on a device over a period of time to
determine changes in behavior. Noise tests require that some definition ci
nOlmal noise levels be made. A nonnal level of 1If noise varies among
transistor types. A number of units must be tested to establish the nonn.
Surface contamination can be detected by testing for 1/f noise current,
L at a few hundred microamperes of collector current and gradually increasing the collector voltage. [f the noise current increases in proportion to the
applied voltage, surface contamination is most probably present and is acting
as a semiconductor resistor across the collector-base junction.
Faults such as defective contacts, fractures, or ilTegularities at the emitter-base junction can be detected by measuring the noise voltage, En' with
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: e transistor operating under high-current conditions. These conditions are
.l1dicated by an abnonnally high level of lit noise. A test of lit noise
:urrent I, made at an intermediate value of collector current can indicate
ase region defects.

5·12

AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN AND NOISE

aution! A circuit designer, evaluation engineer, or inspector making routine
·ests or adjustments can inadvertently ruin a petfectly good low-noise,
'gh-gain transistor. This can happen when the base-emitter junction of a
BJIT (discrete or Ie) is reverse-biased beyond its avalanche knee. The
.o'W-frequency noise of the device can be increased by 10 times because of a
~ircuit turn-on transient, an overload signal transient, or the testing of VEBO
)1].
When a base-emitter injecting junction is reverse-biased, the junction will
be damaged. This damage wn. decrease {3o slightly and increase Vf noise
drastically [12]. The damaging effect is observed to be proportional to the
total charge flow and the logarithm of time [13]. During an avalanche
breakdown there is sufficient energy in the carriers to create dislocations in
the lattice structure. These crystal defects are minority carrier trapping
centers and cause recombination in the base region and reduced current gain
/30" A small increase in recombination centers in the base region caused by
the avalanching decreases gain slightly but significantly increases noise. Noise
is probably the most sensitive measure of the quality of a transistor.
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+100 V

FigureS-IS

Demonstration of avalanching problem.

Although the noise observed is mainly excess IIf noise, the h FE and noise
degradation can be a concern at RF [12J. Frequently, it includes "popcorn"
noise. The equivalent noise voltage En can double in value, whereas the
noise current I, increases perhaps 10 times.
Figure 5-14 shows the progressive increase in noise current In caused by
pulses of reverse-bias current applied to the emitter- base diode of a type
2N4250 silicon BJT. ]n normal operation the base-emitter diode is forwardbiased, the pulses are avalanching the junction. To minimize heating, a 10%
duty cycle was used. On the right side of Fig. 5-14 is shown the result <i
passing a large annealing current through the base-emitter junction. h was
found that the avalanche-jnduced damage can be largely repaired. McDonald
reports that heating the chip to approximately 300°C returns the noise to
near original values [14J. The annealing was accomplished on the units in Fig.
5-14 by passing a continuous 4DO-mA forward current through the
emitter-base junction. Although this means of repair is of interest, it is not a
practical way to overcome the avalanche-caused damage. The solution is to
design the circuit so that the damage cannot occur.
Avalanching can occur when operating from a biased source as shown in
Fig. 5-15. When the lOO-V supply is turned on, capacitor C is charged to a
high voltage through R. Now if point A is grounded or the circuit is turned
off, the voltage on C can avalanche the input transistors of the amplifier.
Diodes Dl and D2 are added to protect the base junctions from this
problem.
When an ac-coupled amplifier is turned on, it may experience wild voltage
variations as the coupling and bypass capacitors charge, and there may be
avalanching. To examine the conditions that spawn a tum-on transient, we
consider the common direct-coupled complementary amplifier shown in Fig.
5-16. When the circuit is frrst turned on by connection to Vco transistors QJ
and Q3 are fully on while they charge C 2 and C,. Although insufficient to
bum out Q2' this transient can result in a significant increase in the excess
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noise current L. Since Q2 usually operates from a large source resistance,
R., the avalanching can significantly increase the total noise of the amplifier.
A similar effect can result when a signal transient overloads an amplifier.
Three solutions to the tum-on problem are shown in Fig. 5-17. In Fig.
5-17a, C 3 is connected to bypass R6 to ground instead of Vee. A second
solution is to place a reverse diode D 1 across the base-emitter junction cf
Q2 and add a series limiting resistor R,. The charging transient passes
through D 1" I n normal operation, D 1 has no effect on the gain or noise. In
Fig. 5-17b the npn Q 2 is replaced by its pnp complement The transient
simple tries to turn on Q2 harder, and the avalanching problem is therefore
circumvented.
Measurement of VERO ' the emitter-base breakdown voltage of a transistor, is generally considered nondestructive as long as the current is limited.
In actual fact, damage may go unnoticed since a l-s, 1-rnA pulse only reduces
h FE by about 20%. The increased noise, however, is a significant problem in
low-level circuits. There are two ways to measure VE.BO' One is to avalanche
the base-emitter junction and measure the voltage drop. A better method is
to specify a minimum acceptable VEBO , then test for current flow (or
breakdown) at that voltage. Frequently, it is not necessary to measure VEBO
especially for low-level linear circuits.

SUMMARY

a.
b.

The hybrid-1i model provides a good representation of the bipolar
transistor noise.
The BJT contains noise sources whose spectral densities are given by
IIf nOlse

shot noise
thermal noise
shot noise
c.

d.

Relative to the midband reference, the parameters En and I, increase at
low frequencies because of the 1If noise SOUTce and increase at high
frequencies because of reduced gain.
Both En and In. are highly dependent on the collector current. En
decreases with increasing current, while I, increases with collector current.
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At midfrequencies the noise parameters of a BIT are

:

The optimum noise factor is

Fopt = 1 +
~.

The optimum source resistance is

The best noise perfonnance is obtained for 10 k!l < Rs < 100 k!l and
1 jJ.A < Ie < 100 /-LA.
The noise figure is independent of the transistor configuration.
Popcorn or burst noise is found in some integrated circuits, bipolar
transistors, and junction diodes. I t is highly process dependent and is
caused by trapping centers.
~. Integrated circuits with unusually high values of Vf noise tend to be less
reliable than low-noise units.
Avalanche damage can occur in development or inspection testing, or it
may result from tum-on or tum-off transients in a circuit.
:no After avalanche breakdown the emitter-base junction exhibits a large
amount of Vi' noise, especially l. noise.
n. Avalanche damage reduces the current gain parameter, h FE •
PROBLEMS
5-1. A 2N930 transistor is biased with a dc current of 100 /LA. The source

resistance is 1 kil. Consider a 10-Hz noise bandwidth centered around
an operating frequency d 3 kHz. Determine the individual contributions
to £;;,. due to the source resistance, the BIT's equivalent input noise
and the n'ansistor's equivalent noise current,
voltage,

E;,

I;.

5,2, Consider the same conditions as in Prob. 5-1. A lO-kf! load resistance is
placed between the collector and emitter in the noise model of Fig. 5-3.
Let ro = 40 kil. Determine the contribution to E,;j from the load
resistor.
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5-3. A small-signal equivalent circuit model for a BJT amplifier is shown in
Fig. P5-3.
(a) In this model, determine a numerical value for each noise source.
Let ]I = 1 as the exponent for the noise current calculations, and
assume the Vf noise comer frequency for If to be at 1 kHz.
Assume a I-Hz bandwidth centered around an operating frequency
of 100 Hz. Be sure to specify proper units on all answers. Let
g m = 5.77 rnA/V.
(b) Determine the contributions to E;i and E;o due to each of the
noise sources in Fig. P5-3. Specifically identify the dominant noise
sources.

c
R.

s:

E

E

FigurePS-3

5-4. One stage of a low-noise amplifier is to be designed with a BJT
operating with a collector CUlTent of 100 p,A at a frequency of 1 MHz
with a source resistance of 100 kfl.
(a) From the device data in App. C, determine which device to select
to produce the lowest NF.
(b) Which device would you definitely avoid specifying for the same
conditions?

5-5. The noise figure of an amplifier is 5 dB with a source resistance of
10 kf!.
(a) Determine En; as a spectral density for this amplifier.
(b) Determine the noise temperature in degrees celsius for this amplifier.
(c) Determine the noise resistance for the amplifier.
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5-6. When the source resistance is equal to the optimum source resistance,
then what is true? Be very specific.

5·7. Consider npn and pnp transistors with virtually the same terminal
parameters. Which transistor type will more likely have the smaller
equivalent input noise? Explain your reasoning.
5·& What are the three most important factors worthy of measuring related
to popcorn noise?

5·9. One stage of an ampLifier has been designed with a 2N4250 BJT
operating at Ie = 100 JLA at a frequency of 100 Hz with a noise
bandwidth of 3 Hz. Determine En) L, R" and Fopt for this device.
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CHAPTER 6

NOISE IN FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

The basic operating principle of a field effect transistor (FET) has been
known since J. E. Lilenfield's patent in 1925. In 1952, Schockley provided a
theoretical description of a FET which led to the practical development of
this electronic device which is routinely used to perfonn a wide variety of
separate and useful circuit functions [1]. For example, FETs are used
routinely as amplifiers, voltage-controlled resistors, switches, and capacitors.
The FET can be fabricated in two distinctly different ways. The insulatedgate FET (MOSFET) accomplishes control of current flow by a capacitor
type of action. Charge in the conductive channel in the vicinity of the gate
(input) electrode is attracted or repelled by the potential applied to the gate.
This charge accumulation can discourage current flow through the channel.
In the junction FET (JFET), the voltage applied to a reverse-biased silicon
pn junction modulates the conductivity of a channel below the junction by
varying the size of the depletion region. A similar control mechanism occurs
in gallium-arsenide FETs (GaAs FETs).
All three types, MOSFET, GaAs FET, and JFET, can be fabricated in
either conductivity type depending on whether the channel is p- or n-type
silicon or gallium arsenide. Most [C GaAs FET processes produce only
n-channel type devices. The output characteristic curves for all FET types are
similar to the corresponding curves for bipolar transistors. However, the
important input quantity is the gate-to-source voltage instead of the base
current. The input impedance of the MOSFET is due to parasitic leakage
current and the capacitance associated with a silicon-dioxide dielectric. The
input resistance is nonnally exceptionally large, on tlle order of TR. The size
of the input capacitance is area dependent as set by the gate width and the
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length of the lateral moat diffusion under the gate. The inpu t impedance of
the JFET is due to a reverse-biased pn junction of a diode. The leakage
current is considerably larger giving rise to a much smaller input resistance
on the order of GO. The input capacitance is both area and voltage
dependent. Additional information about these structures and the operation
cf PETs is available in the literature [2, 3].
In this chapter we will concentrate on the important noise characteristics
cf FETs and their use as a gain stage in low-noise amplifier applications.
&-1

FEr NOISE MECHANISMS

The noise equivalent circuit for the common-source operation shown in Fig.
6-1 applies to all field effect type devices. The noise current generator ~ is
the result of two physical processes: shot noise of the leakage current flowing
through the gate and thermal fluctuations in the drain circuit that are
coupled into the gate circuit. The noise generator -+, is the result of thermal
excitation of carriers in the channel of the device and excess or lIf noise
caused by trapping and det:rapping of carriers. Generators fng and L are
found to be correlated at high frequencies since they both result from the
thermal noise of the channel.
The ~ -I, representation is applicable to all FET types. The curves
shown in Fig. 6-2 are typical. Figure 6-2a shows the characteristic low En
noise at high frequencies (region 2) and an increase in noise at low frequencies from excess or 1If noise (region 1). The behavior of the open-circuit
noise current 1; is given in Fig. 6-2h. The noise current is low in region 3 and
increases linearly with frequency (region 4).
The observed behavior in region 2 is due to the thermal noise of the
channe1. This has been shown by van der Ziel [4, 5] to be dependent on the
resistance of the channel. This thermal noise current in the channel noise can
be reflected to the gate input as an equivalent input noise voltage produced
by a resistance having a value given by
(6-1)

Go---r-----~----ir-.------~------~----~r_--QD

*

Cgs

lnd

so---~------~------~------~------~--------~--~s

Figure 6-1

Small-signal noise equivalent circuit for a FEY.
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Figure 6-2 Typical noise behavior of a FEr.

This value of the nOIse resistance Rn
thermal noise equation

IS

related to En according to the

(6-2)
To minirrtize the region 2 noise, it is necessary to operate the FET where its
gm is large. The largest gm values can be found at high values of static drain
current. Usually gm is highest in the vicinity of I Dss , the value of ID where
the gate-to-source bias voltage VGS is zero. Using a large-geometry device
with a large WIL ratio will give lower En' as discussed in the next section.
At the lower frequencies in Fig. 6-2a (region 1), there is excess Vf noise.
This noise arises from the trapping of carriers in trapping centers in the gate
region [6], For the MOSFET, these centers are at the silicon/silicon-dioxide
interface and in the oxide layer. p-Channel enhancement-mode devices will
have lower noise because carriers do not flow through this region. JFETs
have trapping centers in the depletion region. Trapping centers alternately
emit a hole or an electron, and simultaneously fluctuate between a charged
and neutral state. This fluctuating charge looks like a change in gate voltage
or a true input signal. Thus the channel current varies or "flickers. These
fluctuations are the principal source of lIf noise in the FET.
We now refer to the curve of the equivalent open-circuit noise current In
in Fig. 6-2b. At low frequencies (region 3), the noise current is atttibuted to
It
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D

elk
s~--~------~------~------~------~------~

Figure 6-3

Circuit to detennine high-frequency In noise of a FEr.

the shot noise of the de reverse saturation gate current for JFETs and to
parasitic shot noise leakage current in MOSFETs. This noise is "white" and
usually does not have 11f noise. It is calculated as
(6-3)

The higher-frequency L, in region 4 of Fig. 6-2b is caused by an interest"ng mechanism. This is the thermal noise of gll' the real part of the input

admittance. In FETs, the noise of the channel is conducted to the input at
h frequencies by the gate-to-drain capacitance. This appears as a shunt
resistance in parallel with the input capacitance, Cgs ' in the equivalent
electrical circuit. To illustrate this, we use the small-signal model given in
Hg. 6-3 with load quantities RL to represent the parallel combination of rds
nd RD and CL to represent the sum of Cds and CD'
The capacitance Cgd is a feedback capacitance whose effect can be readily
explained by making use of Miller's theorem [7]. Referring to Fig. 6-4, if the
amplifier has a voltage gain of A" the feedback element Z can be separated
. to the two impedances 21 and 22 in the lower circuit and given by
Z

Zl

=

Z

-}---A-

and

u

Z2=---1 - IjA,:

(6-4)

Muking the comparison between Figs. 6-3 and 6-4, we see that the following
relationships hold:
(6-5)
"here
and

Z

=

l/jwCgd

(6-6)

·sing Eq. 6-4, it can be shown that

+ jwRLC L
"
RLCLCgd + }wCgi 1 + gmRL)
1

ZI

=

-w

2

(6-7)
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z

Figure 6-4

Applying Miller's theorem to Fig. 6-3.

The input admittance is the reciprocal of

Zll

or

(6-8)
The real portion of Y1

IS

(6-9)
Thus there is an equivalent "real" reflected resistance present between the
gate and source whose value is

( 6-10)

Since

Ct)2

RI ci «

1 at most frequencies of interest, this reduces to

(6-11 )
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The imaginary portion of Y 1 is
ImY
1

iw[
Cgd(l + gmRL) + RlCzCgd w 2 ]
= --~--------~~~------~
1 + w 2 R L2 C I.2

( 6-12)

This forms an equivalent shunting capacitance of

( 6-13)
Again, since u}RtCI « 1 at most frequencies of interest, this reduces to

( 6-14)
The real "reflected" resistance in Eq. 6-11 decreases with the square of
increasing frequency. The resistance Req is a real resistance and will contribute full thermal noise current (4kT /Req)l/2 in parallel with the input.
The amplifier noise current In increases proportionally to frequency as
illustrated by the noise of region 4.
The noises of En and In at high frequencies in regions 2 and 4 are
oorrclated since they both originate from the thermal noise of the channel
resistance. This results in an additional noise correlation term as shown in
Eq. 1-31.
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Figure 6-6 Calculated equivalent input noise current of a FET amplifier.

Example 6·1 What would the input conductance G j and the noise current
1, be for an integrated PET amplifier whose input stage has gm = 500 j.LS,
Cgd = 1 pF, CL = 3 pF, and RL = 200 kO
Solution The input conductance G; versus frequency can be calculated
using Eq. 6-9. A plot of the conductance is shown in Fig. 6-5. The equivalent
input noise 1, can be calculated as the thennal noise current (4kTG)1/2 of
the input conductance G j from the plot of Fig. 6-5 and plotted as shown in
Fig. 6-6.

6-2

NOISE IN MOSFETs

The physical operating principles of the MOSFET are well understood and
described extensively elsewhere [8, 9]. They will not be further developed
here. Instead we will build upon the existing dc and ac MOSFET models to
include the sources of noise. To begin, consider using the "metered" test
circuit of Fig. 6-7a used to produce the typical output characteristics of an
n-channel MOSFET as shown in Fig. 6-7b.
When the MOSFET operates in its saturation region, the dc drain current
is related to the dc gate and drain voltages according to

( 6-15)

where h is the channel length modulation parameter, VT is the threshold
voltage, and Wand L are the gate width and length dimensions. The
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VGS
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-1
-=(a)

1/1 VDsl

Ir,
Below threshold

=

I

VTI -

1 VGSI

_____ ~=-~:.o='!..e.::_t..::~~~:.;:~;.;;~0:.:ol"""d__- - - V GS = 0

Ohmic
(linear)
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Saturation
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Vas ~ VGS (otO

o
(bl
-lgure 6-7 Determination of n-channel MOSFET V-I characteristics: (a) test
:i:rcuit and (b) output characteristics.
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transconductance parameter, Kp> is defined as
( 6-16)
where iJ- o is the mobility of the n-channel region in units of square centimeters per volt-second and Cox is the capacitance per unit area of the gate oxide
in units of farads per centimeter. The units for Kp are amperes per volt2 .
To give us some typical working values, let us assume some typical
MOSFET model parameters as follows:
p-Channel

n-Channel

Units

----K-p----------4-1-.8-------------1-5.-5----------~A/VL

VT

0.79
0.01

A

_ 0.93
O.OL

V

V-I

The ac, small-signal equivalent circuit model for a MOSFET was previously
shown in Fig. 6-1. The conventional transconductance and output conductance in the model are found by differentiation of Eg. 6-15 and evaluation at
the operating point. Stated mathematically,

aID

gm =

av.-

( 6-17)

GS @Q-point

aID

1

gds = - - = - r ds @Q-point
DS

av

( 6-18)

The two model capacitances are calculated according to the following
formulas:
Region
Cutoff

Ohmic

CoxMD
CoxWL D

CoxWL D
CoxWL D

Saturation

+ (l/2)WLCox
+ (lj2)lV,LC ox

Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area in units of farads per
micrometer2 . Alternatively, Cox can be defined as
( 6-19)
where

EO

and

ESi0

2

are the pennittivities of free space and the silicon-dioxide
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1

dielectric, . .
and tox is the oxide thickness. LD is the distance of
the lateral moat ... n.,.,~L"
under the gate.
",,<,'nor-,.,

=

ac

50 for an n-channel MOSFET. At an ru,,\pro:l
= 5 V, determine the dc drain current and
parameters in Fig. 6-1.

the typical parameters in the table and
is operating in its saturated region.
= 1 - 0.79 = 0.21 Y, the FET is
according to

(6-20)

fLA

Equations

17

8 are used to calculate g m and rds

to

fLA/y2)(50)(O.21 V)(1.05) = 926 p.AjV
AID

=

l/g ds
I",

ci

(0.01 y- 1 )(97.2 fLA)
=

1/0.972 J-LS

=

=

0.972 J.LS

1.03 Mn

principal sources of noise in a MOSFET identified as
in
. The ~ source (low-frequency 1. as shown
shot noise due to leakage current through the Si0 2
according to

3

(6-23)
(region 4) is
channel resistance noise to
the drain-source channel materializes as

(6-24)
same amount of noise as would be produced by a UAU~"."""
in the drain-source channel and having a value

,",AALLL<,",

LI .... U,L ..... L1

:;
RDRAIN =

-2g m

(

)
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The third noise source is a flicker or l/! nOIse current also m the
drain-source channel and is given by
( 6~26)
where KF is the flicker noise coefficient, J", is the quiescent drain cunent,
A, is a constant, f is the frequency of operation in hertz, W is the channel
width, and Leff is the effective channel length.
In the MOSFET, 1/ f noise is caused by trapping centers in the gate oxide
or at the boundary between the silicon and the silicon-dioxide interface.
These can trap and release electrons from the channe1 and introduce 1/ f
noise [10]. The mean square noise increases with temperature and the density
of the surface states. It decreases with the gate area W X L and the gate
oxide capacitance per unit area Cox' Trapping centers in the oxide cause
popcorn noise because of their longer trapping time constant.
The total noise current at the output drain-source channel is
( 6-27)

We reflect this noise cunent to the gate as an equivalent input noise voltage
using the K t reflection coefficient defined as

K =

ld(signal)

lr

_

( 6-28)

vgs(signal)

( 6-29)

(6-30)
Note that the first term of Eq. 6-30 is equivalent to a single resistor of value

R

2
=n

3g m

(6-31 )

connected between the gate and source producing an equivalent white-noise
voltage, En.
Example 6-3 Calculate the noise model parameters shown in Fig. 6-2. Use
the same MOSFET parameters and Q-point given previously in Example 6-1.
Evaluate these noise parameters in a i-Hz bandwidth centered at I kHz.

NOISE 1N MOSFETs

Assume the gate leakage current
2 X 10- 28 S/V, AF = 1, and
Leff

Solution

= L drawn

-

Ldelta

IS

100 fA, Cox
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0.7 fF /ILm 2 , K, =

=

= 3(1.2 .urn) - 0.365 J-Lm

=

3.235 /Lm

The gate noise cun-ent is calculated as

inc = 0.18 fA/Hzl/2

The drain-source thennal noise cUlTent is found as

Ind

= 3.14 pAjHz l/2

The equivalent drain resistance is

R

3
= -

=

2g m

DRAIN

3
= 1.62 kD.
2 X 926 X 10- 6

The gate width is W = 50(3.6) = 180 Il-m, and the flicker noise current is
found by

(2 x 10- 28 )(97.2 x 10- 6 )
/2 -

f -

(1000)(0.7

X

15

10- )(180

X

3.235)

=

4.77

X

10- 23 k 1Hz

The total noise current at the output drain-source channel is

J"

=

7.59 pAjHzl/2
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Reflecting these noise currents to the input gate as an equivalent nOIse
voltage gives

8.19 nV /Hzl/2

Eni =

Note that the flicker contribution at 1 kHz is the dominant source of noise.
The portion of the
noise due to L is equivalent to placing a resistor at
the gate of value calculated by

E;;,.

2

R

=-=
n

3g m

2
=720.0
3(926 x 10- 6 )

Equation 6-30 shows that low-noise performance in a MOSFET requires a
large value of transconductance, gm' which, in turn, means that the transistor
should have a large W/L ratio and be operated at a large quiescent current
level. Making the transistor physically very large with a large perimeter
reduces the contribution of the Vf flicker noise. This also reduces the noise
corner frequency, fe' the frequency where there are equal mean square noise
contributions from the two tenns in Eq. 6-30.
Example 6-4 Detennine the noise corner frequency for the same MOSFET
used in the previous two examples.
Saluti.al

At the noise comer frequency,

( 6-32)

Substituting in numerical values gives

Ie
6-3

= 4.83 kHz

NOISE IN JFETs

A noise equivalent circuit for the common-source operation of a JFET
Gunction field effect transistor) device was developed in Sec. 6-1 and shown
in Fig. 6-1. The curves of Fig. 6-2 are typical for a JFET. Fig. 6-2a shows the
typical characteristic of low En noise voltage at high frequencies (region 2)
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with increasing 11f noise at low frequencies (region 1). Behavior of open-circuit noise current /, is given in Fig. 6-2h. Noise current I, is minimum in the
low frequencies of region 3 and increases with frequency. Noise current at
high frequencies (region 4) is caused by Miller effect coupling of the channel
resistance noise to the gate through Cgd •
For the JFET, the open-circuit noise current generator I, results from two
physical processes: shot noise I., of the reverse leakage current of the gate,
and thermal noise fluctuations of the drain circuit conductance that are
capacitively coupled into the gate circuit. Noise current 1, at low frequencies
(region 3 of Fig. 6-2h) is caused by the shot noise of the dc reverse saturation
gate current I.:
(6-33)
This noise current is white and does not usually have I If noise.
Noise current In at high frequencies (region 4 of Fig. 6-2h) is caused by
the thermal noise of the input conductance as derived in Eq. 6-11. In effect,
the thermal noise of the drain channel resistance is capacitively conducted
to the gate at the input. Note that noise generators En and /, are correlated
at high frequencies because they originate from the same noise source, the
thermal noise of the channel resistance.
The noise voltage En at midfrequencies (region 2 of Fig. 6-2a) is caused by
the thennal noise of the channel resistance. As shown by van der Ziel [4,5],
Etl is dependent on the resistance of the channel. The channel resistance
noise is reflected to the gate input as an equivalent input noise voltage En by
the expression
( 6-34)

where the noise resistance

R is experimentally detennined in Eq.

6-1,

( 6-1)

As with the MOSFET, to minimize the midband En noise operate the PET
where its g m is large. Since g m increases with static drain current, g m is
highest in the vicinity of I.
This is the value of I, where the gate-to-source
bias voltage \; is zero. A large gm can be obtained for a PET designed with
a large gate W/L ratio, but this also results in a large geometry device.
At the lower frequencies of En in Fig. 6-2a (region 1), there is excess
I/f noise. This noise arises from the trapping of carriers in the so-called
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) generation-recombination centers in the junction depletion region [6J. These centers are the main sources of reverse-bias
leakage current in silicon diodes. A diagrammatic cross section of a JFET is
shown in Fig. 6-8.
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Source
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Drain

Channel - - - -

Substrate (tied to gate)

Figure 6-8 JFET cross section.

Generation centers, represented by the symbol 0, alternately emit a hole
and an electron, and simultaneously fluctuate between a charged and neutral
state. This fluctuating charge looks like a change in gate voltage or a true
input signal. Thus the channel cunent varies or "flickers. These fluctuations
are the principal source of I / f noise in the JFET.
The generation centers are due to crystal defects or impurities. Since these
centers are one of the sources of reverse-bias cunent, it is observed that
devices with exceptionally low gate leakage cunent (IGss ) have low II!
noise. High gate leakage does not always imply a high-noise device since the
currents can be of surface origin. Charge fluctuations at the surface do not
modulate the width of the channel nor do they necessarily give the type ci
noise being discussed here.
Low-frequency En has bumps or a roller-coaster effect in some older
devices. This is due to a distribution of generation-recombination centers
with characteristic time constants.
There does not appear to be any theoretical way of reducing this 11!
noise. Several methods that increase I / f noise. such as gold doping, are
known. The noise is quite process dependent and vaties from run to run and
supplier to supplier. To select a FET for a II! application, it is necessary to
measure the characteristics of a sample of devices.
If

6-4

NOISE IN GaAs FETs*

FETs can be fabricated using other semiconductors besides silicon. In particular, III-V compounds such as gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium phosphide
(lnP), and indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) are becoming popular for
fabricating very high performance FETs. These materials offer more desirable electronic properties, for example, higher canier mobility and velocity,
* This section on noise in GaAs FETs was contributed
and Research Center, Bloomington, Minnesota 55420.

by Steve Baier of Honeywell Inc., System
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lower saturation voltage, wider bandgap, and a semiinsulating substrate.
Compared with identical silicon devices, these properties enable GaAs FETs
to switch faster, amplify signals at higher frequencies, and operate at lower
voltages and in harsh thermal or radiation environments. Consequently,
GaAs FETs are utilized for specialized applications such as microwave
communication, military weapons, supercomputers, and high-speed instrumentation. GaAs technology is also spurring the development of optoelectronic systems (e.g., fiberoptic communications and optical computing) due to
the ability of GaAs to perform both electronic and optical functions on the
same chip.
The noise characteristics of GaAs FETs are important for a variety of
electronic circuits, including low-noise gain stages, wideband op amps, analog
multiplexers, high-speed voltage comparators, optical receivers, and microwave oscillators (where upconverted IIf noise can generate near-carrier
phase noise).
6-4-1

GaAs FET Structure and Fabrication

To understand the noise characteristics of GaAs PETs, it is important to
discuss several fabrication techniques and device SQuctures that are commonly employed. These are illustrated in the tree diagram in Fig. 6-9.
Basically, two types of GaAs FETs are commercially available: bulk GaAs
FETs (e.g., MESFET and JFET) and heterostructure FETs (e.g., HEMT).
Each type of device can be fabricated in several different ways, depending on
the intended use. These fabrication options dramatically affect the resulting
noise performance and this should be carefully considered when selecting
discrete GaAs devices or I C technologies for low-noise applications. The
important device types and process options are described next.

Self-aligned gate
GaAs MESFET

I

Recessed gate

Bulk GaAs FITs

GaAs JFET I

I GaAs

FETs

~

y

1
Heterostructu re
FETs

Heterostructure insulating gate FET (H1GFEn

I

Figure 6-9

High electron mobility transistor {HEMD

Doped channel heterostructure FET (DCHFEn

Family tree of GaAs PET processes.
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6-4... 1.. 1 GaAs MESFET The GaAs metal-semiconductorFET (MESFET)
is the most common type of GaAs FET available today. I t was the first GaAs
FET to be invented and it is also the simplest to fabricate. The MESFET
uses a Schottky metal-semiconductor contact as the gate junction. The
applied gate bias controls the depth of the depletion region underneath the
gate, which changes the effective channel thickness and modulates the drain
current. GaAs MESFETs are only available as n-channel devices; the Schottky
barrier height of p-channel GaAs MESFETs is too small to be useful. Even
in the n-channel MESFET, however, the forward gate voltage cannot exceed
""" 0.7 V or the Schottky junction begins to conduct, resulting in loss of
transconductance. Thus the useful gate swing of a GaAs MESFET is limited
by forward gate turn-on at the high end and by the FET threshold voltage VT
at the low end. VT is determined during fabrication by adjusting the channel
thickness andlor doping concentration. GaAs MESFETs can be either
depletion-mode (normally on) or enhancement-mode (normally off). Enhancement-mode devices are used mostly for digital logic in order to minimize power consumption. Linear and microwave circuits generally use depletion-mode devices because of their wider gate swing.
One critical difference among GaAs MESFETs is the method used to
minimize the parasitic source and drain resistances. Recessed-gate MESFETs
accomplish this by selectively removing the heavily doped N+ contact layer
and then depositing the gate contact as shown in Fig. 6-10. This approach
pennits use of low-resistivity Au-based gate metals but results in a nonplanar
wafer surface. In the self-aligned process, the gate is deposited fIrst foHowed
by a heavy dose N -+ implant using the gate as a mask. This maintains a planar
wafer surtace and reduces the effect of lithographic misalignment. However,
to survive the postimplant anneal (""" 850°C), refractory gate metals such as
tungsten-silicon are necessary and these have high resistivities (> 1 ohm per
square). Consequently, recessed-gate PETs are used mainly for microwave
and millimeter-wave applications where low gate resistance is mandatory for
minimum noise figure. Self-aligned GaAs MESFETs are most appropriate
for digital and mixed-mode circuits where high device unifonnity, integration
density, and circuit yield are more important.
6-4-1-2 GaAs JFET The GaAs junction FET (JPET) is very siInilar to its
silicon counterpart, as iHustrated previously in Fig. 5-8. [t simply uses a pn
gate junction in place of the MESFET's Schottky gate. The GaAs IFET's
advantage over a MESFET is that it can tolerate larger forward gate biases.
The effective barrier height of the pn junction is approximately twice that of
the Schottky junction in GaAs (1.4 eV versus 0.7 eV). However, the JFET
fabrication process is somewhat more complicated. Also, the threshold voltage Vr uniformity of JFETs suffers because it is determined by two dopings
rather than one. Both n-channel and p-channel GaAs JFETs have been
produced, although the p-channel JFET has much poorer transconductance
and is nonnally used as a load device only.
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Figure 6-10 Comparison of GaAs FET process techniques.

It is important to note that the channe1 region of GaAs MESFETs and
JFETs can be fabricated two different ways: (1) by implanting dopant atoms
in the semiinsulating GaAs substrate or (2) by epitaxially growing a doped
GaAs layer on top of the substrate. GaAs FETs using epi channels are
generally preferred for low-noise applications because of their superior
crystalline quality [11]. Ion implantation is cheaper than epi growth but
creates damage that is not totally annealed out by subsequent processing.
The residual damage-induced defects degrade channel mobility, which increases thennal noise. Also, the defects can act as generation-recombination
(G-R) sites whjch randomly trap and de trap charge carriers, creating lowfrequency noise. The epi doping process avoids this type of damage because
the dopants are incorporated during epitaxial growth.

6..4~1--3 Heterostructure FETs Heterostructure PETs (HFETs) are actually a family of related GaAs devices. HFETs are essentially similar to the
MESFET and JFET presented earlier, except that the bulk doped channel is
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Figure 6-11 Cross section and band diagram of AJGaAs/GaAs HEMT.

replaced with a thin heterostlucture sandwich containing multiple layers of
various semiconductors and dopings. The heterostructure layers are carefully
selected so that the energy band structure in the active transistor region is
modified to enhance desirable physical effects or to suppress undesirable
ones, for example, tunneling, real-space transfer, and impurity scattering.
The heterostructure is deposited on a GaAs substrate using sophisticated
epitaxial growth techniques such as metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCYD) in which semiconductor composition and doping can be changed
abruptly dUling deposition with atomic layer resolution. This ability to tailor
the semiconductor lattice to particular device requirements is euphemistically
called "bandgap engineering." It gives the device designer additional degrees
of freedom in optimizing transistor performance. Research and development
of these devices has been going on since approximately 1980, although GaAs
HFETs have only been commercially available for the past several years.
The major type of GaAs HFET that is commercially available is the high
electron mobility transistor (HEMT) in Fig. 6-1 L The details of HEMT
operation are quite involved. EssentiaHy, the heterostructure is designed to
spatially separate the channel charge carriers from their parent donors in the
AlGaAs layer, allowing them to move from source to drain in pure GaAs
where they have substantially rugher mobility. Forward gate leakage is also
reduced because the gate junction is fOlmed on a wide bandgap material,
typically Al0.3sGao.65As.
For the circuit designer, GaAs HFETs offer state-of-the-art transconductance, power gain, current drive, and the lowest thermal noise and noise
figure. Compared with GaAs MESFETs and WETs, however, HFETs are
generally more expensive, available from fewer vendors, and have more
lot-to-Iot variations. The characteristics of these devices are described next.

6-4-2 Noise Characteristics of GaAs FETs
Broadly speaking, GaAs FETs tend to be less noisy than silicon FETs at high
frequencies but more noisy at low frequencies, with 10 MHz being a rough
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dividing line. The reasons behind this are both technological and historical.
Only the major trends will be discussed here, since the understanding of
noise in GaAs FETs continues to evolve. For more detailed infonnation,
see [12].
The noise equivalent circuit for GaAs FETs is somewhat more complicated than for silicon PETs because GaAs FETs are typically used over a
much wider frequency range. The noise model shown previously in Fig. 6-1
can be used to model the intrinsic GaAs FET. In addition, two external noise
voltage generators Es and Eg are added in series with the source and the
gate bias resistors to represent the thennal noise of these external resistances. The extrinsic noise sources are required to calculate noise parameters
(e.g., noise figure, noise temperature, and noise resistance) for microwave
and millimeter-wave amplifiers as defined in Chap. 2.
A typical spectrum of drain current noise L.. for a GaAs MESFET is
shown in Fig. 6-12. A comparison of transistor types is shown in Table 6-1. [n
TABLE 6-1

Noise ComparisonforGaAs FETs [13]

White Noise
Current I;d

~umber

Manu f actu rer

Technology

(A2jHz)

Noise
Coefficient
P

1

Gigabit logic
Gigabit logic
Gigabit logic
Gigabit logic
AT&T
AT&T

Ion-implanted
lon-implanted
Ion-implanted
Ion -implanted

1.08 X 10- 22
0.78 X 10- 22
1.3 X 10-'22
0.83 X 10- 22
0.93 x 10- 22
t.9 x 10- 22
1.2 X 10- 22
1.3 x 10-2.2
2.4 X 10-22-

0.09
0.07
0.11
0.07
0.1
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.08

Device

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

NEe

WE
WE
WE

NEC
Plessey

WE

VPE
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GaAs FETs, lnd is made up of thennal noise from the channel pIm;
low-frequency noise (mainly G-R noise) from defects in the channel and the
substrate buffer. For frequencies above several megahertz, the midband
region, Ind is independent of frequency wltich is indicative of white noise.
There are two sources of this white noise: (1) thennal noise from the
low-field "ohmic" portion of the channel and (2) thermal noise from the
velocity-saturated portion of the channel, wltich is sometimes interpreted a-;
diffusion noise [14]. Tltis midband noise in GaAs FETs is usually expressed
using van der Ziel's fonnula [15]:

I;d
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(6-35)
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noise is substantially higher than in silicon FETs (see Fig. 6-15). Often, this
noise is not true 1ff noise but rather is a summation of generation-recombination (G-R) noise from trapping centers with various activation energies.
G-R noise has a Lorentzian frequency dependence given by

( 6-38)
where 1" is the time constant of the trap. Hence G- R noise is flat up to a
2
characteristic comer frequency (21T'r)-1 and falls off as
beyond. The
characteristic time constant 1" is strongly dependent on the activation energy

r
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_ of the particular trap and the local temperature T:
2

'T = 'To(300/T) exp( qEo/kT)

(6-39)

In many GaAs PETs, there appears to be a distribution of either activajon energies or temperature (or both) which causes multiple G-R "bumps"
appear in the low-frequency noise spectrum. If the traps are sufficiently
:lose in energy, the bumps can smooth together and resemble a traditional
iJf spectrum [18]. G-R effects can be included into Eq. 6-35 by adding the
:ollowing term [19]:

( 6-40)

wtere
G=
r

Pre Tr/To)
1

(6-41 )

+ (27ffTr) 2

Here Po is the equivalent gate resistance when f = fo, p, is a similar
resistance for the rth component of the G- R noise, 'T r is the time constant
for each active trapping center, and 'To is a reference trapping time constant.
Also, note that Eq. 6-40 is expressed as a gate-referred noise voltage as is
customary for dealing with low-frequency noise. As predicted by Eqs. 6-38
and 6-39, lowering the temperature of the GaAs FET to cryogenic temperatures will dramatically reduce the 1/! noise as shown in Fig. 6-16.
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Two factors exacerbate the low-frequency (LF) noise problem in GaAs
FETs. First, GaAs processes have to date been optimized only for digita l
and microwave operation, where l/! noise is of little concern. Second.
these same applications have driven GaAs processes to short gate lengths
« I j.Lm), which worsens Iff noise as shown in Fig. 6-1Sb. Thus the circuit
designer concerned with LF noise in GaAs FETs must either put up with
unoptimized devices or pay for specialized device sizes and processes. £n
addition, there is wide variation in II! noise for each type of GaAs
FET-MESFET, JFET, HEMT. None stands out as having inherently lower
noise than the others.
Gate current noise lng is the other intrinsic noise generator in the Gat\s
FET equivalent circuit. Gate current noise in GaAs FETs is not well
understood and while it continues to be of great research interest, the Cr
noise is nonnally not a significant concern for circuit designers since source
resistances are generally small. Two sources in the device contribute to L!g:
shot noise from the gate barrier, (21J, and noise capacitively coupled from the
drain as described in Sec. 6-1. The biasing condition determines which
mechanisms dOnUnate as well as the degree of correlation between the
intlinsic noise sources L. and L [12].
J

6-5 MEASURING FEr NOISE
FET noise measurements cover such wide ranges of impedance and frequency that four separate measurement methods are used. The noise voltage
E, at low and high frequencies can be measured directly as ooScribed in Chap. 15. To detennine low-frequency noise current L, tVV
methods are used. The I, noise can be measured directly using a large source
resistance, or the gate leakage current can be measured and the noise
calculated. High-frequency In noise need not be measured directly. Instead.
the shunt input resistance can be measured and the In thennal noise
calculated. At midfrequencies, accurate measurement of :L is difficult.
The noise voltage En of a FET can be measured using the method show
in Chap. IS, Sec. IS-2 with the noise measurement instrumentation described
in Sec. IS-3. A diagram of the noise measurement instrumentation is
shown in Fig. lS-2. The device under test (Dur), such as an op amp with
FEr input stage. is connected as a gain stage using feedback to set the gain.
Since the noise levels are low, it is a good idea to use a gain of 100 X in til.
device under test to dOnUnate the noise of the next stage or the instrumentation.
The amplifier noise voltage E, and noise current In parameters are
calculated from the equivalent input noise for two source resistance values.
As defined in Chap. 2, the equivalent input noise is
(2-8)
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A noise measurement gives the total equivalent input noise E ni . To
detennine each of the three quantities, En' I" and Em make one tenn
dominant or subtract the effects of the other two. In general, the correlation
coefficient C is zero and can be neglected except for FETs operating from
high source resistances at high frequencies. At high frequencies the E, and
L mechanisms are both generated by thermal noise of the channel so they
are correlated. Measurement of C is discussed in detail in Chap. 15,
Sec_ l5-2.
To measure the noise voltage En' measure equivalent input noise with a
small value of source resistance. When the source resistance is zero, the
thennal noise of the source Et.~ is zero and the noise current term InRs is
also zero; the total equivalent input noise is the noise voltage EnTo measure the noise current I" remeasure En; with a very large source
resistance. Measure the output noise and transfer voltage gain again to
calculate the equivalent input noise E ni • Assuming the InRs term to be
dominant, I~ is the equivalent input noise Enl divided by the source resistance R,. [f Rs is large enough, the InRs term dominates the En term, and it
also dominates the thermal noise since the thermal noise voltage E1 increases
as the square root of the resistance, whereas the InRs term increases linearly
with resistance. When the InRs term cannot be made dominant, the thennal
noise voltage E, = (4kTR s Af )1/2 can be subtracted from the equivalent
input noise. Since this is an nus subtraction, a thermal noise of one-third the
noise current term only adds 10% to the equivalent input noise.
The minimum value of source resistance for measuring J" is derived in
Chap. 15 as
18kT

0.45

( 15-6)

For a JFET amplifier with 2 x 10- 10 A bias current, R, = 2.25 ao.
Amplifier gain and bias requirements, however, may make it difficult or
impossible to achieve these values since any amplifier with an unbalanced
input will have an offset voltage of 0.45 V. From Eq. 15-6, IBRs = 0.45 V.
For an amplifier with a balanced input, the same value of source resistance
can be placed in each input lead to reduce the offset to about 50 mY. It may
be necessary to use additional feedback to reduce the overall amplifier gain
to avoid excessive offset at the amplifier output. For the amplifier with an
unbalanced input, it is usually necessary to use a gain of less than lOx to
stay within linear operation. For an accurate In measurement, the amplifier
:nput bias resistors must be much larger than the source resistance R, or you
ill only be measuring the noise current of the shunting biasing resistors. I t is
~st to use the measuring source resistor as the bias current path.
Another method cf obtaining a high source impedance for 1, measurement is with a reactive source. A low-loss mica capacitor can be used for R,.
~ow the InXc term is large and since the reactive impedance has no thennal
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noise, the equivalent input noise is
(6-42)

This method is valid only at frequencies below 100 to 200 Hz, as Xc
decreases rapidly with increasing frequency.
One difficulty with a capacitive source is biasing. To provide a path for the
input bias current or the offset current, it is necessary to parallel the
amplifier input terminals with a large resistance. This bias resistance Rs
generates thermal noise current I, = (4kT 11//R8)li2 which can easily
dominate the amplifier input shot noise current. A FET input amplifier often
has a noise current of less than 10 fA/Hzl/2. This is equivalent to the
thermal noise of a Z60-MO resistor. Thus the bias resistance for all FET TTl
measurements must be in the GO (0 9 ) range.
To verify the 1" low-frequency measurement, an electrometer can be
placed in series with the gate lead to measure the gate leakage current
(IGss )' The measured loss is then converted to shot noise current from the
formula
( 6-43)

The two methods of determining low-frequency In were in close agreement on all units measured. This agrees with the model which says that FET
In. results from the gate shot noise and there is no IIf noise component
of In'
Measurement of In at high frequencies is very difficult because of the
shunt capacitance of the source, stray capacitances in the layout. and amplifier input capacitance. Frequency response with a large source resistance is
so poor that there is little or no gain left. For the same reason that I, is
difficult to measure, it will probably not be a noise contribution in typical
applications.
A more accurate method of measuring In at high frequencies is based on
the model of the noise sources. As shown previously, the input of a FET at
high frequencies is shunted by a real resistance RpCf) caused by the Miller
effect. This resistance is real and dissipative so it exhibits full thennal noise.
A high-frequency bridge can be used to measure this shunt resistance Rp(f).
In is detennined from
12 _ 4kT 11/
1/

-

Rp(f)

(6-44

Noise data taken using the methods discussed are presented in Apps. A and
B and summarized in Table 6-2. The values given in the table reflect the best
performance obtained at the best operating point. As we may predict using
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TABLE 6·2 Measured Noise Data on

JFETs

FET

En

FET
Sumber

Channel

at Midband
(nV /Hzl/2)

(nVjHzlf2)

2N2609

n
n
n
n
n
n
P

2.8

31

Type

~~3460

2.'l3821
2:N4221 A
lN4416
16

In
at Midband
(fA/Hzl/2)

En
at 10 Hz

4

40

3.5

55

2,2
2.2

50

13
11
8.2
3.5

7

at 1 MHz
(f A/Hz l/2)

130
70

34
19
18

8.5
13
35

20
l60

2
3

1/1

23

210

Eq. 6-15, operation of the JFET at drain current equal to lDSS provides
superior noise behavior. The measured noise data confirm that prediction.
The results of noise tests on a type 2N3821 n-channel JFET are shown in
Fig. 6-17. Both En and In parameters are plotted against frequency. The
roller-coaster effect and the dependence on operating point are obvious in
the En curves. Clearly, In is very low valued at low frequencies.
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SUMMARY
a. No'ise currents in the JFET are caused by shot noise of gate leakage
current, I / f mechanisms, and thermal noise.
b. Because field effect devices have low I" they are useful in systems with
sensors of high internal resistance.
c. The same small-signal equivalent circuit noise model is valid for all PET
types-JFETs, MOSFETs, and GaAs FETs. Also this same model IS
valid for both n- and p-channel conductivity types.
d. The best noise perfonnance for any FET occurs when the device is
operated at large quiescent currents near l.
This increases g" thereby
reducing R,.
e. The noise comer frequency of En in MOSFETs is inversely proportional
to the product of the device's width and length dimension. Thus devices
with large gate areas have lower Ie comer frequencies.
f. GaAs FETs offer higher speed operation at lower voltages than silicon
units and permit both electronic and optical functions to be perfonned on
the same chip.
g. MESFETs are the most common type of GaAs PET and use a Schottky
metal-semiconductor contact as the gate junction.
h. GaAs JFETs can tolerate about twice the forward gate voltage of silicon
JFETs. Otherwise they are very similar.
i. GaAs PETs using epi channels offer very low noise due to superior
crystalline quality.
j. HFETs contain multiple layers of various semiconductors and dopings.
The major type of HFET commercially available is the high electron
mobility transistor, or HEMT.
k. Broadly speaking, GaAs FETs tend to be less noisy than silicon FETs at
high frequencies but more noisy at low frequencies, with 10 MHz being a
rough dividing line. Below about 100 MHz the white thennal noise in
GaAs FETs is overwhelmed by frequency-dependent 1/ f noise.
1. Four separate noise measurement techniques are commonly used tol
measure En and I" noise in FETs.
m. The minimum value of source resistance for measuring In will cause an,
offset voltage of 0.45 V that can severely hamper the measurement
technique.

PROBLEMS
6-1. It is desired to design a MOSFET whlch will have I nV jHzl/2 or les:;
En noise neglecting 1/f contributions. Using the data from Example:;
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6-2, 6-3, and 64, detennine what new WIL ratio and quiescent drain
current will be required to achieve this low noise level.

1)..2. Tests perfonued on a certain n-channel MOSFET yieJded the following
results: gate leakage current = 3 fA at a Q-point of 1D = 0.5 rnA and
VDS = 5 V. The dc drain current is found from the equation

Assume the following constants: KF = 10- 27 sjV, A, = 1, LClJ =
1 jLm, W = 60 pm, and Cox = 1 fF IlLm 2 . A small-signal, low-frequency
equivalent circuit model for this MOSFET is shown in Fig. P6-2.

:;ate
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....-----...------r------r----Q Drai n

*

l'lg

If

Source

FigureP6-2

(a)

(b)

(c)

In this mode4 detennine a numerical value for each noise source
and for each small-signal parameter shown. Assume a I-Hz noise
bandwidth and an operating frequency of tOO Hz. Be sure to
specify proper units on all of your answers.
Find the optimum source resistance for this MOSFET operating at
a frequency of 100 Hz.
Now suppose that you need to reduce the noise contribution due to
It by a factor of 2 without changing anything but the Q-point.
Specify the parameters of the new Q-point.

6-3. Consider a type 2N3821 JFET biased at IDss' The resistance of the
signa1 source is 10 Mil, and gate biasing elements can be neglected.
(a) Derive an expression for the noise figure for this simple circuit in
terms of R" En' /" and the correlation coefficient C.
(b) Using midband data from Table 6-2, calculate the noise figure.
Consider that the correlation coefficient is unity.
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6·4. One stage of a low-noise amplifier is to be designed with a FET
operating with a drain current of L
= 100 J-LA at a frequency cf
10kHz, and a source resistance of 1 kO.
(a) From the device data in App. B, determine which device to select
to produce the lowest NF.
(b) Which device would you definitely avoid specifying for the same
conditions given previously?
6·5. A discrete n-channel enhancement-mode MOSFET is biased at a drain
current level of 1 rnA and behaves according to the equation

(a)
(b)

(c)

Determine a numerical value of En for this MOSFET in its shot
.
.
nOIse regIOn.
Laboratory measurements on this MOSFET yielded a value cf
En = 10 nV /Hzl/2 at a frequency of 500 Hz. Determine the noise
comer frequency for this MOSFET.
It is desired to reduce the En noise voltage of this discrete
MOSFET in its shot noise region by a factor of 2 by changing its
Q-point but without changing its geometry in any way. Explain how
this can be done and find the new Q-point.

6-6. Determine the R opt and the spectral density noise Eni for the 2N4221A
Motorola JFET whose characteristics are given in App. B. The source
resistance is I MO, the operating frequency is 100 Hz, and the device is
biased at L

6-7. For the limiting case (frequency independent), what are En and 1/1 for a
junction FET with a gm = 2 mS, I, = l.0 rnA, and lGSS = 10 nA?
Assume a noise bandwidth of 1 Hz.
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CHAPTER 7

SYSTEM NOISE MODELII\JG

[n instrumentation, measurement, and control systems, it is often necessarY
to monitor some physical and/or electrical process or mechanism. The
objective may be to measure a process variable, such as fluid flow, withoUlt
disturbing it. The usual method is to insert a sensor or transducer that
converts a small amount of the flow energy into an electrical signal. Since we
do not want to affect the flow, very little power can be removed from the
process, and, therefore, the resulting electrical signal output from the sensor
is often weak.
The engineer's task is to amplify the weak sensor signal without masking it
by noise. All sensors have internal noise generators and can be characterized
by their basic signal-to-noise ratios. The methods of analysis of
sensor-amplifier systems are introduced in this chapter.

7-1

NOISE MODELING

To develop the noise model of a sensor, we can start with its circuit diagrmru.
From this we draw an ac equivalent circuit that includes all impedances and
generators. To each resistance and current generator we add the appropriate
noise generators to develop a noise equivalent circuit. The resistances have
thennal noise and possibly excess noise. The current generators may have
shot noise, Iff noise, and/or excess noise. These mechanisms are described
in Chap. 1. Using this equivalent circuit, an expression for gain and equivalent input noise can be derived.
rt is advantageous, however, to study the entire sensor electronic system.
A typical system may include a coupling device or network, as welI as an
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amplifier. The noise equivalent circuit of the coupling network is easily
obtained, and the En-In representation is valid for the amplifier. When we
combine these three parts, we obtain a noise equivalent for the system.
The derivation of the equivalent input noise for the system follows three
steps:
1 Determine the total output noise.
2. Calculate the system gain.
3. Divide the total output noise by the system gain to obtain the equivalent input noise.

In Chap. 8 noise models and equivalent input nOIse expressIOns are
derived for

SIX

classes of sensors, These sensors are

L Voltaic sensor.
2. Biased resistive sensor.
3. Optoelectronic detector.
4. RLC sensor.
5. Piezoelectlic transducer.
6. Transformer model.
In this chapter we develop the method for analysis of general sensor-amplifier combinations and determine SIN ratios. The effects of shunt resistance
and capacitance on equivalent input noise are determined.

7-2

A GENERAL NOISE MODEL

The diagram shown in Fig. 7- J contains the 1;-1, representation for the
system electronics. The sensor is described by its signal voltage Vs ) its internal
impedance 2" and a noise generator E$ which represents all sources of
sensor noise. To generalize the diagram, a coupling network section represented by impedance Zc and a noise source Ec is included in shunt with the
sensor. OUf objective here is to combine and then reflect all noise sources to
the input as shown in Fig. 7 -I band c.
A general form for the equivalent input noise voltage is
(7-1)
Alternatively, we can define an equivalent input noise current as

(7-2)
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: Coupling I

l.!'~~~~J
(a)

VII:)

EnD

Cb)

CC)
Figure 7-1 System noise model.

where I;s = E}/R;. To evaluate these noise equivalents, the A2, B 2 , •••
coefficients must be detennined.
The equivalent input noise generators Eni and In; are described by
Eqs. 7-1 and 7-2. Either fonn can be used. The choice depends on the type of
sensor being employed. If the signal source is a current generator, the
equivalent noise current expression is more convenient. If the signal is a
voltage generator, the equivalent voltage fonn may be more convenjent.
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Several cases are discussed to show the source of these constant tenus.
Generally, the A term is unity since it is in series with the signal source. The
B tenn is caused by shunt impedance in the coupling network. The C term is
determined by series impedance in the sensor and coupling network.
The method of calculating Eni or Ini is the same for any sensor. Starting
from a noise equivalent diagram, the total output noise Eno is calculated
using Kirchhoff's law or by SPICE simulation. The equivalent input noise is
the output noise Eno divided by the system gain K,. The system gain is either
a voltage or current transfer gain as needed. As shown previously in Chap. 2,
neither Eni or Ini depends on the input impedance or gain of the amplifier.
However, En6 does depend on the amplifier's characteristics.

7-3 EFFECT OF PARALLEL LOAD RESISTANCE

The simplest type of sensor is represented by a resistance in series with a
signal voltage generator as shown in Fig. 7-2. Also shown is a shunt network
consisting of Rp and noise generator Ep. One practical purpose of this
network may be to supply the sensor with bias power. For example, the
sensor may be a precision potentiometer with its input being the mechanical
displacement of its shaft. Unless the potentiometer is supplied with electrical
bias, v:. would always be zero. Another application would be a biased
photoconductive fiberoptic detector.
The signal
and noise Es of the sensor ar~ in series with the source
resistance. The input signal-to-noise power ratio is simply the ratio of 2 to
When a load resistor such as R or other coupling network elements are
added, the output signal-to-noise ratio is degraded.
Let us calculate the effect of shunt resistance on the signal-to-noise power
ratio or equivaJent input noise. This is done in two ways. First, we directly
calculate the output noise and output signal. Next, we repeat the results by
deriving an expression for the equivalent input noise E"i' For R »Rs:

v:

v:

E;.

(7-3)

_ - - - -.......- - 0

Vs:o> EnD

Figure 7-2 Sensor model shunted by resistance.
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Example 7-1

Determine the output signal-to-noise ratio when Rp

=

Rs-

Solution When Rp is not infinite, it must be included in the expression. The
output noise, output signal, and signal-to-noise ratio are detennined. Since
E$ = E p ' it follows that
(7-4)
The output signal is

v:so =Vs
2

(7-5)

Therefore, the output signal-to-noise ratio is

S

v:~

(~/2/

N

E2110

E2/2
s

-=-=

v:
=052

(7-6)

. E2s

I

From Eq. 7-6 we conclude that a shunt resistor decreases the signal more
than the noise and the result is a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio. For
the matched condition, source resistance equal to load resistance, the SIN
power ratio is reduced by 50% (3 dB) from the unloaded value. See Prob. 7-1
for other source resistance and load resistance combinations.
An analysis is now made of the more complete circuit shown in Fig. 7-3.
Again, a noisy shunt resistance Rp is present. For convenience, we consider
its noise to be represented by the current generator II'IP = /4kT/Rp . Amplifier noise generators En and In are added.
To examine the effect of all noise sources, we calculate the equivalent
input noise. The steps are as follows:

L From the equivalent circuit determine the output noise Eno:
£2 = E1
no

S

RP
[ Rs + R p

)2 + £2 + ([2 + 12 ) [
n

n

np

RPR s
Rp +Rs

)2

.------.-----....---(*'-""---.--oQ

Figure 7-3

Amplifier and sensor models with shunt resistance.

(7-7)

•

EFFECT OF SHUNT CAPACITANCE

1n

2. Calculate the system gam K t (the transfer function from sensor to
output):

(7-8)
3. Divide the output noise by the system gain to obtain the equivalent
inpu t noise:

E2no _ E2
E ni2 -- K}
- S +

(R

s

+ RP )2 £2

Rp

n

+

(12n + [2np )R2
S

(7-9)

There are two differences between Eq. 7-9 and the original equation for
equivalent input noise given in Eq. 2-7. As predicted in Eq. 7-1, the En tenn
has a coefficient; it is dependent on the shunt resistance Rp. If Rp were
made very large, the coefficient of En would approach unity. The second
difference is the additional thennal noise generator ~p of the shunt resistance ~. Amplifier input impedance does not contribute noise (see the
discussion in Sec. 2-7).
In practice. the shunt resistor should be as large as possible to reduce its
noise contribution. Thennal noise of this component can be decreased by
reducing temperature. An inductance has no thennal noise and can be used
in certain applications in place of ~.
7-4

EFFECT OF SHUNT CAPACITANCE

Although a capacitance is virtually noise-free, it can increase the equivalent
input noise. A shunt capacitance does not affect the sensor signal-to-noise
ratio because it decreases the sensor signal and noise equally, but not the
following amplifier noise.
Consider the noise equivalent circuit, including shunt capacitance, shown
in Fig. 7-4. Using the method of the preceding section:
1. From the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7-4 detennine the output noise Eno:

(7-10)

r----~----{

*

1--~----_o

Figure 7-4 Shunt capacitance along with
amplifier and sensor models.
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2. Calculate the system gain K t (the transfer function from sensor to
output):
(7-11) .

3. Divide the output noise by the system gain to obtain the equivalent
input noise:
(7-12)

Although the capacitor does not add noise, the noise voltage En is
increased by the shunt capacitance, as is evident from the coefficient of that
tenn in Eq. 7-12. Only the effective amplifier noise voltage contribution is
increased. The capacitor is not a noise source.
The shunt capacitance Cp is not the input capacitance of the amplifier.
The amplifier input capacitance drops out of the expression for equivalent
input noise, but its effects are included in the values of En' Land Kto

7-5 NOISE OF A RESONANT CIRCUIT

Another interesting model is the resonant inductor type of sensor whose
noise equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 7-5. Following the method of this
chapter, the expression for input noise is

(7-13)

Both the En. and In tenns are affected by the sensor impedance. The
coefficient cf the l, teon is equal to Rs at all frequencies. The coefficient cf
the En tenn is increased by the shunting of the LC reactance, except at

------.--------.---l*}-----r-----o

Figure 7-5 Resonant sensor equivalent circuit.
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resonance. At resonance, lJ)2Cp Lp = 1 so the coefficient cf E;; becomes one.
This is logical since the complex contributions to Zp cancel each other out so
at resonance ~ and Cp effectively disappear, leaving only R,. At resonance,
Eq. 7-13 becomes

(7-14)

The reactive elements do not enter into the noise expression.

7.. 6 PSpice EXAMPLE
To make the modeling more clear, we now take an example using the circuit
in Fig. 7-5 with Rs = 1 kO) Lp = 2.553 mH, Cp = 100 nF, En = 2 nV /Hzl/2,
and L~= 1 pAjHzl/2. Using the input noise calculated by PSpice, we can
make a comparison with the expression for equivalent input noise given by
Eqs. 7-13 and 7-14.
A PSpice equivalent circuit for the RLC model is shown in Fig. 7-6. The
listing of the SPICE code for this example is

RLC

Circuit

0 AC 1

VS

1K
0 2.553E-3

RS 1 2

LP 2

CP 2 0 1 E- 7
HEN :3 2 VESEN
FIN:3 0
RIN:3
EI

2000

VISEN 1

0 1E9
100

4 0 3 0

R0401E9
5 0

16K

VISEN 5

o a

RNE

16K

RNI

6 0

VESEN 6

a

.AC

20 100 1 E 6

DEC

.NOISE
.PROBE
.END

0

V(4) VS 20
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2
......- - - , r - - - - - - - r - - - - {

*

4

3
}--~---___e

2nV

Lp
2.55

mH

I

~DO
nF

6

5

Rne

RN.
16 k

16 k

Figure 7-6 PSpice circuit for RLC example.

After running PSpice the output file at the resonant frequency 10kHz is
****RESISlDR SQUARED NOISE VOLTAGES (Sa v / HZ)
RS
RIN
RO
RNI
RNE
lUfAL 1.654E-13 1.654E-1 9 O.DODE 00 1.033E-14 4.144E-14

+

****

TOTAL OUTPUT NOISE VOLTAGE
TRANSFER FUNCTION VALUE:
V(4)/VS
EQUIV ALENT INPUT NOISE AT VS

-

2.171E-13 SQ V /HZ
4.660B-07 V /RT HZ

-

9.988E 01
4.66SE-09 V /RT HZ

+

Using the preceding values for the source thennal noise RS, noise current
RNI, and noise voltage RNE and taking the square root and dividing by the
gain, we obtain the components of the input noise. These are the values
predicted by Eq. 7-14:
RS = Es

=

RNI

=

InRs

RNE

=

En

=

4.067 nV /Hz1/2
=

l.016 nV /Hzl/2

2.035 nV /Hzl/2

SUMMARY

100 V
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...-------------r----------,
(u)

Transfer gain
50 V

4.67 nV

On V
3.0 kHz
[Q]V (I NOISE)

10 kHz

30 kHz

Frequency

Figure 7-7 Plot of noise for RLC model.

Figure 7-7 illustrates the performance of the RLC network as a function
cf frequency as described in Eq. 7-13. The transfer gain has a peak at
resonance as does the output noise as shown in Fig. 7-7a and b. On the other
hand, the signal is amplified more than the noise at resonance so the
equivalent input noise is at a minimum in Fig. 7-7c.

SUMMARY

a The three major noise contributors in an electronic system are the sensor,
amplifier, and coupling network.
b. Each contributor can be replaced by its noise equivalent circuit for noise
analysis.
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c. To determine the equivalent input noise of a system, the total output
noise is divided by the system transfer gain.
d. The total noise at a location in an electronic system can be treated as the
sum of the mean square values of the contributions of aU sources at that
location, each source acting independently.
e. E ni , in its simplest fOnTI, is dependent on three noise sources: the thermal
noise of the sensor resistance E ts and the amplifier parameters En and In'
f. Tn general, the coupling network between the sensor and amphfier in-

crease the En and In noise. Shunt components increase the En contribution and series elements increase In'
g. Although a shunt capacitance is noiseless, it will increase the En noise
contribution at high frequencies.
h. When the sensor impedance is reactive, resonance can sometimes be
employed to reduce noise.

PROBLEMS

7-1. Find the output signal-to-noise ratio for systems when (a) Rp = 2Rs!
(b) Rp = O.5Rs' (c) Rp = 5Rsl and (d) Rp = lOR s'

7-2. A shunt capacitance of 100 pF is used as in Fig. 7-4 with an amplifier
whose noise parameters are En = 10 nV /Hzl/2 and 1", = 5 pA/Hzl/2.
The source resistance is 10 k!1. Detennine the wideband noise for Eni
over the frequency band from 10Hz to 10kHz.
7-3. Use the results of the PSpice example to compute the input and output
SIN ratios and the noise figure versus frequency for the graphical data
presented. Consider that the input signal is constant at 1 JJ- Vrrns '
7-4. Modify the resonant sensor equivalent circuit of Fig. 7-5 by adding a
blocking capacitor Cb = 1 nF between R, and Lp(a) Derive a new expression for En;'
(b) Simulate this modified circuit using SPICE.
(c) Compare your results with those of Fig. 7-7. What can you conclude about the effect of Cb?
7-5. Consider the amplifier in Fig. P7-5. The bandwidth of interest is ] Hz
centered at a frequency of 1 kHz. The amplifier's input impedance is
100 k!1 in parallel with a lOO-pF capacitor. Its voltage gain is 750. This
amplifier contributes noise through En = 4 nV /Hzl/2 and In =
0.8 pA/Hz l/2. En and In are not correlated.

REFERENCE
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L
1.59 H

Fignre

(a)
(b)

P7~5

Find a numerical value for K"
Find the individual contributions to E~i; then sum to find the total

E:Find the total wideband output noise which a true rms voltmeter
i•

(c)

with a - 3-dB bandwidth would measure.
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CHAPTER 8

SENSORS

In the previous chapter we demonstrated the method of modeling the noise
of a system consisting of a sensor and an amplifier. Now let us address some
practical sensors. The six models described here can be generaHzed to cover
all types of sensors. Three models are extensions of the discussions ill the
preceding chapter.
These models primarily address the sensor, transducer, or detector itself.
Our purpose is to address the noise sources of the sensors with respect to the
signal being detected. An amplifier, coupling elements, and feedback must be
added to make a noise analysis of a total system. Amplifiers are considered in
more detail in the foHowing chapters.
The terms sensor, transducer, and detector are used interchangeably in
this book. There are no universally accepted definitions. A sensor or detector, by nature, senses or detects a physical parameter of some kind. A
transducer converts energy of one fonn into another, such as radiant energy
into electrical. A transducer also is defined as consisting of a sensor and
actuator. In general, the term sensor is used. In the fields of optics and
infrared the telm detector is preferred. Piezoelecuic elements are generallyreferred to as transducers probably because they are bidirectional. In the
newly evolving field of integrated sensors, the term sensor is generally used.
We have attempted to foHow the commonly used tenninology even though
this may cause some confusion to the reader.
When using the models of this chapter in a circuit analysis program such
as PSpice, enter the circuit element values but not the noise generators. The
PSpice program will calculate the thermal noise and shot noise contribution...,
but it wilI be necessary to add the excess llf noise and the G-R noise
generators as described in Chap. 4.
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Figure 8-1

8-1
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Circuit diagram for resistive sensor and amplifier.

VOLTAIC SENSOR

We consider as the first example the case of a resistive sensor that generates
a voltage signaL These detectors include the thennocouple, thermopile,
pyroelectric infrared cell, generators, and other sensors that are primarily
resistive and generate a voltage signal. A simple circuit diagram is shown in
Fig. 8-1.
The sensor is symbolized by the signal source Vs and the inteillai series
resistance R,. The voltage ~ is the output from the sensed physical or
electrical parameter such as pressure or radiation. A coupling capacitor Cc
can be used if we are interested exclusively in the time-varying output of the
sensor. The element RL may be needed for impedance matching. The noise
model for the sensor-amplifier system is shown in Fig. 8-2.
The shunt capacitance C p can be in the sensor assembly or it may
represent parasitic stray capacitance between lead wires. The amplifier is
now represented by the noise parameters E'I and InFor low noise, the noise contribution of RL is kept low if RL is large. The
shunt capacitance Cp should be minimized to avoid increasing En at high
frequencies. The decoupling capacitor Cc should be very large or removed to
reduce its effect on the amplifier's In noise at low frequencies. The amplifier
input resistance Ri can often be reduced with overa]] negative feedback to
increase the corner frequency caused by Cpo Of course, if R s is kept small

En

r------r---H--......,.----_-..(

*

*

J--......,.---I~

h

Figure 8-2 Noise equivalent circuit for voltaic sensor.
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the limiting system thermal noise will be reduced. The amplifier should be
chosen so that the optimum noise resistance Ro is equal to the source
resistance R, and the En1n product is as small as possible.

8-2

BIASED RESISTIVE SENSOR

One of the most common type of sensor is the variable resistance sensor
whose resistance or conductance changes in response to a sensed input. Since
this sensor does not generate a signal directly, it must be biased with a
voltage or current source and coupled with a load resistance. This adds two
more noise sources, the biasing signa] noise and the load resistance noise. If
the sensor is placed in a bridge, the other resistive elements of the bridge
contribute noise.
Some examples of resistive sensors are the strain gauge, photoconductive
infrared cell, bolometer radiation detector, resistance thermometers, and
piezoresistive sensors. A simple circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 8-3.
The bias voltage is supplied by VBB • The sensor signal is developed as a
voltage drop across R B" The variable resistance component of the sensor R,
is represented by the incremental resistance A R, which will be very small
with respect to R,. The coupling capacitor Cc will remove the common-mode
dc bias voltage from the amplifier input. The load resistance RL provides a
bias path for the amplifier input. A noise equivalent circuit is shown in
Fig. 84.
The voltage generator ~ represents the detected signal. It can be either a
voltage generator in series with the sensor resistance or a current generator,
Is = Y.s/Rs' in parallel with the source. Since AR, «< Rs (or we would not
be designing a low-noise amplifier), it will not be included in the expression.
The signal v:. is caused by the resistance or conductivity modulation of the

Figure 8-3 Circuit diagram for biased resistance sensor system.

BIASED RESlsnVE SENSOR
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Figure 8-4 Noise equi valent circuit for biased resistive source.

sensor resistance Rs and is
V = I !1R :::
s

B

S

V
BB

D.R
s

R s +R B

(8-1)

When the bias is a constant cun'ent source IBB' the voltage signal is
= fBB -I1R s ' In this case, the bias resistor RB is very large and the thennal
noise negligible. The current noise generator Inb becomes [nbC!) whlch
represents the noise of the current source which is probably frequency
dependent.
The noise current generator Ins in Fig. 8-4 represents three noise generators in the sensor. Many sensors, especially photoconductive radiation detectors, show thermal noise, 1/! noise, and G-R noise. Thermal noise is caused
by a fluctuation in the velocity of carriers as described in Chap. J. Second,
because current is flowing through a non perfect medium, there is IIf excess
noise generated. This has a LI f noise power spectrum as described in
Chap. 1. The third noise mechanism, generation-recombination noise or
G-R noise, is caused by fluctuations in the generation, recombination, and
trapping of carriers in the semiconductor. Generation-recombination fluctuations cause a variation in the number of carriers available whlch causes a
modulation in the conductivity of the semiconductor. Since thls is caused by
the random trapping and detrapping of conductors, it appears as noise. In
photoconductive radiation detectors, this noise is "white," has a flat spectrum over the useful frequency range, and will usually dominate the thennal
nOIse.
The bias resistor R B affects both the sensor signal and its noise. The noise
current generator Inb is the thermal noise current and excess noise of the
load resistance R B- Since the thenna1 noise of /" is inversely related to the
square root of the resistance, we again desire RB to be large. It is sometimes
possible to replace R B by a noise-free inductor for biasing and load. This
gives an additional low-frequency roll-off tenn. When a resistor is used for
biasing instead rf a current source, the signal is dependent on R B as shown
in Eq. 8-1. A larger resistor decreases the bias current and reduces the
output signal although a large resistor also reduces the noise. The resistor R B

v:
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requires a trade-off between gam and nOIse that depends on the sensor
characteristics.
The coupling capacitor Cc can be used to remove the common-mode
voltage from the amplifier. Cc must be large so that InXC will not contribute
noise at the lowest frequencies. Xc is the reactance of Ce . RL should be
kept much larger than R s so that I. does not contribute noise.
For the lowest-noise system, Rs will be the dominant noise source. Select
an amplifier En and In to provide an Ro equal to Rs and the minimum En I,
product.
8-3

OPTOElECTRON1C DETECTOR

An optoelectronic detector is used to detect various forms of visible and
nonvisible radiation and has a wide range of applications such as infrared
detection, heat measurement, light and color measurement, fiber optic detectors, sensors for compact disk players, laser detectors, and many other uses.
There are two general types of solid-state photon detectors: photoconductive and photovoltaic. In a photoconductive detector, radiation on a ceJl
produces a current in addition to the dark current. Bias is applied to the
cell to collect the current. In a photovoltaic detector. radiation on the cell
produces a voltage directly. Photoconductive cells can be fabricated from
bulk semiconductor material where the conductivity increases as radiant
energy is absorbed. This type of photoconductive detector was modeled in
Sec. 8-2. A more common form of this detector is a reverse-biased or
unbiased diode. The diode photodetector model will be developed in this
section. A simplified circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 8-5. Biasing voltage is
provided by supply VEE' This reverse bias will collect all the current generated by the radiant photon signal A, and a voltage signal is developed across
the load or bias resistor R E .
Most often photodiodes are used with op amps employing negative feedback to produce the photoconductive detector as shown in Fig. 8-6.
The feedback resistor R B produces a virtual ground at the anode ct
the photodiode which reduces the input impedance, thereby improving the
frequency response. The output voltage is Vo = -JDR B where ~ is the
reverse-bias current in the photodiode, also called the dark current. Ideally,

+VBB
Photodiode

.,

Figure 8-5

Circuit diagram for photodiode detector.
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I
Figure 8-6

Feedback amplifierfor photodiode detector.

R, = RB to reduce the output offset voltage caused by the input bias current.
However, R2 adds noise as can be seen from the noise equivalent circuit in
Fig. 8-7. The load resistor RB has the same effect on equivalent input noise
and gain for either circuit. The noise equivalent circuit of the photodiode
detector is shown in Fig. 8-7. The signal current source Is is located at the
input and

rd

= noiseless dynamic reverse-bias resistance of the photodiode

RB

=

Reel!

=

R,

=

Eull

=

En
Cd

=
=

feedback resistance
cell series resistance ( < 50 fl)
bias resistor for noninverting input
thermal noise of RCf!l1
amplifier noise voltage
cell capacitance
stray wiring capacitance
sensor dc photocurrent plus dark current
(4kT/RB)t/2 = thennal noise of RB

I,

=
=

InB

=

I

= (Is~

Cw

1:1
1112
12

+{6-R +I}/!)1/2

= amplifier noise cun'ent for inverting input

= amplifier noise current for noninverting input
= thermal noise current of R2

The photodiode signal Is is a current proportional to the light intensity.
The shot noise current term of I, depends on the dc leakage and photOCUTrent L ], should also include the G-R noise and the excess low-frequency
II! noise. Most of the circuit impedances shunt the signal source. The series
resistance Reell is usually less than 50 fl so EceJf is negligible. The load
resistance (or bias resistance) RB is a thermal noise current generator so it
should be large to minimize the noise contribution,

~

10

o

.--------------«

*

[rIB

)>-----,

RB
Ecell

I
I

q)'

Rceu
VIIQ,Erw

rd

I

I
I

Figure 8-7

Noise equivaJent circuit of photodiode detector.
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The cell capacitance Cd and wiring capacitance Cw probably will be the
frequency-limiting elements so they should be kept as small as possible. A
"guarded" amplifier input terminal will reduce the wiring capacitance. Although the amplifier input capacitance C i and input resistance Ri drop out
cf the noise expression, they do affect the amplifier gain. This gives us a
mechanism for optimizing the frequency and noise responses separately.
An unbiased diode or a photovoltaic diode uses a similar model. The
biasing resistor RB may be removed. If there is dc current flowing due to the
ambient light level, there will be a shot noise component. The shunt resistance of the diode can be determined from the diode equation. Diode shot
noise was discussed in Sec. 1-] L
A field effect transistor (PET) input stage amplifier may be ideal for
photodiodes with their high impedance and low capacitance. [f the PET is
connected in the common-drain configuration, the Miller effect is not present, reducing the amplifier input capacitance. The high-resistance levels in
the sensor-amplifier network result in a low value of the upper cutoff
frequency for the system. To make the system broadband, two approaches
can be followed. A "lead" network can be connected near the amplifier
output to compensate for the high-frequency loss, or negative feedback can
be employed around the amplifier.
8-3-1

Photodiode Noise Mechanisms

Figure 8-7 shows the noise circuit of a photodiode amplifier system and
illustrates the four types of principal noise mechanisms: Ilf noise, shot
noise, generation-recombination noise, and thermal noise. The first three
are the noise current generators induded in lp. The thermal noise comes
from the diode series resistance Reel! and is included as Eceu" A plot of noise
versus frequency for a photodetector is shown in Fig. 8-8.
Excess noise or lit noise is characterized by its frequency spectrum. The
square cr the noise current is inversely proportional to the frequency. llf

N'~

:::

Total noise

I -----I

~ ~--~~~------~----~~

'0
c:

~ ~--------~--------------~~~--~---

~

Shot noise Ish
Thermal noise

Sf

~

/

~

Log frequency

Figure 8-8

Noise sources in a photodiode.

Ins = Ecell

~
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noise is primarily caused by carrier trapping at or near the surface and is a
result of lattice defects and impurities. This noise was discussed in Chap. L
Shot noise is a fundamental noise mechanism as is thermal noise. Shot
noise is caused by the random arrival of carriers crossing a diode junction. It
can be calculated as lsi = 2qID Ai as derived in Chap. 1. Thelmal noise is
caused by the random motion of carriers in a conductor or semiconductor. It
can be calculated as E~ = 4kTR Af as derived in Chap. 1.
Generation-recombination, G-R. noise is often the dominant noise
mechanism in photodetectors. Fluctuations in the generation, recombination,
and trapping of carriers in semiconductors cause G- R noise. This causes the
number of free carriers to fluctuate. Hence the conductivity of the material
fluctuates. Although G-R noise appears similar to thermal noise, it is a
separate mechanism where the conductivity of the solid fluctuates because
the number of carriers changes, whereas for thermal noise the number of
carriers is essentially constant but the instantaneous velocity c:f the carriers
changes. The spectral response of G-R noise is white up to a frequency
determined by the lifetime of the carriers in the photodetector [1].
Thermal noise is the only noise which occurs in a passive resistance and
which is independent of current bias. All other noise sources require the
existence of a current and the noise increases with current flow. The shot
noise is proportional to the square root of the cunent. Generation-recombination and Vf noises are proportional to the current. Thermal and shot
noises are white, but G-R and IIf noises have a characteristic frequency
response.
Background photon noise is the ultimate noise limit of a photodetector.
This is the noise due to the random arrival of photons and the generation ci
carriers in the detector, much as the random collection of electrons generates
shot noise. An ideal detector is background photon noise limited and has a
quantum efficiency ci unity. Background-limited infrared photodetectors are
said to be in the blip condition where blip is the acronym [2].
The threshold noise performance can be best specified in telms of a noise
equivalent input signal. The Iwise equivalent power, NEP, is a figure-of-merit
used for comparison of sensors. NEP is the value of the input signal (in this
case light power) that produces an output electrical signal equal to the noise
output present when no input is applied Thus in equation form we have
Noise current (AjHzl/2)

NEP=-----~---~

Current responsivity (A/W)

W/Hzl/2

or
lp

NEP=-

CR

A low value for NEP corresponds to a bigh sensitivity.

(8-2)
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PIN Photodiode Sensor

One type of sensor commonly used for visible and near-infrared detection is
the PIN photodiode. The PIN photodiode is a photodiode as shown schematically in Fig. 8-6 with an intrinsic layer added to improve performance. It is
easy to fablicate and gives good sensitivity. In this section several of the
engineering considerations relevant to the application of this device are
discussed. The device is a detector for visible and near-infrared radiation. It
is contained in a TO-I8 can with a glass-window cap to admit radiation. The
diode is a biased detector, with the biasing voltage between 5 and 20 V dc for
best performance.
The PIN photodiode is a semiconductor" sandwich" composed of an "I"
or intrinsic layer of silicon with p-type silicon diffused into its upper face and
n-type silicon forming the lower face. The [-layer is purposely thick; the
.p-layer is very thin. The external surfaces of the sandwich are covered with
gold to prevent optical radiation from reaching the semiconductor material.
A dc bias of less than 50 V is applied to the structure with its positive
connected to the n-material and its negative connected to the p-material. No
connection is made to the I-layer.
Light energy can reach the diode through an aperture in the gold coating
above the p-layer. When a photon is absorbed by the silicon, a hole and an
electron are liberated from a broken covalent bond. Because the p-Iayeris so
thin, the bond that is broken is in the I-layer. The applied potential
establishes an electric field in that layer that accelerates the hole toward the
.p-Iayer and the electron toward the n-Iayer. Naturally, this charge movement
constitutes a current, the value of which is dependent on the intensity ci light
impinging on the device.
Electrically, the PIN diode's behavior is similar to a conventional junction
diode. The reverse bias controls the capacitance of the structure; increasing
the value of the bias to 20 V reduces that capacitance to less than I pF in
some types. The thin p-Iayer can be represented by a low-valued resistance;
the current leakage through the device under reverse bias can be modeled by
a large resistance.
In the small-signal and noise model of Fig. 8-7, Rcell is the series
resistance of the semiconductor, which is less than 50 !1. The elements Cd
and r d are the diode's capacitance and dynamic resistance, typicaUy 5 pF and
10 Gil, respectively. Is is the signal current resulting from illumination. The
major noise source is shot noise, Ish = (2qID Af)l/2, where Iv is the dark or
leakage current which is as low as 100 pA.
Some excess Vf noise is generated in the photodiode. I t can be included
in the Ip generator. It has a noise corner of about 20 to 30 Hz and rises at
about 10 dB/decade for frequencies below that break.
The signal source Is is capable of high current responsivity (CR); it can
provide an output of some 0.5 J.LAj J.LW in the band of light wavelengths from
05 to 0.8 Mom. This band includes part of the visible spectrum and a portion
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of the infrared spectrum. The quoted responsivity corresponds to 0.75 elec~
trons/photon or a quantum efficiency of 75%. The NEP for a PIN sensor can
be as low as - I 10 dB m /Hz 1/ 2 (dB, refers to dB below a I-mW reference).
The corresponding numerical value of NEP for this case is 1.1 X 10- 14
W /Hz 1/2. For an input light power level of 1 pW, the SIN ratio for the
device, found by dividing the signal current by the noise current, is nearly 40
dB.
The threshold sensitivity of a PIN photodiode system is adversely affected
if the diode is forced to feed a low-resistance load. A I..o.v shunting resistance
value results in a dispropo11ionate amount of thennal noise at the input
tenninals, relative to the signal and noise from the photodiode sensor. In
the noise equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 8-7, sensor shot noise is L,
shunt resistance is R B' and the noise current associated with RBis shown
as L- Applying the definition of NEP to this circuit, we may obtain NEP =
(f; I;B)1/2/eR. It is clear that I;B must be somewhat less than I; to
reach an NEP level comparable with the unloaded figure given earlier. For
~ = 100 pA, I; = 3.2 X 10- 29 X For I;B to equal
RB must be 500
MR. Whereas it is usually not necessary for RB to be that large in a practical
application, it may be recognized that I;B = 4kT/RB and, consequently,
noise current increases for decreasing values of R B'
The amplifier requirement can be satisfied in several ways. A bipolar
transistor, selected for low noise, can be connected as an emitter-follower
input stage; its operating point and load resistance are selected for low-noise
and high-input impedance. A field effect transistor (PET) is ideal for this
application. If the FET is connected in the common-drain configuration, the
Miller effect is not present and thus the amplifier input capacitance is low.
The high-resistance levels in the sensor-amplifier network result in a low
value of the upper cutoff frequency for the system. That frequency is
approximately 1/27T(Cd + C)Rp, where C j is the capacitance of the amplifier and Rp = RB!\R j • We see that for Cd = Ci = 5 pF and Rp = 10 MR, the
cutoff frequency is a few thousand hertz. To broadband the system, negative feedback can be employed around the amplifier to reduce the input
impedance.
Good examples of the design of high-impedance amplifiers for photodiodes are given in the Analog Devices specification sheet [3] and in its 1992
Amplifier Applications Guide [4].

+

I;,

8-4

RLC SENSOR MODEL

The RLC sensor models magnetic tape recorder heads, coils, inductive
pickups, dynamic microphones, linear variable differential transformers, and
various other inductive sensors. RLC sensors may be resonant devices, but
their principal characteristic is the inductive signal source. A general circuit
diagram is shown in Fig. 8-9.

RLe SENSOR MODEL
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Figure 8-9 System diagram for RLC sensor.

The noise model shown in Fig. 8-10 contains the noise source Es to
represent the thennal noise that may be present in the real part ci the sensor
impedance R. The sensor is assumed to have shunt inductance represented
by Lp. Cp represents the inductor capacitance and wiring capacitance or
external capacitance added to resonate the sensor.
For the circuit configuration of Fig. 8-10:

Rs = sensor series resistance or real part of the impedance
RL = load resistance
Lp = sensor inductance
Cp = shunt capacitance
Es = thennaJ noise voltage of Rs
En = noise voltage of amplifier
IL = thenna! noise current of RL
In = noise current of amplifier
In the RLC example in Chap. 7, the effect of resonance is seen in
Eq. 7-14. At resonance the En value is minimum. The I, term is dependent
only on the impedance of the series inductance and resistance.
The signal in the R L C sensor is usually a voltage proportional to the
rate-of-change of fl.uK linkage. The coil Ls and resistor Rs can also be

En
. . . - - - - - - , - - - - - , r - -....H - - - , . - - - r - - /

*

) - - - 0 . , - - -......

Figure 8-10 Noise equivalent circuit for RLC sensor.
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expressed as a parallel resistance and inductance. Then the voltage generator
Es would become 1" a thermal noise current generator.
Magnetic-core coils show a decreasing inductance and increasing seIies
resistance loss at high frequencies due to eddy-current losses. Since the real
part of the coil impedance is a thenna1 noise generator, it may be necessary
to calculate or model the inductance and resistance at each frequency. The
real and reactive parts of impedance as a function of frequency can be
measured on an impedance bridge.
The design of an inductive sensor can be optimized to obtain the maximum signal-to-noise ratio. The voltage signal is proportional to the number
of turns. The coil resistance is proportional to the turns for small diameters,
and the noise is proportional to the square root of the turns so the signal
increases faster than the noise as the turns increase. When the coil becomes
large enough in diameter, the resistance increases faster than the square c:i
turns, and the signal-to-noise ratio begins to fall off.

8-5

PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER

A piezoelectric transducer generates an electrical signal when it is mechanically stressed, as the name implies-"piezo," mechanical, and "electric" for
an electrical output. Thls is usually a reversible process so the same ceramic
element can be used as the sonar "pinger" and the signal detector. That is, a
mechanical strain gives an electrical output and an electrical voltage on the
element gives a mechanical deflection. Butane matches "snap" a piezoelectric element to make the spark.
A common example of a piezoelectric sensor is the crystal phonograph
cartridge. Other common applications are microphones, hydrophones, sonar,
seismic detectors, vibration sensors, accelerometers, and other devices where
there is mechanical to electrical energy conversion.
Ferroelectric ceramic elements and quartz crystals are common examples
of piezoelectric transducers. They are generally characterized as a capacitor
whlch generates a charge when mechanically strained. The output signal is a
small current flowing through a high external impedance. Often these sensors
are hard such as ceramic elements but there are also plastic films such as
polyvinyldifiouride, PVDF, which are also piezoelectric. Often pyroelectric

- - Sensor

Figure 8-11 System diagram for piezoelectric sensor.
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*
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Es

Figure 8-12

Noise equivalent circuit for piezoelectric transducer.

radiation detectors also can be modeled since they are capacitive elements
that generate a charge when heated by incident radiant energy_
A system diagram is shown in Fig. 8-11 and a noise equivalent circuit for
the piezoelectric system is shown in Fig. 8- J 2. The sensor is modeled by
series resistance Rs and by so-called "mechanical" inductance LM and
capacitance and CM. Electrical reactances are modified by the mechanical
coupling to the acoustic medium. The resulting electrical parameters of the
crystal are a combination of mechanical and electrical properties. The block
or bulk capacitance CB of the transducer parallels the L ArCM circuit.
At frequencies below the L~CM resonance, eM and CB fonn a voltage
divider. Since C B may be IOCM , the signal to the amplifier is only Is/IO. The
external inductance Lx can be resonated with sensor and wiring capacitances and can improve the signal transmission. These transducers have two
and C M as well as the parallel
resonances, a series resonance of L
resonance of (eM + CB) and Lx. Because of the reactance of the transducer,
it is commonly operated at its parallel resonance frequency.
For the circuit configuration of Fig. 8·12:
LM

=

Lx =

eM =
CB
Cp

=

R,

=

RL

=

Es

=

IL

=

Is

=

=

mechanical inductance
external inductance
mechanical capacitance
block or bulk capacitance
cable capacitance
series loss resistance
load resistance
thermal noise of Rs = C4kTR.Jl/ 2
thermal noise of RL = (4kT jRL)l/2
signal current source
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The system equivalent input noise is

(8-3)
and 4 ZL is the parallel impedance
of C a , Cp , ~ and R,. Zp is ZL in parallel with Z.r
The equivalent input noise has two noise voltage and two noise current
tenns. Since R, is small, thermal noise is usually negligible. The En contribution is small with respect to I, for this high-impedance device. The noise
current tenns dominate. At low frequencies Zp is extremely large, primarily
the impedance of CB and Cpo To keep the noise current contribution small,
RL should be large and In smalL This implies a bipolar transistor biased at a
very low conector current (in the microampere range or less), or a FET with
low gate leakage current. The InZp term is most prominent at low frequencies where 1/f noise is likely to manifest itself. This constitutes a second vote
for the FET since its noise current In has a very small I / f component. Also,
the FET requires little or no biasing so RL can be extremely large. Resonating the sensor decreases the equivalent input noise, that is, increases the
signal-to-noise ratio at the resonant frequency.
Examples of charge amplifiers are given in the Analog Devices specification sheet and applications guide [3, 4].

Z, is the series impedance of R"

eM)

8-6 TRANSFORMER MODEL
There are three main reasons for using an input transformer to couple the
signal source to the amplifier. The first is to transfonn the impedance of the
source to match the amplifier noise resistance Ro of the amplifier and
minimize the system noise. The second is to provide isolation between the
source and amplifier. A third reason is for impedance matching to obtain
maximum signal power transfer. Although the transformer can potentially
reduce the equivalent input noise of the amplifier, its own noise mechanisms
can contribute to the overall system noise.
A transformer has the ability to transform impedance levels. To demonstrate
this statement, consider the ideal transformer shown in Fig. 8-13. It is
lossless~ therefore, the power levels at the primary and secondary are equal

vl

V\2
-=-

R\

Rz

(8-4)

where Rl is the resistive load connected to the secondary tennjnals, and R t
is the effective (reflected) load at the primary tenninals (not the dc resistance
of the transformer winding, because that resistance is assumed negligible
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Ideal transformer

,------1

, ______ J

Figure 8-13

Ideal transformer.

when we state that the device is ideal). Let the ratio of primary to secondary
turns be l:T. Then the voltages are related according to

(8-5)
Substitution of Eq. 8-5 into Eq. 8-4 gives the reflected secondary resistance at
the primary

(8-6)
By an appropriate choice of T, the desired impedance level can be realized.
The use of an input transfonner between the sensor and amplifier improves the system noise perfonnance by matching the sensor resistance with
the amplifier optimum source resistance Ro' Consider the secondary circuit
as shown in Fig. 8-14 containing noise generators En and /,. We have
defmed Ro = En/ In- When these quantities are reflected to the primary as
E~ and l~, we obtain
EI
n

=

E
T

2

and

I~ =

TI,

(8-7)

The ratio of the reflected noise parameters is RID:
E'
R' =~
o
l'n

(8-8)

Figure 8-14 Amplifier noise genera-

tors located at secondary.
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Figure 8-15 Transfonner-coupled source.

Now match
follows that

R~

to the source resistance R,. Since we are free to select T, it

(8-9)

This ensures that the amplifier sees the optimum source resistance Ro to
achieve the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
A transfonner-coupled input stage is shown in Fig. 8-15. The signal source
is represented by a resistance R, but it could be an impedance or any
network.
The circuit diagram given in Fig. 8-16 is a small-signal ac equivalent of the
transfonner-coupled system. The transfonner is represented by the primary
winding resistance Rp, the primary inductance L p, and the reflected secondary series resistance R~ec' This 'IT'' equivalent circuit is valid for lowfrequency analysis. The load resistance R~ and the input quantities R~ and
C; carry the prime designation to indicate they have been "reflected" by the
transfonner turns ratio. A transformer turns ratio T means it has a primaryto-secondary turns ratio of l:T.
A noise model with a noiseless transfonner can be developed from the
"T" model as shown in Fig. 8-17. This model does not reflect the secondary
network to the primary side. Transformers have ohmic resistances in both the
----------J
:

....---i-~

Rp

R~

I

E'n

1

~+-I_ _~-{

Ri.

* r--r----"""T""------,
*

rn.

R~
I

Transformer

Figure 8-16 Ac equivalent circuit for transfonner-coupled source.
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Figure 8-17
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Rsec

____ I

Noise equivalent circuit for transfonner-coupled source.

primary and secondary windings that generate thermal noise and may result
in signal power loss. The primary and secondary resistances are R, and Rsec
and their thermal noise generators are Ep and ~. The element Rc is a
representation of the core losses caused by eddy currents in the conductive
core. Since this is a real dissipative resistance, it will exhibit thennal noise Iw
The primary winding inductance Lp shunts the ideal portion of the practical
trans fonner, and with the source resistance is the cause of low-frequency
roll-off. High-frequency perfonnance is limited by the wiring capacitances C 1
and C 2 • These reactive impedances are noiseless. Only dissipative elements
generate thermal noise so they do not have thennal noise generators. The
source and load resistances R, and RL also have thermal noise generators
Es and E L • Generally R, = R~ec for most transfonners.
For the circuit configuration of Fig. 8-17:
resistance of the transformer primary

Rp

=

Rsec

secondary resistance of the transformer
= secondary resistance reflected to primary
= resistive core loss
= source resistance
= secondary load resistance

R~ec

Rc

R,
R ,~

Lp
T

=

= transformer primary inductance
= transfonner secondary to primary turns ratio

noiseless transfonner with turns ratio T
Ep
= thermal noise of Rp = C4kTRp)1/2
E rs = thennal noise of R sec
Es
= thermal noise of R,
EL
= thennal noise of R L
l,e
= thermal noise of Rc
= input signal voltage
C 1; C 2= primary and secondary shunt capacitances
TJ

=
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When the transformer equi valent circuit in Fig. 8-17 is used in a PSpice
simulation, only the components are entered. Values for the thermal noise
generators are automatically calculated and entered by PSpice when the
.NOISE option is selected. Be sure to include the actual source and load
impedances as well as the amplifier noise model that represents your circuit.
In addition to the resistive noise mechanisms, there are second-order
noise effects in a transformer that must be reduced. The transfOlmer must be
magnetically shielded and wound with balanced windings to minimize pickup
of external ac fields. Also, the transformer should be tightly packaged to
minimize microphonic shock sensitivity. The high-permeability core in a
low-level instrument transformer tends to be highly magnetostrictive and
sensitive to flexing and mechanical motion.
For high common-mode rejection, interwinding electrostatic shields should
be used. When testing a low-level transformer, an ohmmeter should not be
used. It could magnetize the core and therefore decrease the inductance and
increase the microphonics. It is difficult to degauss the windings once they
are magnetized. The inductance and resistance are best measured by using a
bridge.

SUMMARY
a. To design the lowest-noise system with the highest signal-to-noise ratio, it
is necessary to use the sensor model as part of the noise analysis.
b. A low-noise design requires matching the amplifier's noise characteristics
to the sensor noise and impedance.
c. A sensor noise model is developed from the ac equivalent circuit by
adding thennal noise generators to all resistances and shot noise generators to all diode junctions. Excess Uf noise and G-R noise generators
are added at the appropriate points.
d. When analyzing a sensor noise model with PSpice, the thermal and shot
noise generators are automatically entered by PSpice. The lIf noise and
G-R noise generators must be inserted as circuit elements in the circuit
description.
e. Biased resistive detectors do not generate a signal directly so they must be
biased with a low-noise dc generator through a load impedance. This load
impedance is critical since it may contribute noise and it affects the gain ct
the detector.
f. Optoelectronic devices are ideally limited by photon noise rather than the
internally generated G-R noise.
g. For RLC and piezoelectric sensors, circuit resonance can have a large
effect on system noise.

PROBLEMS
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h. Eddy current and core losses can contribute noise to the inductive sensor
as well as the thelmal noise of the coil resistance.
1. A transformer matches sensor impedance to an amplifier's optimum noise
resistance R o ' but the transfonner winding resistance and core loss will
contribute thermal noise.

PROBLEMS
8-1. Using Fig. 8-2, derive expressions which show the effect that the coupling capacitance Cc has upon the four noise sources which contribute

to E;i'
8·2. A diagram of the TSL250 light-to-voltage optical sensor is shown in
Fig. P8-2. The typical output voltage for this unit at a frequency of 20 Hz
is specified as 0.6 J.LV 1Hz 1/2. When the irradiance is zero, the dc output
voltage is 3 mY. The irradiance responsitivity is 85 mY1(j.LW /crn 2 ).
Assume RF = 100 ko' and that the op amp is noiseless.

Cp

FJgUre P8-2

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Determine the shot noise and lIf noise components which contribute to the total photodiode noise current, L Neglect I G - R
noise.
Find the noise corner frequency of the photodiode.
Now assume that the reverse dynamic resistance of the photodiode
is 100 kft. Also assume that all the output noise is II! noise due
to the noise voltage of the op amp. Find En at the given frequency
of 20 Hz.
Detemtine what additional infonnation is required in order to
calculate the NEP for this TSL250 optical sensor.
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8·3. The RLC sensor of Fig. 8-10 has the following component values:
Rs = 150 .n, RL = 10 k.n, L~ = 1 rnH, Cp = 35 pF, C c = 1 nF, En = 10
nV /Hz 1/2, In = 3 pA/Hzl/ .
(a)
(b)

Find the resonant frequency, fo'
Perfonn a SPICE simulation to detennine the total noise voltage
Eni evaluated over the frequency range from 1 kHz to 1 GHz.
Ex press your answer in l

8-4. Refer to the equivalent noise circuit for the piezoelectric transducer
shown in Fig. 8-12. The components have the following numerical
values: Rs = 40 .n, RL = 5 k.n, LM = 1.0 mH, Lx = 0.1 mH, CM = 1
nF, ClJ = 4 nF, Cp = 200 pF, En = 4 nV /Hzl/2, I, = 0.02 pA/Hzl/2.
(a) Find the series and parallel resonant frequencies, fos and fop.
(b) Perform a SPICE simulation to determine the total equivalent
input noise current Ini evaluated over the frequency ranges from
200 kHz to 400 kHz. Express your answer in I".
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PART III

DESIGNING FOR LOW NOISE

The signal-to-noise ratio is about unity in each photo. The top waveform is a
sinusoidal signal in white noise; the bottom waveform is a sinusoidal signal in 1If
noise. White noise appears "furry" or "grassy" on an oscilloscope; 1/f noise appears
"rough" and "jumpy."
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CHAPTER 9

LOW-NOISE DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In this chapter we will deemphasize models and equations and provide an
overview of low-noise design. We will give an overal1 perspective on the
design process. This combines all of the material from the previous chapters
plus years of design experience to provide some general guidelines on how to
start the design of a low-noise system. Other chapters are very specific and
mathematically rigorous, but this one generalizes to show the big picture, to
give an overview.
We have discussed the noise mechanisms present in electronic devices,
shown models to represent the noise behavior of those devices, and described
the noise models for a wide variety of sensors. Furthermore, we have treated
the methods of circuit analysis peculiar (0 noise problems. Now we tum our
attention to system design. The information contained in the preceding
chapters is used to create new low-noise systems that perform according to
the design requirements.
Low-noise design from the system designer's viewpoint is concerned with
the following problem: Given a sensor with known signal, noise, impedance,
and response characteristics, how do we optimize the amplifier design to
achieve the lowest value of equivalent input noise?
The amplifying portion of the system must be matched to the sensor. This
matching is the essence of low-noise design.

9-1

CIRCUIT DESIGN

When designing an amplifier for a specific application, there are many
specifications to be met and decisions to be made. These include gam,
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bandwidth, impedance levels, feedback, stability, dc power, cost. and, as
expected, signal-to-noise requirements. Amplifier designers can elect one of
two paths. Typically, they worry about the gain and bandwidth fust and later
in the design process they check for noise. We strongly urge the reverse
approach, with initial emphasis on noise performance. Although there are
many low-noise devices available, all do not perfonn equally for all signal
sources. To obtain the optimum noise performance, it is necessary to select
the proper amplifying device (FET, BJT, or Ie) and operating point for the
specific sensor or input source. Feedback and filtering can then be added to
meet the additional design requirements. A critical noise specification can be
one of the most serious limiting factors in a design; it is best to meet the most
stringent requirement head-on.
To start the design, first select the input-stage device, discrete or IC, BJT,
or FET. The operating point is then selected. If preliminary analysis shows
that the noise specification can be met, a circuit configuration (CS, CD, or
CG) can be selected and the amplifier designed to meet the remainder of the
circuit requirements. Noise is essentially unaffected by circuit configuration
and overall negative feedback. Therefore, the transistor and its operating
point can be selected to meet the circuit noise requirements. Then the
configuration or feedback can be determined to meet the gain, bandwidth,
and impedance requirements. This approach allows the circuit designer to
optimize for the noise and for the other circuit requirements independently.
After selecting a circuit configuration, analyzing it for nonnoise requirements may indicate that it will not meet all the specifications . .If the
bandwidth is too narrow, more stages and additional feedback can be added,
the bias current of the input transistor can be increased, or a transistor with a
larger IT can be selected. Then noise can be recalculated to see if it is still
within specjfications. This iterating procedure ensures obtaining satisfactory
noise performance and prevents locking in on a high-noise condition at the
very start of the design. Once the design is frozen and you find that you have
too much noise, it is difficult and very expensive to make minor changes that
lower the noise.
Much of the work that the authors have done as consultants is to reduce
the noise of a system in or near production. This is always a challenging task.
It is always better and less expensive to spend the time on the initial design
to obtain the desired noise than to fix it later during production. A noise
specialist js very helpfuJ during the early analysis and design phase in
providing the optimum design concept.

9-2

DESIGN PROCEDURE

The ultimate limit of egu i valent input noise is determined by the sensor
impedance and the first stage Q1 of the amplifier. The source impedance
ZsCf) and noise generators En(f) and InCf) representing Q1 are each a
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different function of frequency. Initial steps in the design procedure are the
selection of the type of input device, such as BJT, PET, or le, and the
associated operating point to obtain the desired noise characteristic as
described in Chaps. 5 and 6. In the simplest case of a resistive source, match
the amp1ifier s optimum source resistance Ro to the resistance of the source
or sensor. This minimizes the equivalent input noise at a single frequency as
described in Chap. 2. If the amplifier is operated over a band of frequencies,
the noise must be integrated over this interval. Since the noise mechanisms
and sensor impedance are functions of frequency, the PSpice computer
program is used to perform this integration. Use of the PSpice program for
noise analysis is discussed in Chap. 4. The resulting analysis may indicate that
there is too much noise to meet the requirements or it may suggest a
different operating point. By changing devices and/or operating points,
theoretical performance can approach an optimum. [f the initial analysis
indicates that the specifications cannot be met, then no amount of circuit
design is going to reduce the equivalent input noise to an acceptable level.
The noise of the first stage must be low to obtain overall low system noise.
The following stages cannot reduce noise no matter how good. Subsequent
stages, however. can add noise so the design of these stages must be
considered for a low-noise system. This is frequently a problem when
designing high-frequency amplifiers. There is not enough gain-bandwidth in
the first stage to provide high gain with the bandwidth needed. Then the
noise of the following stages may contribute.
After selecting the input stage the circuit is designed. Set up the biasing,
determine the succeeding stages (Chap. 10), the coupling networks, and the
power supply (Chap. 13). Then analyze the total noise of the entire system,
including the bias-network contributions to ensure that you can stilI meet the
noise specifications. Finally. add the overall negative feedback to provide the
desired impedance. gain, and frequency response. The noise models for noise
in fcedback amplifiers are derived in Chap. 3. Of course, these requirements
should have been kept in mind while doing the initial noise design. Input
impedance, frequency response, and gain are not basic to one type of
transistor or to one particular operating point. Overall negative feedback can
be used to increase or decrease input impedance or to broaden the frequency
response and set the gain.
If it appears at this time that one or more of these circuit requirements
cannot be met, then readjust the circuit to suit these needs and make another
noise analysis to ensure that the design continues to meet the noise specifications. Continuing around the loop ct noise analysis, circuit synthesis, and
back to noise analysis will provide the best design.
The question can be asked, "In a low-level application do you always
design the amplifier for the lowest possible noise?" The answer is "not
necessarily." Often there is not much value in designing for a noise figure of
less than 2 to 3 dB. A NF ci 3 dB is equivalent to a signal-to-noise ratio of
1:1. In other words, the amplifier and sensor are each contributing equal
i
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noise, and the total system noise is Ii times either component. If, from
supreme design effort, the amplifier noise is reduced to 1110 of the source
noise, the total system noise is now reduced by 1/ Ii or about 0.707 of the
3-dB condition. It is impressive to say that your amplifier has a NF of 0.3 dB,
but really, in tenus of the signal-to-noiseratio, only 30% is gained with a NF
of less than 3 dB.
Applications such as cooled clyogenic sensors, reactive sources, and active
systems do require very low equivalent input noise. For an active system
consisting of a transmitter and receiver, a reduction of 3 dB in the receiver
noise is equivalent to doubling the transmitter power. That can be significant.
Another difficult task is designing a system to operate from a reactive
source with only a small resistive component. In this case a NF of 3 dB may
not be meaningful. For example, with an inductance and small series resistance, thennal noise can be negligible, but in reality the system noise is
dominated by II/XL at the higher frequencies. To obtain the best peifon1wnce.
do lWt design for minimum N F, but design for lowest equivalent input noise En;
over the bandwidth of interest.

9- 3

SELECTION OF AN ACTIVE DEVICE

An active input device can be an [C with a bipolar or FET input stage or a
discrete transistor. Selection depends primarily on the source impedance and
frequency range. I t is difficult to say exactly where each type of device should
be used. To assist in decisions of this type, a general guide is shown in
Fig. 9-1.
At the lowest values of source resistance, it is usually necessary to use
transfOimer coupling at the input to match the source resistance to the
amplifier R,.
Bipolar transistors and bipolar input rCs are most useful at midrange
impedances. Adjustment ci R 0 to match the source impedance is made by
MOSFET

BJT

~

JFET

....

Transformer
coupled
~

Ie amplifliers
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changing the transistor collector current with higher currents for lower
resistances as derived in Chap. 5. There is a slight difference between pnp
and npn transis(Ors~ the pnp can have a lower base resistance due to the
higher mobility of the n-type base region. The pnp thus has a lower thennal
noise voltage and can be used with smaller source resistances. On the other
hand, npn transistors often have a slightly larger 13 0 and iT' and so are more
useful at the higher end of the resistance range. This is especially true for IC
npn transistors made in the standard bipolar process. Lateral and substrate
integrated pnp transistors are almost always inferior to npn types.
At higher values of source resistance, PETs are more desirable because of
their very low noise current L. In some instances, they are even preferred
when a low En is desired. In fact, when operating with a very wide range of
source resistances, such as in an instrumentation amplifier application, a
JFET is generally preferred for the input stage. A typical JFET has an En
slightly larger than that of a bipolar transistor, but its In is significantly lower.
This is of particular value when operating from a reactive source over a wide
frequency range because the source impedance is linearly related to frequency. Another advantage of the FET is its higher input resistance and low
input capacitance; thus it is particularly useful as a voltage amplifier. FET
input impedance is highly frequency sensitive because of the high input
resistance.
For the highest source resistances the MOSFET with its extremely low L
has an advantage. The MOSFET may have 10 to 100 times the l/f noise
voltage En of a JFET or BJT. As processing techniques have improved, the
MOSFET is becoming more attractive as a low-noise device. The advantages
of MOSFET devices include low cost and compatibility with the digital IC
process. I t is frequently desirable to combine a MOSFET input signal
amplification stage with digital signal processing on the same chip.
Integrated amplifiers, ICs, are usually the fIrst choice for amplifier designs
because of their low cost and ease of use. There are many good low-noise Ie
devices available with guaranteed maximum noise specs. However, when
selecting the one Ie for your design, the source impedance and the transistor
type must still be considered. All of the preceding statements about input
stages apply when selecting the ] C for your design. For lower source
impedances, select a bipolar unit IC, and for higher impedances, select a
FET input IC. In general, les will have slightly higher noise than discrete
devices because of the extra processing and IC fabrication design constraints.
Usually, an IC can be selected that will provide noise levels equal to a
discrete transistor circuit at moderate impedances and frequencies. If stateof-the-art perfonnance is needed, use a discrete BIT or JFET stage ahead of
the IC. This is usually only required at the lowest and highest frequencies as
well as very low or high impedances. In most ICs the circuit designer does
not have control over the Q-point of the input device or devices. Therefore,
the major consideration for designing with IC amplifiers is the type of device
being used in the first stage.
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9-4 DESIGNING WITH FEEDBACK

After determination of the input device, its operating point, and configuration, we can add overall multistage negative feedback to achieve the required
input impedance, amplifier gain, and frequency response. As shown in Chap.
3, negative feedback does not increase or decrease the equivalent input noise
except for the additional noise contribution of the feedback resistors themselves. Feedback will decrease the output noise and signal. In effect, single""
stage negative feedback is utilized if the design employs either the common
base-gate or common-collector-drain configurations because these stages
have 100% current and voltage feedback, respectively. rmproved performance is achieved by using negative feedback around an op amp and a
discrete input stage.
If an amplifier with a low input resistance at the amplifier tenninals is
desired, use negative feedback to the inverting input of an op amp as shown
in Fig. 9-2. The input resistance is reduced in proportion to the feedback
factor, the ratio of the open-Ioop-to-c1osed-loop amplifier gains. This makes
the amplifier inverting input a virtual ground. A low input resistance is
required when an amplifier must respond to a signal current rather than
voltage. Low input impedance is useful to minimize the effects of amplifier
input shunting capacitance on the frequency response of the source resistance R,.
An amplifier with high input impedance and reduced input capacitance
results from the addition of negative feedback to the inverting input of an op
amp as shown in Fig. 9-3a. A high impedance is needed when the amplifier
must respond to the voltage signal from a high-impedance source without
loading. This makes the best general-purpose instrumentation amplifier. FET
input op amps offer the highest input resistance. The addition of a discrete
common-source stage at the input can offer lower noise. Overall negative
feedback to the source of a common-source input stage, as shown in Fig.
9-3b, raises the amplifier's input impedance.
Detennining the input impedance of an amplifier with overall negative
feedback can be confusing. If the input impedance is measured with the
typical low-resistance impedance bridge, the measured values will agree well
with the calculations. On the other hand, you can measure the input
impedance by inserting a variable resistor in series with the input signal

FIgure 9-2

Low-input-impedance feedback amplifier.

BANDWIDTH AND SOURCE REQUIREMENTS
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-VEE

(a)

(b)

High-input-impedance amplifiers: (a) Noninverting amplifier and
CS stage added for higher input resistance.

Figure 9-3
(b)

source and increasing its value until the output signal halves. The input
impedance then should equal the value of the series resistor. Using this
method on a negative feedback amplifier often produces a lower measured
value of input impedance than measured with the impedance bridge. The
measuring resistor has become a part of the overall feedback network. Which
value is correct? That depends on the source resistance. For low source
resistances the bridge value is correct. For very large resistances, greater than
the open-loop R i , the second method is correct, If we do not simulate actual
system conditions when making measurements of this type, the test results
obtained can be in error.

9-5

BANDWIDTH AND SOURCE REQUIREMENTS

An important point to remember when designing low-noise amplifiers is not
to overdesign for wide bandwidth. Be sure that the amplifier or system has
definite low- and high-frequency roll-offs and that these are set as narrow as
possible to pass only the signal spectrum required. The amplifier has a
certain amount of noise in each hertz of bandwidth, and the greater the
amplifier bandwidth the greater the output noise. There is no value in having
an amplifier with a frequency response wider than the spectrum of the signal.
[n fact, it is detrimental to good low-noise design practices and pIinciples.
The noise curves of discrete BITs indicate that the noise spectral density
is constant at the rnidfrequencies, but increases at both low and high
frequencies. In general, increasing the transistor quiescent collector current
increases the Iff noise and decreases the high-frequency noise, so there is
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not one single collector current that always provides the best performance for
all applications. To detennine the best perfonnance for a specific application,
it is necessary to integrate the total noise over the frequency range of
interest. Although it is possible to approximate the total noise, usually it is
better to use a computer program with the exact circuit model as described in
Chap. 4, especial1y if the source is reactive.
The impedance of an inductive source rises with frequency. This means
that the amplifier En is important at low frequencies and In is important at
high frequencies. For this type of application, either a BIT operating at a low
value of collector current, or a FET having a low En at Low frequencies, may
be recommended. It was shown in Chap. 7 how the series inductance of the
source influences the amplifier noise current In contribution to Eni'
For a sensor that has shunt capacitance, the noise voltage En of the
amplifier is the most critical as pointed out in Chap. 7. The best perfonnance
can be obtained with a bipolar transistor operated at a high collector current
to minimize En' If the source resjstance is large, it may be necessary to use a
FET having a low-noise voltage at high frequencies.
A sensor that has both inductance and capacitance and is resonant in the
passband can be a problem because of the opposite operating conditions
required. In this case, it is difficult to generalize because of the wide range of
impedance encountered over the frequency range. Since both low Ell and L
are required, a good FET input would be suggested. As shown in Chap. 7,
the sensor resonance decreases the effect of the amplifier noise voltage at
resonance. This can be used to reduce the amplifier noise contribution at the
resonant frequency, but can make signal conditioning more difficult because
of the resonant peak. The best improvement is generally obtained if the
resonance is placed at the high-frequency comer near cutoff. A current
amplifier such as the one shown in Fig. 9-2 can be used for signallinearization. The low-input-impedance amplifier will shunt the tuned circuit input
and linearize the output. Note this shunting by the negative feedback does
not affect the noise model and the resonance will still minimize the equivalent input noise Voltage.
Designing a low-noise amplifier to operate at high frequencies from a high
source resistance requires a low value of In at the frequencies of interest,
and, in addition, a low input capacitance to assure adequate frequency
response. These requirements can be met with a FET operated in the source
follower configuration or with an emitter follower operated at low collector
current. The input capacitance can be further reduced by the use of overall
negative feedback.

9-6

EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE

To a system engineer, low-noise operation implies an acceptable signalto-noise ratio at the system output terminals. To the designer, this means
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designing for the minimum equivalent input noise E ni • In effect, Eni is a
normalized reciprocal of the signal-to-noise ratio referred to the point where
the signal originates. The general expression for equivalent input noise Eni
for a resistive source was given in Eq. 2-7:
(2-7)
where E/ is the thermal noise of the source resistance R,. En and In are the
equivalent input noise voltage and current generators of the amplifier without including the coupling elements.
In the case of a reactive source, we must deal with the total impedance of
the source. Only the equivalent series resistive component of the impedance
contributes thermal noise. Reactive components do not have thermal noise.
The noise current generator In multiplies the absolute value of the total
source impedance IZsI- Equation 2-7 thus becomes
(9-1 )
where E, is the thennal noise voltage of the real part of the impedance.
Graphs of the total equivalent input noise in terms of the noise voltage
En, noise current 1" and source resistance Rs for two Ie amplifiers are
plotted in Figs. 9-4 and 9-5. The values used for En and In can be either spot
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Figure 9-5

Equivalent input noise for an OP-27 low-noise bipolar op amp.

noise at a single frequency or total integrated noise over a bandwidth. From
this curve the total equivalent input noise can be determined for any source
impedance Zs' Remember that the thermal noise line Es is determined by
the real part of the source impedance only. On the other hand, Eni is
dependent on the absolute value of the total source impedance.
From the plot of Fig. 94, we can see that the optimum source resistance is
420 kn but that good noise perfOlmance can be obtained from 600 n to 300
MR. This makes a versatile amplifier capable of operating from a wide range
of source impedances. FET amplifiers generally have more lit noise voltage
than bipolar amplifiers.
The OP-27 bipolar op amp is shown in Fig. 9-5. This amplifier has an
optimum source resistance Ro of 6.7 k 11 and will operate well from 200 11
to 200 kil.
When designing for the maximum signal-to-noise ratio and the source
impedance is not specified, select a sensor having the highest internal
signal-to-noise ratio with internal impedance equal to the amplifier optimum
noise source resistance Ro' If the sensor resistance is much less than R o'
adding a resistor in series with the sensor does not reduce the equivalent
input noise. In fact, it will increase Eni because of the additional thermal
noise voltage. Only when an increase in sensor resistance increases the signal
proportionally should the total resistance value be adjusted, assuming you are
the sensor designer also.

TRANSFORMER COUPLING
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In the amplifier, design for maximum signal-to-noise ratio. For a sensor
whose impedance is already detennined, the values of En and InZs are
adjusted by active device selection so that the lowest Eni can be obtained.
As an example, consider the Eni curves on the two amplifiers shown in
Figs. 9-4 and 9-5. With a 100-0 source resistance, Eni for the OP-27 is the
lower. If the source resistance is I MD., the AD743 amplifier clearly gives the
lower equivalent input noise. In between these resistances, both may work
equally well. Methods for optimizing En and L were described in Chaps. 5
and 6.

9-7

TRANSFORMER COUPLING

To couple the sensor and amplifier in an electronic system, it is sometimes
better to use a coupling or input transformer. When it is not possible to
achieve the necessary NF using device selection, transformer coupling may be
the solution. Very low resistance sources can cause this problem. According
to Fig. 5-6, this source characteristic suggests that the BJT be operated at a
collector cunent near ] 0 rnA for low-noise operation. However, this high
value of I, is shown in Fig. 5-5 to result in relatively poor Fopt ' If transformer
coupling is employed, a lower value of I, could be selected, and the noise
perfOimance improved.
The use of an input transformer between the sensor and amplifier improves the system noise perlormance by matching the sensor resistance with
the amplifier's optimum source resistance Ro' Consider the secondary circuit
as shown in Fig. 9-6 containing noise generators En and In- We have defined
Ro = En/ln' When these quantities are reflected to the primary as E~ and
, we obtain from Eq. 8-9:
1

1:

E

E' =~
n

T

and

The ratio of the reflected noise parameters is

(9-2)
R~:

(9-3)

Figure 9-6 Amplifier nOIse generators
located at secondary.
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Now match
follows that

R~

to the source resistance Rs' Since we are free to select T, it

(9-4)

This ensures that the amplifier sees the optimum source resistance Ro to
achieve the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
A more complete equivalent circuit of a transformer was shown in Fig.
8-13.
In addition to matching a source resistance to the amplifier's opti.mum
source resistance, transfonner coupling will also isolate portions of a system
to reduce common-mode noise transfer and ground loops.
Coupling transfOlmers are discussed in detail in Sec. 8-6, and the design of
transfonners is considered in Sec. 12-5.

9-8

DESIGN EXAMPLES

The design examples presented in this section apply the information presented here and in preceding chapters. The examples are not complete in all
respects; however, they should prove to be of assistance in illustrating
low-noise design procedures.
Example 9-1

Device Selection Procedure (Amplifier Comparisons)

To select and compare first-stage active devices for an amplifier
operating at 10 kHz from a resistive source of 100 kil.

Objective

Solution Figure 9-1 indicates that an IC, a BIT, or a JFET could be used
for this application. We consider each of these devices in this example.
The tLA741 op amp is a likely candidate for this job. According to the
curves in App. A, En = 20 nV /Hz1/2 and In = 0.4 pA/Hzl/2 at a frequency
of 10 kHz. The optimum source resistance is Ropt = En/In = 50 kil. Assuming a Af = 1 Hz at 10kHz, the noise figure can be obtai ned from

+

£2.
nL

£2I+n
E2 n
J2R2s

EI

Et

NF = IOlog-2 = IOlog

2

(9-5)

where

= 3.61

X

10- 15

y2

For the ,uA741 op amp, we find that Eni = (fj nV and NF = 3.5 dB.

(9-6)
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Now let us consider using a BJT. The curve of NF versus dc collector
current Ie shown in Fig. 5-6 for the 2N4250 transistor, which is typical for
most BJTs, indicates that a minimum noise figure occurs at a specific
collector current. Fortunately, achieving low NF is possible over a relatively
broad range of collector currents in the vicinity of 5 }.LA From the contours
of constant NF given in App. C, three transistors would be good design
choices because they have large I-dB noise contours for 100 kD. at 10 kHz.
These are the npn types 2N4124 and MPS-A18 and the pnp 2N4250
transistor. Assuming that other circuit design considerations make using an
npn transistor easier, we select the 2N4124 device. The 10-kHz noise contour
indicates that for Rs = 100 k!l, the bias current, L, for minimum noise
should be chosen to be approximately 2 J-LA. The resulting NF is less than
L dB. Extrapolating between the J- and lO-ILA curves for the 2N4124
suggests that En = 12 n V /Hz lj2 and In = 0.12 pAjHz 1/2 for an R opt = 100
k!1 matching the given source resistance. Repeating the calculations of Eqs.
9-5 and 9-6 gives En; = 43.5 nV /Hzl/2 and a NF of 0.7L8 dB.
Lastly we consider this design using an n-channel JFET. From the noise
data in App. B we select the 2N3821 as a good choice. [ts noise data for IDSS
is En = 4 nV /Hz1/2 and In = 3 fA/Hzl/2 for an R opt = 1.33 MR. We
calculate as before, obtaining Eni = 40.32 nV /Hzl/2 and a NF of 0.043 dB.
The JFET gives the lowest Eni and lowest NF. The 2N4124 is also an
acceptable design choice since its noise figure is much less than 3 dB and the
dominant noise source is the thennal noise of the source resistance. The
ILA741 op amp is not a good choice because its added noise exceeds that of
the source resistance. As in all designs, other factors will need to be
considered, such as the amount of noise tolerable and the component,
manufacturing, and testing costs. These factors taken together are required
to detennine lowest system cost for acceptable perfonnance.
Example 9-2 Transformer-Coupled Amplifier
Objective To design an amplifier for a sensor test instrument that measures
signal and noise performance at 100Hz for sensors with a source resistance
varying between 5 and 500 R.
Solution From Fig. 9-1 we conclude that it is usually desirable to use an
input transformer with such low values of source resistance. Then a transistor
can be selected for operation at its minimum NF, and the transfonner
impedance designed to match the source resistance to the Ropt of the
transistor.
First we examine the noise contours for the BJTs given in App. C. Here
we see that good noise perfonnance is easily achieved if we have an
equivalent source resistance of 10 kD. The rums ratio of the transformer
makes the sensor resistance look like R opt • Since 5 n s Rs < 500 0, we
design our transfonner based upon the geometric mean value of 50 n as a
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compromise. The turns ratio detennined from Eq. 9-4 is

T2

T

=

=

R opt = 10 kfl = 200

Rs

50

n

(9-7)

/200

= 14.14

(9-8)

To specify the coupling transformer completely, additional information is
necessary. The primary dc resistance plus reflected secondary resistance
should be much less than the smallest source resistance, 5 O. The primary
resistance can be about 0.1 n and the secondary resistance about 20 O. To
minimize the noise contribution of the shunting core loss resistance, Rc
should be much greater than the largest source resistance, 500 n. A value of
to k!1 would certainly be satisfactory. Both frequency response and noise
dictate that the primary inductance Lp must be much larger than the 500-0
source resistance at the lowest frequency of interest, namely, 100 Hz. This
requirement is met if the primary inductance is greater than 16 H. This
inductance can be achieved in shielded transformers having a volume of a
few cubic inches.
Next we choose the best BIT for this application. We review and tabulate
the size of the noise contours at 10Hz over the range of reflected source
resistances from 1 to LOO kO:
Device
2N930
2N4124
2N4125

2N425 0
2N4403
2N5138
MPS-A1S

Noise Contour
Sma1l3-dB
Large 3-dB for high and medium Rs
Smal1I-dB
Large I-dB for high and medium R s
Large 3-dB
Small 3-dB
Medium I-dB for high R s

From this comparison it is easy to see why we select the type 2N4250. The
NF contour at 100Hz suggests that choosing I, = 30 /.LA will position us
near the center of the I-dB noise contour and allow for the vruiation in
source resistance. At the selected dc operating point, En = 3 nV /Hz1/ 2 ,
1,,= 0.3 pA(Hzl/2, and R OPf = 10 kil.
The reflected noise voltage of the transistor is divided by the turns ratio in
order to refer it to the primary, or sensor, side of the transfonner. The
CUlTent is multiplied. This results in E~ = 0.21 nV /Hz1/2 and J;l = 4.2
pA/Hz 1/ 2 ,
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If we assume that the transformer does not contribute noise, the following
summary is valid for the three values of sensor resistance:

50

Rs

R2

lkD.

E,

0.284 nY / Hzl/2
0.355 n Y / Hz1/2
1.94 dB

Eni

NF

50

n

10 kO
0.89 nY /Hzl/2
0.946 nY /Hzl/2
0.460 dB

500

n

100 kfl

2.82 n V1Hz 1/2
3.55 nV /Hzl/2
1.96 dB

SUMMARY

a Low-noise design implies attaining a low value for the equivalent input
noise E nf • Since

b.
c.

d.
e.

minimizing Eni maximizes So/No.
The noise specification is often the most important and may be the most
difficult to meet. A NF below 3 dB may be unnecessary.
A recommended low-noise design procedure with sensor charactelistics
fixed is as follows:
1. Select the input device and configuration (Chap. 9).
2. Decide on an operating point (Chaps. 5 and 6).
3. Design the bias circuit (Chap. 10).
4. Determine the succeeding stages (Chap. 12).
5. Consider the coupJing (Chap. 9).
6. Determine the power supply requirements (Chap. 13).
7. Select the location of the frequency equalization (Chap. 9).
8. Determine the overall feedback (Chap. 3).
An iterative analysis-synthesis procedure determines the final system.
Digital computer assistance is valuable.
The input devices considered are the BJT (conventional or SBT), the PET
(JFET or MOSFET), and the IC (BIT or FET input stage).
Because it can transform impedance levels, a coupling transformer can be
used with low-resistance sensors.

PROBLEMS

9-1. Determine the Ropt and the Enf for the 2N4221A Motorola JFET whose
characteristics are given in App. B. The source resistance is ] MD, the
operating frequency is 100 Hz, and the device is biased at L
".
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9-2. Find En and In for the lVIPS-A 18 transistor at a frequency of 1 kHz,
Rs = 50 kG, and I" = 1 rnA Also find Ropt> Enil and NF.

9-3. Find the turns ratio required to couple a 200-R source resistance to a
transistor with Rapt = 5 kG. What is the signal level at the transformer
input terminal if the sensor signal is 2 mV?
9-4. A given sensor has a series resistance of 30 kn. (a) Select an operating
point for the 2N4403 BIT transistor from App. C. Then determine the
wideband equivalent input noise of your design for the frequency band
from 10Hz to 100 kHz. Find the wideband NF over this band and then
determine the NF in ] -Hz bandwidths centered at 10 Hz, 100 Hz,
1 kHz, 10 kHz, and 100 kHz. (b) Repeat for the MPS-A18 transistor.

CHAPTER 10

AI\I1PLIFIER DESIGN

Previous chapters have primarily addressed device modeling. Now we direct
OUf attention to the use of these devices in practical applications. To use a
transistor as an amplifier, oscillator, filter, sensor, or any other application
requiring an active device, jt is necessary to add other active and passive
elements for biasing. These biasing elements, such as resistors, can add
thermal and excess noise to the circuit operation. Current sources and diodes
can add shot, thermal, and excess noise. Capacitors as series or shunt
elements can increase noise while decoupling capacitors bypass noise.
The active device models previously described apply to integrated amplifiers as weB as discrete amplifiers. Often the noise contribution of active
biasing elements also must be modeled in terms of the transistor noise
model. Passive biasing and load resistances often contlibute less noise than
active devices but usually require additional processes and extra chip area.
All but the lowest-noise integrated amplifiers use differential stages with
primarily active biasing. In this chapter the discussion will begin with singleended amplifiers and discrete stages followed by a derivation of the noise of
the differential amplifier stage. Single-ended amplifiers will inherently have
3 dB less noise than the same transistor used in the best differential
configuration. For the ultimate noise performance a single-ended transistor
input must be used. To characterize the performance of an IC process, it is
often necessary to include discrete test transistor devices On the chip.
Discrete devices are also added to a chip for modeling purposes to obtain the
noise parameters of the process. The following discussion on single-stage
biasing will aid in the testing and evaluation of these devices.
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This chapter includes an element-by-element discussion of the additional
noise contributions of the biasing elements to the equivalent input noise.
First, a mathematical expression is derived; then a design example is given.
PSpice sonulations are used to illustrate the method for analyzing a specific
circuit application. Noise contributions of all circuit elements can be calculated directly with PSpice as shown in Chap. 4.

10-1

TRANSISTOR CONFIGURATIONS

There are three useful connections in which bipolar and field effect transistors can be operated: common emitter (CE) or common source (CS), common base (CB) or common gate (CO), and common collector (CC) or
common drain (CD).
Each configuration offers approximately the same power gain-bandwidth
product and the same equivalent input noise. Therefore, configuration selection is based on the requirements for the gain, frequency response, and
impedance levels of the amplifying system. The CE and CS configurations are
used most often because they provide the highest power gain; the other
configurations have advantages for certain applications. When a current
amplifier is desired with high input impedance and low output impedance, a
CD or CC stage can be used. Conversely, when a voltage amplifier is required
with low input impedance and high output impedance. a CG or CB stage is a
solution.
Because noise is not dependent on configuration, the circuit designer has
the option of low-noise operation with the simultaneous freedom to select
terminal impedance levels and other nonnoise characteristics. Although
parameters such as Eni , Em and I, are usually measured in the CE-CS
configuration for convenience, their values apply equally well to the CB-CG
and CC-CD orientations, provided that frequencies are limited to those for
which the collector-base internal feedback capacitance can be neglected.
The equivalent input noise is the same for each configuration; but the output
noise is not the same.
In the following derivations, an expression for the transfer gain Kl and
equivalent input noise E" are derived. By referring all noise sources to the
input, Eni allows us to determine the noise contribution of the various
passive elements required for biasing and coupling, and the effect of those
elements on the transistor noise parameters En and /,. Although the limiting
value for Eni does not vary because of the configuration selected, Eni is
increased by biasing and coupling element noise in certain connections.
Additional information regarding the gain and tenninal impedance properties of transistor circuits is available in texts devoted to transistor electronics [1].

In order to simplify the symbols necessary to represent electrical quantities in the complex circuits given in this chapter, some deviations from
previously used nomenclature are made.
Symbols for the thennal noise voltages of resistances differ from the system
noted in the Chap 1. Here we use E A , E B , and so forth to represent the nns
values of noise voltages in resistors RAl R B , and so forth. Normally, a capital

letter with a capital subscript stands for a de value. However, as mentioned
earlier, E represents a noise voltage to distinguish it from a sinusoidal signal
represented by V. When the reader encounters E, noise voltage is being
discussed.
Where more than one transistor is used, a numerical subscript indicates the
stage number. Thus E;2 is the mean square value of the noise voltage

generator representing stage 2. Symbol Ri2 represents the input resistance of
stage 2. AJj noise generators are considered to be uncon"elated.
In the performance sumJnaIies given with each circuit design example, EnT
and ~ are used to represent the total input noise voltage and current. An
noise parameters are given on a per hertz 1/ 2 basis. Capacitors are selected to
provide a minimal noise contribution at 10 Hz.

10-2 COMMONdEMITTER STAGE

A typical CE amplifier is shown in Fig. 10-1. This circuit is biased for
low-noise operation from 10 Hz to 10kHz. The pelformance parameters are
shown in the table at the side of the figure.

Vee'" -15 V

Ce

Vo

50 !-IF

10 Hz

10 k.Hz

2N4250

Ie:: 100 !lA

Rn
300 k

CE
100 J-lF

Eo

'2 nV

1Q

2pA

0.3 pA

Ro

10000

67000

NF@R..

1.8 dB

0.3 dB

Kl ",270,

VEE;::::"

Figure 10-1

+15 V

Biased common-emitter amplifier.

2 nV

R! '" 75kn
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Cc

Rc

EC

Figure 10-2 Noise and small-signal equivalent circuit for CE stage.

The small-signal equivalent circuit with noise sources is shown in Fig. 10-2.
This circuit uses the hybrid-'7T BIT transistor model developed in Chap. 5 and
adds the noise sources for the biasing elements.
The transfer voltage gain K, is the ratio of the output signal voltage at the
collector to ~:

(10-1 )
The symbols used in deriving Eq. J0-1 are

For noise analysis purposes our interest lies with the magnitude of K,.
When there is negligible signal loss in biasing, coupling, and feedback
elements, Eq. 10-1 simplifies to
(10-2)
Under the assumptions that Zs « r'1r and ZE« 'e, the equation can be
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written in the classic fonn

( 10-3)

For simplicity, it is convenient to define an additional gain
the loading of following stages:
for

RL = Rc

K;

which removes

(10-4)

The equivalent input noise E;/ is determined from E;o/CK;)2. The result is

( 10-5)

Several observations can be made from Eq. 10-5. It is clear that the noise
from each resistor increases En;' The transistor cunent noise generator L is
increased by the reactance of the coupling capacitor c,. The noise voltage of
an unbiased emitter resistor directly adds to the input noise, so any resistor
used for negative feedback must be kept small. An unbiased emitter resistor
can be used to stabilize the stage gain; it must be kept much smaller than the
source R, to avoid adding noise. The voltage E" is increased by the shunting
effect of R n , so Rn should be much larger than R, for minimum noise. If
R D is made equal to the source resistance for impedance matching, the NF
will be increased by 3 dB. The biasing resistor RD generates thennal noise
current in parallel with L .. so it is important to keep RD as large as possible
without causing excess dc voltage offset (Vos = fER D)' A path for dc base
cunent is always necessary. If it is pennissible to pass the input bias current
through the signal source R" then remove both C, and R D which will
remove these two contributions to noise.
Be sure to bypass the power supply leads to reduce the noise of the power
supply and any pickup on the supply lines. Because the CE connection
provides the highest power gain, an amplifier with a CE input stage is not
likely to have significant noise contributions from stages beyond the first. The
input resistance is highly dependent on Ie. It turns out that the input
resistance is also Rof3~/2) which is always larger than the optimum source
resistance Ro' This can be derived using Eq. 5-4 and Eq.5-33.
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Capacitor Selection

The bypass and coupling capacitors shown in Fig. ]0-1 attenuate lowfrequency signals and noise. The selection of values for these elements is the
subject of this section.
The coupling or blocking capacitor Cc causes a low-frequency break in
the response of the network at the value of f where its reactance is equal to
the sum of Rs and the parallel combination of the amplifier input resistance
and any biasing elements.
The 1wise requirement for Cc is I1wre stringent; Xcc must be much less than
R, at the lowest frequ.ency of interest. The element Cc is in series with R"
and therefore the noise telm InRs becomes {InIR.t JXccD. For low noise,
InXcc must be much less than InRs' [f C, sets the gain comer, InXcc will
be a significant noise contribution. The problem is worse because In may be
increasing with II! noise at low frequencies.
To remedy the problems noted in the preceding paragraph, C c is often
100 times larger than the value defined by the gain criteria. Thus the input
coupling capacitor slwuld not be used as part of the frequency-shaping
network. In fact, if the input ltetrvork .B used as a jilter, it will probably be the
dominant source of noise in the system.
The element C E is used to provide a low-impedance bypass to ac so that
the resistor RE is effective only in the dc network. To maintain ac gain, the
impedance of C E must be low compared to reo Additional discussion of this
cause of gain fall-off is given in the literature [1].
To meet the noise specification, CE must effectively bypass the noise d
R E • Since the CE-R E network is effectively in series with the signal source, it
is desired that

+

( 10-6)

where EtE and EXE are the thennal and excess noise voltages of R E •
It is recommended that the low-frequency gain corner be set in a later
stage rather than the input stage. In this manner II! noise originating in the
input stage can be attenuated by the response-shaping network. When
fol1owing this philosophy, the capacitance CE must be very large and must
satisfy Eq. 10-6.

10-3

SINGLE-SUPPL V COMMON-EMITTER STAGE

An amplifier stage can be operated with a single power supply by providing a
virtual ground at node A as shown in the circuit of Fig. 10-3. This example is
included to point out the noise effects of single-supply circuits. The equivalent input noise Eni now includes the noise effects of RA and RB which are
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attenuated by capacitor CB :

(10-7)

The resistors RA and RB make a divider to establish a dc biasing voltage
at node A:

~

( 10-8)

This is balanced by the voHage drop across RE to bias the transistor. The
bias resistor RD must meet the noise criteria established in Sec. 10-2.
The bypass capacitor Cs ac grounds node A between RA and R" thereby
attenuating the noise generated in those resistances. Excess noise is generated in the divider resistors because of the dc drop. The noise voltages
generated in RA and RB that appear across C B are attenuated by IjwRAC B
Vee = -15V

2N4250

Ie= 10

~

Rs
7k

+

* Low-noise resistor, NI < -20 dB
(a.)

Figure 10-3 CE stage with a single power supply: (a) circuit diagram and (b) noise
and small-signal equivalent circuit.
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10Hz

10 kHz

En

4.5 nV

4.5 nV

In

0.3pA

0.1 pA

Ro
NF at RD

10 kQ
0.68 dB

K t = 280, R j

45 kQ
0.35 dB

=780 kQ

Vso> E

Rc
Ec

(b)

Figure 10-3 (Continued).

and ljwR B CB , This noise across CB is in series with resistance RD' We
desire that noise across CB be negligible so that
(10-9)
where EtD is the thennal noise of R DA virtual ground can also be provided by several active circuits_ The
simplest of these is the Texas Instruments TLE 2425 [2]. This integrated
circuit provides a low-impedance voltage at half Vee' The output noise is
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high enough to require filtering. Circuits such as complementary transistors
or an emitter follower can also be used to obtain a reference voltage at
half Vee'

10-4 NOISE IN CASCADED STAGES
Amplifier stages are cascaded to obtain the desired gain, impedance characteristics, frequency response, and power level. Although the noise of the first
stage of a cascaded amplifier is usually dominant, subsequent stages can also
contribute noise. In perfonning a system design, the noise of each stage,
including biasing elements, must be considered.
A general block diagram of an amplifying system is shown in Fig. 10-4.
The forward gain blocks are symbolized by K Il , and so on. Noise in each
stage is represented by En and In generators.
The equivalent input noise of the first stage alone is
+
The equivalent noise of the other stages can be detennined in the same
manner, by summing the En and InRs terms. For stages beyond the first, the
effective source resistance is the output resistance of the preceding stage.
Sum the total noise Eno at the output and divide by the total voltage gain of
the system to determine the equivalent input noise Eni of the system

E;s +E;1 [;IR;.

( 10-10)

where r01 and r02 are the dynamic output resistances of stages 1 and 2,
respectively.
The very nature of a system of cascaded stages implies that the problem of
noise analysis is complex. We have three tools at our disposal. Given a
system, fITst we can perform a noise analysis using network analysis to derive
perfon11ance relations. Second, we can utilize a personal computer and

Figure 10-4 Cascade stage amplifier.
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PSpice to determine numerical values for noise quantities. Third, we can
resort to an experimental analysis of the system. Often the design engineer
uses all three techniques in the pursuit of knowledge about a system.
It may be of value at this point to suggest a "trick" usefuJ in the analysis of
complicated systems. When making a computer analysis, the effect on the
output noise of a noise source at any location internal to the system can be
demonstrated by inserting a noise voltage (or current) generator at that
location and by calculating the output noise from that generator alone. The
generator can have a test value of 1 V or 1 A, for example, and can be a
function of frequency as well. The same technique can be used in the
laboratory. The effect of noise in any component can be accentuated by
inserting a signal generator in set;es or in parallel with the component. The
generator signal must override circuit noise in order to permit easy evaluation of its effect, but it must not be large enough to overdrive the. active
devices. This technique is useful, for example, when one seeks the noise
contribution of a Zener diode used in a power supply or as a reference.
Integrated amplifiers usually are made up of a number of stages to provide
voltage or current gain as well as impedance or voltage level transformations.
Although these "stages" can be analyzed individually, some of the two-stage
combinations are so common that they are considered as a single unit. In the
following sections we analyze the CS-CE, CC-CE, and CE-CB, or cascade,
circuits.
10-5

COMMON-50URCE - COMMON-EMITTER PAIR

In the common-source (CS) configuration, the field effect transistor (FET)
stage provides high voltage gain along with high input impedance. An
example of this connection is the CS-CE pair circuit shown in Fig. 10-5. This
r--------r---r-----O

Vce = + 15 V

CE2
100 j.lF
GCl
0.02 IlF

2N4250
= 100 pA

Ie

Ql
2N3821

I-----I~

ID = 1 mA

Vo

ROI
100M
CS1

Rgl

1 k

-

-

100

~F

1 . . . . - - - - - 1 . . . . - - -........- - - - - 0

VEE

= -15 V

(al

Figure 10-5 Comrnon-source-comrnon-emitterstages showing noise sources.
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10 Hz

10kHz

En

8nV

4nV

In

7fA

7fA

Ra

I I MR

570kQ

NFetRo

0.03dB

O.015dB

Ktl

=16 (FET ally)

Rj

=100 MR

K tc =2300

D

(b)

Figure 10-5 (Continued).

example uses a junction FET but it applies to the MOSFET as well. The
voltage gain provided by the CS stage is

( 10-11)
where

For the pair. the overall midband gain from
K

to the collector of Q 2 is

gml R L1{3R C2

=::::.
Ie

Vs

(1

+ gmlZS1)(rx2 + '-rr2)

( 10-12)
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gml R Dl R C2
Krc= - - - - -

( 10-13)

'e2

To minimize the En1 nose contribution of the FET, a large drain current
J" is used as explained in Chap. 6. A large 1m requires a lower value of RDI
and gives a lower gain than obtained with the typical BJT stage.
The expression for the equivalent input noise is

(10-14)

From Eq. 10-l4, it can be seen that the noise perfOlmance is similar to the
CE stage. The bias resistor RGI must be large enough to reduce its effect on
En and to reduce its thermal noise contribution. The coupling capacitor Cel
must be large enough not to influence the /" tenn. Since I, for a FET is
much less than I, for a BJT stage, Cel is smaller. If the small bias current
can flow through the source, remove Cn and Rm<
10-6 COMMON-COLLECTOR - COMMON-EMITTER PAIR

The CC-CE configuraHon offers low input noise with an En slightly larger
than that of the CE stage along with significantly higher input resistance and
lower input capacitance. For a general-purpose instrumentation amplifier
application, this pair or the comparable FET pair CD-CS is a good compromise to achieve both low noise and high input impedance. A sample design is
shown in Fig. 10-6. Since the gain of the first stage is approximately one, the
second-stage noise also adds to the first stage so the tenn EnT is used in the
table for the total En'
Stage Q, provides a voltage gain of less than one. The transfer voltage
gain of the pair is
(10-15)

where
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~--------------~-------oVce=+15V
RC2

270 k

2N4124

Ie= 10

~

CE2
50 J.LF
~--------------~--~---oVEE=-15V

10 Hz

10 kfu

EaT

6nV

S.8nV

III

O.3pA

O.lpA

Ro

201d1

!!8kn

NF@Ro

O.9dB

O.3dB

Ktc=360

Rj=3Mn
(a)

Figure 10-6 Common-collector-common-emitterconfiguration.

Equation 10-15 can be simplified for the typical case of f31 R Ll » (R s
Txl + r';7) and rrr2» 'x2
13 2 Z £2' Then we have

+

+

(10-16)

The equivalent input noise is

( 10-17)

where K;l is the gain of a CE stage with REl as its load:

R

/3t £l
K\ = ----------Rs + rxl + r rrl
I

~

R£1
+ Rs//3}

--------rel

( 10-18)

The input noise in Eq. 10-17 contains the noise of Q" but, since the gain of
stage Q, is nearly unity, noise En2 is as critical as En}' On the other hand,
the coefficient of In2' (r el Rs/(3 1), is much smaller than the Inl tenn.

+
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Another significant difference is the noise contribution of the emitter load
resistor REI' The CC or CD amplifier is the one exception to the rule that
the emitter resistor should be kept as small as possible to minimize noise.
The noise voltage E £1 of the emitter resistor R £1 is attenuated by a gain
factor K;l' which is equivalent to the gain of a CE stage in which REI is the
load resistor. In addition, the noise current contribution In2REl is attenuated
by the same gain factor.

10-7 COMMON-EMITTER - COMMON-BASE PAIR

The CE-CB pair, known as the cascode circuit, is useful because ci its low
input capacitance and high output impedance. Because of the low input
resistance of the second stage, the first-stage voltage gain is small which
reduces high-frequency feedback through CJL (the Miller effect). The input
capacitance is much smaller than for a regular CE stage making it more
useful at high frequencies.
A discrete version of the cascade circuit is shown in Fig. 10-7. Most of the
voltage gain of the pair is obtained from Q2- Although Q1 provides little
voltage gain, it does raise the power level of the signal. Again, EnT is the
total input En'

r-----------r----O

Vee
-15 V

RA2
94 k

~2-N-4.1....4-03-~ Vo

Ie = 1 rnA
R C1 =
open

Rm
200 k

eEl

1000 l-lF
~-~---~ _ _ _~~ _ __ L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___oVEE

+15 V
10 Hz

1.4nV

EDT

1.6nV

In

20pA

l.SpA

Ro

800

930Q

NRglR.,

7dB

tdB

K,c=200,

Rp6kfl

Figure 10-7

CE--cB pair cascode amplifier.
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The cascode voltage gain K 1C of the pair is the product of the single-stage
gatns
( 10-19)

where
(10-20)

For the case of Rs
approximated by

=

0 and

RCI

» r'r.2/{32' the gain of this pair can be

(10-21)

The equivalent input noise

Eni

is

(10-22)

The gain KIl is RL1/rel where RLl is the input impedance of the second
stage. Thus the gain of the first stage is approximately one. The total noise
voltage of the amplifier is the sum of the fust- and second-stage noise
voltages. The resistor RCl carries additional collector current for Q2 when it
is desirable to operate Q2 at a higher current level such as for increased
gain - bandwidth.

10-8 INTEGRATED BJT CASCO DE AMPLIFIER

The cascode amplifier is one of the most useful integrated inverting amplifiers [1]. It can be fabricated in BJT and BiCMOS technologies. Figure 10-8
shows the BJT configuration.
Comparing the integrated circuit of Fig. 10-8 with the discrete version of
Fig. 10-7, Ql is the input common-emitter stage and Q 2 is the common-base
gain stage in both. The load resistor RC2 is replaced by the active load
resistance of Q3' As noted on Fig. 10-8, the low resistance point is the input
to the emitter of Q2' The high resistance point is the output where the 10ads
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Active load resistor

Q{
"

Vo resistance point
High

Q2

1"Figure 10-8 Integrated BIT cascode amplifier.

Low resistance

point

E

-v

are connected. The overall gain K rc is again
(10-23)

where ro3 is the dynamic output resistance of Q3.
The equivalent input noise En; is

(10-24)

where Ktl is re2 /r el . Since the collector currents are equal. Ktl = 1. Thus
the noise voltage contribution of the second stage is equal to that of the fITSt
stage. The impedance ZB2 is the impedance of the base bias VBB2 ) which
should be very low, and re2 is very small so the In2 contribution is negligible.
The noise voltage E03 is the noise contribution of Q3 :
(10-25)

and
(10-26)
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because Eq. 10-26 is the same as Eq. 10-23. This makes the equivaient input
noise reduce to
2
E ni

=

£2ns

E2n2 + E2n3
+ £2nl + I2R2
nl s +
(10-27)

Thus it is especially important to have devices with a low En noise and Jow
1/f noise comer frequency"

10~9

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

The most useful two-stage amplifier pair is the differential amplifier. It is
particularly valuable because of its compatibility with integrated circuit
technology and its ability to amplify differential signals. To illustrate this
gain, take two arbitrary signals VI and V2 " Separate them into a diffenmcemode signal VD and a common-mode signal Ve " Since each signal has half of
the difference signal and all ci the common signal,
(10-28)

(10-29)
We can now define VD and Vc as
(10-30)
and
(10-31 )
The objective of the differential amplifier is to amplify only the difference
signal and to reject the common signal.
Now that we have defined the function of a differential amplifier, consider
now the noise model. A differential amplifier is composed of two amplifier
gain blocks with two inputs, one for each of the signals V1 and V2 " Extending
the general noise model derived in Chap. 2 for a single amplifier, we get the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 10-9. This contains a noise voltage generator En in
series and a noise current generator In in parallel with each side of the
amplifier.
In the equivalent system ctiagram of Fig. 10-9, each of the differential
amplifier inputs has its own set of noise generators, represented by E n1 , En2'
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Noiseless
amplifier

Figure 10~9

L and

Differential amplifier noise model.

l~.

Since the two sides of the amplifier are mirror images, the noise
generators of both sides are equal. The resistor Rsl represents the source
resistance in the noninverting (positive) input terminal. The inverting (negative) terminal of the differential amplifier is returned to ground through R s2 The resistances Rsl and Rs2 are not necessarily equal. The single-signal
source ~ is in the noninverting input. This noise equivalent circuit is the
most commonly used. [t applies to negative feedback amplifiers as derived in
Chap. 3. The resistor RSI is the source resistance and Rs2 is the biasing
resistance or feedback resistance of a non-inverting feedback amplifier.
The equivalent input noise for the differential amplifier is the sum of the
noises of the two halves of the pair:
2
Eni

=

2
Ens!

+ E2ns2 + E2n1 + E2n2 + 12nI R2sl + /2n2 R2.1"2

( 10-32)

Should Rs2 = 0, the final tenn is eliminated, but En2 is still present in Eni •
Now consider the case when the source is ungrounded (a floating source).
The noise model of Fig. 10-10 applies.

Noiseless
amplifier

Figure 10-10 Differential amplifier with a floating signal source.
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Now we define an equivalent input noise for a differential amplifier with
an ungrounded floating source. First, the noise voltages En1 and En2 are
summed to give a single amplifier noise voltage E nT , Thls value, E nT , is
typically the one given on an op amp spec sheet as En:
(10-33)

The noise current contributions of Inl and In2 are halved since each
effectively sees half of the source resistance. The total noise current InTRs
becomes
(10-34)
Assuming the noise is the same for each half, the equivalent input noise
for the ungrounded source is

Eni

(10-35)
For the ungrounded source, the noise current L is Q7 of the noise current
for the grounded input case, and the noise voltage EnT is 1.4 times the
single-stage noise voltage E n1 ,

10-9-1

Circuit Noise Components

Let us now concentrate on the noise sources within the differential amplifier.
Typical circuits are shown in Figs. 10-11 and 10-12, For design purposes and
for understanding, we need to develop the equivalent input noise model for
the circuits showing the noise contribution of each element.
Since noise is referred to the input, it is first necessary to define several
gain expressions for the circuit of Fig. 10- J1. This approach is based on the
work of Meindl [3),
The differential gain K dm is the ratio of the differential output signal
(Vo2 - Vol) to the differential input signal (~2 - ~1)' The output is taken
between collectors. From Fig. /0-1 J we obtain the differential noise gain
( 10-36)

where gm = lire for each transistor separately. The transistors are assumed
to have identical parameters, and the circuit elements for each channel are
equal: ReI = RC2 = R" REI = RE2 = R E , and Rst = Rs2 = R,. For the
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+ Vee

~----------------~-------oVol

.

'

- VEE

Figure 10-11

Basic differential amplifier circuit.
Jf
j'

typical case when RE

=

0 and Rs «

K dm

T7T )

Eq. 10-36 reduces to

- 2R c
=---

(10-37)

Te

The common-mode voltage gain Kern is defined as the ratio of the commonmode output signal to a common-nwde input. If the two signal sources VS1 and
V:2 are equal and in phase, then

Kern =

~2
~2

+
+

VOl

VS1

-

-RC

~l--------~R~-------

(10-38)

S

- + RE + - + 2REE
grn
j3

When R EE is very large,

-Rc
Kern:::::; - 2REE

~;. H I

.~ .

;19)
,,<,".
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More significant .E the gain, Kdc that produces a differential output signal for
a common-mode input signaL This gain is highly dependent on circuit balance:

V02 - Vol
Kdc = - - - -

2 v:.

Rs2

2REE ( -

/3 2

1

RSI

gm2

[31

+ - - + Rn + -

+-

1

+ REI

1

gml

(10-40)
TIlis equation cannot be simplified by approximations because when the
parameters of each channel are all equal, Kdc = o. Note, to reduce Kdc
requires large R E£ and good matching of ReI' R c2 , and all the transistor
parameters.
I a transistor is used as a constant -current sink, its ou tput resistance r03 is
used in place of R EE , then R-EE is replaced by r03 in the equations,
The preceding gain equations apply to input signals that are correlated;
hat is, either dc signals or ac signals from the same source. The uncorrelated
/Jise voltage En in series with each input is not attenuated by the gain K dc •
is amplified by the differential gain K dm " Each input noise source produces
'] output independent of the others.
Now we can write the expression for the equivalent input noise of the
circuit of Fig. 10-11 in terms of the preceding gain expressions

(10-41 )

where EVEE and Evcc are the noise variations on the power supply lines at
tbe Ree location, Esl is the thermal noise of R s1 , EEl is the thermal noise of
R EE , and E 1 is the thermal noise c:f Ro or the noise of an active load
resistance, I~eally, the emitter resistances KEEl and REE2 will be zero since
they contribute directly to the input noise. The gain Kdc attenuates Vec
loise, but it may be possible to reduce the Vee noise further by coupling a
ortion of the noise to the inverting input or even to the base of the
~ansistor acting as a constant-current sink (Q3)'
For low-noise operation a differential amplifier should be followed by a
3econd differential stage, If the fIrst stage is single-ended (output taken from
one ' Ie of R c ), the differential gain expressions are replaced by their
COu'lIU'Jil-f'1ode expressions, and there may be little or no rejection of the
cormr- Ylode noise voltages EEl' EE2' E VEE ' and Evc~"
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The noise ci the second differential amplifier stage is less critical because
d the first-stage gain. The second-stage noise can be divided by the first-stage
differential gain K dm .

10-9-2 Integrated BJT Differential Amplifier

The differential amplifier can be readily integrated. By integrating all devices
on one chip, the offset and thermal drift are reduced and common-mode
rejection is improved. The common-mode noise rejection is improved significantly by the process of integration since the rejection is primarily determined by the balance of the differential stages. While overall geometry may
VaIy, all adjacent devices on a wafer will be nearly identical. On t}:Ie other
hand, the noise performance of an Ie will usually be poorer than that ci
discrete devices. In part, this is a result of design compromises in the Ie
fabrication process, such as long isolation diffusions, and because of the use
of active loads and current sources.
Figure 10-12 is the integrated version of the differential amplifier shown in
Fig. 10-11. Q 1 and Q2 are the input gain stages, Q 3 and Q4 are the active

+ vee

6
-VEE

Figure 10-12 Integrated BIT differential amplifier.
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load resistors, Q and Q7 are the current mirrors for biasing, RB and Q s are
the voltage references for the current mirrors, and Q6 is the output buffer
stage. Differential-mode and common-mode gains are as derived in Eqs.
10-36 through 10-40. We caution the reader that Fig. 10-12 is not a finished
design. It does not include any current Jimit protection for Q6 and Q7>
Furthennore, it will have a nonzero input offset voltage. It is shown here in
this simplified schematic to present and discuss its noise characteristics.
Noise of the integrated BJT differential amplifier follows from the expression in Eq. 10-41 as

E;'i

=

E;1 + E;2 + £;'1 + E'~2 + I;IR;l + In22R;2
E~5 + EtEE + Etcc
+E;'3 + E;4 + -----::-,----

(10-42)

Kdc

The equivalent input noise is composed of the source thennal noise Es
and the En and In of the input stages as before. Now, the noise of the active
loads also adds to the input. Since the active load resistors Q 3 and Q4 have
the same gain K dm from their base to the output as the input signal, their
En's contribute directly to the input noise. Since the impedances at the bases
are low, L. and I" do not contribute noise. Any noise in the bias circuit for
the loads would also contribute noise directly. The noise of the current sink
Q, and noise from the power supplies are attenuated by the common-mode
gain K dc-' The noise contribution of Qs is input En5 plus biasing network
noise times the gains, Ks:
(10-43)
Since the common-mode rejection is very high and the active circuits al1 have
the same geQlnetry and noise mechanisms, El1i of Eq. 10-42 reduces to (when
Rsl = Rsz)
(10-44)

10-10 PARALLEL AMPLIFIER STAGES
When the sensor resistance is very small, less than 100 0., an input coupling
transfonner can be utilized to match the source resistance to the Ro of the
amplifier. Another method to accomplish matching is to reduce the amplifier's
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optimum noise resistance by paralleling several amplifying devices. This
technique can provide matching for source impedances as small as a few
ohms.
Paralleling amplifier stages is equivalent to paralleling their En and In
generators and summing their outputs as illustrated in Fig. 10-13.
The equivalent noise voltage E~ and the equivalent noise current 1;1 of a
parallel system consisting of N identical stages are given by
EI

E

= _n_

(10-45)

I".,JN"

(10-46)

nlN

and

I~

=

A new optimum source resistance
R, is

R~

can now be defined. Its relation to

( 10-47)

Thus R, can be lowered in proportion to the number of parallel stages. A
practical limit will be determined by chip area, cost, and input capacitance.
The minimum NF, FOP! is proportional to the product of En and In- Since
this product is unchanged by paralleling,
(10-48)

Enl

En2

Rs
Es

En3

*

*
*

EnN0

1112

*

V8

Figure 10-13

Noise model of parallel-stage amplifier.
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Outputs from the amplifiers are summed so the voltage gain A:u of the
parallel amplifier is increased in proportion to the number of stages:

x,

= NA,

(10-49)

The limiting noise voltage En of a BIT transistor amplifier is determi.ned
by the base resistance rx (Chap. 5). The base resistance can be reduced in a
transistor layout by placing the base contact all around the emitter. Another
method is to parallel stages as described previously. The limiting noise
voltage En in field effect transistors is detennined by channel resistance and
gm as derived in Chap. 6. To reduce the channel resistance and increase gnp
a high wide-to-length ratio is required. This requires a very wide structure,
often serpentined, which is equivalent to paralleling many separate devices.
When paralleling stages, the input capacitance C~ and the Miller effect
increase in proportion to N because the inputs are paralleled. The output
resistance r~ is decreased by the number of parallel stages.

10-11

Ie AMPLIFIERS

All integrated amplifiers must operate within the same general f T and
process requirements but there have evolved three generic types of integrated amplifiers based on application. These are operational amplifiers,
instrumentation amplifiers, and audio amplifiers. So what is the difference,
since the terms are used interchangeably?
An op amp is a combination of active devices characterized as a high-gain
block with a well-defined gain-phase response containing a single dominant
pole so it will be stable with large feedback (often 100%). Instrumentation
amplifiers also have a large gain but do not have a single pole in the
frequency response so will require external frequency compensation and less
feedback. In return, we obtain a greater gain-bandwidth product for improved'frequency response. For the integrated audio amplifier, the bandwidth is less critical so perfonnance is optimized for low distortion and low
power consumption. While op amps have a differential input, instrumentation and audio amplifiers are more likely to have single-ended inputs with
reduced noise. This also requires external biasing.
Many linear rCs make use of the differential pair as shown in Fig. 10-12
and discussed in Sec. 10-9-2. In that circuit, transistors Q 1 and Q 2 provide
the desired amplification. Transistor Q s forms part of a dc constant-current
source to provide Q 1 and Q2 with a constant level of emitter current to
provide a stable operating point for those transistors. The noise sources of
the two transistors in the monolithic differential amplifier are statically
independent. Consequently, the pair exhibits at least twice the level of noise
of a single transistor.
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Noise mechanisms in monolithic transistors are the same as the PET and
BJT models of Chaps. 5 and 6. The input noise current In is dependent on
the shot noise of the de gate or base currents. The ohrrllc portion of the
channel and base resistances are responsible for the thermal noise of En'
The shot noise of the collector current is responsible for the limiting En
noise in BJT transistors. Low-frequency noise is also present. Expressions
used to represent these mechanisms are the same for monolithic transistors
and discrete transistors.
Popcorn or burst noise can also be presented in some units. The popcorn
noise behavior of the [C transistor is discussed in Sec. 5-9. To represent the
popcorn noise source a noise current generator as given in Eqs. 5-37 and 5-38
can be connected to the junction between active and inactive base resistances. The model is shown in Fig. 5-10.
[n a clifIerentiaI input amplifier, popcorn noise would appear as a differential-mode signal, and could be located at the input of either transistor in
the pair. The operation of any system would be severely affected by any
popcorn noise generated in the initial stage. Popcorn noise in the second
stage of an amplifier can seriously degrade performance also. Second-stage
popcorn noise is a problem with lateral transistors because they are heavily
doped which increases trapping and popcorn noise.
The En-In noise model and the concept of total equivalent input noise
describe the noise behavior of IC amplifiers. These representations are used
in the presentation of noise in selected linear rCs. Measured noise data on
commercial integrated amplifiers is tabulated in App. A for reference.
Methods for IC noise measurement are developed in Chap. 15.

SUMMARY

a. In a conventionally biased transistor stage, base-biasing resistors contribute thermal noise and excess noise to E ni .
b. To refer noise from a resistor Rp shunting the signal source to En-i)
multiply the noise of that resistor by Rs/Rp.
c. Noise in the local feedback resistor R E can be large; use of this kind cf
feedback is not recommended.
d. The capacitor bypassing an emitter resistance should be chosen to minimize the noise contribution of that resistance.
e. Frequency response shaping should usually be accomplished in stages
beyond the input stage.
f. Selection of the configuration for a BIT input stage can be based on
nonnoise characteristics.
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g. E ni , En' and In are basically identical for all BJT configurations. En; is

h.

L

J.

k.

1

increased by noise from biasing components and second-stage contributions.
Overall negative feedback does not affect Em" except for the added
thennal and excess noise in the feedback elements. Hence there is no
change in Ro'
Selection of the appropriate BJT pair depends on the requirements for
the gain, input impedance, and frequency behavior. A low-noise figure is
achievable for any pair if the proper precautions are included during
design.
The FET -BJT pair can provide low-noise parameters, and is especially
useful with sources of high internal resistance.
Noise in the differential amplifier is the result of many causes, including
differential output for common-mode input. A second differential pair is
recommended to minllnize this noise input.
The parallel-stage amplifier is useful when a low Ro is needed.

PROBLEMS
10-1. a

(b)

(d
(d)

Verify Kl = -254 and R j = 87.2 kfl for the circuit of Fig. 10-1
at a frequency of 10 kHz. Use the 2N4250 data given in Table 5-1.
Note that Ri is the input resistance seen looking into the base of
the transistor. Assume kT/q = 0.025 V. Use the small signal
model of Fig. 10-2.
Detennine which capacitor, Cc or c" sets the low -3-dB corner
frequency. Then detennine this frequency.
Calculate the upper - 3-dB frequency limit of this circuit.
Finally. simulate the circuit and compare the simulation results
with the calculated answers.

10-2. Modify the circuit in Fig. 10-1 by adding R F = 500 fl between R E and
VEE- Repeat Prob. 10-1. Find the new K" R i ) and lower and upper
- 3-dB corner frequencies. Compare with simulation results.
10-3. 'Perfonn the tasks given in Prob. 1 for the circuit shown in Fig. 10-3a.
10-4. Perfonn a noise analysis of the circuit of Fig. 10-3a in a noise
bandwidth Af = 1 Hz centered around frequencies of 10 Hz and 10
kHz. Consider the effects of excess noise as explained in Sec_ 12-1 by
letting the NI of the low-noise resistors be 0 dB. Evaluate each term in
Eq. ]0-7 to detelnllne which are significant at the two specified frequencies. Then sum all tenns to give the overall
i - Use the transistor
data given in Table 5-1. What could be done to reduce E:',. at each
analysis frequency?

E:
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Calculate and compare Eni for the circuits shown in Fig. PIO-5 a and b
in a noise bandwidth AI = 1 Hz centered around frequencies of 10Hz
and 10kHz. Assume r x = 200 nand {3 = 217 for both circuits. Let the
NI = 0 dB for all resistors. By how much does the improved bias
scheme reduce the equivalent input noise voltage?

Vee= 10 V

R;
1.5 M

Ce

16 IlF

+

Vout
Ie= 0.1 rnA
~ = 217

0

CE
16

RBi.

390 k

.... Low-noise resistor
(a)

~F

Vee= 10 V

.....Ie-----0
V
=- 0.1 mA

out

~

= 217

+

*Low-noise resistor

(b)
Figure PIO-5

10-6. Repeat Prob. 1O-4 by using Eq. 10-14 to determine the significant noise
contributors to E~i for the circuit of Fig. lO-5b. Let NI = - 5 dB for all
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resistors. Use the En and I, data for the 2N3821 provided in Appendix
B. Assume the data is for ~ = 1 mAo
10-7. Repeat Prob. 10-4 for the CC-CE pair of Fig. 10-6. Let NT

=

+10 dB.

10-8. Add a resistor RE between the emitter of Q and - VEE of Fig. 10-8.
Then design a bias circuit for this cascade amplifier so that all three
transistors have de currents of 1 rnA. Bypass R£ with a large capacitor.
Let {3 = 200, Rs = I kn, and 'x = 100 n. Calculate E;;j for this
circuit. Neglect excess noise. Let Vee = 15 V and VEE = -15 v.

REFERENCES
L Geiger, R L., P. E. Allen, and N. R. Strader, VLSI Design Techniques for Analog
and Digital Circuits, Wiley, New York, 1990.

2 Texas Instruments Specifications for TLE2425.
3. Meindl, J. D., Micropower Circuits. Wiley, New York, 1969, p. 145.

CHAPTER 11

NOISE ANALYSIS OF D/A AND
AID CONVER-rERS

Signal-processing applications of analog-to-digital (AjD) and digital-to-analog (D / A) converters continue to require finer and finer resolution. As
resolution starts to approach the noise limits of a converter, the usefulness of
(he less signrlicant bits becomes questionable since the probability of bit
errors significantly increases. Effective bit resolution is detennined by both
interference-type noise as well as inherent fundamental noise within the
converter circuitry.
Most interference-type noise can be reduced or eliminated through proper
layout, shielding, and grounding techniques. At some point, however, the
noise ct a converter will be dominated by fundamental device noise. The
reduction of fundamental noise requires converter operation at low temperatures which is often an impractical solution, or converter design which
identifies dominant noise sources and seeks to reduce their contributions by
changing transistor operating points or transistor types, lowering resistances,
and optimizing the converter topology from a noise perspective.
Numerous articles and publications address noise models and noise analysis in integrated circuit devices, that is, resistors, diodes, bipolar junction

This chapter is extracted from the Ph.D. thesis of Katherine P. Taylor, who is now with the
Department of Electrical and Computer EngineeringTechnology, Southern College of Technology. Marietta. Georgia.
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transistors (BJTs), MOSFETs, and operational amplifiers Cop amps) [1-9].
Relatively few references [10, 11] consider noise in more complex circuits
such as AID and DI A converters, and none of these seeks to model
convel1ers with anything more than a single comparator and one noise
source.
Consequently, there is a need for noise analysis and noise modeling
methodologies in AID and 01 A converters using more complete circuit
models. This chapter describes a methodology of noise analysis to identify
dominant noise sources in 01 A and AID converters. The noise modeling
methodology can be adapted to other converter topologies with little modification provided that the noise contribut.ions from individual convelier elements are known. In addition, the modeling methodology is not technology
specific and is therefore applicable to noise simulation of bipolar, MOS, and
GaAs Converters. The methodology is demonstrated using a simple voltagescaled 01 A topology and a flash AID converter.
While the voltage-scaled DI A is not often implemented by integrated
circuit manufacturers, it is chosen here because this topology is often used to
explain 01 A converter concepts and is well defined and understood. The
flash AID converter is chosen because of its simple topology with no 01 A
converter to compound the noise analysis.
This chapter first presents a noise analysis of binary-weighted and R-2R
resistor networks commonly found in DI A converters. Four different op amp
summation schemes for producing the analog output of the DI A from the
resistor networks are then considered. The noise from a voltage reference, a
resistive divider, and comparators of a flash AID are examined in tenns of
equivalent noise sources placed at the inputs of the comparators.
SPICE input files developed in conjunction with this methodology constitute a noise model of a particular converter topology whose noise parameters
may be changed to match actual converter noise behavior more closely.
SPICE simulations are used to verify the analytical results and to determine
typical noise levels in the circuits considered here. The SPICE noise models
allow easy identification of the dominant noise sources within a given
topology for a given set of noise parameters. The effects of changing the
parameters of the dominant noise sources (e.g., using components designed
for low noise) are examined to address the design implications of the noise
analysis. Finally, the noise in a complete analog-to-digital-to-analog(AjD / A)
converter system is examined.

11-1

RESISTOR NETWORKS FOR D/A CONVERTERS

Figures 11-1 and ll-2 show a simplified N-bit DI A converter using an R-2R
network and a binary-weighted network, respectively. The first part of the
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R

R

Analog
output

2R

LSB

bitO
Input

MSB

bit1
Input

bit2
Input

bit N-2 bit N-l
Input
Input

Figure 11-1 Simplified N-bit DJA converter with R-2R network.

analysis considers only the resistors in the networks and excludes op amp
noise sources and noise from R F in the binary-weighted case.
Noise analysis of both resistor networks entails grounding the digital input
bits and placing thennal noise voltage sources in series with each resistor.
The value of the spectral density noise voltage of each source is 4kT times
the corresponding resistance. The equivalent output noise voltage squared
per hertz, E;A' for the network is the sum of the individual resistor noise
contributions evaluated through the appropriate voltage divider for each
nOIse source.
The spectra] density E;A of the R-2R network is independent of the
number of bits, N, and has a value of 4kTR. The E'~A of the binary-weighted

R
MSB bitN-I
Input
2R
bit~2

RF

Input
4R
bit~3

EnA

Input

2N-2R

bit 1
Input

LSB

bit 0
Input

Analog
output

I
I
I
I
I

~

-

Figure 11-2 Simplified N-bit D/A converter with binary-weighted network.
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network is given by

4kTR
(11-1)

As N increases, E,7A rapidly approaches a value of 2kTR. For N
approximation results in an E;;A error of only 1.4%.

11-2

=

6, this

NOISE ANALYSIS OF D / A CONVERTER CIRCUITS

Four different op amp topologies which could be used in the simplified
models of Figs. 11-1 and 11-2 are shown in Fig. j 1-3. For the noise analysis of
these topologies, the op amp noise was modeled with a noise voltage source
En in series with the noninverting input terminal, and a noise current source
Tn located between the two input terminals as shown in Fig. 11-4. Both En
and I, may be modeled as having flat noise spectra, l / f noise spectra, or a
combination of these two spectra such that the spectrum is flat for frequencies greater than a noise corner frequency f n.c and has a 1/! characteristic
for frequencies below inc.
The contributions to
from each noise voltage source are calculated by
squaring the source noise voltage and multiplying by the square of the voltage
gain from the source's location to the output. The 1, contribution to
is
calculated by squaring the value of 1" multiplying by the square of the
equivalent source resistance seen by /" and then mUltiplying by the square of
the noninverting forward gain of the circuit.
For example, consider the R - 2R network with a noninverting amplifier
shown in Fig. 11-3c. The resistor network has an equivalent resistance, R eq ,
equal to R seen looking back into the network. The network also introduces
a bit factor (BF) which is the voltage gain of the network if all of the inputs
are connected together. This bit factor is given by

E;o

E;;o

BF =

( 11-2)

and is approximately equal to one.
Ignoring the input and output resistances of the op amp model shown in
Fig. 11-5, the other circuit elements make the following contributions in units
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Digital inputs
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Digital inputs
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Figure 11-3 Four summation schemes: (a) R-2R network with voltage follower,
(b) R-2R network with inverting amplifier, (c) R-2R network with noninverting
amplifier, and (d) binary-weighted network with inverting summer.
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Figure 11·5 Operational amplifier modeL

Table 1]-1 lists the multiplication factor for each noise source's contribution to E~o in the four topologies. The bit factors and Req for each topology
are listed as well. Table ] 1-2 lists the mUltiplication factor for each noise
source's contribution to E;;[ in the four topologies. Eni is an equivalent noise
voltage source located at the input to the resistor network whose squared
value is equal to
divided by the square of the voltage gain from the
location of E'li to the output. E;;o/ E;;i for each topology is also given.
The analysis is simplified by considering that for equal digital inputs to the
four topologies, the four analog outputs should be equaL Therefore, the
following assumptions are made:

E;;o

R-2R networks:

BF

=

1

RF

=

R,

(11-9)
=

RA

R

Binary-weighted network:

RF

=Req = "2

=

R

(11-10)
(11-11)

These assumptions make the transfer function from Eni to Eno equal to one
in all four topologies. Thus E;;o = E;;i' Equations ] 1-12 tlrrough 11-J5 define
E;;o for each topology. E t2 is equal to 4kTR in volts2 per hertz.
R - 2R with a voltage foHower:
(11-12)
R - 2R with an inverting amplifier:

E2no = 4E2n

+ 2E2I + ]2R2
n

(11-13)

R-2R with a noninverting amplifier:
£2no = 4E2n + 4E2I + 4I2R2
n

(11-14)

Binary-weighted with an inverting summer:
E2no = 4E2
n

+ 1E2
+ 1]2R2
2
4 n
I

(11-15)
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Figure 11-5

Operational amplifier model.

Table il-llists the multiplication factor for each noise source's contribution to E;;o in the four topologies. The bit factors and ReQ for each topology
are listed as well. Table 11-2 lists the multiplication factor for each noise
source's contlibution to E;;i in the four topologies. Eni is an equivalent noise
voltage source located at the input to the resistor network whose squared
value is equal to E;o divided by the square of the voltage gain from the
location of Eni to the output. E;;o/E;;i for each topology is also given.
The analysis is simplified by considering that for equal digital inputs to the
four topologies, the four analog outputs should be equal. Therefore, the
following assumptions are made:
BF = 1

R - 2R networks:

RF

=

RJ

(11-9)
=

RA
R

Binary-weighted network:

RF

= Req = 2"

=

R

(11-10)

(11-11)

These assumptions make the transfer function from Eni to Eno equal to one
in all four topologies. Thus E;o = E;;;_ Equations /1-12 through 1J-15 define
£;'0 for each topology. E; is equal to 4kTR in volts 2 per hertz.
R - 2R with a voltage follower:
(11-12)

R-2 R with an inverting amplifier:

£2no

=

4£2n + 2£21 +

[2R2
n

(11-13)

R-2R with a noninverting amplifier:

E2no

=

4E2n

+ 4E2t + 412R2
n

(11-14)

Binary-weighted with an inverting summer:
E2no

=

4E2n

+ 1E2
+ 1.]2R2
2 t
4 n

(11-15)

TABLE 11-1
Topology

E;/) Tenus
Bit factor
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voltage
follower

~
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2N _ I

inverting
amplifier

R-2R with
nonioverting
amplifier

2N

£2
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(R,xY

(F :cqRc~)

R

(RF;,R,)

R

(DF)2

R2

2

(BF)2~
R~Q

R~

2

(RARcq

RpR,)
R/j + Rca + RF + R,
x(RF:,RI)
2

Binary-weighted
with inverting
summer

R
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( Rl';~R~)

I

2 N-

1

2

R~

E,l cf E,2 ri £; of
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RA
R/

Network £,2

n

R

2N - I

~

[2

~

2

(BF)2(

Rcq f

RA

RA +
x(RF:[R,)

R:,

R'-"'I

2
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(:~ )

TABLE 11-2 E;/ Terms
E~o/E;;

Topology

E,~

{2

(SF)'

(l3f)l

R-2R with

R-2R \lith
inverting
a,npUlier
R-2R \lith
noninwrting
ampUIiH

R2
RL"'l

2

(BF)RA )

(R

RA +R. q

( Rp + Rcq )
(BF)Rp

p

+

RJ

RI )~

nl

2

CB;'~,..)

CQ

(BF)2

(R,.,(BF)RA
+ RO<'f

RFRI)

(RAR'"
RA + ROG + RF + R J
2

X

BilUlry-wcighlcd
wi til in vrrting

swnmer

RJ.
R2

""

E,2 of Rp

EI2

of R,

Er of R~

+R~f

(RA .,. R<4

....

(BF)2~

(

E;

N'

(BF)2

volt.:l8e
rollowu

Network

n

( Rp ;~R<q)

2

(RA + RCQ
(BF)R..,

2

f

(RA + R",,)
(BF)R A

X(RF~R')

N'..,

( R. q )

2

2

R"

r

A

(BF)RA

1
X

(n RJ
R
p ;

(BF)R"

f

2

2

x(

Rp:

nJ
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These equations show that the R - 2R network with a voltage follower
produces the lowest noise level. The largest noise level comes from the
R - 2R network with a noninverting amplifier. The voltage follower topology
produces the least noise not only because it has the fewest components but
because its forward noninverting gain is equal to one. Thus there is no
multiplication of the En and I, telms contributing to E,~O as there are with
the other topologies. These equations also show that if the amplifier's noise is
predominantly due to In' then a binary-weighted network could possibly be
better than the voltage follower topology because the 1, term is divided by
four.

11-3

DjA SPICE SIMULATIONS

The circuits of Fig. J1-3 were simulated in PSpice with N = 8 and R =
10 kil. For Fig. 11-3b and d, Rp was equal to R. For Fig. 11-3c, RA = R
and Rp = R j = 1 kil. The model of Fig. JJ-5 was used for the op amps. En
and /, were modeled as white-noise sources using the techniques outlined in
Chap. 4. En was set equal to 20 nY /Hzl/2, and /" was set equal to
0.5 pAjHzl/2. These values are typical for a 741 op amp [1, 12]. Table 11-3
compares the PSpice E;o (y 2/Hz) values and the theoretical E~o (y2 jHz)
values derived from the results in Table 11-1 for each of the four topologies.
Table 11-4 compares the PSpice Eni (Y /Hz1/2) values with those derived
from the results in Table 1J-2.
Clearly, the correspondence between the theoretical resul ts and the PSpice
results is very good (less than 0.51% difference). Again, the R- 2R network
with a voltage follower was found to produce the lowest noise. The R - 2R
network with a noninverting amplifier has an
which is nearly 3.4 times
greater than the E~o of the voltage follower configuration for the component
values chosen. It should also be noted that the binary-weighted network with
an inverting summer produces the second-lowest noise level for the component values chosen because of the reduction of the In term by a factor of 4.

£;;0

Topology
R-2R with voltage
follower
R-2R with inverting
amplifier
R-2R with noninverting
amplifier
Binary-weighted with
inverting summer

SPICE (V 2/Hz)

Theoretical (V 21Hz)

5.92E - 16

5.89E - 16

1.96E - 15

1.96E - 15

2.00E - 15

1.99E - 15

1.77E - 15

1.76E-15
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TABLE 114

Enl

Comparison

Topology

SPICE (V /Hz!/:!)

Theoretical (V /Hzl/2)

244£ - 8

2.44E - 8

4.44£ - 8

4.44E - 8

4.49E - 8

4.49E - 8

4.22£ - 8

4.22E - 8

R-2R with voltage
follower
R-2R with inverting
amplifier
R-2R with noninverting
amplifier
Binary-weighted with
inverting summer

TABLE 11-5 Individual Contributions to E;" (V 2 /Hz)
l~

Topology

n

R-2R with
voltage
follower
R-2R with
inverting
amplifier
R-2R with
noni n verti ng
amplifier
Binary-weighted
with inverting
summer

4.0£ - 16 2.5£ -]7

1.64E - 16

1.6£ - 15 2.5E - 17

1.64£ - 16 1.66E - 16

1.6£ - 15 3.03E - 17 1.64E - 16 1.66£ - 17 1.66E - 17 1.66E -

1.59E - 15 6.25E -)8 8.25E - 17 8.28E - 17

TABLE 11-6 Individual Contributions to

,

!,~

Topology

E;o Using Llw-NoiseAmplifier (V2/Hz)
Network E? E}' of RF

E} of R,

E,2 of R

R-2R with
voltage
follower
R-2R with
inverting
amplifier
R-2R with
noninverting
amplifier
Binary-weighted
with inverting
summer

9.0E - 18 1.6E - 17

1.64E - /6

3.6E - 17 1.6E - 17

1.64E - 16 1.66£ - 16

3.6E - 17

1.94E - 17 1.64£ - 16 1.66£ - 17 1.66E - 17 1.66E -

3.59E - 17 4.0E - 18

8.25E - 17 8.28£ - 17
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E;o

Table 11-5 lists the contributions to
made by each of the tenns for
2
N = 8, R = 10 kG, En = 20 nV /Hz1/ , and In = 0.5 pA/Hzl/2. The En
tenn is the dominant noise source in all four topologies. [f a low-noise
amplifier such as the op- 37 [12, 13] with a much lower En is used, the noise
is significantly reduced. The values in Table 11-6, calculated with an En of
3 nV jHzl/2 and an In of 0.4 pAjHzl/2 , reflect this fact.
The low-noise amplifier signilicantly reduces the noise figure of the circuits
because the optimum source resistance Ro is closer to the equivalent
resistance R, seen by the In noise source. For Rs to be equal to R o' R, must
equal En/In which is 7.5 k!l for the low-noise amplifier. For the voltage
follower topology and R = 10 kO, the noisier op amp has a noise figure of
5.68 dB while the low-noise op amp has a noise figure of 0.63 dB. If the
optimum source resistance is used (i.e., R = 7.5 kD. in the voltage follower
topology) with the low-noise op amp, the noise figure is further reduced to
O.fIJI dB.
Up to this point two key noise sources have been excluded, the voltage
reference noise Er:ef and the resistor excess noise Eex. Ere[ is assumed to
have a noise spectlum shape similar to that of the op amp En and a value of
tOO nV /Hzl/2 in the white-noise region. The resistor's noise index is
assumed to be -10 dB. The DI A converter topologies that are considered
with these sources are shown in Fig. 11-6.
With all digital inputs assumed to be logic 1's, Erer is connected to each
input resistor in the network. Recall that the R - 2R resistor network with the
op amp introduces a bit factor (BF) which is the voltage gain of the network
if all of the inputs are connected together (see Eq. 11-2). If the feedback
resistor in the binary-weighted topology is chosen such that RF is half of R,
then the voltage gain to the output, if all inputs are connected together, is the
same as that of the R-2R topology. OthelWise, the voltage gain from the
inputs to the output is given by

Ac=

(11-16)

where Req is defined in Table 11- L Therefore, the voltage reference noise
contribution to E;;(j is given by the product of E?"ef as a function of frequency
and either (SF? or (A t:? as appropriate. When some of the input bits are
logic AS, the E~f contribution to E;o is weighted according to the following
equation:

2

..

Er:ef contnbutlOn

=

(N~l
n'":O b

1
n 2 N-n

)2[ E ref2 + E;etCfncrer)
1 (11-17)
f
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Figure 11·6 N-bit voltage-scaled DI A converter topologies: (a) R-2R network and
(b) binary-weighted network.
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where N is the number of bits, n is the bit of interest, and bn is the logic
value of bit n (either I or 0).
The spectral density excess noise of a resistor, E;x, is given by
(11-18)

where NT is the resistor noise index in decibels, f is the frequency in hertz,
and V DC is the dc voltage across the resistor. For the binary-weighted
topology, the voltage that appears across an input resistor is zero if bn is
zero, and it is equal to Vrcf if bn is one. Equation 11-18 is used to calculate
the spectral density excess noise of an input resistor and then this spectral
density noise is multiplied by the square of the forward inverting gain of the
op amp to get that input resistor's contribution to E;o' The excess noise from
Rp makes a direct contribution to E;o and is calculated using Eq. 11-18
where V DC is the analog output voltage of the D/A converter, Vouto
For the R-2R topology, a positional index, m, is used in Fig. 11-6a to
designate specific nodes as shown. The voltage that appears across any
resistor in the network is a function of v:.ef' N, and m. The voltage, Vm • at
any node m is given by

+

"~
N

j=m+l

[(

R
2R + R

~efbj

THj

(j-I

1 n (R
R
p=m

THj

TH P

THp

+R

III

()

11-19

where R THj represents the Thevenin resistance looking into the jth node
from the jth 2R input resistor and bj is the logic value (0 or 1) of the jth bit.
A resistance also equal to R THj is seen looking into the j th node from the
point just to the left of the j th node. These resistances are shown in Fig.
11-6a. For a converter of five or more bits, R1J-{m :::::: R for m ;;:: 5 with less
than 0.3% error. The values for R nn ,
and RTH.4 are 2R, 1.2R,
1.048R,- and l.012R, respectively.
After calculating each node voltage, the excess noise contributions can be
calculated for each resistor using Eq. 11-18. The spectral density excess noise
of each resistor is then multiplied by the appropriate square of the transfer
function from the resistor of interest to the output. For the 2R resistors, the
transfer function is given by

a

a

1

A =2m
L'

( 11-20)
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TABLE 11-7 Individual Contributions to E~ (10 -1/> V 2 /Hz); R-2R Resistor Network
Noise Source

Frequency (Hz)
1
10
100
1000

10,000
100,000
\,000,000

-

2

En

1n2a

Total E I2a

Total

44.01
8.01
4.41
4.05
4.01
4.01
4.01

2-Ere!

E2a
ex

1.47

1,092
198.6
100.3
99.45
99.37
99.36

E;o

E;!

1137
206.9
113.9

109.3

"Contributions from these noise sources were always less than 0.16% of
represent insignificant additions to the total E;o'

Total

104.6
103.6
103.5
103.5

and consequently

and for the R resistors, the transfer function is given by
1

AI:

=

2m -

1

(11-21)

Tables 11-7 and 11-8 show the individual noise source contributions to the
output spectral density noise,
o ' for the R-2R and binary-weighted
converters, respectively, with the additional noise sources. In the converter
with the R-2R resistor network, there are two dominant contlibutors to £;0:
voltage reference noise and op amp En noise. Ail other noise sources
individually contribute less than 0.l6% to the total output spectral density
noise at any given frequency. For the converter with a binary-weighted
resistor network, E;'o is significantly dominated by resistor excess noise at
frequencies below 1 kHz and by voltage reference noise above 1 kHz.
At L Hz, the binary-weighted topology exhibits excess noise levels on the
order of 5.76 X 10- 12 V2jHz while the R-2R topology has an excess noise
level of 1.47 X 10- 16 V 2 /HZ. This significant difference in excess noise
between the two topologies is caused by the difference in voltage across the
resistors since excess noise is proportional to vl. In the binary-weighted
topology, all 10 V of the reference voltage appears across the input resistors,
and nearly this same voltage (255/256 of Vref) across the feedback resistor.
[n the R-2R topology, only small fractions of the reference voltage appear
across the resistors with the largest voltage drop being 6.66 V as previously
noted. Furthermore, the excess noise conttibuted by this one resistor is
significantly attenuated at the output of the converter. The binary-weighted
converter produced slightly greater output noise at frequencies above 10kHz
than the R-2R converter, but significantly greater output noise at frequencies below 10kHz.
It must be remembered, however, that these simulations represent a
worst-case analysis since the Ere! contribution to E;;Q is dependent on the

E:

TABLE ll-8 Individual Contributions to E;~ (10 -I~ Vl; Hz): Binary-Weighted Resistor Network

Frequency (Hz)
1
10

100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
a Coni ribll lions

--E,:
175.3
31.90

17.55
16.12

IS.98
IS.96
15.96

r

2a

n

Noise Source
Total E,2Q
Total

E~,--

E;"

57,570
5,757
57S.7
57.57
S.76
O.5S
0.06

from (hesc noise sources were always less than 0.16% of
insignificant additions to the total E,7".

£;0

Total E,~~,

1,092
198.6
109.3
100.3
99.45

58,830
5,987
702.7
174.2

99.36
99.35

116.1
115.S

121.4

and consequently represent

TABLE 11·9

Individual Contributions to

Frequency (Hz)

E1a.
"'n

E;D (10 -16 V1/Hz): Modified R-2R Resistor Network

Noise Source
Tota! E}~
Total E;"

flu
/I

I

10

100
1,000

10,000
100,000
1,000,000

Reduced NI
E~l- Tota! EJ~()

14,381
1,438
143.8
14.38
1.44

221.0
40.21

0.14

20.12
20.12

0.01

22.13

20.32

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

14,610
1,479
166.2
34.90

-

l,667
184.7

36.77
21.96
20.54
20.39
20.38

21.84
20.52
20.39

20.'14

UContributions from these noise sources were always less than 0.82% of
insignificant additions to the lotal £;0'

Tota! E;o

E;"

and consequently represent

-

-

-

_.
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digital input. E ref would have no contribution to E;;o if the digitaJ inputs
were all logic D's. This leads to a design modification in which an extra bit is
added to the converter, the reference voltage ~ef is doubled, and only the
lower N - 1 bits have logic inputs. The most significant bit is always kept at a
logic O. Doubling the reference voltage keeps the output voltage range the
same as in the original 01 A converter.
Only the R-2R converter model was modified and simulated with the
lower-noise components because addition of another bit, or equivalently
doubling the RF or halving R in the binary-weighted topology, would still
necessitate doubling Vref to keep the output voltage range the same. Doubling v;.Cf would increase the excess noise by a factor of 4, and excess noise
was already a problem in this topology.
Table] ] -9 shows the individual noise source contributions to Er~o when
lower-noise components are used in the modified R-2R converter. With En
equal to 3 nVfHzl!2 and E ref equal to 90 nV /Hzl/2, the addition of another
bit significantly reduces
at frequencies above 100 Hz. At frequencies
lower than 100 Hz, the output spectral density noise is increased dramatically
because of greater excess noise from doubling v;.ef and the addition of the
two extra resistors. At frequencies above 10 Hz, the extra bit reduces the E rei
contribution to
by a factor of 4 which significantly reduces
since E ref
is nearly the sole contributor to E~o above 100 Hz. If lower-noise index
resistors (NI = - 20 dB) are used in addition to lower E ref and En' E;;o is
greatly reduced. This is shown in the last column of Table 11-9.
These results show that the low-noise design of voltage-scaled DI A
converters involves using a low-noise op amp and the lowest -noise voltage
reference possible, in the R-2R resistor network converter topology. If the
full-scale output voltage range is 5 V or less, the addition of another bit
whose input is grounded as the MSB of the converter is a viable method of
significantly reducing
o-

E;o

E:o

E:o

E:

11-4

NOISE IN A FLASH AID CONVERTER

The flash AID converter of Fig. ] 1-7 has a labeled positional index, m, to
designate the mth node of the circuit. A voltage reference Vref is divided into
equally spaced threshold voltages at the inverting inputs of the comparators.
The analog input voJtage is simultaneously compared to each of the threshold
voltages. The voltage reference noise and the comparator noise sources
exhibit voltage and current noise with white-noise spectra beyond a lowernoise comer frequency and IIf spectra at frequencies below the noise comer
frequency. The resistors in the divider generate thenna] noise as well as
excess noise with a II! spectrum. A bit error will occur if the sum of the
instantaneous noise and the analog input voltage exceed the quantization
interval in which the analog input occurs.
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Figure 11-7

Simplified N-bit flash AID converter.

It is possible to include a noise contribution from the digital encoder,
E DNL ) by adding another noise source whose value conesponds to the
encoder noise at the output of the comparator of interest multiplied by the
reverse transmission gain of the comparator. Since the reverse transmission
gain of a comparator is quite smaJI, E DNL is usually not significant in
detennining whether or not an error will occur in a comparator's decision.
Thus EDNL is excluded from this analysis. EDNL becomes significant at the
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output of the converter only if it exceeds the noise margin of the decoder
circuitry.
The noise generated by a comparator operating in its transition region can
be modeJed in tenns of an En noise voltage source and an In noise current
source in the same way that the noise of an op amp is described. Noise at the
input to anyone comparator has contributions from that comparator's En
source, all In sources, each resistor in the divider. and the voltage reference.
The other comparators' En sources do not contribute to the equivalent noise
at the input of the comparator of interest because of the high input impedance
of the comparators associated with the other En sources. Using the positional
index m to designate the rnth node at the input to the mth comparator, Eq.
11-22 gives the total spectral density noise voltage present at the input to the
rnth comparator E;im:

(11-22)
for m = 1, 2, 3, ... , 2 N - 1.
E,~ and E;xm are the total noise contributions at the mth node caused by
thenna! noise and resistor current noise, respectively. They are described by
Eqs. 1] -23 and 1] -24 where E12 is the thermal noise of a single resistor of
resistance R, and
is the excess noise of a single resistor in the voltage
divider:

E;x

(11-23)

(11-24)

E?;lIn)

is the noise voltage squared at the mth node caused by the jtb 1,
noise current source. The I, contributions to the noise at node m are given

by
if

m"5: j

(11-25)

or
if

m >j

( 11-26)
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E}(In) is the noise at the jth node caused by the jth In noise current source
and is equal to

(11-27)

Detennining which comparator has the greatest amount of equivalent
noise at its input requires analysis of a complex function of m, N, frequency,
and the spectra of the noise sources. As far as individual sources are
concerned, the voltage reference contributes the most noise at the input to
the 2N - Ith (i.e., the top) comparator. All other sources of noise contribute
the most noise at the 2 N - 1 th (i.e., the middle) comparator.
~

11-5

A / D SPICE SIMULATION

This AID analysis is concerned only with finding the equivalent input noise
at the input to each comparator and not with modeJing of the AID function.
The op amp model of Fig. t 1-5 was used in the SPICE simulation connected
as a voltage follower in place of each comparator. To simulate the equivalent
noise at the input to a comparator, it is only necessary that the En and L
noise spectra of the comparator be the same as the En and In noise spectra
of the op amp used in the SPICE simulations. Then, the noise at the output
of each op amp in a voltage follower configuration is equal to the noise at the
input of each op amp and therefore represents the noise that would be
present at the input to each comparator.
For the SPICE simulation. R was set equal to 100 n. Ere! was set equal to
100 nV /Hzl/2 with a noise corner frequency, fnctcr. of 10 Hz. These values
are typical of manufacturers' voltage reference data [12-14]. Measured E"
data on four units of two commercially available comparators, LM-339's and
L-161 's, yielded values from approximately 10 to 30 nV /Hz 1/2 which are in
the same general range of op amp En data. Thus a value of 20 nV /Hzl/2
was chosen for En in the simulation. En noise comer frequencies ranged
from approximately 1 kHz for the LM-339's to frequencies below 100 Hz for
the L-161's. Consequently, a value of 100 Hz was chosen for the En noise
comer frequency fneE' Since it was impossible to stabilize the comparator to
measure L 111. was set equal to 0.5 pA/Hz 1/2 ) and the In noise comer
frequency, Inc/> was set equal to 100 Hz.
The op amp was modeled as a subcircuit in the SPICE listing, and the
subcircuit was called seven times in simulating the case of N = 3. The noise
sources were modeled using diodes and dependent sources as outlined in
[15]. The subcircuit approach is a much simpler way to simulate the numerous noise sources while keeping En and In sources uncorrelated. The same
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TABLE 11-10 Total E;i (10 -16 V 2 /Hz) at Each Node Versus Frequency
Frequency
(Hz)

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node4

Node 5

Node 6

Node 7

1
10
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

1,015
106.5
15.68
6.594
5.686
5.595
5.586

1,491
158.3
25.09
11.77
10.44
10.30
10.29

1,831
199.4
36.25
19.93
18.30
18.14
18.12

2,036
229.8
49.14
31.08
29.27
29.09
29.07

2,106
249.5
63.78
45.22
43.66

2,041
258.4
80.16
62.34
60.56
60.38
60.36

1,840
256.6
98.28
R2.45
80.Rn
80.70
80.69

43.17

43.15

result would have occurred if 14 separate diode noise references were used
for the En and In noise sources.
Table 11-10 shows the square of the total amount of equivalent input
noise,
i ) which is present at the inputs of al1 comparators as a function of
the positional index m and frequency for a 3-bit flash AID converter. The
data in Table 11-10 show that the node with the most noise is a function of
frequency. However, as N increases, the function which detennines the node
with the most noise will depend less on frequency since Eref which is greatest
at the top node will have a greater contribution to E;i' Table 11- L1 shows the
individual noise source contributions to i at the middle comparator (m = 4)
at node 4 as a function of frequency for a 3-bit flash AID converter. Notice
that the voltage reference noise E rcf is dominant at frequencies of 100 Hz
and above, even at the middle comparator where all of the other noise
sources have their maximum contribution. This dominance by E ref explains
why the greatest equivalent input noise is found at the top comparator for
frequencies above 100Hz in Table 11-10. The smallest equivalent noise is
found at the first (m = 1) comparator since the contributions from all of the
noise sources are at a minimum for m = 1.

E:

E:

TABLE 11-11 Contributions to the Total E;i (10 -16 V2/Hz) atthe Middle Node
for a 3-Bit Flash AID Converter
Frequency

Eref

(Hz)

1

10
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

275.0
50.03
27.53
25.28
25.06
25.04
25.03

Thennal

Noise Source
Excess
E'l
1,357
404.0
135.7
44.01
8.005
13.57
1.357
4.405
4.045
4.009
4.006

'Contri butions from these sources were insignificant

rn

Total E;;i

2,036
229.8
49.14
31.08
29.27
29.09
29.07
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TABLE ll-U Contributions to the Total E;; (10
for a 5-Bit Flash AID Converter

(Hz)

Th errnal a

10
100
1,000

1,032
187.8
103.4
94.92

10,000

94.06

100,000

93.98
93.98

1,000,000

V 2 /Hz) at the Top Node

Noise Source

Frequency

1

-16

rn

Excess
41.08
4.108

404.0

1,478
235.9

44.01
8.005
4.405

111.8

99.38

4.045
4.009

98.01

4.006

98.00

9~U3

"Contributions from these sources were insignificant.

Tables 11-12 and ] 1-13 respectively show the individual noise contributions to E;;i versus frequency for a 5-bit flash converter at the top (2 N - 1th
N 1
= 31st) comparator where E" is most significant, and at the middle (2 - th
= 16th) comparator where all other noise sources are most significant.
Tables 11-14 and 11-15 show the individual noise contributions to E;;i versus
frequency for an 8-bit flash converter.
The total amount of equivalent input noise increases as N increases, but
the percentage increase in Eni per ] -bit increase in N decreases as N
becomes large. The dominant noise source in all cases in the white-noise
region of Elli is the voltage reference. En is also a significant noise contributor with respect to the other noise sources, particularly at the top comparator. At the middle comparator, the En contribution becomes less significant
as N increases. Increasing N to 8 or more bits causes the In contribution to
become more significant than the En contribution. Resistor excess noise is

TABLE 11-13 Contributions to the Total E;;; (10 -16 V 2 /Hz) at the Middle Node
for a 5-Bjt Flash AID Converter
Frequency
(Hz)

Eref

1
10
100
1,000

275.0
50.03
27.53
25.28
25.06

10,000
100,000
1,000,000

25.04
25.03

Thennal

Noise Source
En
Excess
339.2
33.92
3.392
0.339

0.133
0.133
0.133

aContributions from these sources were insignificant.

404.0
44.01
8.005
4.405
4.045
4.009
4.006

fQn

Total E;;
1,020
128.3
39.10
30.18
29.29
29.20
29.19
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TABLE 11-14 Contributions to the Total E;;i (10 -).6 V2IHz) at the Top Node
for an 8-Bit Flash AID Converter
Frequency
(Hz)

I
10
100
1.000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

Eref

Thermal<l

Noise Source
En
Excess
Q

1,092
198.5
109.3
100.3

404.0
44.01
8.005
4.405
4.045
4.009
4.006

99.46
99.36
99.36

1.497
242.7
117.3
104.8
103.5
103.4
103.4

"Contributions from these sources were insignificant.

TABLE 11-15 Contributions to the Total E;i (10 -16 V 2 /Hz) at the Middle Node
for an 8-Bit Flash AID Converter
Noise Source

Frequency
(Hz)

1
10
100
1,000
10,000

100,000
1,000,000

E ref

Thermal'"

Excessu

275.0
50.03
27.53
25.28
25.06
25.04
25.03

En
404.0
44.01
8.005
4.405
4.045
4.009
4.006

In
865.0

94.22
17.14
9.432
8.662
8.585
8.577

Total E;i
1,588
193.8
54.45
40.51
39.12
38.98
38.96

12Contributions from these sources were insignificant

greatest when N is small (e.g., N = 3) because the dc voltage drop across the
resistors in the divider is greater when N is small.

11-6

CONVERTING ANALOG NOISE TO BIT ERRORS

In 1974, Bernard Gordon presented a probabilistic analysis of the noise
effectson AID conversion accuracy [10, 11] which was based on a converter
model of a single comparator and one equivalent noise source at the
comparator input. The action of the comparator in the presence of noise
ultimately detennines whether or not there are any digital coding errors.
Gordon models all of the converter noise sources by an equivalent noise
source at the input to the comparator. While Gordon's analysis is quite
useful in evaluating the effects of noise on conversion accuracy, it is first
necessary to detennine a realistic value for the equiva]ent noise source a
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from circuit topology or device selection to use in the analysis. A methodology is developed in this chapter [16}.
In his analysis, Gordon reduces a converter down to a single comparator
conceptually, and then examines the probability that the comparator will
make an erroneous decision in the presence of noise given a certain-size
quantum interval (one LSB of a converter) and level of rms noise (0-). All
noise sources within a converter are modeled as a single equivalent noise
source at the input to the comparator which is added to the input signal. The
noise is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. The reference input to the
comparator is considered to be noise free and constant.
If the input voltage signal is constrained to always be centered within the
quantum interval. then the probability of an error by the comparator is
determined solely by the ratio of the quantum interval to the level of noise.

Second
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quantum
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quantization interval

Positive limit of
quantization interval

Next
lower
quantum
interval

higher
quantum
Interval

-1/2 LSB

Second
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quantum
interval

~xt

~
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quantum
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Next
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quantum
interval

Next
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quantum
interval

Second
higher
quantum
Interval

Second

(b)
Second

Next

Next

lower

lower
quantum
interval

higher

higher

quantum
interval

quantum
Interval

quantum
interval

eel
Figure 11-8 Comparator inputs centered in the quantum interval with added noise:
(a) noise does not exceed quantum interval boundaries, (b) noise exceeds interval
boundaries by less than 1 LSB, and (c) noise exceeds interval boundaries by more
than 1 LSB.
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Three different cases are shown in Fig. 11-8. [n Fig. 11-8a, ± 30' added to
the input causes a small enough vaJiation in the input signal such that the
input signal always remains within the quantum interval boundaties. Thus
there will be no comparator error (i.e., neither this comparator nor adjacent
comparators in a flash AID converter will be affected adversely by noise). In
Fig. 1l-8b and c, there is some nonzero probability that the quantum interval
boundaries will be exceeded when noise is added to the input signal. This
probability is equal to the sum of the shaded areas under the Gaussian curve.
If the ratio of u to the size of the quantum interval is large as in Fig. lI-8e,
more than one comparator in a string of comparators may have an error. The
probability that two comparators will be in error is the sum of the darker
shaded areas while the probability that only one comparator will be in error
is the sum of the lighter shaded aJ'eas.
In a Aash AID converter, this probabilistic analysis is applicable to any of
the comparators and their associated quantum interval. fn Sec. 11-5 the
comparator of interest was designated the mth comparator and was attached
to the mth node of the resistive divider (see Fig. 11-7). Noise causes one of
two types of errors to occur, First, if the input signal plus noise exceeds the
upper quantum interval boundary, then the mth comparator decides correctly while more significant comparator(s) incorrectly produce a logic 1
output. The number of comparators above the mth comparator that produce
an incorrect logic 1 output is dependent on the amount of noise present and
the converter's resolution, [f the input signal plus noise exceeds the lower
quantum interval boundary, then the mth comparator generates an incorrect
logic 0, and. depending on the level of noise, one or more of the comparators
below the mth comparator may aJso generate an incorrect logic O.
The case where the input is no longer constrained to be centered in the
interval is now considered. Here, the input can be considered to be shifted
from the center by a specific amount, E, where E is defined to be less than
112 LSB in magnitude. Figure 11-9a and b shows the cases of E equal to
114 LSB and -1/4 LSB, respectively.
Figure 11-9 shows that a shift of the input from the center of the quantum
interval will reduce the probability of one of the types of errors while
increasing the probability of the other type of error. In any case, the
probability that an error of either type will occur is the sum of the shaded
areas. For every possible shift of E of the input from the quantum interval
center, there is a different probability of an error. Thus the overall probability of an error is the sum of the shaded areas that occur for every possible
value of E. These concepts are mathematically represented in the double
integral of the following equation:

+

PE =

=

f

+ (LSB/2)P (
-(LSB/2)

XI E) P ( E) dE

1 f+CLSBj2)[l _ _ 1_fLSB/2-E
(LSB) -(LSB/2)
,j27i' -LSB/2-E

exp( _X2) dx] dE
2

(11-28)
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Figure 11-9 Non-centered comparator inputs with added noise: (a) input shifted
+ 114 LSB from center of quantum interval and (b) input shifted -114 LSB from
center of quantum interval.

PE is the probability of a bit error, peE) dE is the probability of the analog
input being shifted from the center of the quantization interval by an amount
between E and E + dE, and P(XIE) is the probability that the Gaussian
noise P(X) w:n. exceed the quantization interval when it is superimposed on
V with its Inean at E.
The integrand of the outer integral represents the area under the Gaussian curve which exceeds the quantization interval boundaries for a ftxed value
of E (i.e., the shaded areas). For a particular value of E expressed as a
fraction of a LSB, this area can be found using a look-up table of areas under
a Gaussian curve. The outer integral is then evaluated nwnerically to give the
total probability of a bit error for an analog input occurring anywhere within
the quantization interval (i.e., IE I < 112 LSB). Equation 11-22 can be
evaluated in a spreadsheet program using a rectangular approximation by
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dividing the

+ 112
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LSB interval into lOOO equally spaced segments (11E =

0.(01).
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Since the largest noise is typically at the 2N - lth (top) comparator, the
greatest probability of a bit error occurs when the analog input voltage, V, is
in the range of I~ef (2 N - 2)/2 N ] to [Vref (2 N - 1)/2 N J where ~ef is the
Analog
input

2N -1 comparators

Quantum
interval2N -l

R

W~_l

R

W~_2

bit N-l
bit N-2

Node
2N_2 I

bitN-3

I

I
I
I
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r

Node m

Quantum
interval m

{

Digital

Rm

bit 2

encoder

R

bit 1
W3

bit 0

Quantum
interval 3

R2

Quantum
interval 2

Quantum
interval 1

WI

{

Node 1

Rl

R

Figure 11-10 Quantization interval boundaries for a flash ND converter.
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TABLE 11-16 Comparator Error Probabilities (%)
Number of Bits
3

5
8

VPS =

5V

0.20
4.23
100

VFS

=

10 V

0.033

1.04
77.6

reference voltage. These are the lower and upper limits of the quantization
interval at the top comparator, respectively. [Vref (2 N - 2)/2 N ]
1/2 LSB is
the center of the quantization interval. This is illustrated in Fig. 11-10.
It is assumed that the noise has a Gaussian amplitude distribution which is
centered at the analog input voltage and that there is a unifonn distribution
of shift, E, of V from rv;.ef (2 N - 2)/2 N ]
112 LSB.
Table 11-16 gives the maximwn probability of a comparator error (i.e.,
error probability is less over other quantization intervals because the noise is
less) for converters of 3, 5, and 8 bits for full-scale voltages of 5 V and 10 V
using the noise parameter values in Sec. 11-5. For an 8-bit converter using a
full-scale voltage of 5 V, the probability of a comparator error is 100% if the
analog input can have a value anywhere within the quantization interval (i.e.,
within + 0.5 LSB of the quantization interval center value). If the input
voltage is constrained to be within ± 0.3 LSB of the center of the quantization interval, however, the probability of an error is on the order of 1% to
2%. Table 11-16 shows that as N decreases, the probability of a comparator
error decreases significantly.
The effects of changing the noise parameters of vruious noise sources in
the model are now examined to evaluate the converter noise performance
improvement that could be obtained with low-noise design techniques. The
noise parameters of the three most significant noise sources at the top node
are considered for the three values of N previously simulated (i.e., 3, 5,
and 8).
For a given value of N, if E/I was a dominant noise source, a new lower
value of 3 nV jHzl/2, which is typical of low-noise op amp values, is used
[12, 131. A noise index of - 20 dB (i.e., 10 dB lower) is used where the
resistor current noise was a dominant source. In all simulations, the voltage
reference was the greatest noise contributor in the white-noise region of E~i'
Consequently, E ref is reduced by 10% to 90 nV /Hzl/2.
Broadband noise present at the top node for the original noise parameters
is compared with broadband noise generated with the lower-noise components in Table 11-17. These numbers are based on a comparator noise
bandwidth of 220 MHz detennined by computer simulation of comparator
macromodels. Reducing the noise of the three most dominant sources results
in a broadband noise decrease of approximately 12% for all values of N. The
probabilities of a comparator error (for the same quantum interval previously
discussed) shown in Table 11-18 exhibit much less change with lower noise

+

+
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TABLE 11-17 Broadband Noise Comparison (JLV)
Number of Bits

Full-Noise Model

Lower-Noise Model

3

1333.6

5
8

1508.2

1171.2
1295.0
1331.5

1468.4

components. For inputs over the entire quantum interval, the error probability is still 100% for the 8-bit converter with VFS = 5 V.
The probability of a bit error is reduced by decreasing the ratio of the
noise present at the comparator input to the resolution of the converter. This
is done either by increasing Vps at the expense of the converter's resolution,
or by reducing the input noise leveL Reduction of the noise entails using the
lowest-noise voltage reference available, using low values of R (100 0. or
less), using comparators with low En values, particularly if N is small (e.g.,
N = 3), and using comparators with low 1, values if N is large (e.g., N = 8).
Which approach is most feasible for reducing noise-generated coiling errors
and what constitutes an acceptable enor probability will depend on the
application for which the converter is used. As long as the ratio of (3 X the
rms noise) to the converter resolution is less than one, any coding error that
does occur will affect only the least -signilkant bit of the converter's digital
output.
It is now appropriate to ask, "What does a probability of a bit error of, for
example, 100% as given by Eq. 11-28 mean?" What it does not mean is that
the probability of a bit error is LOO% for anyone conversion. For anyone
conversion, the probability of a bit error is dependent on the noise level. the
converter resolution, and where the input occurs within the quantum interval, that is, on the amount of shift from the center of the quantum interval.
This probability will always be less (usually significantly less) than the overall
probability of a bit error. However, over a very large number of input
samples to the conve11er, the probability of a bit error will approach that
given by Eq. 11-28. In the example of this probability being 100%, most, but
probably not all, of the conversions would be in error. However, without

TABLE 11-18 Comparator Error Probabilities (%) for Lowered Noise

VFS = 10 V

Number of Bits

3

5
8

0.17
3.92
100

0.026
0.90
68.4
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some a priori knowledge of the noise-free input signal, it is impossible to
know which of the conversions are erroneous and which are oot.
Thus, if the overall probability of a bit error is high, the validity of the
lower bites) at the output of an AID converter is questionable, and the
effective resolution of the converter is reduced. The next section examines
the reduction in converter resolution that occurs for the noise levels determined by the simulations described in Sec. 11-5.

11-8 AlOIA NOISE ANALYSIS

The effect of noise on an 8-bit AID I A system is examined for a full-scale
voltage of 10 V and an input voltage of 10 V minus 1.5 LSB, or 9.9414 V. The
comparators of the flash AID section are assumed to have a noise bandwidth
of 2.75 MHz, and R is 100 D. The D / A converter uses a voltage follower
and an R - 2R network with R = 10 kil. The op amp is assumed to have a
noise bandwidth of 1.57 MHz. The comparators and the op amp have
En = 20 nV /Hzl/2 and In = 0.5 pA/Hz1/2 and noise comer frequencies of
100 Hz.
From the SPICE simulation, the rms noise present at the input to the top
comparator is 101.7 nV1Hz 1/2 or 168.65 p.,V over the noise bandwidth of the
comparator. This magnitude of noise leads to a digital output of (254)10
99.7% of the time. Excluding noise in the D/A converter, this digital output
corresponds to an analog voltage of 9.9219 V.
The nus noise voltage from the R - 2 R network and the voltage follower is
equal to 30.6 }-LV over the 1.57-MHz noise bandwidth. Thus 99.7% of the
time, the DI A converter will add an amount of noise whose magnitude is
less than or equal to 91.7 p.,V to the output of the AjD / A system. Thus the
sum effect of noise on the overall system will cause the output to be
approximately 9.9219 V, and the noise of the DI A converter is negligible.
If the analog input is allowed to be anywhere within the LSB interval (i.e.,
between 9.9219 V and 9.9609 V), the digital outputs will be between (253)10
and (255)10 99.7% of the time. The analog output range will be between
9.8828 and 9.9609 V. The maximum error caused by noise is ±1 LSB.
The error caused by fundamental noise in a DI A or AID converter can
be predicted using the methodology described in this chapter. This error can
then be included in a converter's error budget along with errors due to
offsets, nonlinearities, and so on, and a more accurate detennination of a
converter's true resolution can be made which includes the effects of fundamental noise. Other noise sources (perhaps artificial noise) can easily be
added to the noise model if their values at some point in the converter are
known.
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SUMMARY
a Noise sources in bipolar, MOS, and GaAs converters can be modeled
using SPICE. The effects of various noise sources on converter perlor-

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

mance can be examined and dominant noise sources detennined.
A noise analysis of an R - 2R network and a binary-weighted network
illustrates the noise analysis methodology. Four different op amp summation schemes for voltage-referenced D/A converters and the noise at the
inputs to the comparators of a flash AID converter were also analyzed.
The SPICE fues used in the noise analysis constitute noise models of the
converter topologies. The noise parameters of the models can be adapted
for more involved noise analysis of converters or to match the models'
noise behavior to actual converter noise perfonnance. The SpreE noise
models will identify the dominant noise sources within a given topology.
The DIA noise model simulations show that the R - 2R network with a
voltage foHower produces the lowest noise. The binary-weighted network
with an inverting summer produces the second-lowest noise level because
of the reduction of the I JJ tenn by a factor of 4.
Using a low-noise op amp significantly reduces the output noise of a D/A
converter since the op amp En is by far the dominant noise source among
the sources considered.
In the flash AID converter, fundamental noise is dominated by voltage
reference noise in the flash AID converter while the importance of other
noise sources is dependent on the number of bits, the frequency, the node
ci interest, and the converter topology.
The results of this analysis show that fundamental noise limits are an
important consideration in the design of AID and DIA converters.
The methodology and models can be used in conjunction with Gordon's
probabilistic error analysis to predict more accurately the probability of a
bit error in a converter. Thus the effects of noise can be taken into
account in detennining the true resolution of a converter.

PROBLEMS

11-1. Prove that E;A for the R-2R network of Fig. 11-1 is 4kTR.
11-2. Velify Eq. 11-1 for the equivalent noise voltage of the binary-weighted
DIA network of Fig. ] 1-2.
11-3. Consider an 8-bit flash AID converter of the type shown in Figure
11-7. Let v.:cf = 8.995 V and R = }oo !l.
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(a)
(b)

Calculate the reference voltage at the inverting input to each
comparator.
Now suppose the lowest resistor is changed to 50 R. Repeat

part (a).
(c)

Finally, suppose both the topmost and bottommost resistors are
each 50 R and all others are still 100 R. Repeat part (a).

11-4. Study the 3-bit flash AID converter example summarized in Table
11-] L At low frequencies the excess noise dominates.
(a) Determine how the excess noise present at 1 Hz would 'change
under the condition that the bottommost resistor was changed to
50 fl., with all the remaining resistors set to 1000 R. Let v:.ef =
8.5 V.
(b) Now consider the noise due to the reference, E ref · Determine the
change in this noise contribution at 10 kHz, where this source is
dominant.
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PART IV

LOW-NOISE DESIGN APPLICATIONS

These traces show the effect of bandwidth limiting of II! noise. Top waveform,
bandwidth is 2 kHz; middle wavefonn, bandwidth is 200 Hz; bottom wavefonn,
bandwidth is 20 Hz. Horizontal sensitivity is 50 ms/cm. Note that the peak amplitude
is not proportionately reduced by bandwidth limiting.
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CHAPTER 12

NOISE IN PASSIVE COMPONENTS

The input transistor and the source resistance should be the dominant noise
sources in an amplifier. Unfortunately, as we have seen, transistors are not
the only circuit elements that generate noise. Passive components located in
the low-signal level portions of the electronics also can be major contributors.
This chapter discusses noise in passive components: resistors, capacitors,
diodes, batteries, and transfonners. The noise mechanisms of these components are described, and methods for minimizing their effects are considered.
12-1

RESISTOR NOISE

There are several commonly used types of fixed resistors, both discrete and
integrated. Some of these are: carbon composition, deposited carbon, celmet,
thick fiJrc}. metal :EiJrn thin film, metal foil, and wirewound. Each has particular characteristics suitable for specific applications in electronic circuitry.
The total noise of a resistor is made up of thennal noise and excess noise
a s discussed in Chap. L AJJ resistors have a basic noise mechanism, thennal
noise, caused by the random motion of charge carriers. This noise voltage is
dependent on the temperature T of the resistor, the value of the resistance
R, and the noise bandwidth Af of the measurement. In every conductor
above absolute zero, there are charge carriers excited by thelmal energy,
jumping about within the conductor. Each jump is equivalent to a small burst
of current through the resistance producing a voltage drop Er The mean
squared value of this thermal noise voltage of a resistance R is
El2

=

4kTR 6.[

(12-1)
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Figure 12-1 Total noise of a resistor.

Often an excess noise is generated when a direct current (de) flows
through a resistor. Excess noise gets its name because it is found to exist in
addition to the fundamental thennal noise of the resistor. I t is also referred
to as contact noise or current noise because it occurs at the contact point
between conductors when a dc current is flowing. Excess noise usually occurs
when a current flows in any discontinuous conductor. The magnitude of the
cunent noise is dependent on some inherent properties of the resistor such
as resistive material, uniformity, processing, fabrication, and size and shape
of the resistor. Although much research has been conducted on the source of
this excess noise, there is no apparent functional relationship between the
noise and physical properties. It is necessary to measure and characterize the
excess noise of each type of resistor.
Equation 12-1 shows that thermal noise power is proportional to bandwidth (white noise). On the other hand, excess noise has been measured to
have a ]Jf power spectrum. Since noise power varies inversely with frequency. noise voltage increases as the square root of decreasing frequency.
The total noise generated in a resistor is the rrns sum of the thermal and
excess noises as illustrated in Fig. 12-1. The thermal noise component
dominates at high frequencies. and the excess Vf noise component dominates at low frequencies.
An experimentally detennined equation for Eex(j), the excess noise
voltage in a resistor R at frequency f, is
mIDC R

Eex

=

{f

(12-2)
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where m is a constant, dependent on the manufacturing process, and Ide is
the direct current flowing in the resistor R. The total excess noise over any
bandwidth Af is
(12-3)
Substituting Eq. 12-2 into 12-3 and solving,
(12-4)
Equation 12-4 shows that excess noise power is proportional to the ratio of
upper and lower cutoff frequencies. There is equal noise power in each
frequency octave or frequency decade.
12-1-1

Noise Index

A standardized test method for measuring the "excess" current noise of a
fixed resistor in terms of a noise index (ND was developed by the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS). Described in the report "A Recommended
Standard Resistor-Noise Test System?' by G. T. Conrad Jr., N. Newman, and
A. P. Stansbury [1, 2], this test is also used in Mil-Std-202, Method 308, dated
29 November 1961.
The noise index is defined as the nns value (in p.V) of the noise in a resistor
for each volt of dc drop across the resistor in one decade of frequency. Using
the results of Eq. 12-4, even though the excess noise is caused by directcurrent flow, the definition of Nl results in an expression that is independent
of I.. and R. We obtain
(12-5)

NI is usually expressed in decibels:
NJ

=

20 log

Eex

V

dB

(12-6)

DC

where Er:;x is the microvolts per frequency decade. The equation gives NI = 0
dB when Ee:x/VDC = 1 p.V(V. A method of measurement is outlined in the
Hterature [1) 2].
Example 12-1 Resistor noise calculation. We are given a 10-kn composition
resistor with a Nl of 0 dB or 1 fLV jV. It is used in a circuit with a frequency
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response from 10 Hz to 10 kHz, and the dc voltage drop across the resistor is
10 V. Consequently, the resistor has 1 /LV of noise for each volt of dc in each
decade of frequency. Since excess noise increases linearly with supply voltage, there is a 10 J..LV /decade for a 10-V dc drop. In the 3 decades from 10
Hz to 10kHz, there is equal noise power in each decade of frequency. The
total noise in 3 decades is the rms sum of the noise components in each
decade or !3 times the noise in 1 decade. The total excess noise voltage
across the lO-kO resistor is
l(J..LV IV/decade) X lO(V) X 1.732(decade)

=

17.32 j..LV

The thennal noise in a lO-kHz bandwidth (from Eq. 12-1) is only 1.25 I.I.V.
You can see that the excess CUlTent noise is considerably greater than the
limiting thennal noise. The total noise of this lO-kn resistor over the
lO-Hz-to-IO-kHz bandwidth is the square root of the mean square sum of the
excess noise and thennal noise, or

12-1-2 Bandwidth Correction
Now we can derive the expressions for excess spot noise and broadband noise
in terms of the measured noise index NI. Since the N1 is noise/per decade,
select a I-decade frequency range, 12/f1 = 10. Then Eq. 12-4 becomes
( 12-7)
From Eq. 12-5,

( 12-8)
Substituting Eq. 12-7 into 12-8,

and solving for m,

m

=

NI
V2.303

=

0.659N1

( 12-9)

Now we get the expression for excess noise at any frequency by substituting
for m in Eq. 12-2:

Ecx(f) =

O.659NIVDC

11

(12-10)
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The total excess noise over the bandwidth from 11 to f 2 in tenns of the noise
index N1 is obtained by substituting for m in Eq. 12-4:
p.,V

(12-11)

The conversion from NI in decibels to the noise spectral density at 10Hz,
100 Hz, and 1 kHz is shown in Fig. 12-2.

12-1-3 Noise Index of Commercial Resistors
The noise index is important when selecting a resistor for use in high-gain
circuits, low-level audio frequencies, and other low-frequency applications.
Excess noise from resistors may mask the desired signals if the resistors are
not chosen for their low-noise characteristics.
Remember that excess noise is dependent on the voltage drop across the
resistor. H'there is no voltage drop, you do not need a low-noise resistor.
Excess noise in a resistor is only significant at low frequencies and when
there is a de voltage drop across the resistor.
It is difficult to obtain exact noise information from resistor manufacturers. This is mostly economic; a noise test is an extra measurement not usually
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made by the manufacturer since most applications do not have a critical
noise requirement. Typically, there is a 20-dB spread in the noise index
within any type and value. If the excess noise is critical, place a maximum
noise specification on the resistor and pay the additional cost for the testing.
Noise variations depend on the type of resistor, manufactUling processes,
and process control. It has been shown that the greater the noise variation,
the lower the reliability [3, 4]. Any resistor within a process lot that shows a
significantly increased noise will probably have some manufacturing defect.
Resistors with high values of NI also tend to be less stable.
The amount of excess resistor noise depends on the type of resistor and its
manufacturing process. As pointed out earlier, excess noise is caused by
current flowing through a discontinuous conductor. In general, the more
uniform and defect free the resistive material, the lower the noise index. The
contact or termination to the resistive material is also very critical.
There are several types of resistors available on the market. The quietest
are the new bulk metal foil and wirewound resistors. Also fairly quiet are the
evaporated-film and sputtered-film resistors. Metal film and oxide-film (tin
oxide) resistors are about equivalent to the evaporated-film resistors. Thickfilm and cennet resistors produce more noise while the common carbon
composition and carbon film resistors are the noisiest.
Bulk metal foil and wirewound resistors have the capabiJjty of generating
minimal excess noise, only thelmal noise. Manufacturing defects such as
mechankal damage to the conductor, bad welds, or partially shorted turns
will cause excess noise to be generated. Metal foil resistors can be considered
as flat wire resistors since they can be fabricated from a foil of bulk metal
such as nickel-chromium (about 0.1 mil. thick) bonded to ceramic. A
serpentine pattern is then etched to obtain the desired resistance. Metal foil
resistors are available with a guaranteed noise index specification of less than
-32 dB. Wirewound resistors can also have minimal excess noise. Their
principal noise source is at the end termination. Those with crimped terminations can be noisy; the ones with solder or welded terminations will probably
be low noise. The disadvantages to wirewound resistors are: They tend to be
expensive, limited to the lower values of resistance, and have poor frequency
response because they are inductive.
Thin-film resistors are fonned with an atom-by-atom deposition process,
such as vacuum depositing, cathode sputtering, and vapor plating. Thin films
are deposited on an insulating substrate and protected by an insulating
coating. Tenninals are formed at ohnUc contacts on the film made through
o
etched apertures in the coating. Film thicknesses are about 5000 A. The
more common thin-fum materials are nickel-chromium alloys and tantalum.
The decision of material type to be used for a given application depends on
factors such as temperature coefficient, resistivity, and stability with time.
Metal film resistors are a good choice for low-noise applications. They are
made by evaporating a thin ftlm of metal on a ceramic core. The resistive
path is frequently helixed to increase the resistance. Not all metal film
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resistors are low (loise. For instance, those with poor end terminations
generate significant excess current noise at the end contacts. Poor helixing
also makes them noisy. Care is necessary in the handling of the glazed-type
metal ftlm resistors. With these units, if the leads are pulled too hard or bent
very dose to the body, the seal will crack and the resistor will become noisy.
The molded metal film resistors are not as susceptible to this problem.
Thick-film devices are made by screen deposition of an.irk, and the curing
or firing of this ink in a furnace. Thick-ftlm resistors are flred in an
atmosphere usually between 500 and 1100°C. At these temperatures, the
solids oxidize, melt, and sinter together to solidify the film, level the sUiface,
and bond the film to the substrate. Organic binders and vehicle solvents are
evaporated off. Thick film is a relative term since the films are only a few
thousandths of an inch thick. Cermet thick :films are metal-ceramic combinations such as chromium, palladium, silver, and silicon monoxide, or glass on a
ceramic tube.
A carbon composition resistor is made of carbon granules mixed with a
binder, molded around lead wires and heat fused. Direct current flows
unevenly through the resistor because of variations in conductivity. There is
something like microarcs or a microplasma discharge between the carbon
gains resulting in spurts or bursts of current flow. These bursts of current
cause the excess noise. The more uniform the resistor, the less the excess
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noise. Carbon resistors have the advantage of being the least-expensive type
of resistor and are the most commonly used.
In general, high-wattage resistors have less noise than low-wattage resistors; also, high-resistance values have a higher NI than low-resistance values.
For example, a high-resistance metal film resistor has a very thin film of
metal on a substrate and so it is more affected by surface variations in the
substrate. Similarly, a high-resistance composition carbon resistor has less
carbon and more binder so it is less unifonn. This variation of NI with
resistance and resistor wattage is graphicaJly shown in Fig. 12-3 by the dashed
curves. Note the decrease of noise index with increasing wattage. Data for
this graph were obtained from the Allen Bradley catalog for hot-molded
carbon composition resistors [5].
Variation in noise index versus resistance of two different process types of
carbon film resistors is shown in Fig. 12-3 as the solid lines. Note that a
helixed resistor will have a lower NI than a nonhelixed resistor. The resistance per square of a nonhelixed resistor is much higher, because it is a
thinner film; hence the noise is greater. Note also the increasing NI with
increasing resistance value.
12-1-4 Ie Resistors

Monolithic resistances fabricated during the base diffusion or the emitter
diffusion operations are normally isolated from other IC components by
junction isolation. These reverse-biased pn junctions exhibit some shot noise.
Excess noise wilJ be present primarily at the resistor contacts. Resistances
made from FET-like structures can have noise sources as discussed in
Chap. 6.
Noise measurements have been made on n-diffused and p-diffused resistors fabricated with a digital MOSIS process [6]. These show a noise index of
-10 dB and -5 dB, respectively. Polysilicon-deposited resistors in the same
process show a N1 of - 15 dB. Integrated resistors fabricated with a low-noise
analog I C process will show a lower NI.

12-2 NOISE IN CAPACITORS
In general, capacitor noise is not a problem in circuit design. An ideal
capacitor is noiseless. A pure reactive impedance does not produce thennal
noise. A real capacitor, however, is not perfectly lossless. It has a certain

amount of series resistance and shunt leakage resistance. These real components of the impedance contribute thennal noise, but they are usually
negligibJe.
The noise model of a capacitor is a noise current generator shunted by the
capacitor's impedance. The main noise contribution is at low frequencies,
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where the reactance of the capacitor does not effectively shunt the internal
noise. Low-frequency excess noise is the dominant noise mechanism.
For low-frequency circuit applications, large values of capacitance are
usuaUy required. Electrolytic capacitors are often used because of their
smaller physical size. Tantalum electrolytics have been used successfully in
low-noise circuits. Aluminum electrolytics with their higher leakage and
higher forming curents are less desirable.
Electrolytic capacitors are used in two principal ways: bypass capacitors
and coupling capacitors. No instances have been observed when a bypass
capacitor added noise to the circuit. Its own impedance effectively shunts the
noise generators.
Coupling capacitors occasionally add noise. After an electrolytic capacitor
has been reverse-biased, it generates bursts of noise for a period of time,
from a few minutes to several hours. Usually, a transient causes the reverse
bias. Occasionally, during tum-on, the coupling capacitors are reverse-biased
as one stage turns on" faster than the next. After this happens, the
capacitor may be noisy for a while. There are three ways of avoiding this
problem. One is to design the circuit so that there is no reverse bias at any
time and no tum-on transient. A second solution is to place a low-leakage
silicon diode in parallel with the capacitor. Any reverse-bias forward-biases
the diode and prevents the capacitor from breaking down. A third method is
to use two electrolytic capacitors of twice the size connected back to back (in
series). This forms a nonpolar electrolytic capacitor. Regardless of the
polarity of applied voltage, the proper capacitor takes the voltage drop.
It

12-3 NOISE OF REFERENCE AND REGULATOR DIODES

In a forward-biased diode the principal noise is the shot noise attributed to
the dc. There is also excess noise in the forward-biased diode; as discussed in
Chap. 5, the base-emitter diode of a transistor exhibits excess noise. A
reverse-biased diode has two breakdown mechanism that exhibit different noise
properties. These are the Zener and avalanche mechanisms.

Internal field emission, the Zener effect, is the predominant mechanism in
diodes with low (7 V or less) reverse-breakdown voltages. At a very thin
junction, the electric field can become large enough for electrons to jump the
energy gap. The Zener mechanism exhlbits shot noise. There is little excess
noise. Some Zener diodes have lIf noise comers lower than 10Hz. Being
shot noise limited, the nus noise current can be calculated from the direct
current by using Eq. 1-50 for shot noise current from Chap. 1:
(1-50)

Zener noise voltage E z is the product of shot noise current from Eq. 1-50
and the dynamic resistance r d of the Zener diode at the bias point as shown
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in Eq. 12-12:
(12-12)

The Zener diode is a low-noise regulator or reference diode.
In a diode with a larger junction width, breakdown occurs at a lower
voltage than can be explained by the Zener effect. This is avalanche breakdown. As the reverse bias on the diode is increased, carriers are accelerated
to an energy level great enough to generate new hole-electron pairs on
collision. These new pairs are accelerated by the electric field cf the bias
voltage and generate more hole-electron pairs. The process cascades and is
self-sustaining as long as the field is maintained.
The noise of an avalanche breakdown is larger and more complicated than
Zener noise. There is noise due to the avalanche mechanism and also a
multistate noise mechanism. As with forward-bias shot noise, the avalanche
mechanism results in the random arrival of carriers after crossing the
junction. In this case, there are bundles of carners that give an amplified shot
noise. The avalanche noise has a flat frequency spectrum; hence it is white.
The more troublesome noise in a reverse-biased avalanche diode is the
multistate noise. It gets its name from the fact that the noise voltage appears
to switch randomly between two or more distinct levels. These levels may
differ by many millivolts. As the reverse current cf the diode is increased, the
higher level is favored until finally it predominates. Although the average
noise current is constant, the period is completely random ranging from
microseconds to milliseconds. The switching time between levels is extremely
fast. Multiple-level operation is apparently due to defects and localized
inhomogeneities in the junction region. These can create a local negativeresistance area with either switching or microplasma oscillation.
Multistate noise has a wide frequency range, but it is predominantly 1/!
noise. [t is de£nitely an excess noise mechanism that does not need to exist.
It is process dependent and varies from manufacturer to manufacturer.
Lower-noise units can be selected from a production run. High multistate
noise generally indicates lower device voltage reference stability. If a low-noise
reference diode is needed, the most acceptable solution is to use the
lower-voltage Zener diode. When the need exists for a reference in the
avalanche region, greater than 5 V, select units for low noise.
The noise behavior of breakdown diodes is depicted in Fig. 12-4. For this
diode series, units with breakdowns below 3 V exhibit very little noise; units
breaking down above 5 V are quite noisy.
Breakdown diodes are not reconuneluled as coupling or biasing elements in a
low-noise amplifier because of their noise behavior. When a regular or reference diode is used in the power supply of a low-noise amplifier, it should be
decoupled by an RC network or a capacity multiplier as described in Chap.
13. If a reference diode is used as a low-noise calibration source, select a
low-voltage Zener type and shunt it with a large bypass capacitor.
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12-4

BATTERIES

Batteries are desirable power supplies for low-noise amplifiers for several
reasons. The battery can be located with the amplifier in a shielded case to
avoid pickup. An isolated battery power supply is less likely to have ground
loops and 6O-cycle pickup.
In general, batteries are not noise sources. Since a battery has current
flowing and an internal impedance, there is some noise. A battery serves as a
large capacitor and therefore shunts its own internal noise. Only when nearly
exhausted does the noise rise. [f the noise of a battery supply is a problem,
bypass the supply or decouple the noise with a capacity multiplier. This also
reduces the series impedance of the power supply and helps to prevent
regeneration and motorboating in the amplifier.

12-5

NOISE EFFECTS OF COUPLING TRANSFORMERS

Transformers are used in several types of low-level applications: data acquisition, data transmission, geophysical measurements, dc chopper amplifiers,
bridges, and so forth. They perform one or more of the following: isolation,
impedance matching, noise matching, and common-mode rejection. Low-level
transformers are used to discriminate against the interference that often
accompanies signal voltages. These interfering signals come from stray magnetic fields, ground loops, common-mode signals, and machine-made noise.
Types of magnetic components used in low-level systems include input
transformers, chopper input transformers, interstage transformers, output
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transformers, filter reactors, and low-pass filters. Our particular interest in
this section is with input transformers and chopper transformers. An input
transformer is used to match the amplifier noise characteristics to the sensor
impedance. Thus it is possible to design an amplifier for operation at its
optimum noise factor Fopt and then transform the sensor impedance to look
like R. This transformer noise matching is discussed in Chaps. 8 and 9.
There are several second-order effects that can add noise to a low-level
transformer circuit. Some of the considerations necessary in the proper
application of transformers are common-mode rejection, magnetic shielding,
primary inductance, frequency response, and microphonics. The following
sections discuss each of these effects.
12-5.1

Electrostatic Interwinding Shielding

All instrumentation transformers incorporate electrostatic Faraday shields
between the windings for isolation and common-mode rejection. This is
illustrated in Fig. 12-5. This interwinding shield may consist of a copper foil
interleaved between the layers, or it may be a complete box-type construction
as shown in Fig. 12-5. Consider that a common-mode voltage between the
sensor and ground is present at the primary terminals of the input transfonner. Any capacitive coupling between the primary and secondary windings
couples part of the common-mode voltage to the secondary. The interwinding
Faraday shield tenninates the electrostatic field from the primary. The more
the shield encloses the primary winding, the better the conunon-mode
rejection.
The effectiveness ci the electrostatic shielding can be tested. A commoomode voltage Vem is connected between the primary and ground. The
secondary voltage
is measured. Any coupling impedance, X CM ) is considered to be an equivalent Plimary-to-secondary capacitance. Therefore, the
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Figure 12-5 Windingshields in instrumentation transformers.
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equation ~/Vem == RL/XCM can be solved for the interwinding capacitance.
Typical capacitances can be as high as 10 pF or as low as 5 X 10- 7 pF.
[n addition to low interwinding capacity, common-mode rejection requires
a balanced primary with symmetrical capacitances. If there is unbalanced
shunt capacity between the center tap and the two ends of the primary, a
common-mode voltage injected in the center tap causes unbalanced voltages
in the primary winding. This, then, is a true differential-mode signal. The
common-mode rejection of a good transformer is difficult to measure and
even more difficult to specify.

12-5.2

Magnetic Shielding

For low-level use, a transfOlmer must be shielded from externally caused
magnetic fields. Magnetic pickup can also be reduced by coil construction
techniques. External fields are rejected by the "hum-bucking winding technique. "Hum-bucking" implies that the transformer has two secondary windings oppositely wound on the core. An externally generated magnetic field
induces equal and opposite voltages in the windings. This is most effective
when the field is distant and the transformer can be spatially oriented.
Magnetic shielding is accomplished by surrounding the transformer with
multiple layers of mu-metal interleaved with heavy copper shorting layers.
Multiple layers provide higher attenuation than a single layer of equal
thickness. Magnetic shielding provides a low reluctance path around the
transformer core for the interfering signal. Any fields that penetrate the first
7
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magnetic layer induce eddy currents in the copper layer beneath it. These
currents generate a reverse magnetic field to oppose the interfering field.
Multiple layers can be noted in the expanded view of a transformer given in
Fig. 12-6.
Magnetic-shielding effectiveness is the ratio of the pickup in a transformer
with and without shielding. I t can be measured by placing the transformer
between two large Helmholtz coils. The coils are driven with an ac that sets
up a known magnetic-field intensity between them. This test is described in
MIL-T-27.

12-5-3 Transformer Primary Inductance
Transformer primary winding inductance is important because it determines
the low-frequency response of the transformer, and reducing inductance
increases the equivalent input noise voltage of the amplifier. The lowfrequency cutoff of the transformer occurs when the primary impedance
equals the parallel resistance of the source and reflected load resistance.
Below this frequency, the equivalent noise voltage generator of the amplifier
is increased as shown in Chap. 7.
To measure the inductance of a low-level transformer accurately, use a
low-frequency impedance bridge with very small drive signals. Measure the
inductance at the lowest frequency used.
It is difficult to control the primary inductance of a transformer. The
number of turns can be held constant, but the core permeability and stacking
efficiency of the laminations vary from unit to unit. Permeability can vary
over 4:1 range. The permeability of the core is more constant if an air gap is
introduced, but this increases the size of the transformer and makes it more
susceptible to magnetic pickup. Because of penneability tolerances, the
minimum acceptable inductance must be determined. One of the differences
between transfOlmer manufacturers is how well they handle their stacking
factors. If they stack tighter and increase the permeability of the core, the
transformer has greater inductance or smaller size. This reduces the cost as
well.

12-5-4 Frequency Response
The low-frequency response of a transformer is detennined by the shunting
effect of its primary inductance. The high-frequency cutoff is determined by
the shunting effect of its winding capacitance. The widest-frequency response
is obtained when the primary and secondary inductances are terminated in
their nominal impedances. A transformer can be used, of course, at other
than its nomina] impedances. Usually, low-frequency response can be improved by lowering the source impedance below nominal. The converse also
applies.
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In general, the equivalent input noise increases when operating outside
the passband. Beyond roll-off, amplifier noise remains constant wrule the
signal passed by the transformer falls off; therefore, the equivalent input
noise increases. In addition, core losses and transformer noise increase with
frequency.
12-5-5 Microphonics and Shock Sensitivity

High-inductance transfOlmers generate extraneous voltages when shocked or
vibrated. This can be caused by changes in the penneabilityof the core in the
presence of an internal or an external field, or by a change in coupling with
the internal or external magnetic field. If a transformer is vibrated, the
laminations may shift in position or the core may be stressed. In either case,
the permeability of the core is modulated. If there is a magnetic field present,
the changing inductance generates a voltage. With very high inductance
windings, just squeezing the transformer with your fingers generates a
voltage.
An external de magnetic field is also a problem. A power supply choke is
one source of such a field. The earth's field is another. If the transformer
vibrates in the field or if the magnetic-field source vibrates, a voltage can be
generated directly in the coil or indirectly by inducing a voltage in the shield
and then into the coil. Motion of a magnetized shield also induces a voltage
in the transformer windings.
Laminations and shielding cans should be demagnetized by the manufacturer before assembly in order to minimize the residual flux in those parts of
the transformer assembly. Once it is assembled it is difficult for the user to
degauss a transformer adequately. Inadvertent magnetization can result from
the passing of a dc bias current through a winding or from measuring the
winding continuity with an ohnuneter. A small dc in the windings, such as a
transistor base current, can make the transformer more mkrophonic. If a
transformer is inadvertently magnetized, it can be degaussed by passing
low-frequency ac through the windings and slowly decreasing the amplitude
of this wave to zero. To minimize shock sensitivity the following can be done:
1. Have the core vacuum-impregnated so that the laminations cannot

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

move with respect to one another.
If space permits, mechanically isolate the coil and laminations from the
shields and the shields from each other.
Specify that the core and sruelds are to be demagnetized before
assembly.
Shock-mount the transfonner on the chassis.
Shock-mount any other magnetic-field sources such as power transformers or chokes.
Do not check the dc continuity of any of the transformer windings
unless they can be adequately demagnetized!
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Chopper transfonners also have a problem with thennoelectric voltages.
In a circuit fonned with wires of different metals, a temperature difference
across the junction will generate a thennoelectric voltage. This thennally
generated voltage (thenna] EMF) can add or subtract from the dc signal
being modulated and cause an error. Therefore, locate the transfonners away
from any heat sources.

SUMMARY
a. ln addition to thennal noise, resistors exhibit excess noise when dc is
present.
b. Excess noise can be minimized by proper selection of the resistor manufacturing process. Metal foil and filn units are usually superior.
c. The noise index is given in units of microvolts per volt per decade, or

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.
1.

over the frequency decade used to determine Eex.
Capacitors usually do not present a noise problem because their own
capacitance shunts the internal noise. Electrolytics with high leakage can
be troublesome.
Low-voltage Zener diodes are lower-noise devices. Avalanche-breakdown
devices can be noisy, and selected units may have to be used if the
application is critical.
Breakdown diodes do not make good coupling or biasing elements in a
low-noise system.
Batteries are not a source of noise except when nearly exhausted.
Coupling transformers should have electrostatic interwinding shielding
and magnetic shielding.
To control microphonics in interstage transfonners, manufacturing techniques and handling and inspection must be tightly controlled.

PROBLEMS
12-1. Find the total mean squared noise voltage in a 620-kfi resistor in a

decade cf frequency geometrically centered at 1 kHz. The noise index
ci the resistor is 0 dB, and there is 5 Vof dc voltage across the resistor.
12--2. A noise test on an integrated resistor yields the fonowing data: R = 100
ko'; total noise voltage (including thennal) is 600 nV for a noise
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bandwidth of 1 Hz; and VDC = 4 V. Determine the noise index in
decibels and the noise index in j.LVIVDc/Hzl/2 at a frequency cf
100 Hz.
12-3. A l-k!l resistor has a noise index of 0 dB with 1 V of dc bias voltage
across it. Detennine the noise bandwidth, Af, for which the thennal
noise is equal to the excess noise.
12-4. How much forward biasing current must be supplied to a diode in
order for it to generate the same amount of noise as a l-k!l resistor?
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POWER SLIPPLIES Af\ID VOLTAGE
REFERENCES

In the design of low-noise systems, the noise contributions of all parts of the
system, including power supplies, must be minimized. When designing a
power source for low-noise electronics, the supply must be quiet and unvarying. Since many low-noise amplifiers are ac coupled, the supply may not need
to be regulated, only isolated and well filtered.
A dc power source for low-noise electronics must remove the commOTImode power line voltages that may be coupled into the supply, remove the
ripple generated in the supply rectifiers, and remove any noise generated in
the regulator. Common-mode voltages originating in the ac power lines can
be isolated by decoupling and shielding. Cross-talk from other circuits can be
minimized by layout and adequate ground connections. If the supply can be
filtered, noise is not a serious problem, for the means of ripple removal also
attenuates noise coming from regulators and components in the supply.
When a regulated supply must be used, the regulator and voltage reference
must be carefully chosen as described in the following sections.

13-1

TRANSFORMER COMMON-MODE COUPLING

On most power lines there is a lot of noise and other spurious signals that
can modulate or add to the power frequency. There can also be a commonmode voltage CMV1 present between the line and ground and a signal CMV2
between power and earth ground, as shown in Fig. 13-1. These noise voltages
are coupled into the circuit power supply by the transformer primary-to-
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secondary intelwinding capacitances C. Typically, this noise can be coupled
to the amplifier as an extra noise mechanism. In medical equipment, these
voltages can be large enough to be life threatening.
There is another way for this common-mode signal to get into the
amplifier. At some location the amplifier output is connected to ground or
earth. This may be after some additional stages, but eventually the circuit
ground is connected to the earth or power line ground. This provides two
grounds in the system, one at the common-mode signal and the other
through the amplifier, and we have a ground loop through RCMl and R CM2 .
This loop provides the potential for a small circulating current through the
circuit and is an additional source of noise and line frequency pickup.
A very small amount of circulating current can cause a lot of pickup. As
Ohm pointed out: "One microampere through 4 milliohms is 4 nanovolts,"
and that is equal to the thelmal noise of a lOOO-R resistor in a 1 Hz
bandwidth.
The question that arises is, "How can we eliminate these sources of
pickup?" A battery power supply will eliminate the coupling to the line but
this is not always practical. To use an ac power supply, we must break the
ground loops. This can be done with a shielded power transfonner containing
interwinding Faraday electrostatic shields built by Topaz and other transformer companies, as was discussed in Sec. 12-5.
The transformer isolates in two ways. First, it isolates by shielding. The
primary shield of the transformer decouples from the circuit power supply,
and the secondary shield decouples from the electronic system. The level of
decoupling is dependent on the effectiveness of the shielding. 'Nhen using
this type of shielded power transformer do not bring the ac supply line inside
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the case. The primary transfonner leads are shielded and can be brought out
to a bulkhead teoninal or to a tenninal strip external to the shielded
enclosure of the dc power supply. Second, it lirn.jts the frequency response to
prevent high-frequency transients from passing into the system.
All low-noise equipment needs an isolating transfonner with decoupling
shielding. If the equipment is used in life support medical applications, then
it is probably engineering malpractice to design an instrument without an
isolating transfonner [1].

13~2

POWER SUPPLY NOISE FILTERING

Noise and stray signals can be coupled into the amplifier system through the
biasing power supply. Because of the balanced differential style of op amps,
signals on the power lines are strongly attenuated. Typically, low-noise
operational amplifiers have a power supply noise rejection of 100 dB at low
frequencies. This means that signals on the power lines are attenuated by 10 5
at the input. To achieve an equivalent input noise of 1 nV1Hz the power
supply noise must be less than 100 J.LV 1Hz. Commercial voltage regulators
typically have an output noise of a few microvolts over a bandwidth of 0.1 to
] 0 Hz with reduced noise at high frequencies. For most operational amplifier
applications, this is sufficient because the amplifier is differential and has
high power supply noise rejection.
There are other applications, such as single-ended amplifiers, which do
not exhibit the high power supply noise rejection. In these instances, additional filtering of the supply lines may be required. Biasing supplies for
sensors and detectors are particularly critical for noise since the supply noise
is divided and coupled directly to the input signal.
Since a highly regulated supply voltage is usually not needed for a
low-noise ac amplifier or a bias supply, a filter stage can be added on the

L1

Rl

+~+VDD

I_

+o-JQOO'

C1

Filtered de

(a)

Figure 13-2 (a) RC filter and (b) LC filter.

Filtered de

board near the amplifier stage. The series impedance of the futer will usually
increase the output impedance of the supply and decrease the regulation. By
placing the filter physically close to the amplifier or sensor, ground loops are
minimized and pickup on the supply line can be attenuated.
There are three principal methods of power supply filtering. The first is
the straightforward RC or LC futer as illustrated in Fig. l3-2. A second is
the capacity multiplier discussed in the next section and shown in Fig. 13-3. A
third is the ripple clipper circuit shown in Fig. 13-4.
The ac filtering of Fig. 13-2a is proportional to the RC product. This may
require large values of R or C or both.

13-3 . CAPACITY MULTIPLIER FILTER

Using an active device as a capacity multiplier can reduce the size of the
capacitor dramatically, as shown in Fig. 13-3.
The filtering of the VBB source is determined by the parallel time constant
of R" R 2 , and C,. Even if C 1 is small, the values of Rl and R2 can be large
since the input impedance of the amplifier is large. The maximum values of
R1 and R2 are determined by the offset current of the amplifier used. The
total noise of the filtered output is the rIDS sum of the filtered noise of VBB •
amplifier noise voltage En. amplifier noise current 1nZ9' and any noise of
VDD not rejected by the amplifier. Impedance Zs is the parallel impedance of
R I • R 2 • and XCI' The amplifier noise current L will not be a factor if the
impedance of C1 is small. Resistors Rl and R2 will generate excess noise
because of the de drop. Therefore, use resistors with a low noise index.
Since this capacity multiplier circuit is supplying power to another circuit,
select an amplifier with a low output resistance capable of dri.ving a load. A
series-pass transistor or a second buffer op amp can be added for additional
load capacity.

-""""--0

Filtered

de

Figure 13-3 Active capacity multiplier.
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Figure 134 Noise clipper circuit.

13-4 NOISE CLIPPER
A third type of filtering circuit is the noise clipper shown in Fig. 13-4. This
circuit strips the noise from the dc, inverts it, and subtracts the noise from
the dc reference supply. The ac noise and ripple are coupled by C 1 into
buffer amplifier A,. The noise signal is then inverted in unity-gain amplifier
0
A,. For frequencies where XCI «R4' the output of A, is equal to and 180
out of phase with the input noise. Then the output of A, is summed through
R2 with the supply voltage and noise at the input of A,. Since the ac signal
from A, is equal to and out of phase with the incoming noise, it cancels ac
fluctuations and ripple. This is limited at higher frequencies, where the
frequency responses of A" A" and A, are not identical, and at very low
frequencies, where the reactance of C1 becomes too large with respect to R 4 "

13-5

REGULATED POWER SUPPLlES*

Ideally, a perfectly regulated supply would have no noise. Given a noisy,
unregulated input voltage, it would regulate to zero output vruiation. [n
practice it only regulates as well as its rejection of the noise in the unregu-

* The

following sections on regulated supplies and voltage references were contributed by
w. T i Holman, Georgia Institute cf Technology, Atlanta. GA 30332.
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Voltage
reference

Figure 13-5

Block diagram of a regulated power supply_

lated input voltage plus any reference, amplification, and regulator noise. A
block diagram of a typical regulated supply is shown in Fig. 13-5 [2].
For this circuit configuration, the output noise can be expressed as follows:
Eno =

VCKr A b E J 2 + (Ab E ref)2 + (AbEn/ + (Ab rr1n)2 + ( KbEJ 2
(13-1)

where

Eu = noise voltage generated by the unregulated supply
Erei = output noise voltage generated by the voltage reference
En

=

~ =

Kr
Kb
rr
A,

=

=
=

=

equivalent input noise voltage of the output buffer
equivalent input noise current of the output buffer
voltage gain of unregulated supply noise through the voltage reference
voltage gain of unregulated supply noise through the output buffer
output resistance of the voltage reference
voltage gain ci the output buffer

[n practical terms, a good low-noise voltage regulator should have high
power supply noise rejection (K r and Kb approaching zero), and the internal
noise generated by the reference and output buffer circuits should be made
as low as possible. Other common specifications for voltage regulators
include the following [3-5]:

Accuracy. Each regulator should generate a specific voltage with a minimum (or absence) of trimming and should maintain that voltage with
a minimum of long-tenn dtift.
Temperature regulation. The reference voltage should be independent ci
the operating temperature. Temperature regulation is usually expressed as a temperature coefficient (ppm/" C).
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Power supply regulation. The change in dc output voltage with respect to a
change in dc supply voltage should be as small as possible.
Load regulation. If the regulator is designed to sink and source current,
the change in output voltage with respect to a change in load current
should be as small as possible.
Power consumption and efficiency. The quiescent power consumption of
the regulator should be minimized. If the circuit is designed to sink
or source current, the ratio of maximum output power to quiescent
power should be as large as possible.
Stability and transient response. The regulator should be stable and should
respond to changes in supply or load conditions as quickly as
possible.
Power supply noise rejection is generally frequency dependent and will
decrease with increasing frequency. The designer of a discrete voltage regulator usually has the option of adding filtering at critical nodes to limit the
output noise bandwidth of the circuit. Integrated circuit designers, on the
other hand, cannot rely on the availabiJity of large capacitors or inductors,
since these components are generally expensive or impractical to fabricate in
typical IC processes. Also, high levels of lIf noise in a voltage regulator will
result in excessive output noise in a range of frequencies (typically 10Hz and
below for BIT regulators and 1 kHz and below for CMOS regulators) that is
difficult to filter even with discrete components.
In most voltage regulator applications, Vf output noise will have a much
greater effect on the output voltage error than thennal or shot noise.
Reduction of Iff noise should be a prime consideration in the design of a
high-perfonnancelow-noise voltage regulator. However, some high-frequency
low-noise systems may be very sensitive to the level of white noise in the
regulated power supply, so this component of the output noise should not be
ignored.
Voltage regulators generally fall into two categories: linear regulators and
switching regulators. Switching regulators have the advantage of higher
efficiency than 1inear regulators, but they are also extremely noisy due to the
clock signal and switching transients, especially in high-current applications
[6]. Unless extensive external filtering and shielding are available to the
designer, good low-noise regulator design will require a linear approach.

13-6
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In broad teons, a voltage regulator can be considered a voltage reference
with a low-impedance output buffer. The voltage reference is usually the
dominant source of noise in a regulator circuit. Since the design of low-noise
amplifier (buffer) stages has been discussed in the previous chapters, we shall
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focus on a noise analysis of commonly used references in integrated circuit
design.
As stated previously, an ideal voltage reference should have infinite
rejection of supply noise. However, if the power supply is well regulated and
well filtered, a voltage reference with poor power supply noise rejection can
still be useful in many applications. For example, a designer may wish to
generate a stable bias voltage from a regulated low-noise power supply. In
this case, reduction of noise generated by the reference circuit itself is more
important than the ability to reject external noise.

13..6..1 Resistor Voltage Divider
One cf the simplest possible voltage references in an integrated circuit
technology is two resistors connected as a voltage divider [3] (Fig. 13-6). This
circuit has the advantage of a low temperature coefficient (provided the
resistors have similar geometries and are made of the same material), and the
output voltage can be set to any selected voltage for any supply voltage.
Disadvantages include poor output and supp]y regulation. Noise from the
VDD supply is only attenuated at the output by the ratio of R2 to the sum of
R) and R 2 " However, given a well-filtered and well-regulated supply voltage
and a high-impedance load, the resistor divider can be an excellent low-noise
reference limited by the thermal noise of the resistors. By adding a low-noise
buffer at the divider's output, a high-performance "virtual ground" can be
created.
The intrinsic output noise of a resistor divider can be expressed as

( 13-2)

where ER1 and ER2 are the intrinsic noise sources of resistors Rl and R 2 ,
respectively. These noise sources are the rms sums of the thermal noise and

Figure 13-6 de and ac equivalent circuits cf a resistor divider.
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the excess noise of the resistors. The noise index for polysilicon resistors in
integrated circuits is typically about - 30 dB, which means that, for large
supply voltages, excess noise will dominate. For lower supply voltages, thermal noise will be dominant. The limiting noise of the divider is the thermal
noise of the two resistors in parallel,
(13-3)
If a discrete divider is built using resistors with a high noise index, for
example, carbon composition types, the excess noise will be the dominant
output noise mechanism.
Example 13-1 What are the excess and the thermal noise of a 10,000 n
resistor with a noise index of - 30 dB and a de voltage drop of lO V across
the resistor (a) in a bandwidth from 0.01 to 10 Hz? (b) in a bandwidth from
10 to 10,000 Hz?
(a) From 8q. 13-3, the thermal noise cf a lO-kfl resistor is 12.6
nV1Hz. In a lO-Hz bandwidth it is multiplied by v'1O to give 40 nV cf
thermal noise. Referring to Sec. 12-1, a -3~-dB NT translates to 30
nVjV jdecade of frequency. The frequency range from 0.01 to 10 Hz is 3
decades of frequency. The excess noise of the lO-k!1 resistor with a lO-V
drop is then Ee:x = 30 nV X 10 X 13 = 520 nV. So the excess noise is 520
nY, compared to 40 nV of thermal noise.
(b) The thermal noise of the lO-kn resistor in a 9990-Hz bandwidth is L26
p,V. The excess noise is 30 n V X 10 X f3 = 520 n V.
Salut:i.aJ

13-6-2 CMOS Voltage Divider
A simple voltage reference can be constructed in a CMOS technology by
connecting a PMOS and an NMOS transistor in series as shown in Fig. 13-7
[3]. Ignoring the effects of channel length modulation, the reference voltage
can be expressed as

( 13-4)

where Kn and Kp are the respective transconductance parameters of the
NMOS and PMOS devices, Wn and Wp the gate widths, L. and Lp the gate
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1---+----0 V ref

(a)

(b)

Figure 13~7 (a) dc and (b) ac equivalent circuits of a CMOS vOltage divider.

lengths, and VTn and VTp the threshold voltages. (For a detailed explanation
of MOSFET behavior and parameters, see Allen and Holberg [3].) Like the
resistor divider, this voltage reference has poor supply noise rejection and
supply regulation. The threshold voltages of the transistors are also temperature dependent, leading to a variation in ~ef with respect to temperature.
From the small-signal model in Fig. 13-7, the intrinsic output noise is

(13-5)

where gmp and gmn are the transconductances of the transistors, CgSp and
Cgsn the gate-to-sourcecapacitances, rdsp and rdsn the drain-to-source resistances, and Enp and Enn are the thermal noise voltages of the PMOS and
NMOS devices. Assuming that rdsp and rdsn are very large and can be
neglected, the noise voltages of the individual MOS transistors will be
attenuated by the voltage dividers formed by their transconductances at low
frequencies and by the voltage dividers formed by the gate-to-sourcecapacitances at higher frequencies. The thermal and lit components of Enp and
Enn can be reduced by increasing the device transconductances and gate
areas, res pecti vel y .
At low frequencies, assuming gmp = gmn and the drain resistances are
very large, Eq. l3-5 reduces to
(13-6)
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Bipolar Diode Reference

Better supply noise rejection than a simple voltage divider can be achieved by
using a simple pn diode reference as shown in Fig. 13-8. The reference
voltage is simply the voltage drop across the diode, or

(13-7)

where n is a process parameter typically between ] and 3, I DC is the dc
current through the diode, and Is the diode's reverse saturation current.
Because of the logarithmic relationship between diode current and voltage,
supply noise rejection and regulation are considerably improved. By replacing
the supply resistor R, with a cUlTent source, these parameters can be
improved to the point where the characteristics of the current source will
detennine the power supply regulation and noise rejection. However. the
temperature coefficient cf a pn diode is about -2 mV jOe, so considerable
output voltage variation wn. ocelli' as the operating temperature varies. From
the small-signal model of Fig. 13-8 the intrinsic output noise of a reference
with a supply resistor is calculated to be

( 13-8)

where r dl is the dynamic resistance of the diode, ERI is thermal plus excess
noise of resistor R 1 , and Id,is the shot noise and excess noise of the diode. If
load resistor R, is large and diode resistance r dl «:: R.. then Eq. 13-8
reduces to the shot noise voltage of the diode,
(13-9)

~------~----~E~

(a)

(b)

Figure 13-8 (a) dc and (b) ac equivalent circuits IT a diode reference.
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Two or more diodes can also be stacked together to obtain higher
voltages. If a supply resistor is used, the output noise voltage of a reference
with multiple diodes in series is
2

(nr dERl) + n( rd R 1 f d )

2

( 13-10)

(nra + Rl)2

where n is the number of diodes and r d is the dynamic resistance of any
single diode. Note that while the reference voltage increases linearly with the
number of diodes, the output noise voltage due to shot noise roughly
increases as the square root of the number of diodes due to IIDS summing of
the individual noise cmTents. This fact illustrates an interesting plinciple in
low-noise reference design: lower output noise can be achieved by adding
several reference voltages together rather than by multiplying a reference
voltage to increase its value. Adding n voltages together results ina Iii
factor reduction in the value of the total noise voltage as opposed to
multiplying a single voltage by a factor of n.
Now consider Eq. 13-8 again. If VDD is much greater than ~ef' then Rl
will be much greater than r dl' and the effect of ERIon the output will be
greatly attenuated by the resistor divider fonned by r a1 and R 1 " As a result,
the noise current of the pn diode wiil be the dominant component of the
reference output noise. Ideally, this noise CUITent is due entirely to shot
noise, but in practice some amount of excess IIf noise will be present in the
diode due to surface and bulk defects. Ps the diode current increases, this
excess noise will increase while the shot noise decreases, and the excess noise
will become the dominant noise component at low frequencies. This lit
noise contribution becomes even more apparent if the simple pn diode is
replaced with an npn transistor with its base connected to its collector as
shown in Fig. 13-9. In this case the intrinsic output noise voltage can be
expressed as
2
E Rl
+ (

+ g mZ_)
"
E
r): + Zr,

R 1(1

\J 2
11

+ R2]2
1 n
(13-11)

where En and In contain l/! noise components as discussed in Chap. 5. In
general, higher collector currents in the transistor will result in greater V-f
noise and lower shot noise. As with any low-noise bipolar transistor application, a [arger f30 will reduce Vf output noise in the reference. If Z", » rx ,
ro » R I , and gmZ7T» 1, Eq. 13-11 can be simplified to

E2no --

E~l + (gmRJEn)2 + Rtf;

-------"""""2---

(1 + gmRI)

(13-12)
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{a}

(b)

Figure 13-9 (a) BIT diode and (b )ac equivalent circuit cf voltage reference.

13-6-4 Zener Diode References
The simplest Zener diode reference, like a simple pn diode reference,
consists of the diode in series with a resistor or current source, with similar
small signal models. However, the noise output of a Zener diode depends on
whether the diode uses the Zener effect or avalanching to achieve its
breakdown voltage. Zener breakdown usually occurs at voltages of 5 V or
less, while avalanche breakdown dominates at higher voltages. A diode in
Zener breakdown will have shot noise and excess noise like that of a pn
diode, but a Zener diode in avalanche breakdown will generate a much
higher level of white noise due to the avalanche generation of carriers in the
junction. rt is best not to use Zener diodes as a low-noise voltage reference
unless breakdown occurs from the Zener effect.
There is a class of Zener diode references (called TC Zeners) which
achieve a very low temperature coefficient and low noise in the O. I to 10Hz
frequency range by cancelling the negative temperature coefficient of a pn
diode with the positive temperature coefficient of a Zener diode in avalanche
breakdown, resulting in a typical reference voltage of 6.9 to 7 V [7, 81 Some
of these hybrid devices also include a heater to maintain the temperature of
the substrate within precise limits. The Zener diodes are created as "buried"
components in the substrate by using ion implantation, leading to very little
excess noise in the reference from surface effects in the integrated circuit.
Since these references are designed for use as discrete components, the
additional white noise generated by the avalanche effect can be filtered or
bandwidth limited. Two examples of tlUs type of buried Zener reference are
the IM199 from National Semiconductor and the LTZI000 from Linear
Technology. The LM199 has 0.7 fLV peak-to-peak output noise from
a bandwidth of 0.01 to 1 Hz and a typical temperature coefficient of
1 ppm/oC. The LTZ1000, which uses an internal heater, has a maximum of
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2 }.LV peak-to-peak output noise from 0.1 to 10 Hz and a temperature
coefficient of 0.05 ppmjOC.

13-6-5 MOS Diode Reference
As shown in Fig. 13-10, a MOS transistor can aJso be used as a simple diode
in a reference circuit by connecting together the drain and gate [3]. Ignoring
channel length modulation, the reference voltage is

(13-13)

where IDS is the current flowing through R, and M I " This reference has the
advantage of a wider range of output voltages than the bipolar diode
reference due to the square-law relationship between gate-source voltage
and drain-source current in the MOSFET. However, this increased voltage
range also results in poorer supply noise rejection and supply regulation
unless R t is replaced with a current source. Using the small-signal model of
Fig. L3-10, the intrinsic output noise of the reference is

E;
+ gmRl + RI 1
rds

Ell + (gmRl + SCgs R l)2
(1

+ SCgsRl

Assuming that r ds is very large and gmRl »

(a)

l~

(13-14)

at low frequencies the output

(b)

Figure 13-10 (a) de and (b) ae equivalent circuits of a MOS voltage reference.
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noise can be approximated by

(13-15)
The Ilf equivalent input noise of the MOSFET will be the main component
ci the intrinsic low-frequency output noise, while the transistor's channel
thennal noise dominates at higher frequencies.
13-6·6 VBE Multiplier Reference
A very C011U11on method of generating a reference voltage in Ie designs is the
VBE multiplier circuit of Fig. 13-11. Ignoring the transistor's output impedance
and assuming that f3 0 is very large, the reference voltage is
(13-16)

Like the bipolar diode reference, the power supply regulation and noise
rejection of the VEE multiplier circuit can be greatly improved by replacing
RL with a current source. However, the negative temperature coefficient cf
the reference voltage will be multiplied by the same factor as the base-emitter
voltage with respect to a single diode voltage drop. From the small-signal
diagram of Fig. 13-12, the intrinsic output noise voltage of the VBE multiplier
is found to be

E2no

=

(1 + RRz)2[(
3

ERL

g R
m

L

)2 + E2l
n

+ (R2)2
E2R3 + [2R2
+ E2R2 (13-17)
R
n 2

Figure 13-11 The VBS multipJier reference.
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Figure 13-12
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ac equivalent circuit for a VBE multiplier reference.

This equation shows that the transistor's equivalent input noise and the
noise of resistor R3 are multiplied by the feedback ratio of RJR 3 to
produce the output reference noise.
13-6-7

VGS Multiplier Reference

The same feedback principle used in the VEE multiplier can also be applied
with an FET to create a Vas multiplier reference (Fig. 13-13) [3J. Neglecting
channel length modulation effects, the reference voltage is
( 13-18)

Because of the square-law relationship between drain current and

R

Figure 13·13 The VGS multiplier reference.
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Figure 13-14 ac equivalent circuit ci the VGS multiplier reference.

gate-source voltage in a MOSFET, supply noise rejection and supply regulation are not as good as with the VeE multiplier circuit, although they can also
be greatly improved by replacing supply resistor RL with a current source.
The gate-source voltage also exhibits a negative temperature coefficient
which is multiplied by the resistor feedback ratio. Referring to the small-signal equivalent circuit in Fig. 13-14, the intrinsic output voltage of the VGS
multiplier will be

asswning gmRL »R2/R3.
Just as with the VBE reference, resistors R2 and R3 establish gain ratios
which multiply the noise contributions of the transistor's equivalent input
noise and resistor R3 at the reference output.
13·6·& Noise in Current Sources

One obvious method of generating a reference voltage ci any desired value is
to source or sink a current through a resistor. The intrinsic output noise of
the current source can simply be modeled as a noise current in parallel with
the output resistance of the source. However, there is a significant noise
mechanism in current sources besides the intrinsic shot or thermal noise of
the source transistor. Any high-performance current source requires a bias
circuit or current mirror to set the value of the output current as shown in
Fig. 13-15. As a result, any noise source present at the base or gate of the
current source transistor is amplified by the gain ci the common-emitter or
common-source stage fonned by the current source. If the load resistance is
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Vee

+l

D

SOURCE

(a)

Figure 13-15

(b)

(a) Simple bipolar and (b) MOS current mirrors.

much smaller than the output resistance of the current source, this voltage
gain is approximately equal to the load resistance times the transconductance
of the transistor. Given the small-signal diagram of a BIT current minor as
shown in Fig. 13-16, the output noise can be expressed as

[Z~gm(RL II rce )J2[ E,; + (rbias II rd)\J; + IJ + I~ias)]
[(rbias II rd ) + rb + ZlT]2

(13-20)

where Ia and rd are the noise current and dynamic resistance of the current
mirroring diode and Ibias and rbias are the equivalent noise current and
output resistance ci the dc bias current circuit ::{.
Assuming that Z'1T is
very large with respect to Td and Tb' and assuming that r0 is much larger than

TDlas

Figure 13-16

ac equivalent circuit of a BIT current mirror.
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R" the output noise of the BIT current source can be simplified to
(13-21 )
Since the reference voltage across the load is proportional to the value of
[SOURCE' the transconductance of the source transistor cannot be lowered to
reduce output noise without reducing the desired reference voltage. However, the small-signal impedance of the load may be reduced by bypassing R T,
with a capacitor or by replacing the load resistor with diodes at the cost of
increased temperature dependence of the reference voltage. If the dominant
noise mechanism of the bias circuit is the shot noise of the mirroring diode,
increasing the bias current I..
will also reduce the output white noise,
although the Uf excess noise level may increase as a result of the higher
current. The equivalent input noise voltage and current (En and In) of the
source transistor should also be minimized by choosing a good low-noise
device whenever possible.

13-7 BANDGAP VOLTAGE REFERENCE
For many applications, one requires an integrated circuit voltage reference
that is independent of both supply voltage and operating temperature.
Although several different types of circuits have been developed over the
years to meet these requirements, the most popular method remains the
bandgap voltage reference [3, 4, 9]. The bandgap reference achieves a very
low temperature coefficient by canceling the negative temperature coefficient
of a pn diode with the positive temperature coefficient of the voltage
difference between two pn junctions. Bandgap circuits can be implemented
in standard bipolar, BiCMOS, and CMOS technologies without the need of
special process steps as in the case of ion-implanted Zener diode references.
Commercial bandgap references typically have about 50 /-LV peak-to-peak
output noise from O. I to 10Hz with temperature coefficients ranging from 5
to 50 ppmjOC [5, 10l.
A standard bandgap voltage reference has an output voltage value that
can be expressed as
(13-22)
where K is a gain constant ranging from 4 to 8 for most circuits. The circuit
will achieve minimum temperature coefficient when v:.ef is approximately 1.2
V, near the bandgap voltage of silicon (hence the name). At this voltage, the
negative temperature coefficient of VBE will be canceled by the positive
temperature coefficient of K(aVBE ). In the past several years, high-performance bandgap circuits have been implemented using both linear and
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switched-capacitor topologies. Switched-capacitor bandgap circuits offer cancelation of the offset errors and Uf noise of the buffer amplifier, but also
require a high-speed clock and can only generate the reference voltage for a
portion of the clock cycle [9]. Linear bandgap circuits, on the other hand,
require no clock and generate a constant output voltage, but are generally
subject to offset errors and Uf noise contributions from the runplifier.
13-7-1

Analysis of a Bandgap Voltage Reference

To get a better idea of the relative contributions of each noise source at the
output of a typical bandgap voltage reference, consider the circuit in Fig.
13-17. Assuming a noisy operational amplifier with infinite gain, infinite inpu t
resistance, and zero output resistance, the reference voltage will be

(13-23)

In order to generate the .aVSE voltage, diode D2 must have a larger reverse
saturation current than diode D 1 (i.e., larger junction area), or the current
through D2 must be smaller than the current through D 1• or both. Note that
there is no direct connection to VDD in this circuit. Ideally this circuit would
have infinite rejection of power supply noise, although the actual circuit's
noise rejection is limited by the power supply rejection ratio of the operational amplifier. [n addition, this bandgap circuit will have a second stable
state with an output voltage ci zero, requiring the use of a start-up circuit to
guarantee proper operation.
Because of the relatively low dynamic resistance of a diode for a given de
current, one can safely assume that Rl and R2 will be much greater than r dl
and r d2 if the bandgap output voltage is about 1.2 V. Also assume that
R2 » R3 (usually only four to eight times larger, so it is a cautious assumption). Using these assumptions and the small-signal diagram of Fig. 13-18, the

R}

R2

+Vcc

V,ef

R3
D2

Dl

-

R2
=V BE + -R3

+VEE

Figure 13-17 A simple bandgap reference.

II VBE
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Figure 13-18 ac equivalent circuit d the bandgap reference.

output noise voltage can be expressed as the equivalent input noise voltage
times the gain R 2 /(R 3 + r d2)
2 _

£ no

[ R3 R2
+ r d2

)2ilE;1 + £;2 + (1;J + {~2)( R3 + r

d2)2

+ 1;2rJ1

(13-24)

As these results show, output noise multiplication in the bandgap circuit is
caused by the feedback network formed with R2 and (r d2 + R 3 ). This ratio
can be reduced by increasing the ~VBE voltage across R3 by making D2
much larger than Dl and/or setting the current through D2 much smaller
than the current through D t . However, in practice it is difficult to make ~VBE
much larger than 150 mV due to the exponential current-voltage behavior cf
a bipolar diode, so R2 will always be considerably larger than (r d2 + R 3 ). A
second possibility is to bypass R2 with a capacitor to reduce the ac gain cf
the bandgap reference while preserving the dc characteristics. The noise gain
will be attenuated above the frequency set by the pole of R2 and the
capacitor, although area considerations for most circuits would limit the size
of an integrated capacitor. An external discrete capacitor is a more practical
solution in this case.
Besides reducing the gain of the feedback network, the intrinsic noise
sources themselves can be reduced by using a good low-noise operational
amplifier and by reducing the values of Rl through R3 while preserving the
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Diodes Dl though

Dl

Ds

D4 are identical.

D2

D6

D7 are identical

D3

D7

Diodes Ds though
devices of greater

area.
V,ef

Rl

Figure 13-19 A simple low-noise
bandgap reference.

required aVBE gain. The trade-off in this case will be higher dc currents for
lower noise, although excess noise in the diodes will also increase as the
currents increase. The final limit of noise is the shot noise currents /" and
[D2 of the two reference diode strings and the thermal noise of R,.

13-7-2 Low-Noise Bandgap Reference Topology
In the previous noise analysis for the bandgap reference, it was shown that
the multiplication of the LlVBE voltage leads to an undesirable increase in
noise at the output of the bandgap circuit. By generating the fiiIl aVBE
voltage directly, the output noise of the bandgap circuit could be significantly
reduced. Figure 13- I 9 shows one possible method of direct bandgap voltage
generation. By stacking diodes Dl through D" the LlVBE voltage drops
across Rl are effectively summed together. Since most d the current from
[SOURCE flows through the Dl to D4 path, the current source has a very low
ac load impedance, which minimizes the contribution of the bias circuit
noise. If a unity-gain buffer amplifier is required at the output of this circuit,
the noise contributions of the buffer will not be multiplied by a gain factor.
The disadvantages of this circuit include larger circuit area, higher current
consumption, and a larger minimum operating voltage than conventional
designs. Furthermore, this design can only be implemented in integrated
circuit processes where a floating pn diode is available.
SUMMARY

a. To eliminate stray conunon-mode coupling, as well as other sources of
pickup, transfonner shielding is recommended.
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b. A power supply that provides good ripple filtering also discrinlinates
against noise reaching the electronic system through the power supply.
c. The rippJe clipper circuit uses negative feedback from the load to control
conduction in a series-pass transistor.
d. A power supply regulator will remove much of the power supply noise.
e. The regulator is essentially a voltage reference followed by a buffer
amplifier.
f. Noise of a voltage regulator comes plimarily from the noise sources in the
voltage reference with contributions from the buffer amplifier.
g. A low-noise regulator must start with a low-noise reference.

PROBLEMS

13-1. Given a CMOS voltage divider as in Fig. 13-7a with VDD = 5 V which
uses the CMOS devices whose parameters are for the n-channel device
Kn = 41.8 j.LA/V 2 , VT = 0.79 V, and A = 0.01 V-I, For the p-channel
device Kp = 15.5 JLAfV2, VT = -0.93 V, and A = 0.01 V-I. Design
the divider circuit by detennining reasonable Wn/ Ln and Wp/ Lp aspect
ratios so that Vref = 2.5 V.
13-2. Compare the output noise voltages for a diode and base-collector
shorted npn transistor with each device carrying 1 rnA of bias current
and VDD = 9 V. For the transistor assume {3 = 200, rx = 100 0, and
the Early voltage EA = 200 V.
13-3. Find the aspect ratio required for Ml in Fig. 13-IOa if we desire a
v;.ef = 2.5 V and VDD = 5 V. Assume that VT = 1 V and that the de
drain current is 200 /-LA
13-4. Venfy Eq. 13-16 for the

VEE

multiplier voltage reference.

13-5. Show that ..!lVSE in Eq. 13-23 is given by

where I, represents the diode current, and Is is the reverse saturation
current.
13-6. For Fig. 13-19 show that

v
ref

where I Dl and I,.

= kT
q

(4ln

IDI
lSI

_

3ln

IDS]
IS5

are the currents through the left and right diode
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strings and I"
currents.

and I"
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are the left and right reverse saturation

13-7. Verify that the dc output voltage of the active capacity multiplier of
Fig. 13-3 is KVBB and the filter time constant is KR1C 1, where
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CHAPTER 14

LOW-NOISE AMPI_IFIER DESIGN
EXArvlPLES

It would be a poor design manual that did not provide a few practical
low-noise circuits as examples. After ali, we want to help you get started in
your low-noise application. Technology moves so rapid that it is impossible to
provide the ultimate circuit. Also, various source impedances require different amplifiers for optimum noise so we will show some examples of amplifiers
we have designed and some selections of good designs from the literature.
These designs employ the methodologies of the previous chapters to illustrate their application.

14-1

CASCADE AMPLIFIER

To illustrate the design trade-offs, the basic designs for a cascaded CE-CE
stage and a cascode-connected CE-CB amplifier are shown. These are
designed with discrete transistors and use a single power supply. A dual
power supply will simplify the biasing. Both these circuits can be integrated
using active loads and current sources. For higher impedances. PETs can be
substituted for BITs.
As the first example consider the complementary cascade circuit shown in
Fig. 14-1. The voltage gain is detennined by the grnRc of each stage of the
CE-CE pair, QI and Q•. This stage and its biasing were analyzed in Chap.
10. The output stage Q 3 is an emitter follower to provide a low output
impedance and to buffer the ampJifier from loading.
Direct coupling is employed between stages. Capacitor eel is used at the
input port to isolate the amplifier biasing from the signal source. A value for
330
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-13 V

., Low-noise resistor~ Nk

dB

cas:cacle example:

Figure 14-1

14-1 Perfonnance Data on Complementary Cascade Amplifier of Fig.
leI
IC2
RAl
RBI

RE2
AlJ

f1
R; (1 kHz)
Ci (1 kHz)
(10
(10
(10 Hz)
lilT (10 kHz)
Ro (10 Hz)
Ro 00 kHz)
'Noise values are

/LA
/.LA
4.7MD.
2.2MR
30kD.
36k!l
kG
18kD.
1

kD.
3kR
kf!
820fl
1.8 kD.
lkG
6700

36.5 kHz
90kfl
280pF
25 nV
2nV
I

11

310
20nV
1.5nV
6.0pA
0.9 pA

n

6.7kU
1/2 basis.

JO p,A

1

30/.LA

10
30MR
MR
3MD.
3M!l
240k!l
500kH
100kfl
600
4.0
3MR
62
14nV
14nV
0.1 pA
0.06 pA
140kU

30MR
MR
300
360kO
82kD.
180kfl
lOOkfl
2900
7.5 kHz
kfl
160
5
0.4
0.1 pA
13.5kU
50kfl
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the coupling capacitor is detennined by the product of the source resistance
and the noise current 1..11 of the first stage at the lowest frequency of interest.
To assure that ~ does not contribute noise, it is necessary that
(14-1 )

at the lowest frequency of interest.
In order to show the characteristics of this amplifier, performance data for
various values of L are tabulated in Table 14-1. The four columns represent
four values of quiescent Ie ranging from milliamperes to microamperes. To
achieve these operating points, the values of the biasing elements must be
changed. For a reduction of 10:1 in I" RE and Re increase by a factor of 10
to maintain the designed bias and gain. EnT and I,., are the total noise
voltage and noise current of the total amplifier at the input. Usually this is
the same as the first stage En and I,..
Certain trends are clear from the data. The voltage-gam upper-cutoff
frequency 12 declines with decreased I" as does the input capacitance Cj
and the voltage gain. [nput resistance, as expected, increases.
From the listing of noise parameters, we find that I" is reduced by a
factor of 10 and EnT is increased by 10 when Ie is lowered. The optimum
source resistance Ro increases by more than 100:1.

14-2 CASCODE AMPLIFIER
A discrete casoode amplifier is shown in Fig. 14-2. This circuit was also
described in Chap. 10. Although the components and noise are similar to the

-13 V

RA2
33 k

Zi

l

CEl

+ 500 j..tF

RB2

43 k

CB2

RE3

+ 2.5 j..tF

-T--------'---'-----'------,--------,-----

* RAI and RBI are low-noise resistors, Nk-20 dB

Figure 14-2 Cascade amplifier example.
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TABLE 14-2 Performance Data on Cascode Amplifier on Fig. 14-21.1
1 rnA

ICl
IC2
RAl

RBI
REI

RC2
Av

k;

(1 kHz)

C1 (1 kHz)
E lli (10 Hz)
EnT (10 kHz)
L (10 Hz)
L (10 kHz)
Ro (10 Hz)
Ro (10 kHz)

lmA
300 k!l

150 kD
3 kO
3kfl
10 kfl
97
5 MHz
ll.lkfl
130 pF
2nV
1.5nV
6pA
0.9 pA
330 n
1.7kD

100 J-LA
100~A

3MR
1.5 Mll
30kO
30kO
100kD
115
500kHz
75kn
34pF
2.5 nV
2nV

1.2pA
03pA
2.4kfl

6_7 kn

10 J-LA
10 ).LA

20M!l
10 MH
300k!l
300k!l
IMR
120
47k.H:z
730kn

35pF
5.4nV
5nV
0.4pA
0.1 pA
13.5 kfl
50kn

l,uA
1 ).LA

20Mn
lOMR
3M!l
3MR
IM11
145
5.3 kHz
4.oMO
27pF
14nV
14nV
0.1 pA
0.06pA
l40kD
230kD.

8Noise values are given on a hert:t- 1j2 basis.

cascade amplifier, the frequency response and impedance are different. This
illustrates that similar noise performance can be obtained with quite different
signal petionnance. This is similar to using overall feedback to have low
noise and still optimize signal performance.
A performance summary is given in Table 14-2 for the cascode amplifier.
When compared with the cascade data, the total voltage gain of the cascode
circuit is lower than the CE-CE. The noise parameters are about equal. A
major reduction in Ci for the cascode is achieved and the voltage-gain
upper-cutoff frequency is extended.

14-3

GENERAL-PURPOSE LABORATORY AMPLIFIER

When making low-noise measurements, it is handy to have a low-noise
amplifier to quietly amplify the input signals. This amplifier should have
low-noise voltage EM to operate from low source resistances, low II! noise to
operate at low frequencies, and high input impedance so it will not load the
test circuit. The AD745 is a BlFET op amp with high input impedance and
low noise voltage. With the 20-MHz gain-bandwidth, it can be used into the
megahel1z region. Most of the noise measurements for this book have been
made with the circuit shown in Fig. 14-3. This circuit cascades two amplifiers
for a gain of 1000 X and a frequency response of 500 kHz. If the gain of each
stage is reduced to lOx for an overall gain of 100 X , the bandwidth
increases to 1 MHz. The input impedance is set by the lO-M'o input bias
resistance. The input is: EnT = 2.5 nV jHzl/2, lit" comer = 50 Hz, InT =
to fA/Hzlj2.
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+9V
+9 V

0.5 J.LF

Vi

3

0--1

7
0.5 )IF
6

10 MQ
1 MQ
-9 V

I

0.1 ~F

4
-9 V

I

O.lJ.LF

3.2 kQ

100 Q

1 kQ

32 kO

Figure 14-3
500 kHz.

Low-noise lab amplifier. En

=

2.5 nV jHzlf2, A,

=

1000, 12 =

To avoid ground loops and power supply noise, use two 9-V batteries for
power. The maximum load resistance is 600 0, without adding a unity-gaul
buffer stage.

14-4

Ie AMPLIFIER WITH DISCRETE PARALLEL INPUT STAGES

When the noise of an integrated ampbfier is too high, it is possible to reduce
the input noise by adding a discrete transistor to the input of the IC. This can
be a special transistor with a very low base resistance or the designer can use
several transistors in parallel as shown in the novel circuit of Fig. 14-4 from
D. Bowers of Analog Devices [1, 2]. This circuit starts with a low-noise OP-27
or one of the later lower-noise versions and adds additional gain stages ahead
of the op amp. The three MAT-02 transistor pairs operate at a collector
current of 1 rnA each and give a reported noise voltage of only 0.5 nY /Hzlf2.
For a MAT-02 with a noise of 0.9 nV /Hzl/2 for each transistor, a pair
would have a noise of Ii X 0.9 = 1.27 nV /Hzl/2. By paralleling the three
pairs, the noise is reduced by f3 so the input noise would now be
1.27/ {3 = 0.73 nY /Hzl/2. Additional stages would decrease the noise voltage En proportional to the square root of the number of stages and increase
the noise current In proportional to the square root of the stages as derived
in Chap. 10.
Another novel feature of this circuit is the use of the red LED to bias the
2N2905 transistor providing the 6-mA emitter bias for the MAT-02 transistors. The LED has about 1 V more forward voltage drop than the transistoJ

~

______

~~

______-.____________

~

____-o+15V

Offset

>---0 Output

-In

+In

---------- -----

MAT-02

10 kQ

-

----10 kQ

Rl

390 Q

R2
390 Q

R3
390 Q

27 kQ
+15 V

R4

180 Q

Figure 14-4

Red
LED

X

-15 V

Ie amplifierwith discrete parallel input stages.

but about the same temperature coefficient. This generates a stable voltage
across the 180-0 emitter resistor R,. The 390-0 emitter resistors R1 through
R3 provide equal current splitting between the MA T-02 transistors.
14-5

DIRECT-COUPLED SINGLE-ENDED AMPLIFIER

Another example of an amplifier that uses both discrete and integrated
stages is shown in Fig. 14-5 [3]. This amplifier has a single-ended input with
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~----------.---------~------~+15V

Output

QI
10 kQ

MAT-02

---------

I

100 nF

Rs
20 Q

~----~-------0-15V

Figure 14-5

Direct-coupled single-ended amplifier.

overall feedback to set the gain at 1000 X _ This circuit offers the advantage
of both low noise and direct coupling. There are no large capacitors. The
noise voltage EnT is detennined by the input differential stage Q1 as Ii
times the noise of one transistor. E, is then the noise of a single transistor,
(0.9 nV /HzI/2) x 1.4]4 = 1.27 nV /Hzl/2. The noise current L. is the
same as the noise current of one single transistor of the MAT-02. The gain is
set by the ratio of R4 to R.
One advantage of using a matched dual monolithic transistor is the
improved rejection of the noise of the bias circuit consisting of Q 2 and Q,.
The noise generated in the current bias circuit is rejected in proportion to
the common-mode rejection ratio. This is significant since the noise of the
bias is greater than the amplifier itself. The load resistors R L should be
matched or 1% tolerance.
14-6

ac-COUPLED SINGLE-ENDED AMPLIFIER

Additional design flexibility is gained by capacitively coupling the input stage
to the [e amplifier stage as shown in Fig. 14-6. Although this circuit uses a
matched pair for low E nT , there are other arrays of transistors such as the
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+15 V

3.5 kQ

5 J..LF

7

MAT-02

6

Va
~o--.------~----------~

IO.1I-l F

100 kQ

1 kQ

1000 flF

100 Q

-15 V

Figure 14-6 ac-coupled single-ended amplifier.

HA 3046 from Harris Semiconductor. Also, discrete or pairs of JFETs can be
used to obtain higher impedance and isolation while maintaining the lowest
available noise.
The ovenllI gain of the amplifier is 1000 X with 100 X in the fir::,\: stage
and lOX in the second. EnT is 0.7 n V/Hz 1/2 and the frequency response
ranges from 10Hz to 1 MHz.

SUMMARY
a. The input noise of a cascaded BJT amplifier stage can be adjusted by
selecting the operating point of the devices.
b. Usjng a cascode connection allows a trade-off of frequency response
versus gam.
c. The addition of parallel stages to the input of an op amp will reduce the
input noise voltage by the square root ci the number of parallel stages.
d. The use of ac coupling with a single-ended input will give the lowest total
equivalent input noise.
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Broadband white noise is shown in the top trace. When passed through a 2..kHz
crystal filter with Af = 50 Hz, we obtain the middle trace. In the bottom trace, the
same noise is passed through a 2-kHz RLC high-Q filter with Af = 50 Hz. Note the
"ringing" effect in the bottom trace. Horizontal sensitivity is 5 IDS/em.
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CHAPTER 15

NOISE rvlEASURErvlENT

When designing low-noise electronic systems, we measure the system noise to
evaluate perfonnance or to compare alternate designs. Noise is measured in
much the same manner as other electrical quantities; the most significant
difference is the voltage level. Several specific noise parameters have been
derived such as equivalent input noise voltage En' equivalent input noise
current ~ and noise figure NF. These are useful unambiguous quantities
capable of being measured and serving as compruison indexes among different amplifying systems.
Since noise voltages are often in the nanovolt 00- 9 V) region, it is not
possible to measure noise directly at its source. We cannot put a sensitive
voltmeter at the input of the amplifier and say, "Here is the noise." Often,
noise generation is not physically located at the input but is distributed
throughout the system. The total noise is the sum of contributions from all
noise generators. In any case, the signal-to-noise ratio at the output is the
main concern, for that is where the response, actuator, relay, meter, display,
or other output device is located. Noise is measured at the output port where
the level is highest and then referred to the input for reference to the signal
source.

15-1

TWO METHODS FOR NOISE MEASUREMENT

Two general techniques for noise measurement are the sine wave method and
the noise generator method. In the sine wave method we measure the rms
noise at the output of the amplifier, measure the transfer voltage gain with a
339
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sine wave signal, and, fmally, divide the output noise by the gain to obtarin the
equivalent input noise. In this way, both the noise and the gain Can be
measured at high levels.
For the noise generator method we use a calibrated broadband noise
generator placed at the amplifier input. With the noise generator set to zero
noise, the total noise power at the output of the amplifier is measured; then
the calibrated noise voltage is increased until the output noise poi,ver is
doubled. This means the noise generator voltage is now equal to the equivalent input noise of the amplifier.
Sine wave and noise generator methods each have certain areas cf
application, as well as specific limitations. The choice between methods
depends on the frequency range and the equipment available. The sine wave
method requires more measurements, but it uses common laboratory instruments and is more applicable at low frequencies; the noise generator method
is usually simpler and more applicable at high frequencies. These methods
are contrasted in Sec. 15-5.

15-2 SINE WAVE METHOD

When considering the noise of a component such as a resistor, we are often
concerned with a single-noise mechanism. With a sensor-amplifier system \\e
seek not only the noise of an amplifier composed of many noise sources, but
the signal-to-noise ratio of the entire system. Since the signal is located at the
input of the amplifier, it is logical to sum all of the amplifier and input
network noise into an equivalent input noise parameter.
We have defined the equivalent input noise voltage En; as a Thevenin
equivalent noise voltage generator located in series with the sensor impedance
and equal to the sum of the sensor and amplifier noise as in Fig. 15-1. lhis
places all of the amplifier and input noise in series with the signal. Since the
signal and noise generators are located at the same point and the same
transfer function applies, the equivalent input noise is inversely proportional
to the signal-to-noise ratio.
The measurement of equivalent input noise is basic to both the detennination of NF and the characterization of the amplifier noise voltage and noise
current parameters. Either the sine wave or the noise generator method can
be used to measure E ni .

E·
1I.l

Figure 15-1 Measurement of equivalent input noise using the sine wave method.
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The sine wave method requires measurement of both output noise Eno
and transfer voltage gain K t • The procedure for measuring equivalent input
noise for a voltage amplifier is

1. Measure the transfer voltage gain K{.
2. Measure the total output noise E no .
3. Calculate the equivalent input noise Eni by dividing the output noise by
the transfer voltage gain.
Referring to Fig. 15-1, the transfer voltage gain K, can be defined as
K

~o

=l

V

$

where ~ is the input sine wave signal and V:o is the output sine wave signal.
The equivalent input noise Eni is then the total output noise divided by the
gain:
(15-2)
where Eno is the output noise of the amplifier.
Now, fonowing the preceding three steps to measure the equivalent input
noise, we can measure the transfer voltage gain K t by inserting a voltage
generator Vs in series with the source impedance Zs and measuring the
signal Vo' The transfer voltage gain K t is the ratio of ~o to ~. Since this
gain must be measured at a signal level higher than the noise Level, ensure that
the amplifier is not saturating by doubling and ha1ving the input signal; the
output signal should double and halve proportionately. It is important to note
that this transfer voltage gain K t is dependent on the source impedance and
amplifier input impedance while the typical voltage gain A, is not. By using a
transfer voltage gain Ko the input noise is in.dependent of the input
impedance!
The tran!;fer voltage gain must be measured using a generator impedo:ru:e
equal to the impedance of the si.gBl source. Do not use the voltage gain of the
amplifier. If the equivalent input noise is to be measured at various frequencies or source impedances, both the transfer voltage gain K t and the output
noise EnD must be remeasured each time with each source impedance at
each frequency.
The next step in calculating Eni is measurement of the total output noise
£'10" Remove the signal generator and replace it with a shorting plug. Do not
remove the source impedance Zs. The output noise Eno is now measured
with a nns voltmeter as described in Sec. 15-3-7. The equivalent input noise
Eni is the ratio Eno/Kr
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The signal generator must be removed from the noise test circuit before
measuring the noise. This is necessary whether the signal generator is ac or
battery operated. In either case, its capacitance to ground can result in noise
pickup. Also, if it is plugged into the line or grounded, there is a possibility of
ground loop pickup.
If the output noise is measured on an average responding rather than a
rms meter, mUltiply by 1.13 to get the rms. This is discussed in more detail in
Sec. 15-3-7. To obtain the noise spectral density, divide the equivalent input
noise by the square root of the noise bandwidth Af.
15-2-1

Measurement of En and I,

The amplifier noise voltage En and noise current 1, parameters are calculated from the equivalent input noise for two source resistance values. As
defined previously, the equivalent input noise is
( 15-3)

Measurement gives the total equivalent input noise Erda To determine each
of the three quantities, En' I" and E" make one term dominant or subtract
the effects of the other two. In general, the correlation coefficient C is zero
and can be neglected. Measurement of C is discussed later in this section.
To measure the noise voltage E measure the equivalent input noise with
a small value of source resistance. When the source resistance is zero, the
thermal noise of the source E, is zero and the noise current term L R, is also
zero; therefore, the total equivalent input Iwise is the noise voltage En' How
small should R, be for En measurement? The thermal noise E, of R, should
be much less than En- Usually 5 n is adequate, 50 n can add some noise,
and 500 n is too large.
To measure the noise current I" remeasure Eni with a very large source
resistance. Measure the ou tput noise and transfer voltage gain again to
calculate the equivalent input noise E ni - Assuming the InR,s term to be
dominant, I, is simply the equivalent input noise Eni divided by the source
resistance R,. If R, is large enough, the InRs term dominates the En term,
and it also dominates the thermal noise since the thennal noise voltage E t
increases as the square root of the resistance, whereas the InRs term
increases linearly with resistance. When the InRs term cannot be made
dominant, the thennal noise voltage [Er = (4kTR Af)1/2] can be subtracted
from the equivalent input noise. Since this is a Ims subtraction, a thermal
noise of one-third the noise current tenn only adds 10% to the equivalent
input noise.
The source resistor for measuring L can be calculated in a general way
for any amplifier since the noise current source is physically located at the
input of the amplifier. The limiting noise current 1, is caused by the shot
TI
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noise of the input de gate or base bias current
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l:
(15-4)

To make the noise CUlTent tenn dominate the thermal noise of the measuring
resistor, we have
( 15-5)
Solving for source resistance

R,
18kT

0.45

Rs:2:: - - = - -

qIB

IB

( 15-6)

This defines the minimum value of a series source resistor for I, measurement.

Example 15·1 What are the minimum source resistances for a BIT amplifier
with 1 J.LA bias current, a JFET amplifier with 0.2 nA bias current, and a
MOSFET amplifier with 1 pA bias current?

Solution For the BJT amplifier, R, = 450 k!l; for the JFET amplifier, R, = 2.25 GR; and for the MOSFET amplifier, R, = 450 GR or
4.5 X 1011 fl.
Amplifier gain and bias requirements, however, may make it difficult or
impossible to achieve these values since each of the amplifiers in Example
15-1 will have an input offset of at least 0.45 V with an unbalanced input.
From Eq. 15-6, IBRs = 0.45 V. For an amplifier with a balanced input and
equal resistors in each input, the voltage input offset will be determined by
the unbalance in input currents which is about 10% of L as shown by
typical Ie specifications. With the same value of source resistance in each
input, the offset will be reduced to about 50 mY. It may be necessary to use
additional feedback to reduce the overall amplifier gain to avoid excessive
offset at the amplifier output. For the amplifier with an unbalanced input, it
is usually necessary to use a gain of less than lOx to stay within linear
operation.
For an accurate I. measurement, the amplifier input bias resistors must be
much larger than the source resistance R, or you will only be measuring the
noise current of the shunting biasing resistors. 11 is best to use the measuring
source resistor as the bias current path.
The source resistor slwuld be shielded to prevent pickup of stray signals. The
resistor used for Rs need not be low noise as long as there is no dc voltage
drop across it. When the source resistance is also used for biasing, a resistor
with a low noise index may be needed.
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Another method of obtaining a rugh source impedance for In measurement is with a reactive source. A low-loss 47-pF mica capacitor can be used
for Rs. Now, the InXc term is large and since the reactive impedance has no
thennal noise, the equivalent input noise is
(15-7)
where Xc is the reactance of the source impedance at the measurement
frequency. L is calculated from
(15-8)
The only unknown in Eg. 15-8 is In' This method is most useful at frequencies below 100 Hz. One difficulty with a capacitive source is biasing. To
provide a path for the input bias current or the offset current, it is necessary
to parallel the amplifier input tenninals with a large resistance. This bias
resistance R, generates thermal noise current It = (4kT ~fj R )3)1/2 which
can easily dominate the amplifier input shot noise current. A FET input
ampJifier often has a noise current of less than 10 tAjHzl/2. This is
equivalent to the thennal noise of a l60-MO resistor. Thus the bias resistance for all FET In measurements must be in the GO (10 9) range.
The correlation coefficient C can be measured after the other three
quantities, En, [m and E" have been detennined. Select the optimum source
resistance value, Rs = R, such that InRo is equal to En' For this resistance

TABLE 15-1 Table for Recording Measured Noise Values
Frequency
J, (dc collector CUlTent or operating point)

Vg (ac generator tenninal voltage)
Vs (Vg/attenuation)
~o (output signal)
KI = (V:o/~)
Rs (source resistance)
Eno (total output noise)
Ene (postamplijiernoise af measurement frequency)
' = (E2
E /10
no

-

E2na )112

En; = (E~o/K,)
Af (noise bandwidth)
M (meter correction factor)
Ent/Hz 1/2 = MEnJH:zl/2 = En, if Rs is 0
EI (source resistance thennal noise)
Jn2R2s = (Enl./HZ l / 2 )2 - (E t /Hz1/2)2 _ £2
n

In

=

InRs/Rs
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c,
term 2CE,JnRs has a maximum enc~ct.
equivalent input noise a third
reslst,am:e Ro' The correlation coefficient C can be
by subtracting the contributions
measurement of Enl since the cOlrrellatlon
40% when Rs = Ro and C 1.
A table
systematically rec~ondmle: rrleaSU1~ea noise data and calculating
En and [" is cn£'.urn
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Measurement

noise figure (NF) must be measured with a
source
reslst'ffice. The detennination of NF is straightforward once you have
The noise
equivalent input noise Eni for that va]ue of source
amplifier
sensor
to the thermal noise
figure is the ratio of the
of the sensor alone:
=

lOlog

E::'i

(15-9)

Another definition
is
degradation in the signal-to-noise no\;ver
ratio
sIgnal IS passea through a network. This deJtiniltion
form

S.jN.

NF = 10 log

J

I

=

8"
10 log - - 10

So/iVa
where Si and M are the signal and
are the signal and noise at the
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~

at the input~ and So and Nf}
terms of voltage) Eq, 15-10 is
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NF=
The NF

Make
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(15-10)

(

tranS).stc)r can be measured
>J-<E,U"L level equal 100 times

1)

the definition in
thermal noise.

bec.om(~s

NF

=

40 dB - 20

+

(

a meter that is calibrated in decibels as well as
adjust the gain
of the amplifier with an attenuator or
amplilrier until the output meter
reads OdB on some convenient
100X input signal is
input Signal
connected. Now remove
meter sensitivity by
40 dB, reduce the meter
lOOX. Substituting dB for the ~o tenn
12
'-'''J'IAp;;.,

=

20 log Eno
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The meter reading, after removing the input signa1 generator, is equal to the
NF in decibels.
If the amplifier considered in the preceding discussion was nearly noiseless, then the input and output signal-to-noise ratios would be 40 dB. On
removal of the input signal, the output meter would decrease by 40 dB to
o dB on the new scale. In a practical case, the amplifier is not noiseless and
the output does not decrease by 40 dB, but by some lesser value such as 35
dB. The NF is, therefore, 40 minus 35 or 5 dB. Thus the output meter
reading is easily converted to the NF for the specific source resistance and
noise bandwidth of the system under study.
15-3 NOISE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

The sine wave generator method of noise measurement requires measurement of total output noise and transfer voltage gain. The instruments needed
are a sine wave oscillator, attenuator, test circuit. postamplifier, spectrum
analyzer or bandpass filter, and rms voltmeter. With the exception of the
spectrum analyzer, there is no special equipment required. Most engineering
labs have this equipment available for general measurements.
A diagram of the noise measurement instrumentation is shown in
Fig. 15-2. We will now discuss the system shown in the diagram stage by
stage.

~

Attenuator

Source
resistance

Rl

Rs

Device
under test

Sine wave
signal
generator

Low-noise
preamplifier
>-J~-~ Spectrum

Path A

analyzer

Filter

RMS
voltmeter

Integrator

Path B
"---------1

Oscilloscope

Figure 15-2 Noise measurement instrumentation.
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Signal Generator

The input signal generator is a sine wave oscillator. A sine wave generator is
preferred over a function generator because some of the function generators
radiate too much signal and the grounding is poor. An oscillator with a
built-in voltmeter and attenuator is convenient but be careful of using
attenuation over 40 dB because of radiated signal and ground loops. It is
better to use an external attenuator as shown in Fig. 15-2. If the meter is not
built in, measure the signal level before attenuation with a broadband ac
voltmeter or better yet, a spectrum analyzer.
Caution! Do not ny to read the low-level sine wave source signal directly at
the input terminals of the amplifier with a DVM or an ac voltl1!eter. At these
low levels, the input noise of the DVM and pickup in the leads add to the sine
wave signal and will give an erroneoLlsly high reading of the input. This will
make the amplifier gain calculation too small and will make your calculation of
equivalent input noise too large. Measure the :input voltage ahead of the
attenuator or read the signal with the spectrum analyzer which rejects more
of the stray pickup interference.
The oscillator can be line or battery operated since it is disconnected
before making any noise measurements. One precaution: Some of the function generators have excessive radiated signals that can yield poor results
because of pickup.
15-3.2

Attenuator

Since low-noise amplifiers often have high gain, it is necessary to reduce the
oscillator signal below its minimum setting to avoid overdriving the amplifier.
This is accomplished with an attenuator that serves two functions: I t reduces
the oscillator signal by a known factor and it provides a low-impedance
voltage source for measuring the amplifier gain.
If a good low-impedance attenuator is not available, a calibrated attenuator can be built as shown in Fig. 15-3. The attenuation is R 2 /(R 1 + R 2 ) at
low frequencies. Resistor R3 provides the matching load for the signal
generator, if needed. Metal film resistors with their lower capacitance and
higher stability are recommended.
For operation above a few kilohertz, the divider must be frequency
compensated. Resistors such as Rl have a shunt capacitance C 1 of 0.1 to
1 pF. At high frequencies, the attenuation ratio approaches C1/(C; + C2 )·
To compensate for a flat frequency response, connect a capacitor C2 across
R2 so that C r/(e 1 + C2 ) = R2i(R r R 2 ) to make RICI = R 2 C2 . Now the
attenuation is equal for all frequencies. To test for frequency compensation,
insert a square wave at ~ and look for overshoot at v:,. Attenuations of more
than 1000 to 1 are difficult to attain in a single stage because stray capacitances cause feedthrough at high frequencies.
Although the attenuator is usually removed before measuring noise, it
should be shielded because we are concerned with low-level signals and

+
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high-gain amplifiers. Construct the attenuator in a small shielded package
that can be plugged into the amplifier input tenninals.

15-3-3 Source Impedance
To measure an amplifier noise current or NF, a resistor R, or impedance Z,
equi valent to the source impedance is required. Following the attenuator in
Fig. 15-2 is a low-capacitance resistor R, that simulates the source resistance.
It is not necessary for R. to be a low-noise resistor if there is no dc voltage
across it. Since the source resistor is often in the high megohm range, it
should be included in the shielded enclosure.
Any capacitance shunting Rs causes two kinds of measurement errors. An
apparent increase in gain K t at high frequencies results, and a reduction in
thermal noise is apparent. Such capacitance increases the transfer voltage
gain by causing a decrease in the series source impedance. In addition, shunt
capacitance across R, shorts out part of the thenna] noise voltage and
therefore reduces the noise. Both of these effects cause the equivalent input
noise Eni to appear too low. (This may be good if you have trouble meeting a
specification, but it is a headache when trying to predict perronnance.)
For noise measurement the attenuator can be replaced by a shielded
resistor of value equal to the attenuator output resistance. If R, is built into
the test circuit, the attenuator can be replaced by a shorting plug; thus either
the oscillator signal or a short circuit is connected.

15-3-4 Device Under Test
The fourth stage in the diagram of Fig. 15-2 represents the device or circuit
being tested. The sine wave measurement method applies equa11y well for
measuring the noise of a single transistor, an IC, or a complete amplifier.
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When testing an integrated op amp circuit, use overall negative feedback
to set the gain of the op amp system to some nominal value such as 10 or 100.
This does not change the basic noise voltage and current measurements as
long as the feedback resistors do not add appreciable additional noise. Be
careful of noise from power supplies; they must be very well filtered. I t is
good practice to use batteries mounted inside the shielded enclosure. This
avoids both pickup and ground loops.
Be careful of ground loops in your instrumentation. It is best to have a
single ground at the amplifier input. There is a very good reference on the
subject of grounding and shielding by Ott [1].
When measuring the noise of a discrete transistor, the noise is the same
for all three configurations; but it is nonnally measured in the common-emitter
or common-source configuration. The biasing network must not contribute
additional noise. When measuring noise over a wide range of collector
currents and frequencies, biasing becomes a problem. I t is best not to use
variable resistors at these low levels.
Careful packaging of the test circuit is important. If the test circuit is
constructed as a breadboard and operated on a bench, significant lowfrequency pickup is likely. k a rule of thumb, construct the test circuitry to
be as compact as possible and place it in a small shielded box. There is a
positive correlation between the size of the box and pickup. In fact, the
pickup seems to increase exponentially with increasing package size. We have
found that small cast aluminum boxes such as those made by the Pomona
Electronic Company do a very good job of shielding. It does require extra
effort to construct the test circuitry carefully and package it compactly, but
this pays off later in ease of measurement and freedom from pickup. At most
frequencies the circuit under test can be constructed on a small universal test
board. This allows for easy circuit changes and source impedance adjustments.

15-3-5 Preamplifier
Frequently, the output of the test stage in Fig. lS-2 is very low. Since
spectrum analyzers and voltmeters have their own noise level, the addition of
a low-noise decade amplifier with a gain of 10 or 100 after the test stage may
be needed. These amplifiers are available from several companies or better,
you can build an additional stage on your test board.
IdeaUy, the noise of a preamplifier does not contribute to the noise of the
device under test. To test for added noise, terminate the amplifier input in
the output impedance of the device under test and tum the test stage "off."
The remaining output noise comes from the amplifier and wave analyzer. If
the amplifier is contributing noise, it can be subtracted as the difference of
the squares of the voltages as noted in Table 15-1. Similarly, any noise
contribution of the spectrum analyzer can also be removed. These noise
contributions shou]d be checked at each test frequency.
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Spectrum Analyzer Techniques

For spectral or spot noise measurement, bandwidth limiting is required. The
rms noise is measured in a specified noise bandwidth Af. Two methods of
measUling noise versus frequency are illustrated in Fig. 15-2 as paths A and
B. Path A uses a spectrum analyzer and path B uses a filter.
Path A illustrates the simplest method for making spectral noise measurements over a wide range of frequencies. Since noise is composed of all
frequencies, the spectrum analyzer will display the noise spectrum. Some
problems arise because the spectrum analyzers were designed to measure
and display continuous signals and not noise. Three issues must be considered when making spectrum analyzer readings of noise: analyzer bandwidth,
detection method, and interfering signals.
The analyzer bandwidth must be considered because noise is composed of
many frequencies occurring randomly. The bandwidth of the analyzer changes
with the scan range so the noise reading will increase with increasing
bandwidth. In effect, if the bandwidth is increased, more noise frequency
components are allowed to be measured. Noise measurements cannot be
compared directly because more noise will be measured with higher bandwidths. The correct value is obtained by dividing each reading by the square
root of the noise bandwidth Af. This brings up another problem: The
analyzers are calibrated in tenns of a resolution bandwidth and not the ideal
rectangular noise bandwidth. Although the flat-topped filters used in the
analyzer are close, they may be 10% to 50% higher than the noise bandwidth.
The best approach is to detennine the equivalent noise bandwidth of the
analyzer filters from the instrument manufacturer and multiply the output
reading by 1.1 to 1.5 as needed.
Most spectrum analyzers are not true lIDS meters. They are average
reading meters calibrated to display the nTIS of a sine wave. In this case, it is
necessary to multiply the reading by 1.13 to correct the noise reading to rms.
The analyzer instruction manual should indicate the type of meter being
used.
Often, noise measurements will have low-level signals buried in noise
because of pickup and interference. These signals will raise the apparent
noise floor. Since the low-level signals are usually at specific frequencies, they
can be detected by using a narrowband scan. This nan-ow scan is slow but will
resolve the discrete signals and show the true noise floor around the signals.
When trying to read lit noise at low frequencies, the 60-Hz signals and
hannonics may look like noise. Reducing the scan bandwidth will resolve the
difference between the pickup and the noise.
Some spectrum analyzers have a feature called a "noise marker" [2]. A
series of noise measurements are made at a frequency indicated by the
marker, the readings averaged and normalized to a I-Hz bandwidth. Check
with the instrument manufacturer to see if your spectrum analyzer has this
convenient feature.
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Path B of Fig. 15-2 illustrates an alternate system to be used for testing a
number of devices for a specific application. For manufacturing testing. a
repeated acceptance test is pertOimed. A simplified noise measurement setup
can be constrllcted to replace the slower spectrum analyzer. A bandpass filter
such as a passive RLC or active filter, determines the noise bandwidth. The
filter of the system being designed can often be used. The signal is read on a
rms or averaging meter with a bandwidth wider than the filter. If the readings
are nalTowband, use averaging and smoothing as described in the next
section.
15-3-7 Averaging Methods

Although the long-term rms value of noise is a constant, the instantaneous
amplitude is totally random, and therefore the meter jitters. For an accurate
noise instrument we can smooth the meter fluctuations by averaging over a
long period of time. Three principal methods of smoothing are
L Use a long RC time constant.

2. Integrate the signal over a period of time.
3. Record the signal and average its value.
Filtering or averaging with a long R C time constant is the most commonly
used method. The time constant is increased by placing a large capacitor
across the meter terminals. Accuracy is inversely proportional to the square
root of the time-constant bandwidth as defined in Sec. 15-6. [n addition to
the theoretical averaging time, wait severa] time constants for the capacitor
to charge. If the bandwidth is greater than 100 Hz, the meter response
provides adequate damping. Usually, it is only necessary to add an external
capacitor. The charge and discharge time constants of the capacitor should
be equal. If the charge time constant is shorter than the discharge time
constant, a peak responding instrument results and the ratio of average to
rms no longer holds.
A true integration technique digitizes the noise signal with a voltageto-frequency conve11er and sums the total number of cyc1es on a digital
counter. The total number of cyc1es divided by the number of seconds gives
the average frequency and the average noise voltage. Integration methods are
fast and give unambiguous readings, but may have the disadvantages of poor
stray noise rejection and higher cost.
For a simple laboratory method of averaging, record the rectified noise
output on a storage scope and read the average value. The speed and time
constant of the trace are adjusted to see the fluctuations in signal amplitude.
In theory, the RC method produces the same accuracy as the recorded scope
trace, but in practice the recorder has an advantage. In a Lab environment
there are sporadic noise spikes. An integrating or averaging circuit sums
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these with the circuit noise. With the recorder method, noise spikes or a
sudden change in noise level show on the record. These spikes can often be
traced to an interference source, or a record for a longer period of time can
be made until the signal becomes more typical. Essentially, this is using the
operator's brain as an additional selective filter. The recorder and RC
methods are laboratory techniques since they use operator judgment. For
production testing the true integration method is both easier and faster.
For an analyzer with a 5-Hz noise bandwidth, a 2-min recording time is
used to obtain 5% repeated ability. This is higher accuracy than necessary for
most engineering noise work. It may be needed when measuring the noise
contribution of an amplifier that is dominated by a large thennal noise
component. As a rule of thumb, J0% is good accuracy for noise measurements, considering that the excess noise of a transistor type may vary by as
much as 100% to 300%.
15-3-8 Oscilloscope

It is difficult to read noise levels with an oscilloscope because of the random
nature of noise. Total broadband noise can be estimated by taking the
peak-to-peak 'scope reading and dividing by about 6 ( + 30-). This allows for
the "grass" effect of the noise.
An oscilloscope is more useful as a monitoring device. As illustrated in
Fig. 15-2, a 'scope is temporarily connected to the output of the amplifier to
monitor the character of the output signal. Any clipping. distortion, or
interfering signals will often be obvious to the eye. This is a course check but
it can keep you from being fooled by erroneous measurements. Remove the
'scope after making the reading to avoid introducing another ground loop
into the system.
An audio amplifier can also be temporarily connected to the output as a
monitor. One author, at one time, had a high noise level in some sensor
measurements. When he connected a speaker to the output he heard music
from a local "rock" radio station which was being picked up and demodulated by the unshielded sensor. While such music might be considered
"noise," it was not the fundamental noise which the author was trying to
measure.
15-3-9 M:!ters

Variations in noise readings can frequently be traced to the use of different
types of meters to measure the output noise power. To measure noise
accurately requires that the meter respond to the nns noise voltage and have
an adequate crest factor and sufficient bandwidth.
The meter must provide a rms response proportional to the power or
voltage squared. A typical meter movement is designed to measure the
average value of constant-amplitude, repetitive waveforms. It is calibrated to
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TABLE 15-2 Crest Factors for Gaussian Noise [3J
Percentage of Time
Peak Is Exceeded

10.0

Peak Factor in
Peak
dB = 2Olog"

Peak

rms
1.645

1.0
0.1
0.01
0.001

2.576
3.291
3.890
4.417

0.0001

4.892

rIDS

4.32
8.22

10.35
11.80
12.90
13.79

indicate the rms ampJitude of a sine wave, but does not usually measure the
OTIS value. When such a voltmeter measures noise whose waveform is neither
sinusoidal nor of constant amplitude, we do not get an accurate reading.
Random noise has a well-defmed average value when rectified, but its
instantaneous value cannot be defined except in terms of probability (see Sec.
1-2). The percentage of time that Gaussian noise exceeds a ce11ain peak level
is shown in Table 15-2. The crest or peak factor E defined as the ratio of the
peak value to the rms value of a waveform. As shown in Table 15-2, noise has
a crest factor of 3 for 1% of the time, but it reaches 4 less than 0.01 % of the
time. This means, to measure noise a meter must not overload or clip on a
signal that is three times the fuB-scale reading.
The meter must respond to the total signaL [ts bandwidth must be much
greater than the bandwidth of the amplifier system being measured. Consider
the case where the meter and the amplifier system each have a single-timeconstant high-frequency roll-off. The transfer functions would be
(15-14)

and

where f m is the - 3-dB cutoff frequency of the meter and fs is the - 3-dB
cutoff frequency of the system. If f m -') 00 and Af = nIs/2, the total measured noise would be
E;;o = 4kTR ilf =

4kTRf.7i
2 ~

Now let f m be finite. The noise bandwidth
and amplifier is
~

df

=

Ai

27T kTRfj

(15-15)

of the measurement system

( 15-16)
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TABLE 15-3 Output Meter Bandwidth Measurement Error

Meter Bandwidth (BW)
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW

=
=
=
=

Af
2llf
5 Af
10 at
= 20 llf
= 50 llf
= 100 Af
= 1000 Af

Relative Reading

Percentage Error

0.707
0.818
0.915
0.956
0.979
0.993

- 29.3
-18.2
- 8.5
-4.4
- 2.J
- 0.7

0.998

- 0.2
0.0

1.000

Solving gives
(15-17)
The relative reading for a meter with bandwidth
Re I at!"ve rea d"109

=

fm

IS

V~
t::+Ts

(15-18)

As an example, when measuring broadband white noise, if the meter 3-dB
bandwidth is equal to the 3-dB bandwidth of the system, the noise reading
will be O.7m of the correct reading (see Table 15-3). [f the meter 3-dB
bandwidth is to times the system bandwidth, the error will only be 0.956 of
the value. It is clear that the output power meter must have adequate
frequency response.
Three general requirements of the output noise meter, then, are that it
must respond to the rms value of the signal, have a crest factor greater than
3, and have a bandwidth greater than 10 times the noise bandwidth. Consider, now, the three common types of meters: true nns, average responding,
and peak responding.

15-3 ..9·1

True rms Instruments A rms responding voltmeter gives true

nus indication of the noise if the voltmeter bandwidth is greater than the
noise bandwidth of the system and the noise peaks do not exceed the
maximum crest factor of the voltmeter. The crest factor of 4 to 5 on most nTIS
voltmeters is adequate except for a system with unusually high noise spikes
such as popcorn noise. To check for clipping, monitor the noise meter signal
with a scope or change the range switch and observe whether the reading is
identical.
Two common types of rms responding meters are the quadratic devices
and those that respond to heat. Most nns meters use a form of squaring
circuit so that the meter averages the square of the instantaneous value of
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the signal. The meter scale is calibrated in tenns of the square root of the
quantity, thus giving an indication of the rms value.
Thennal responding meters use the signal power to heat a resistor linearly
and detect the temperature rise with a thennistor or thennocouple. This
follows the basic definition that the nus value of an ac current has the same
heating power as an equal dc current. Thennal-type meters are usually
slower in response and tend to be subject to burnout on overload.

15-3-9-2 Average Responding Instruments To measure the rms value
of a signal, use a nns responding meter. This seems obvious, yet it is frequently
ignored. Most ac voltmeters and spectrum analyzers are average responding
instruments. They typically use a diode rectifier and a de meter that responds
to the average value of one or both halves of the rectified waveform. The
average value of a full-wave rectified sine wave is 0.636 of the peak amplitude; the rrns is 0.7(17 of the peale To indicate the rms value of a sine wave,
the meter has a multiplying scale correction factor of 0.707/0.636 = 1.1 L In
other words, 1.11 times the average value gives the rms of a sine wave.
A problem arises when the input signal is noise, and therefore not a sine
wave. Gaussian noise has an average value of 0.798 times the rrns value.
Since an average responding voltmeter indicates 1.11 times higher, it reads
1.11 X 0.798 = 0.885 of the true rrns value. The averaging meter reads too
tow. When reading noise on an average responding meter. multiply the reading
by 1.l3 or add 1 dB to obtain the correct value. If you do not apply this
correction. you may try to claim that the noise of a resistor is less than the

thennal noise, a phenomenon that is difficult to explain.
Average responding meters may be suitable for noise measurements with
proper precautions, but it is desirable to verify the reading with a calibrated
noise source. The accuracy of the output meter is particularly important for
the sine wave noise measurement method since there is no noise reference
signal. To measure noise with a average responding meter, two more characteristics must be considered: the bandwidth and crest factor of the meter. As
pointed out in Table 15-3, the meter bandwidth must be much greater than
the noise bandwidth of the system.
The crest factor limitation is a special problem. To protect the indicator,
some average responding voltmeters are designed to saturate on greater than
full-scale readings corresponding to crest factors of only 1.4 to 2. As shown in
Table ] 5-2 a crest factor of 3 to 5 is desirable for Gaussian-noise. There are
two possible solutions: Use a meter with a high crest facto('or simply read at
less than half-scale. For half-scale reading, place a 6-dB attenuator ahead of
the meter and multiply all readings by 2. This increases the crest factor from
2 to 4. The attenuator must have a flat frequency response.
The addition of a shunt capacitor to increase the averaging time can
convert the meter to a peak detecting instrument. This problem arises when
the meter is connected directly to the rectifier. The averaging circuit should
have equal charge and discharge time constants.
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15-3-9-3 Peak Responding Instruments A peak reading voltmeter responds to the peak or peak-to-peak value of a signal. It can be calibrated to
indicate the peak or the true value of a sine wave. This works well when the
peak value is constant, but as shown in Table 15-2, the peak value of noise is
a variable.
The reading of noise on a peak responding meter depends on the charge
versus discharge time constants. Peak voltmeters of different types produce
different results. In general, noise slwuld not be Ineasured with Q peak
responding meter unless the peak amplitude of the noise has some significance such as for an application that involves level detection.
15-4 NOISE GENERATOR METHOD

Amplifier noise can be measured by comparison using a calibrated noise
source Ens and a rms output noise meter located at Eno in Fig_ 15-4. The
unknown noise level of the amplifier is compared with the known amplitude
of the noise generator. Accuracy is determined ptimarily by calibration of the
noise generator. It must have a unifonn noise spectral density over the
bandwidth of measurement (white noise). Although this criteria may be
difficult to meet at low frequencies where liT noise dominates, at higher
frequencies the noise generator method is the easiest fonn of noise measurement.
The calibrated noise source is shown in Fig. 15-4 as a noise voltage
generator in series with the sensor resistance Rs- The system equivalent input
noise is summed at En;- The amplifier and generator noise are measured as
Eno' Alternately, a high-impedance noise current generator can be connected
in parallel with the source impedance to measure the equivalent input noise
current In;The purpose of the noise measurement is to determine the value of the
equivalent input noise Eni or Ini' The procedure is to measure the noise at
the output twice as EnOl and E no2 " Output noise with the generator Eng
connected is Enol' and output noise with the noise generator disconnected is
EnoZ " These measurements are described by two equations:
( 15-19)

and
2
£ no2

Figure 15-4 Noise generator method
for noise measurement.

_

-
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where K t is the transfer voltage gain as defined in Eq. 15-1. For good
accuracy, Enol should be much larger than E n02 ' From these two noise
measurements and the known value of the noise generator Eng' the transfer
voltage gain Kr can be calculated:
(15-21)
The equivalent input noise
generator level as follows:

Eni

can be ca1culated for any known noise

£2 = E~o2
ni
K2f

=

E;;02 E;;g
E2nol - E2n02

(15-22)

The technique most commonly employed is to increase Eng to double the
output noise power. So
(15-23)

By substituting this relation into the general expression for equi valent input
noise, Eq. 15-22, we find
(15-24)
Therefore, the 1wise voltage of the noise generator necessary to double the
output noise power is equal to the equivalent input 1wise of the amplifier.
I n summary, the measurement procedure is
1. Measure the total output noise.

2. Insert a calibrated noise signal at the input to increase the output noise
power by 3 dB.
3. The noise generator signal is now equal to the amplifier's equivalent
input noise.
An uncalibrated power meter can be used to measure the noise. First, the
noise of the amplifier is measured, then the amplifier gain is attenuated by
3 dB, and, finally, the noise generator is increased until the output power
meter returns to its original level. The added noise is equal to the amplifier
equivalent input noise.

15-4-1

Noise Measurement Equipment

There are several types of dispersed signal generators. Although most are
noise generators, some produce a nonrandom swept-frequency sine wave.
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Either type serves as a broadband noise source. There is one basic criterion:
For noise measurement the generator must have a flat spectral noise density.
Random noise signals are generated by temperature-limited vacuum diodes,
Zener diodes, and amplifiers.
15-4-1-1 Temperature-Limited Vacuum Diode One of the original noise
sources is the temperature-limited vacuum diode commonly called a noise
diode. As a noise diode, it is operated with an anode voltage large enough to
collect all the electrons emitted by the cathode; hence the name temperature-limited diode. When there is no space-charge region around the filament
to smooth out the electron emission, the anode current shows full shot noise
Ish' as given in Chap. 1:

where q is the electron charge, Ide is the direct anode current, and Ai is the
noise bandwidth. The noise is Gaussian and independent of frequency from a
few kilohertz to several hundred megahertz. At low frequencies, 1/i noise
dominates. In the high-frequency region, the electron transit time can become significant and the output noise decreases_ The anode current is
controlled by varying the temperature of the filament. Since the emission
current is an exponential function of the filament temperature, it is important
to control the filament current very accurately. Use a regulated supply.
A circuit diagram of the vacuum noise diode used as a noise current
generator is shown in Fig. 15-5. The filament temperature and, therefore, the
anode current is controlled by a variable resistor R,. The ac load impedance
is set by the tuned circuit CIL l - Using a resonant load minimizes the effects
of anode and wiring capacitance. The noise current Ish is coupled through
capacitor Ceo Capacitors CB are bypass capacitors.

Load
resistance

B+

Figure 15-5

Circuit diagram of vacuum noise diode.
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Figure 15-6 Noise equivalent circuit for noise diode.

Refer to the noise equivalent circuit in Fig. 15-6. The noise generator is a
current source ~ shunted by the plate resistance rp' The plate resistance of
a noise diode is typically from 25JlOO n to 1 MD.. The tuned circuit is
represented by C1 and L" and Rp is the effective parallel resistance of the
tuned circuit. Rp has a parallel thennal noise CUITent generator It. The total
noise current is the SUln of the shot noise and thermal noise components:
(15-26)
For a calibrated noise source the shot noise tenn must dominate the thennal
noise. This requires a large Rp or high circuit Q.
If a noise voltage source with a specific output resistance is desired, a
resistor is placed in parallel with the noise diode output. This resistor must
be much smaller than the plate resistance of the diode. The output noise
voltage is the shot noise current Ish times the shunt resistance RL plus the
thennal noise voltage of the resistor. When using a noise generator the
output cable capacitance must not seriously degrade the noise signal.
When a resistive load RL is used in place of LIC l , the output noise has a
flat frequency distribution. Although required for broadband measurements,
there are two disadvantages of a resistive load: The thennal noise of R L is
likely to be significant, and the shunt capacitance of the tube and wiring
causes a roll-off in noise at high frequencies. In general, a reactive load is
useful to keep the losses low and the impedance high.

15.. 4-1-2 Zener Noise Diode A more common calibrated noise generator
is the low-voltage Zener diode. The Zener mechanism is shot noise limited.
Selected Zener diodes can have a]Jf noise con1er as low as a few hertz. The
higher-voltage avalanche diodes, often called Zener diodes, may exhibit
excess noise and must be calibrated for use as noise sources.
A circuit diagram of a Zener diode noise generator is shown in Fig. 15-7.
The dc supply VBB must be much larger than the Zener voltage so that the
bias resistor R B can be large. The thennal noise current of R B parallels the
output as shown in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 15-8. The capacitor CB
bypasses the battery or power supply noise and Cc decouples the dc output
level. The load resistor RL provides the desired generator impedance to the
runplifier input, R Band r ze must be much larger than R.. R L will generate
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Figure

Figure 15-8 Noise equivalent circuit

thennal noise 1,
gerlenltes tnennal .. ,J • ..,.... 1, (Fig. 15-8), To reduce
the noise contribution
R L and
maximum output impedance,
replace it with an
'-' .... "" . . ~ . . as cliscussed in the previous section.

15..4-1-3 Low-Noise Amplifier as a Noise Generator A forward-biased
semiconductor diode can
used as a calibrated noise voltage generator.
OlC)ae shunt
2S n divided by its forward current in nuJll1aJmperes.
noise voltage Esh
equal to the shot noise i"",n'''''''I""t
reSJlstance of the diode as discussed in Chap. L
junction of a low-noise transistor can be used
nOIse
diode. The value of the
noise
a ser,ruconCluctor diode is
IJ.f
------ =

2

X lO-221J.f

(

amplifier operating with a shorted input
a nni[-SLa1!'e
current of less than 10
may
a
calibrated noise
voltage of the
In this case, the En noise is limited by the shot
first transistor so that the noise
if the collector current is constant.
The ampJifier gain can be adjusted
desired output noise leveL
This may sound like an anomaly,
a low-noise amplifier as a calibrated
noise source, but it meets the
The amplifier noise is set by
known fundamental
feature is valuable to circuit
designers
can use the same op amp package for both
amplification and
noise generator.
In'II1_1'"1lnH~p

EFFECT OF MEASURING TlME ON ACCURACY
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COMPARISON OF METHODS

Comparing the sine wave and noise generator methods of noise measurement, the main advantage of the noise generator method is its ease of
measurement. The main advantage of the sine wave method is its applicability at low frequencies and the availability of equipment.
The noise generator method is straightforward because we simply connect
a noise generator to the amplifier input and adjust the generator to double
the output noise power of the amplifier. In a wideband system this is done
very quickly. Another advantage is the availability of low-cost calibrated noise
diodes. However, these noise diodes may exhibit Uf noise below a few
hundred hertz. Since the noise generator is a broadband source, the system
noise bandwidth Af is not required. Some form of bandwidth limhing may
be necessary to measure the spot noise. This could be a narrowband filter, a
one-third octave mter, or a spectrum analyzer.
When using the noise generator method, the noise source is connected to
the amplifier while measuring output noise, and the probability of pickup is
increased. With the sine wave method, only a small shielded resistor is
connected to the input terminals. Another disadvantage of the noise generator method is the long measurement time at low frequencies. For the
instrumentation and control fields, noise measurements extend down to a few
hertz or Jess. Spot noise measurements require a bandwidth of less than I
octave. As pointed out in Sec. 15-6, a noise bandwidth of 5 Hz requires an
averaging time constant of 10 seconds for 10% accuracy. Also, the noise
generator method requires two or more measurements of output noise, the
amplifier alone and the amplifier plus the noise generator.
A general rule of thumb: Use the sine wave method for low and medium
frequencies and the noise generator method for high frequencies and RF.
15-6

EFFECT OF MEASURING TIME ON ACCURACY

Although it is impossible to predict the instantaneous value of noise, the
long-tenn average of rectified noise can be detennined statistically.
Let us examine the fluctuations of the pointer of a de meter when rectified
noise is being indicated. It is desired that the meter indicate the average
value of the wavefOlm. However, if the meter circuit has a short time
constant, the pointer will try to respond to the instantaneous value of the
noise, instead of its average value. It is of course impossible to read a wildly
fluctuating meter.
A relation between noise bandwidth, output meter time constant '7, and
meter relative error E is
(15-28)
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Output

noise
meter
electronics

Figure 15-9 Averaging circuit

where 6 is the ratio of the nns value of meter fluctuations to the average
meter reading. For the same level of accuracy, narrowband measurements
require a longer averaging time than do wideband measurements. For bandwidths of 1000 Hz or more, the meter time constant is usually sufficient. On
the other hand, a 5-Hz bandwidth requires a 40-s time constant for 5%
accuracy, whereas 10/0 accuracy requires a l000-s time constant. This illustrates one type of difficulty encountered when making accurate noise measurements.
As a rule of thumb, use the widest possible bandwidth for the shortest
reading times and greatest accuracy.
Several methods of obtaining a long time constant were described in Sec.
15-3-7. The most common way is to parallel the meter with a capacitor. The
capacitor must not interfere with the calibration of the meter. Use a lowleakage capacitor, such as a tantalum electrolytic, so that the capacitor does
not shunt the dc signal. The capacitor also may overload the output of the
amplifier by requiring larger peak currents. Test the accuracy with a sine
wave by noting whether the presence of the capacitor changes the meter
reading. In addition to the accuracy requirements, allow several time constants for the capacitor to charge.
If the output meter is connected directly to the rectifier D 1, adding a
capacitor C makes it peak responding. By cOIUlecting a small shunt resistor
Rl and a large series resistor R2 as shown in Fig. 15-9, the meter reads
correctly; although the gain is reduced to R L /(R 2 R L ), where the meter
resistance is R L'

+

15-7

BANDWIDTH ERRORS IN SPOT NOISE MEASUREMENTS

Spot noise or noise spectral density is the noise in a I-Hz noise bandwidth.
This implies that the noise was measured with a I-Hz bandwidth filter. In
actual practice, the noise is measured with a noise meter or spectrum
analyzer, and the bandwidth may be significantly greater than 1 Hz. To
obtain spot noise, the reading is divided by the square root of the noise
bandwidth.

BANDWIDTH ERRORS IN SPOT NOISE MEASUREMENTS
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When the noise is white, bandwidth poses no problem. The total noise
voltage in a wideband is equal to the sum of identical noise contributions
from each frequency that make up the total bandwidth. Frequently, however,
noise waveforms contain a significant amount of IIf noise power. The
question arises: How much error is introduced when measuring the noise
spectral density with a wide bandwidth and dividing by the square root qf
bandwidth?
Now compare the spot noise with the integrated noise in a bandwidth,
divided by the bandwidth, for an amplifier with a llf noise power distribution. It was shown in Chap. 1 that the mean square value of II! noise voltage
is given by

EJ( Af)

~ K In ;,

(15-29)

where fh and il are the upper- and lower-cutoff frequencies in the band
being considered. This relation can be rearranged in the form
(15-30)

and written as
(15-31 )

For purposes of analysis we define a center frequency fo and consider that
af is geometrically centered about 10' Then to = (flfh)1/2.
The bandwidth error can be calculated. Using Eq. 15-31 to integrate over
a bandwidth and dividing by the square root of the bandwidth, we compare
this calculated value with the true value of spot noise at the center frequency
/0 as shown in Table 15-4.
TABLE 15-4 Errors in Spot Noise Measurements of a 1 If Noise
Dominated System

t1f
(as percentage of f)
0.1
1

10
30
100

Value of Wideband
Noise Divided by Af

Value of S1;?0t
Noise at fo

Percentage Error

1
1

1
1

o
o

0.9998
0.9978
0.9809

1

-0.02
-0.22
-1.91

1

1
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Even with a 1/f noise power distribution, a bandwidth ci one-third the
frequency gives a negligible error. If part of the noise is white, the error is
even smaller. This is convenient because it allows us to use the readily
available one-third octave filters. One-third of an octave is approximately
equaJ to one-third ci the frequency. In general, it is possible to use a
bandwidth equal to the frequency, geometrically centered around the frequency, and still have negligible error. In some cases, such as with nonGaussian "popcorn" noise, the noise power spectral density is proportional
to 1/:f 2. The mean square noise voltage is

K2

2

Ep

=

(15-32)

f2

and the total noise in the bandwidth from

11

to fh

IS

(15-33)

Therefore,
(15-34 )

Substituting in the noise expression of Eq. 15-34 gives
(15-35)
Equation l5-35 shows that the total noise voltage of a 1If 2 power distribution is proportional to the square root of the bandwidth Af just as for white
noise. The measurement accuracy is independent ci the measurement bandwidth.

15-8 NOISE BANDWIDTH
As discussed in Chap. 1, the noise bandwidth is not equal to 3-dB bandwidth.
The noise bandwidth is always greater than the 3-dB bandwidth. A definition
of noise bandwidth was given:

6.f =

1
Avo

-2-

Joo IALo( f) I2 df

(1-9)

0

Here we add a few comments to the discussion given earlier. If the power
gain curve is not symmetrical about the center frequency as shown in Fig.
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Figure 15- 10 Noise bandwidth of a nonsymmetrical transfer function.

lS-lO, the selection of fo is arbitrary. Consider the noise bandwidth of curve
EFF'G which has two peaks at F and F'. Two reference frequencies fa and
f~ are defined in the figure. These produce rectangular bandwidths of ABeD
and A'B'C'D', respectively. Each of these rectangles has the same
gain-bandwidth product, but the peak gains differ; we see that the noise
bandwidth AD is smaller than A'D'. Either determination of the noise
bandwidth can be correct, although the preferred is AD.
The noise bandwidth can be measured with a calibrated noise generator.
The noise generator must be the dominant noise in the system. Measure the
transfer voltage gain K t at fo' Then, with the noise generator connected to
the input tenninals, measure the total output noise E.no ' The output is

(15-36)
where K f is the transfer voltage gain, E} is the input noise signal in volts per
hertz 1f2 ) and At is the noise bandwidth. The unknown At is
(15-37)

SUMMARY
a. Two widely used techniques for noise measurement are the sine wave and
the noise generator methods.
b. The sine wave method requires measurement of the total output noise E"IO
and the transfer gain K/. Then, Enr = ErtolK r

c. For Rs

~ 0,

Eni = En- For Rs ~

00,

Eni = InRs·
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d. To eliminate thennal noise from R" a capacitor can sometimes be
substituted for the source resistance.
e. A spectrum analyzer is convenient for ma.kIDg spectral density measurements.
f. The noise voltage of a noise generator necessary to double the output
noise power is equivalent to the En; of the system under test. Thus the
generator must be calibrated.
g. The shot noise of a calibrated noise source is used for noise measurements.
h. The requirements for an output noise meter are: (I) it must respond to
noise power; (2) it must have a crest factor greater than 3; and (3) it must
have a bandwidth 10 or more times the system noise bandwidth. A true
nns reading meter is best; an average responding meter must be corrected
by a l.13 multiplier; and a peak responding meter is valueless.

PROBLEMS

15·1. Design an attenuator of the Fig. 15-3 type to match a 600-n signal
generator. Consider that R2 = 10 n. The output ~ should be 1 % of
Vg • Specify values for Rl and R,.
15-2. The spot noise figure is to be detennined, but we do not have a
measuring instrument calibrated in decibels; we just have a true value
reading voltmeter. The transfer voltage gain K t is measured to be
10,000. We adjust the level of the input signal so that at the output port
~o = lOOEno ' We measure the input signal to be 1 IJ.V at the source
resistance is 1000 n. Find the NF.
15-3. Design a test setup to measure the excess noise of resistors. Develop a
block diagram and specify the gain necessary and any special requirements for the equipment.

15-4. The probability density function (pdf) of a Gaussian distribution was
given in Chap. 1 by Eq. 1-1 as
1

f( x)

=

CTfu exp -

[

(x-J.L) 2] .
2CT2

The expected value of any pdf cOlTesponds to its average value (dc
value) and can be found by

E(x)

=

f

+00

-00

x/ex) dx
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Now consider that a regular ac voltmeter (not a hue nns voltmeter) is
to be used to measure a Gaussian noise voltage. This ac voltmeter uses
a full-wave rectifier to determine the dc value of any ac applied
waveform. Then the dc reading is "scaled" to a corresponding "nns"
value by a gain constant. Show that the expected value of the absolute
value of the Gaussian pdf is given by

EOx/) = -

20-

J27T

=

O.798u

Assume that J.L = 0 in the pdf expression. Hint: Make a change-af-variable substitution before performing the integration by letting y = x/cr.
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APPENDIX A

rvlEASURED NOISE CHARAC-rERISTICS
OF INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

This appendix contains the measured data from a small sample of IC
amplifiers that represent the current noise technology. Since books change
slowly and technology advances rapidly. these data are only an indication of
the state of the art.
A variety of process technologies are included to contrast their performance for various source impedances and frequency ranges. Unfortunately,
there is no single low-noise amplifier that will fill all requirements. The eight
devices shown are:
OP-27 jOP-37 bipolar op amp. Gain-bandwidth = 63 MHz (OP-37).
TL061 JFET input op amp. Gain-bandwidth not specified.
n071 JFET input op amp. Gain-bandwidth = 3 MHz.
OP-97 super {3 bipolar. Gain-bandwidth = 0.9 MHz.
/-LA 741 general purpose bipolar op amp. Gain-bandwidth = 1 MHz.
AD745 BiFET op amp. Gain-bandwidth = 20 MHz.
TI..E2037 bipolar op amp. Gain-bandwith = 80 MHz.
TLC2201 advanced Lin CMOSTm op amp. Gain-bandwidth = 2 IvlHz.
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OP-27/37
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OP-97
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AD745
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APPENDIX B

rvlEASLIRED NOISE CHARACTERIS-rICS
OF FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

This appendix contains measured data on some discrete PETs to illustrate
noise peIionna!1ce. Compare the discrete devices with the newer data on
JFET input op amps in App. A.
Dashed lines in the plots indicate extrapolated data based on extension of
the low- and high-frequency data. The seven devices shown are:
2N2609 n-channellFET.
2N3460 n-channel JFET.
2N3684 n-channel JFET.
2N3821 n-channel JFET.
2N4221A n-channel JFET.
2N4416 n-channel JFET.
2N5116 p-channel JFET.
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APPENDIX C

rvlEASURED NOISE CHARACTERls-rICS
OF BIPOLAR JLINC-rION -rRANSISTORS

Examples of the noise characteristics of BJTs are shown in this appendix.
Noise constants for these transistors are shown in Table 6-1. Noise measurements were made on a small sample of each device to show the general
characteristics of discrete BJTs and may not represent current device technology. The eight devices shown are:
2N93 0
2N3964*
2N4124
2N4125
2N4250*
2N4403
2N5138
MPS-A18

npn
pnp

npn
pnp
pl1p
pnp
pnp
npn

*Same curves for these two devices.
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APPENDIX D

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
PROGRAM* (WRITTEN IN PASCAL)

Program NOISECinput,output);
CONST

blank=

I

"

arraysize = 6000;
zero=O;
index = 100;
positive= 'post;
negative= 'NEG';

TYPE
Random_Number=array [1 ••

arraysizel of real;

Random-Set=array [1 •• 55] of

real;

VAR
voLtage_number,seed,counter,N1,N2:integer;
numbers,output_node,neg_node,pos_node,Nexti:integeri
Nextip,I_set:;ntegeri
sum,mean,variance,rms,sigma,G_set:reaL;

time_step,maxtime,time,next_time,last_time:real;
X: Random_Number;

result:text;
Bunch: Randorn-Setj

* This program developed by Ahmad Dowlatabadi.
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function Random3(var se

401

:integer):extended;

canst
Big::!1e9;
Local-seed;:; 161803398,
Factor=le-9;

var
N1,N2,counter:integer;

j,k:reaL;
beg in
if

(seed<zero) then
beg i n
j : ::: lo caL _s e e d +

if

j>=zero then j:

j-Big*truncCj IBig)
eLsej:= B;g- abs(j) + Big*trune(abs(j) I Big);
BunchC55J:= j;
k:= 1;

for

N1:==1

to 54 do begin

N.2::::: 21 *N1 mod

BUrich[N2J:== 1\:;
k:=

j - k;

(k<zero) then k:= k + Big;
j:= Bunch[N2J

if

for

counter::.;1 to 4 do begin

for N1:=1 to 55 do begin
Bun c h [N 1 J: == 8 un c h [N 1 Bun c h [ 1 + ( (N 1 + 30) mod 55)];

i

Bunch[N1J<zero then Bunch(N1J:=8unchCN1]+Big;

end;
Nexti:=O;

Nextip:= 31;
Se
::= 1
end;

Next;: Nexti +';
if Nexti=56 then Nexti::::1;
Nextip:== Nextip + 1;
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i f Nextip>=56 then Nextip:=1;

j:= Bunch[NextiJ- Bunch[NextipJ;
j<zero then j := j + Big;

if

Bunch[NextiJ:= j;
Random3:=j*Factori
end;

function Gaussian

(var seed:integer):extended;

var
Factor,radius,v1,v2:reaL;

beg i n

j

f

I_set=O then begin
repeat

v1:= 2*Random3(seed)-1;
V2:= 2*Random3(speed)-1;

radius:= sqr(v1) + sqr(v2);
until

radius<1;

Factor:= sqrt(- 2*Ln(radius) Iradius);
G_set:=v1*Factor;
Gaussian:= v2*Factor;
I_s e t:

=1 ;

end
else begin

Ga us s ian: = G_S e t ;
I_s e t : = 0;
end;
end;

BEGIN

for

counter:=O to arraysize do

beg i n

X[counterJ;
end;

=0;

APPENDIX D

assignCresutt,'noise.cir');
rellrtlrite(result);
writeln('Enter the number of random numbers ne

403

ed.');

readln(numbers);
lIrtIritelnC'Enter an integer for se . ') .,
readln(seed);
writeln('Enter the duration of simulation');
writeln('(Ex.1ms=1e-3)');

readln{maxtime);
if seed)O then seed:= -1*seed;
if seed=O then seed:=-I;
sum:::::: 0;

mean:= 0;
rms: : : ; 0;
va ria n c e :;;;;;; 0;

time: 0;
counter:= 0;
I_set: == 0;
(*************************************************************
alculating the mean and standard deviation (rms)
of the set.

for counter::::::' to numbers do
beg i n
X[counter]:=Gauss;an(seed);
sum:= X[counterJ +
end;
mean:= sum I numbers;
for counter::::1 to numbers do
variance:= variance"" sqrO([counterJ- mean);
rms:= sqrt«variance) Inumbers);
write(result,'*The mean and standard deviation');
writeln(resultJ" before transformation are 1 ) ;
writeln(result,·*mean = I ,mean,blank, I rms:::: • J'rms);
sigma: 0;
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(*********************************************************w
Calculating new set of numbers based on the
obtained mean and rms values such that the
numbers have mean=O and rms=1.

for counter:=?

new

to numbers do

X[ C 0 u n t e r] : = (X teo u n t e r ] - mea n) I rm s;

(*********************************************************.
The .Subckt is written here.

time step:=maxtime/numbers;

if

(numbers mod 18) = 0
then voltage-I1umber:= (numbers div 18)
else voltage_number:= (numbers div 18) + 1;

for N1:= 1 to voltage_number do begin
N2:

= 0;

writeln(result);
neg_node:=index*(N1-1);
pos_node:= index*(N1);
if N?=1

then

begi n

writeln(result,'.Subckt TDNG',blank,posit;ve);
writeLn(blank,negative);
write(result,·V',N1,blank,pos node:5,blank);
write(negative:S);
end
e 15e

i f N?=voltage number

then

write(result~·V',N1,blank,positive:5,blank);

write(neg_node:S)
e Is e

write(result,'V',N1,blank,pos_node:5,blank,
wr;te(neg_node:S);

APPENDIX D

writeCresult,blank,'pwl(Os
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Ot);

if N1:: 1
then writelnCresult}
else

n

writelnCresult,blank,time:12,l s J,blank,zero);
endi
repeat
N2:=N2+1;
time:= time + ti
if N2 mod 3 1 then write(result, f + .);
write(result,time:12,l s ',blank);
write(X[N2+ (N1-1)*18J:10:8,blank);
if N2 mod 3=0 then writeln(result);
until «N2+(N1-1)*18>=numbers) or (N2)=18));

=

i-tN2 mod 3=0 then writeCresult,f +

n

t

time+t

J);

ep;

writeln(result,nex
endj
writeln(result};

wri te (resu l t, 1 RLOAD', blank, positive,
wri teln (negative, blank, '11);

blank);

writeln(result,'.ends·);
close(result);
end.

run using Turbo
will appear on

When
screen and

>Enter the n
r of random numbers needed.
50
>Enter an inteqer for seed.
1

>Enter the duration of simulation (Ex.

1 ms;::;

1e- 3)

5e- 6

Note that
Example
default in

rms

50, I, and 5e-6 were the numbers used to lTP" ... ..-"'T...
output file which is created is identified as
This file must have the additional circuit nodes and
added as shown in Fig. 4-14.

APPENDIX E

ANSWERS TO SELECTED PROBLEMS

CHAPTER 1

1. 1 k!l: 895 nV /Hzl/2, 4 /LV1Hz1/2, ]7.9 j.1-V /Hzl/2
50 k!l: 6.32 J.LV /HzI/2, 28.3 jJ.V/Hz1/2, 126.5 J-LV /Hz1/2
1 Mil: 28.3 J.LV /Hz1/2, L26.5 J.LV /Hzl/2, 565.7 J.LV jHzl/2
2. 8.9 nV /HzI/2
3. 59.5 kHz

4. 100 Hz
5. 28.3 ,uV/Hzl/2, 56.6 pA/Hz 1/2
6. 266 X 10- 12 V 2 /Hz, 16.3 f.LV /Hz 1/2
7. R = 3.5 0, re = 2.5

n

8. Af = 1Tj2/8 = 1.15 j -3dB

9. 933 Hz
lO. Almost three decades
11. 375 Hz
14. 941 Hz

15. (a) Rx = 13.5 OJ (b) V01(nns) = 238 mVrrru;, V o2(rms) = 149 mVrmg_
(c) The SIN ratio for the diode circuit is larger.
16. 637 nY, 20/LV, 31.6 /-LV
17. (a) 774597, (b) 11.5 X 10 6
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CHAPTER 2
1,
= 0 dB; F:::::
NF = 3 dB,
NF = 3 dB
(a)
= 1.14 /-LV, Eno = 2.34 /LV (b)
(a)
X 10- 18 V 2 /Hz; (b)
8.
= 4 X 10 -16 V 2
=

=1
1 L (a)

1

3.92 X 10- 15 V2 (b)

=

(a) K t

(b) E;o

=

=

4.68

E;;o
X

=

4.18 X 10

10- 12 V 2 (c)

13
2

3
1. 20.8 nV
(a) A = 100, B = 109.9, C = 9.9, D = 99K; (b)
V2 (c) E?;i = 1.09 X 10- 15 V 2
(a) R,: 4.025 X 10- 13 V2; R 2 : 4.15 X 10- 13 V2;
. 0 V2; (b) En: 8.26 X 10- 13 V2; I'd: 1.4 X 10V 2 ; (c) Eno = 161 /LV
. 5.68 X 10- 15 V 2

= 1.09

X 10- 11

kfi

6. (a)

t)

=
=

2.01 X 10- 12 V 2
1.02 X 10- 12 y2
X 10- 12 V2

= 1
=

1.93 X 10- 16 y2
X 10- 14 V2

= 4.12

(b)

X 10- 12 V 2

X 10- 12

(a)

=

1.61 x 10-16 V2

=

1.13 X 10-15 V2
5.06 X 10- 14 V 2

=

=1
) =

RI

=

y2

lmV
X 10- 12 V 2 jHz, E;o(R s2 ) = 1.55 X 10- 12 V 2 jHz,
2
X 10- t5 V jHz, E;o(R 2 ) = 5.8 X 10- 17 V 2 /Hz1

9.61 X 10- 14 V 2 /Hz, E;0(1n1) -= 8.65 X 10- 13 V2/Hz,
8.66 x 10- 13 V 21Hz, K/ = 31
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9. E;;/R 1) = 1.45 x 10- 14 y2/Hz, E;;0(R 2 ) = 1.45 x 10- 14 y2/Hz,
E;;/R3) = 1.45 x 10- 14 y2/Hz, E;0(R 4) = 1.45 X 10- 14 V2/Hz,
E;;o(R F ) = 4.83 x 10_ 16 y2 jHz, E;;0(En1 ) = 9.0 X 10- 14 y2jHz,
E;;0(In1 ) = 3.60 X 10- 19 V2jHz, £;;o(En2 ) = 9.3 X 10- 14 V2jHz,
E;o(In2 ) = 3.6 x 10- 13 V 2 jHz, E;;o = 6.01 X 10- 13 V 2 jHz
10. E;;o = 2.82 X 10- 16 y2
11. The inverting amplifier has twice the equivalent input noise as the
noninverting configuration.

CHAPTER 4

L
2.
3.
4.
7.
8.

KF = 6.4E - 17, AF = 1, KF = 1.6E - 16, AF = 1
En = 10 nY /Hzl/2, fnee = 200 Hz, In = 1.2 pA/Hzl/2, fnci
-37.3 dB
Same excess noise. Gain is doubled.
195 Hz
(a) Eno = 46.5 /hV; (b) Eno = 397 iJ-V

=

1 kHz.

CHAPTERS
1. E;;j(R) = 1.61 X 10- 16 V 2 , E:i(En ) = 4.43 X 10- 15 V 2 , E;;j(ln)
1.16 X 10- 17 V2; E;;j = 4.6 X 10-15 V2
2 E;;j(R L ) = 1.078 X 10- 18 V 2
11.3 nY, EL = 35.8 nV, Ex
L = 0.555 pA, If = 1.754 pA
4. (a) MPS-A18; (b) 2N4403

3. Es

=

=

2.83 nY,

L

=

6.8 pA., f3

=

=

150,

5. (a) E;;i = 5.09 X 10- 16 y2; (b) Ts = 354°C; (c) R, = 21.6 kO
7. The pnp gives smaller equivalent input noise because the base spreading resistance is lower due to n-type material.
8. Amplitude, duration, and frequency of occurrence.
9. En = 3.63 nY /Hzl/2) In = 0.979 pA/Hz 1/ 2 , F oP' = 1.08 dB, R opt =
6.9 kO

CHAPTER 6

L WIL = 578.9, ID = 5.34 rnA
2. (a) gm = 317 j.LAjV, ~ = 1.84 pAjHz 1/ 2, rds = 2 MO, Inc = 0.031
fAjHzl/2, If = 288 pA/Hz1j2; (b) R opt = 29.3 GO; (c) ID = 125 ).LA,
VGS = 3.577 v , V DS = 5 V.
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3. (b) F = 1
= 0.0371 dB
4. (a) 2N3821 (b)
5. (a) 4.88 nY IHzl/2 (b) 1.6 kHz (c) ID = 16
15
6. Rapt = 3.33 Mfi,
X 10- y2/Hz
nV /Hzl/2, 56.6

= 19.9 V

CHAPTER 7
1. (a) ~ (b)

1(c) ~ (d)

4.1 /-LV
NF = 1.186 dB at
4. (b)

30

5. (a) 678.4~ (b)
E2.([ ) """ 1
l'U

n

NF

=

19.71 dB at 3

= 16.7 nV at LO kHz,

E~i(R$) =
X

16

1.61 X 10v2. E . = 1
'

11!

16

V

2

,

E;i(E,)
(c) Af

nVat

En! =

=

1.6 X

= 275 kHz

17

V

2
,

'

6.24 mV

CHAPTER 8

98 fAjRzl,r2, If = 30 nA/Hzl,r2 (b) 74.9 kHz (c)

2. (a)

6CX) n V (d)

of the diode.

3. (a) 850.7 kHz (b) 241.3 p.V
4. (a) fog = 159.15
fop 245.6 kHz (b) In;

J.tA

CHAPTER 9
Mn, EnE = 131 nV /Hzl/2
L Ropf =
2 En = 4 nV jfIz1l2 In = 0.9 pA/Hzl/2) Rapt = 4.44 k!1,
nV /Hzl/2, NF 5.48 dB
T = 5, V2 = 10 mV
4. (a) Choose 1, = 10 /-LA,
= 738 /-LY,
= 0.546 dB; (b) choose
= 30 J.L~ Eni = 7.19
= 0.295 dB.
j

CHAPTER 10
L (b)

eE , 5.96 Hz (c)

.23 kHz

(b) CB , 2.083 Hz (c)
3. (b)
1.27 Hz (c) 14.67 kHz
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4. E;i
E;j
5. (a)
(b)

6.

E;;i
E~I

7. E;i
E'~i

8. E;i

= 1.55 X 10- 16

y2, R, dominates at 10 Hz
= 1.35 X 10y2, R, dominates at 10 kHz
Eni = 37.3 nV at LO Hz, Eni = 63 nV at 10 kHz
Eni = 30.32 nV at 10 Hz, Eni = 6.3 nY at 10 kHz
= 1.93 X 10- 14 V 2 at 10 Hz, R, dominates
14
= 1.63 X 10V 2 at 10 kHz, R, dominates
11 V 2 at 10 Hz, R, dominates
= 6.5 X 10= 66.1 X 10- 14 V 2 at 10 kHz, R, dominates
17
= 2.31 X 10V2
16

CHAPTER 11

3. (a) Vm = ~ef(m/2N); (b) Vm
~ef[(2m - l)/(2 N + 1 - 2)J

=

v;.ef[(2m - l)/(2 N + 1

CHAPTER 12

1. ET = 5.9 J.LV
2 NI = -12.88 dB, Eex = 598.7 X 10- 9
4. IDe = 50.24 /-LA

CHAPTER 13

1. For Wn/Ln = 4, ~/Lp = 12.77
2 Eno(diode) = 463.3 pV/Hzl/2)
Eno(transistor) = 1.374 nV jHzl/2

CHAPTER 15

2. NF

=

7.96 dB

-

1)1; (C) Vm =

APPENDIX F

SYMBOL DEFINITIONS

To designate electronic circuit quantities the system of symbols used in this
book confonns to standard practice in the semiconductor field wherever
possible, unless this adds ambiguity or creates confusion.
L Dc values of quantities are indicated by capitaJ letters with capital
subscripts (IB , VDS )' Direct supply voltages have repeated subscripts
(VBB ) Vee)'

2. Rms values of quantities are indicated by capital letters with lowercase
subscripts Un' ~).
3. The time varying components of voltages and currents are designed by
lowercase letters with lowercase subscripts (g" r a)'
SYMBOLS
Symbol

Definition
Number of bursts per second
Buffer voltage gain
Voltage gain
Peak voltage gain
Feedback factor
Bit factor
Short circuit current gain in BIT
Bandwidth
Capacitance

First Used
in Equation
5-38
13-1

1-9

1-9

3-1
11-2
5-]
5-39

1-56
411
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Symbol

C
Ceq

Cgd

CL
CJL
Cox
C-rr

Cp

III

€

Ea
E A , E B , Ee
Ee
Ef
Ell
En1> En2
Eni

Eno
Ens
EnT
E-rr
Ep

Ere!
Esb

E,
E 1p
Eu

E;c
Ez
F

1
12
la
fh

IL
II

Fopt

IT
G

'Y

Ga

Cd

First Used
in Equation

Definition
Correlation coefficient
Reflected capacitance
Gate to drain capacitance
Load capacitance
Collector - base capaci tance
Gate oxide capacitance
Base-emitter capacitance
Shunt capacitance
Noise bandwidth
Meter error
Activation energy
Noise voltage of resistors R A , R" Rc
Noise voltage of coupling network
IIf noise voltage
Equivalent input noise voltage
Noise voltage of stage I and 2
Equivalent input noise voltage
Output noise voltage
Noise of source resistance
Total input noise voltage generator
Noise voltage drop across r 7T
Noise voltage of popcorn noise
Noise voltage of reference
Shot noise voltage
Thermal noise voltage of a resistance
Thermal noise voltage of r
Noise voltage of unregulated supply
Thennal noise voltage of base spreading
resistance
Noise voltage generator of Zener diode
Noise factor
Frequency
- 3-dB high-frequency comer
System - 3-dB cutoff frequency
Upper frequency limit
Noise comer frequency
Lower frequency limit
Noise factor at Ro
Current cutoff frequency
Conductance in siemens
Exponent in lIf model
A vailable power gain
Channel conductance
Tr

1-31
6-13
6-6
6-6
5-5
6-16
5-5
7-10
1-3
15-28
6-39
10-7
7-1
1-47
2-7
3-16

2-7
1-27
10-5
10-33
5-13
15-32
11-17
1-55
1-6
3-16
13-1
5-7
12-12
2-9
1-9
1-15
1-17
1-45
5-11
1-45
2-14
5-5
1-25

5':34
2-19
6-35

SYMBOLS

Symbol
gds
gm

IDa

111

I nl ) 1112
Inb
Inc
1nd

lno
i np

1tol
k

Definition
Output conductance
Transconductance
Peak power gain
current
Burst noise current
Collector current
Dc
current
current of a diode
current in amperes
Quiescent drain current
Emitter current
lIf noise current
Dc reverse saturation gate current
Equivalent input noise current
Noise current of stage 1 and 2
Shot noise ci base current
Shot noise of collector current
Drain noise current generator
noise current generator
Output noise current
Thermal noise current of Rp
Total input noise current generator
Reverse saturation current
Shot noise current
Thermal noise current of a resistance
Total noise current
Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X 10- 23 W-s/K)
Dimensional constant
Common mode gain

1

10-36
Transconductance parameter
Voltage
System transfer gain
coefficient
A

m
J.L

N

Channel length modulation parameter
channel length
inductance
significant bit
noise constant
value
Meanor
n -channel mobility
Number of bits

6-15
13-1
1

6-28
6-15
6-15
6-26
13

11-28
12-2

1-1
6-16
11-1
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Symbol
N
NEP
NF
Nf

NI

~
p

PE
q
R
~

RB
Rc
rd
RDRAIN

rds
RE

re
Req

RF
RL

Rn
Ro
Rp

'."

'r

Rs

RTH
r;r;
(J"

SIN
Sf

T

T
l'

Tp

I:

V
VEE
VEE
Vc
Vee

VD

Definition
Number of stages
Noise equivalent power
Noise figure in dB
Noise power
Noise index
A vailable noise power
Noise coefficient
Error probability
Electronic charge (1.602 x 10 - 19 Coulombs)
Resistance, real part cf Z
l/:f base spreading resistance
Bias resistance
Collector resistance
Diode dynamic resistance
Equivalent drain noise resistance
Output resistance
Emitter resistor
Shockley emitter resistance
Reflected resistance
Feedback resistance
Load resistance
Equivalent noise resistance
Optimum noise source resistance
Parallel resistance
Base-emitter resistance
Output resistance of reference
Resistance of signal source
Thevenin resistance
Base spreading resistance
Standard deviation
Signal to noise ratio
Spectral density of noise voltage
Temperature in kelvins (K)
Transformer turns ratio
Trapping time constant
Period
Equivalent noise temperature
Voltage (not noise voltage)
Bias voltage
Base-emitter voltage
Common mode signal
Collector supply voltage
Differential difference signal

First Used
in Equation
10-45
8-2
2-11
1-45
12-5
1-3
6-35
11-28
1-50
1-6
5-12
8-1

10-1
12-12
6-25
6-18
10-1
1-54
6-10
11-16
1-5
2-16
2-13
3-9
5-1
13-1
1-5
11-19
5-7

1-1
7-3
1-47
1-3
8-5
6-38
1-2
2-17
1-32
8-1
1-51
10-28
10-8
10-28

PREFIXES

First Used
in Equation

Symbol

Definition

VDS

Drain to source voltage
Excess noise voltage
Gate to source voltage
Input signal voltage
Reference voltage
Rms voltage
Signal voltage at source
Output signal voltage
Threshold voltage
Gate width
2'fTj
Capacitive reactance
Input admittance
Impedance of coupling network
Input impedance
Series impedance

~x

VGS

Vin

v:.ef
Vrms
~
~o

VT

W
w
Xc
Y1
Zc
Zm

Zs
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6-15

4-6
6-15
2-1
13-4
1-2

5-15
2-1
6-15
6-15
1-56
10-1

6-8
7-2
2-2
8-3

PREFIXES

The following prefixes are used to indicate decimal multiples or submultiples
ci units:
Multiple
9

10
10 6
10 3

10-

6

10- J2
10- 15

Prefix

Symbol

tera
gtga
mega
kilo

T
G
M

milli

m

micro
nano
pica
femto

J-L

k

n

P
f

Thus 1.7 GO is an impedance equal to 1.7 X 10 9 il, and 6.0 fA is a current

of 6.0 X 10- 15 A.

1r\IDEX

AID converter, 252,269,272.279, 282
Accelerometer, 196
Accuracy, noise measurement, 361
Addition of noise, 18
Amplifier(s): see a.Uv specific amplifier,
such as CC-CE amplifier.
ac, 135, 333,336
biasing, 225
dc, 135,334,335
design, 223, 330
high impedance, 333
selection for noise, 210
Analog-la-digital con verters, 252,269,
272,279,282
Analyzer, noise, 350
Answers to problems, 4ili
Attenuator, 347
Available noise power, 8
Avalanche:
breakdown and noise, 133, 297
damage to transistors, 134
diode noise, 297
Averaging, noise, 351, 361
Axi<; crossings, noise, 11

Bandwidth:
errors, 353, 362
noise, 8, 11
noise measurement. 364
Battery noise, 299
Beta-cutoff frequency, 111
Biasing:
bipolar transistor, 225, 330
capadtors,228
stabiHty criteria, 227
Bipolar, model, 110
Bipolar diode voltage reference, 3 L6
Bipolar transistor bias, 225
Bipolar transistor noise, mea<;;ured data,
385
Bit error, 252, '1:79
Bit error noise, '1:75
Bit factor, 255
Bolometer detector, ] 86
Boltzmann's constant, 8
Brownian motion, 8
Burst noise, 126, 248
Bypass capacitors, 228

Bandgap voltage reference, 324
Bandwidth limiting, 213, 354

Capacitance, shunt, 177
Capacitive bypass of noise, 228
417
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INDEX

Capacitors:
bypass, 228
coupling, 228
noise, 296
Capacity multiplier filter, 309
Carbon resistor noise, 295
Cascade amplifier, 331
Cascaded, noise, 47, 231
Cascade amplifier, 236, 237, 332
CC-CE amplifier, 234
CE amplifier. 225
CE-CB amplifier. 236. 242
Circuit analysis:
design, 207
noise, 22
Circuit-caused avalanching, 134
Circuit configuration, 224
Circuit diagrams:
cascode amplifier, 236,332
CC-CE,234
CE--CB, 236, 242
common source-common emitter, 232
common-emitter, 225
differential amplifier, 242, 335
emitter coupled amplifier, 242
feedback amplifier, 334
parallel-stage amplifier, 335
CMOS divider voltage reference, 314
Coil:
noise, 178, ] 95
sensor model, )78, )95
Common, emitter configuration, 225
Common-mode, isolation, 243, 300, 306
Comparator noise, 271
Component noise:
avalanche diodes, 297
batteries, 299
capacitor. 296
resistor, 289
transformers, 299
zener diodes, 297
Computer noise analysis:
amplifier model, 79
bia~ed resistive sensor model, 187
bipolar transjstor model, 113
coil-RLC noise model, 179
OfA converter, 261
diode model, 190
integration method, 101
noise program, 79

photo diode model, 190
piezoelectric sensor model. 197
resistive sensor model, 185
sample problem, 82,87,90,93,99, 179
transfonner model, 2m
Computer aided design, 79
Computer program, SPICE, 80, 179
Contact noise, 25
Contours cf noise figure, 124
Correlation, 19, 21, 23,38,41, 344
Coupling capacitors, 228
Coupling network noise, 173
Crest factor, 353, 355
Cryogenic, 163
CS-CE amplifier, 323
CS-CG amplifier, 237
Current noise:
amplifier, 38
excess, 25
measurement, 41
shot, 27
thermal, 18, 29
Current source noise, 322

OfA converters, 252, 255, 282
Df A spice simulation, 261
DC amplifier, 335
Design:
computer aided, 79
low-noise amplifier. 334
procedw"e,207
Design examples:
resistive sensor, 218
transformer coupled amplifier. 198, 219
Device selection, 210
Differential amplifier, 55, 239, 247, 335
Digital-to-analog converters, 252, 255,
282
Diode:
equation, 28
noise, 29, 190,297
sensor model, 188
Dynamic microphone, 194

Electrolytic capacitors, 296
Electronic charge, 28
Electrostatic shielding, 6, 343, 349
Emitter biasing, L2.9

INDEX

Emitter resistance, III
Equipment, noise measurement, 346
Equivalent circuits:
analysis, 172
biased resistor, 175, 186
bipolar transistor, J 10, 128, 226
capacitance, 177
coil, 178, 194
diode, 188
field effect transistor, 141, 152
inductance, 194
input noise, 39, 173
models, 17, 172
networks, 18, 172, 175, 185
noise, amplifiers, 172
piezoelectric sensor, 197
popcom noise, 127
resistance, 17, 185
resonant circuit, 178, 194
transfonner, 198
Equivalent input noise:
application, 172, 207,212,214,231
bipolar transistor, 114, 123
computer calculation, 79, 82, 83
derivation, 39, 173
equation, 41, 172
measurement, 165, 340
Excess noise, 25, 84, 88, 290

Fihn resistors, 294
Filtering, power supply, 308
Flash AID converter, 269, Z79
Flicker effect, 25, 84

lIf noise:
deflnition, 8, 25
measurement, 363
model, 84, 86, 88, 113, 122, 142, 150,
153, 162, 191,291
Feedback:
arnpJifiers, 333
in low noise design, 53, 188, 212, 349
noise model, 53
positive, 67
Ferroelectric ceramic elements, 196
FET noise:
measured data, 142, 377
measurement, 162
model, 41, 152
Fiber optic detector, i88
Field effect transistor amplifiers, 224, 333
common source, 232
differential, 239
high impedance, 333

I C noise, measured data, 215, 368
IC resistors, 296
Inductive sensor model, 178, 194
Infrared cell sensor, 186, 188, 193
Infrared detector, 188, 193
Input impedance, 40, 85, 143
Integrated BIT amplifier, 237, 244
Integrated transistors, 111, 247
I n regrated voltage referenc es, 312
[ntegration, noise, 101, 247
Inverting amplifier, 59,63
Iterative design, 208

419

Gain, 40, 115, 173, 341
Gain-bandwidth. 111
Gallium Arsenide FET fabrication, 155
Gallium Arsenide FET noise, 154, 158
Gaussian noise:
axi... crossings. 11
crest factors, 11
definition. 6, 95
distribution, 6
peak~) 353
Generation - recombination centers, 26,
127, ]52, 153
Generator, noise, 358
GR noise, 187,191
Guarding, 191

High impedance amplifier, 334
Hybrid-1T noise model, 109
Hydrophone, 196

Johnson noise, 8

Kirchoff's law, 22
KTIe noise, 8, 30

420

INDEX

Laser detectors, 188
Lateral tran!\i!\tors, 248
Limiting noise, bipolar transistor, 116,
119
Linear integrated circuit, measured noise
data, 368
Load resistance noise, 175, 186
Low frequency noise, 25
LVDT,194

Macromodels, 103
Magnetic shielding, 6, 301, 349
Matching, transformer, 198, 299
Measured noise data:

BIT,216,
FET, 164, 167, 215
integrated circuits, 368
Measurement:
bandwidth, 353
circuit, 346
current, 166
equipment, 346
FET,I64
noise, accuracy, 361
noise figure, 345
noise generator method, 356
popcorn noise, 129
sine wave method, 340
voltage, 166
Metal ftlm resistor, 294
Metal foil resistor, 294
Meters:
average responding, 353,355
noise, 352
peak reading, 356
power output, 352, 357
nns,354
Microphone, 196
Micropola~ma noise, 128
Miller effect, 143, 149
Models, noise, 38, 83, L72
Monolithic Ie resistors, 2%
MOS diode voltage reference, 319
MOS field effect transistor:
application. 146
measured noise, 368
noise model, 146
Multistate noise, 298

Negative feedback:
amplifiers, l89, 212, 333
in low noise design, 53, 208, 212
noise model, 53
NEP I 192
Noise:
1//.8,25,84,192
addition of, 18
bandwidth,8, 11
bipolar transistor, 109
bit error, 275
of cascaded networks, 47
circuit analysis, 22, 2IJ7
conunon mode, 243
comparator, 271
computer analysis. 79
contours, 125
current source, 322, 356
current, 25, 38, 41, 83
defmition,5
differential amplifier, 240
diode, 28, 296, 358
excess, 25,290
feedback of, 53, 212
field effect tTansistor, 140
flash AID converter, 2ff)
Gaussian, 6, 95
integrated circuitS, 247
low frequency, 25
of passive components, 289
of reactive components, 296
resistor, 289
shot, 356,358, 359, 360
spectral density, 16
summing, 18
thermal, 8, 10,41
white, 9
Noise analysis DI A converter, 255
Noise bandwidth:
calcuiation, 98
definition, 11, 98
measurement of, 356
Noise current, 116
Noise current:
In' definition, 38, 83
measurement, 41, 165,342
Noise data, measured, 43, 215
Noise diode, 297, 358
Noise equivalent power (NEP), 192
Noise factor, 44

INDEX

Noise figure:
bipolar transistor, 120, 123
calculation, 98
contours, 125
defInition, 44
rneasurement,345
Noise floor, 9
Noise generator program, 95
Noise index:
defmition, 25, 291
graph, 293
modeling, 88, 290
values, 263, 293
Noise integration, 10 1
Noise measurement, 164, 36]
Noise models:
amplifier, 38, 172
analysis, 172
biased resistance, 186,
capacitance, 177
computer, 83
derivation, 39, 172
diode, 29
field effect transi star, 141
hybrid-1!", 112, 128
input noise, 39
integrated circuit, 112
network, 17. 172
photo diode, 188
piezoelectric transducer, 197
popcorn, 126
resistor, 17, 185
resonant circuit, 178
trans fonner, 201
zener diode, 297
Noise power, 9
Noise resistance, 46, 150
Noise source, 297,358
Noise temperature, 47
Noise voltage, 9, 38,41,83, 117
En. defulition, 39, 83
measurement, 41, 166, 342
Noninverting amplifier. 60, 65
Nyquist noise, 8

Operational amplifiers, 55
Optimum noise factor, 45
Optimum source resistance, 45, 62, 120,
210
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Optoelectronic detector, 188
Oscillator noise, 68
Oscilloscope, 352

Parallel-stage amplifier, 245, 335
Peak factor, 353
Peak reading meters, 356
Photo diode:
noise, 19 J
sensor model, 188
Photoconductive sensor, 186
Photon noise, 192
Pickup,6
Piezoelectric sensor model, 196
Piezoresistive sensor, 186, 196
PIN Photodiode, 193
Pink noise, 25
"Popcorn" noise, 126, 129, 248
Positional index, 265, 269
Positive feedback, 67
Power supplies, 306
circuit, 307,309, 3 t 1
regulated, 310
Probability density function, 7
Probability, 7, 252, 275
Probe, 98
Problem answers. 399
PSPICE, 98, 272
PYDF,196
Pyroelectric detector, 185, 196

R -C filter, 308
Random noise program, 95, 393
Reacti ve sources, 178, 194
Recorder, noise, 351
Red noise, 26
Reference diode noise, 263. 2CJ7
Regulated power supply, 310, 312
Reliability and noise, 132
Resistance:
noise, 41. 46, 84, 175. 289
optimum source, 45, 62, 121
Resistance thennometer, 186
ReSIstive sensor noise model, 185
Resistor divider voltage reference, 313
Resistor noise:
calculation, 84, 175,253,263,289
definition, 8, 291
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Resonant circuit:
application, 194
noise model, 178
Ripple clipper circuit, 310
RLC sensor, 194
Rms:
deflnition,7
meters, 7, 354

Seismic detector, 196
Sensor noise, 172, 184
Shielding:
electrostatic, 6, 300, 307
magnetic, 6, 301
Shockley emitter resistance, 29. 111
Shot noise:
bipolar transistor, 113
definition, 8, 28
field effect transistor, 141, 149, L53
grap~ 29
Shunt capacitance, 177
Shunt resistance, 175
Signal generator. 347
Signal-to-noise,44, 172,214
Sonar transducer, 1%
Spectral density, 16, 101, 350,362
Spectrum analyzer, 350
SPlCE program, 80, 261,272
Spot noise factor. 44
Spot noise measurement, 350
Summing noise, 18
System design, 207
System gain K J , 172

Tape recorder, magnetic, 194
Test circuit, noise, 346, 348
Thermal noise:
current, 29
definition, 8
equivalent circuit, 17, 84
field effect LTansistor, 141, 153, 160
graph, 29
resistor, 8, 10, 17, 41 , 215, 289

LTansformer,201
Thermocouple sensor, 185
Thermopile sensor, 185
Thick film resistors. 295
Thin film resistors, 294
Transfer function, 40
Transformer:
common mode rejection, 300
design, 299
equivalent circuit, 201
frequency response, 201,302
interwinding shielding, 300, 307
low-noise amplifiers, 219
magnetic shielding, 301
microphonics, 303
noise matching, 198, 217
noise model, 201
power supply, 299, 307
Transistor noise:
BIT model, 113
FET model, 141
Trapping, 141, 150

Vibration sensitivity, 303
Vibration sensor, 1%
Voltage reference:
bandgap, 324
bipolar diode, 316
CMOS voltage divider, 314
integrated,312
MOS diode, 319
resistor voltage divider, 313
VBE multiplier, 320
Vcs muitipber, 321
Zener diode, 318
Voltage reference noise, 263, 269, 312
Wave analyzer, 350
White noise, 9
Wideband noise, 16, 101

Zener diode noise, 297, 359
Zener diode voltage reference, 318

